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Introduction
Inventory of Vietnam War Era housing was undertaken at 10 active Army installations to assess
Vietnam War Era housing in support the development of the Historic Context on Army Vietnam
War Era Historic Housing, Associated Buildings and Structures, and Landscape Features (19631975) contained in Volume 1 of this report. The volume contains the data for select housing units
inventoried during site investigations.
Installations selected for this inventory were based on several considerations including geographic distribution; ability to represent variety in house type (i.e., single-family, duplex and townhouse); unit size; and type of ancillary buildings (i.e. garages, carports, and storage buildings),
which captures townhouses and apartment buildings as multiplex (i.e., three-plex, four-plex, fiveplex) buildings (U.S. Department of the Army 2021a). Data obtained from the site visits were used
to inform the discussion presented in Chapter 6 on the housing that the Army built during the
Vietnam War Era.
Installation site visits included the systematic review of cultural resource and planning reports in
addition to on-post architectural inventory of selected examples of housing constructed during
the period. Personnel at the cultural resources offices, real property offices, post historians offices,
and the housing partners were interviewed. The inventory proceeded with reconnaissance-level, windshield survey of all Vietnam War Era residential neighborhoods and then select building
exteriors and interiors were inspected to document each housing type represented. Sufficient
inventory was completed to characterize the neighborhoods and select dwellings. Inventory data
were compiled on building materials, architectural style, interior plan, and modifications over
time to provide a general description of neighborhoods and individual buildings and to assess
their integrity and NRHP eligibility. Appropriate data were collected to identify those buildings
and neighborhoods that may represent properties of particular importance.

Installations included:
•

Fort Benning, Georgia;

•

Fort Bragg, North Carolina;

•

Fort Carson, Colorado;

•

Fort Detrick, Maryland;

•

Fort Gordon; Georgia;

•

Fort Hood, Texas;

•

Fort Jackson, South Carolina;

•

Fort Polk, Louisiana;

•

Fort Shafter, Hawaii; and

•

Schofield Barracks, Hawaii1

Inventory data were incorporated in the historic context; site reports summarizing data collected
are included in Appendix 6 of Volume 1. The inventory reports also provide summary descriptions
of select buildings and neighborhoods.

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity
Many Vietnam War Era housing units have undergone exterior and interior modification and alteration. Alterations included the installation of replacement materials to address material failure,
material abatement to ensure health and safety, and replacement to address wear or damage.
Exterior modifications also were completed to reflect popular stylistic trends in domestic architecture at select installations. These changes were completed in holistically for an installation’s
inventory of Vietnam War Era housing or completed as funding permitted.
Interior modifications generally focused on replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. In select cases, housing units were combined, resulting in the modification of original floor plans. In ad1

Fort Shafter and Schofield Barracks are part of the U.S. Army Garrison Hawaii.

dition, some Vietnam War Era neighborhoods have undergone demolition and new construction.
Despite these changes, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association
with the conflict in Vietnam to be eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A. While recognizable as
a class of resource, the Army Vietnam War Era housing property type does not retain sufficient
integrity of design, materials, or workmanship to embody a type, method or period of construction, and are therefore not eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
Property of Particular Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the
nation-wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction,
and building materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance
must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic building materials present and intact to be considered
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army
2021b:34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types,
interior spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the
period were executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses
constructed during the period. Award-wining, civilian-sector, residential designs of the period
included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While
the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the civilian architectural sector for
Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size limitations and cost criteria established
by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

Architectural inventory conducted at the 10 Army installations confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and did not construct substantially distinctive or distinguishable housing within the inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. Due to continuous modification and alteration, many no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and
materials. Those units that retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive
or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of
Particular Importance were identified during the inventory of the 10 installations.
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Fort Benning

-

..,
Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

'

Installation Name:

,

Neighborhood Name:

.. Benning
Fort
Bouton Heights (Bouton)

CIRCULATION
Grid: yes □
no[!)

Curvilinear streets: yes [!)
no □

.,. the street layout here:
Generally describe

..

Cul-du-sacs: yes [!]
no □

...

Sidewalks: yes [!)
no □

... Division Road off of which are culs-de-sac or "courts."
Bouton
r is defined by the east-west curving First Cavalry
f'
are located north of First Cavalry Division Road, and eight are located
Eight courts
• south of the road.
'

..

• street, etc.):
Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the
There are concrete sidewalks present on both sides
• of the street with sloping curbs.

PARKING
Garages: yes □
no[!)

Carports: yes □
no[!)

Parking pad: yes □
no l!l

...

Parking lots: yes [!)
no □

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no l!l

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES
Tree lawn: yes I!)
no □

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe [!]
no
•

a

t
•
.l
A small park with.. a lawn and trees is located in
Bouton.

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe I!)
no □
There are running trails surrounding the area.
II'

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe I!]
no □
A small playground i s located in Bouton.

Streetlights: yes[!]

no D

Collective Mailboxes: yes

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe

□

no D

Demolition: yes - describe

D

no[!]

no [!]

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

An elementary school is present directly adjacent to the neighborhood.

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
Bouton is defined by the east-west curving First Cavalry Division Road off of which are culs-de-sac or "courts." Eight courts are located north of First Cavalry Division
Road, and eight courts are located south of the road. Sidewalks are present on both sides of the street with sloping curbs. Unit are setback about five-to-ten feet
from the road and generally are accessed by walkways off of a communal sidewalk surrounding a parking lot lining the court. The court has a central green space
featuring deciduous and coniferous trees. Parking lots are present. Amenities include a tree lawn, running trails, a playground, and parks. An elementary school is
present immediately on the exterior of the community. Streetlights are present. Housing units generally are two-story vinyl-clad fourplexes and sixplexes.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

A modern playground has been added. Renovations occurred during 2010 to modernize units.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
No previous investigations of Fort Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have been undertaken

.

,. Resource Integrity
Changes Over Time and
,, in the Bouton neighborhood have been subject to exterior modification such as replacement
r buildings
The
I.
rooting materials, siding, windows, and doors. Effo11s to apply contemporary stylistic or architectural
ornamentation were not unde1taken. The neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign, new
,,.
..> or demolition.
construction,
Interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures,
~
"
and appliances. In select cases. the combining of units resulted in modifications to original floor
• plans.
~

..

•11 modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
,#
Despite
<retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
~.,..
and alterations,
conflict in Vietnam (Critel'ion A). Due to modifications
•.,_ the housing generally no longer
•
distinctive or
retains a high degree of integrity
• of design and ma1el'ials. The housing is not sufficiently
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
> NRHP under Criterion C'.
considered eligible for the

..

.

..

~

•

,

...

Properties of Particulat' Importance

..

...
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing
issued in December 2021 defines a Property
• I Importance as one that is an
of Particular

..

n
... the nation
Anny Vietnam War Era housing
or neighborhoods that are, in the context of
I
...
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
Cl building
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction,
and
•
•
• t
,P
materials
used. Additionally, properties of particular
importance must ex.hibit a high
•
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics
• I'!_.,_,_ and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive.. within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depa1tment of the Army 2021 :34).
~

.

-

•

....

•

~

'

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types. interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
' '
.,
stylistic
references
were
absent
on
houses
constructed
during the
executed in the Modern idiom: historical
~
•
,.
period. Award-wining
residential designs of the period included those that finnly rejected historical
•
:,
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military
principles
' sought to adopt design
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
., family' housing influenced the resulting
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for• military
housing stock in tenns of architectural·"expression and interior design.
,._ I

'

.. '

.

-

~

._ ••

-

•

..

..

Inventory conducted at Fort Benning confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
housing trends
"'•,
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
, retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
alteration, the units no longer
,.
...; substantially distinctive or unique• within the inventory of
retain integrity of design and materials are not
civilian-sector housing
and
neighborhoods.
No
Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort
•
Benning.

.

~

~

...

..

...
Army Vietnam War Era Housing
Historic
Context
...
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods
Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Neighborhood Name:

Davis Hill (Davis)

CIRCULATION
~
Grid:
yes

Curvilinear streets: yes (!]

no••a

□

Cul-du-sacs:
yes (!]
"!I
f

no

no(!]

Sidewalks: yes(!]

a

no

□

,

Generally describe the street layout here:"'

...

..

It
Two portions of Davis are present.
The western portion includes curvilinear streets radiating out from• a central
"' edge.
Iii"
in
an
east-west
arrangement
and a singular cul-de-sac at the southeastern
The eastern
core generally
f'
~,
portion also features curvilinear streets generally in the north-south
arrangement
and
multiple
cu
ls-de-sac.
'
""

..

..

.. (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
Generally describe the sidewalks here
.,, sides of the roadway.
')
Concrete
sidewalks are present on both

Garages: yes [!I

no

Carports: yes

a

□

no [!I

Group Covered Parking: yes

PARKING

□

... lots: yes
Parking

□

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe

□

Parking pad: yes

no [!I

no [!I

□

no [!I

Tree lawn: yes

LANDSCAPING ANO OTHER FEATURES

□

no [!J

...

no(!]

,.

yes - describe
Athletic Facilities:
•

•

□

.. [!I
no

Neighborhood
Playground/Tot lot: yes - describe (!]
I'

no

A small modern playground was added.

~·

□

Streetlights: yes �
no □

Collective Mailboxes: yes �
no D

Demolition: yes - describe □
no�

Infill Construction: yes - describe □
no�

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
i

Two portions of Davis are present. The western portion includes curv linear streets radiating out from a central core generally in an east-west arrangement and a singular
cul-de-sac at the southeastern edge. The eastern portion also features curvilinear streets generally in the north-south arrangement and multiple culs-de-sac. The dwellings
generally are one-story brick Modern Minimalist duplexes with integral garages set back ten-to-20 feet from the street. Lawns are present with deciduous trees. A modern
playground is present.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:
Units were renovated in 2010s to include new interiors and modified exteriors with vinyl siding replacing the
original wooden siding.
Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

, Vietnam War Era housing have been undertaken_
No previous investigations of Fort Benning's
.....
Changes O\let' Time and Resource
Integrity
II
...
Buildings located
in the Davis neighborhood
have been subject to exterior modification
r in terms or
.Ca
materials, including replacement roofing• materials, siding, windows, and doors. Efforts to applyI
Ct
contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation
were not undertaken. Interior modifications
generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. The neighborhood has not
'
undergone significant redesign,
new construction, or demolition.

,

-

,. time, Viehlam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
Despite modifications over
I
'....
"
'
retain sufficient integrity
of association, feeling, location. and setting to
~
r association with the
• convey their
...
..., A). Due to modifications and alterations,
•
contlict
in Vietnam (Criterion
the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive
' or
distinguishable in its design and constn1ction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore' not
t
• f
considered eligible
for the NRHP under Criterion
C.
'II
~

I

Properties of Particular lmportance

• Housing issued in December
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era
'. ...... 2021 defines a Properiy
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
. and
, of construction,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design., method
... bui Iding
materials used. Additionally, properties of
• particular importahce must exhibit• a high
degree ofintegrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
~
;
building materials
and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
" present
•
, ,,. the Anny 2021 :34).
,vide inventory (U.S. Depa,tment of

..

.

..

.

.

~

The.. civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building
interior
• types,
t
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
....
executed •in the Modern idiom: historica
I stylistic references were absent
on houses constructed during the
\
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the mjljtary sought to adopt design principles
,
advanced by the civilian architectural
sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
ll
., established by Congress for military family
housing influenced the resulting
limitations and cost criteria
housing stock in tenns of architectural expression and interior design.

.,_

..

~

•

.

..

" military followed civilian-sector housing trends
Inventory conducted at Fort Benning confirmed that. the
ruld did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
... the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
alteration,
"
,
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the.. invento,y of
"".., ~
' No Prope1ties of Panicular Importance are present at Fort
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
Benning.

..

..

•

-


Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Conte.xt
Inventory 1Form for Neighborhoods

Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Neighborhood Name:

lndianhead Terrace (lndianhead)

CIRCULATION

..

Cul-du-sacs: yes I!]
no □

Grid: yes I!)
no a

Curvilinear
streets: yes I!)
~no a

Generally describe the street layout here:

·-

11
Sidewalks:
yes I!)
no a

.

..

'
by curvilinear roads punctuated
Indian head is defined by two distinct halves. The northern half is characterized
t
by culs-de-sac. The southern portion features curvilinear roads without culs-de-sac with the exception of
Lavoie Court.

••

..

Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):

...

Concrete sidewalks are located on both sides of the road.

Garages: yes □
no l!l

.,

PARKING

□

Carports: yes
no I!)

Parking pad: yes I!]
no

□

Parking lots: yes I!)
no □

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no □

Tree lawn: yes □
no I!)

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

..... ·.,. □
Neighborhood Park yes - describe
no I!)

□

Athletic• Facilities: yes - describe
no I!)

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe I!]
no □
A small modern playground has been added.

Streetlights: yes [!I

no

Collective Mailboxes: yes [!I

□

no

Demolition: yes - describe

□

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe [!I

no □

no [!I

A modern pool and community center have been
added.
Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

A contemporary pool and community center are present. These amenities were constructed during the 21st
century.

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
lndianhead is defined by two distinct halves. The northern half is characterized by curvilinear roads punctuated by culs-de-sac. The southern portion features
i
curvilinear roads without culs-de-sac with the exception of Lavoie Court. This neighborhood generally contains two-story vinyl-clad or one-story brick-clad duplex un ts
located ten-to-20 feet back from curvilinear streets with a central pool, community center, and playground. The development also contains a dog park, basketball
court, elementary school, and soccer field. The dwellings generally feature second-story overhangs or exhibit the Minimalist Modern style. Porticos on two-story units
are modern additions. Trees are present on flat lawns.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

A modern pool and community center have been added. Unit interiors were renovated in 2010 to modernize.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
No previous investigations of Fort Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have been undertaken

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

...

.,.
The buildings in tJ1e lndianhead
neighborhood have been subject to exterior modification in terms of
materials. including replacement roofing materials. siding, windows, and doors. Efforts to apply
... were not undertaken. Interior modifications
contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation
•
consisted
of
replacement
finishes,
fixtures,
and appliances. The neighborhood has not
generally
undergone significant redesign, new construction, or demolition.
Despite modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
.,
retain sufficient integrity of association, teeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
&
degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
retains a high
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national invento1y. and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment
Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
•
of
Particular
lmpor1ance
as one that is an
•
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector
• housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction,
and building
•
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular impoltfmce must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventoty (U.S. Depattment of the Anny 2021 :34).

..

, building types, interior
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design,
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modem idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that fomly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vieniam War Era housing constructed by the Anny. size
limitations and cost criteria established by C<)ngress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

...

·-

.., Benning confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
Inventory conducted at Fott
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not
• substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Prope11ies of Particular Importance are present at Fo11
Benning.

...

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
•
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods
Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Neighborhood Name:

Perkins Place (Perkins)

CIRCULATION
Grid: yes □
no I!]

Curvilinear streets: yes I!]
no □

Cul-du-sacs: yes I!]
no □

Sidewalks: yes I!)
no a

Generally describe the street layout here:

... streets. There
Lumpkin Road is• located at the southern end of this neighborhood. Perkins features curvilinear
are two culs-de-sac located at the southeast end of the neighborhood.
Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
Concrete sidewalks are located on both sides of the roadways.

PARKING
Garages: yes I!)
• □
no

Carports: yes □
no I!)

Parking pad: yes I!]
no

□

Parking lots: yes □
no I!]

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no l!l

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

Tree lawn: yes □
no l!l

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe □
no I!)

..

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe I!)
no □

---The neighborhood is located adjacent to a golf
course.

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe I!]
no □
A small playground is a modern addition.

Collective Mailboxes: yes

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe

□

Streetlights: yes [!]

no

□

no[!]

Demolition: yes - describe

□

no[!]

no [!]

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

Perkins contains an athletic field, playground, pool, community center, park, and paintball facilities.

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
The neighborhood is defined by curvilinear streets containing one-story brick Modern Minimalist duplexes with garages and parking pads located about
10-to-20 feet back from the roadway. The neighborhood is bordered by a golf course. Lumpkin Road is located at the southern end of this neighborhood.
Perkins features curvilinear streets. There are two culs-de-sac located at the southeast end of the neighborhood. Sidewalks typically are present on both
sides of the street and are punctuated by driveways. Lawns with deciduous trees line the streets. Perkins contains an athletic field, playground, pool,
community center, park, and paintball facilities.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Modern amenities described above have been added to the neighborhood.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

No previous investigations of Foti Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have been unde1taken.

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

..

The buildings in the Perkins neighborhood
.... have been subject
• in terms rof
• to exierior modification
materials. including replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and doors.
• Effo11s
• to,,, apply
•
'
,,
contemporary stylistic or architectural
... ornamentation were not undertaken. fnterior modifications
generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. The neighborhood has not
undergone significant redesign.,. new construction, or demolition.

..

... associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings,
•
., setting to convey their association with the
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion
A). Due to modifications and alterations. the housing generally no longer
-·
•
,
•
retains a high degree of integrity of design and
• materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory. and is therefore not
•
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion
• C.

..

-

Properlies of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
.... Importance as one that is an
of Pa11icular

.

Army' Vietliam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
•
,
from this period,
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular
• impo11ance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building
• materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army :;.021 :34).

,. .... expectations
The civilian housing sectot· influenced popular
• for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining res identia I designs of the period inc Iuded those that firm Iy rejected historica I
precedent •in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design
principles
(
advanced by the civilian a1·chitectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
, criteria established by Congress
.,
0
limitations and cost
for military family housing
influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

..

Inventory conducted at Foti
confinned that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
• Benning
•
,.
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
and
, retain a high degree-of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
alteration, the units no longer
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
,
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Pai1icular Importance are present at Fott
Benning.

.

.

..

•
Army Vietnam War Era Housing
Historic
Context
'f
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Benning

r
Building Address:

104 Dial Street

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Perkins Place

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation
• Material:

Roof Type:

Not visible

Side gable

One

Not visible

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

. .,
Double-hungdescribe

Vinyl

1/1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex
Townhouse:
yes D
no

fij

Describe any exterior alterations:

.

..

The majority of exterior materials are replacements. This includes the installation of vinyl siding
• on exterior
• of many units and
' roof.
replacement of all windows and doors, and the

•

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building
# description:
The residence constructed in 1963 is a one-story building occupying a rectangular footprint, and terminating in a
side-gable asphalt-shtngle roof. Windows generally are double-hung 1/1 units; entrances generally are single leaf.

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Shed/parking pad
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A shed and parking pad are located at the side of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

4
Describe any interior alterations:
Interior access was unavailable.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
No previous investigations of Fo11 Benning's Vietnam War Era housing
• have been undettaken.
Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

..

t1
The building
located at I 04 Dial is a duplex in the Perkins neighborhood that has been subject to exterior
.. Changes
modification.
include replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and doors. The
"I(
application of contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation was not unde11aken. Interior
;
modifications
generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures. and appliances.

..

..

"

Despite modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
41
and setting to convey their association with the
retain sufficient integrity
<' of
• association, foeling, location,
...
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing
I • generally no longer
a
high
degree
of
integrity
of
design
and
materials.
The
housing
is
not
sufficiently
retains
•
distinctive or
distinguishable in its design
and
construction
relative
to
the
national
inventory.
and
is
therefore
not
•
•
considered eligible
for the NRHP under Criterion C.

•

..

~

Properties of Particular Impo11ance

•

..

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 202l defines a Property
of Pai1icular Importance as one that is an

..

Anny Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
...
t
wide inventory of civilian
sectot" housing
an neighborhoods
from this period,
...
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method .,
of construction. and building
"
materials used. Additionally, properlies of particular importance must exhibit a high
,. significant design characteristics and original historic..
degree of integrity with enough
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
,
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Anny 2021 :34).

..

~

~

.

.

t
The civilian housing sector influenced
• popular expectations for housing design, building types. interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
.... y stylistic refel'ences were absent on houses constructed during the
executed io the Modem• idiom; historical
period. Award-wining residential designs of
• the period incJuded those that firmly rejected historical
•
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
I •
•
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam
War Era housing
constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced Ithe resulting
, stock in tenns of architectural expression and interior design.
housing

•

...

~
~

-

-

~

lnven1ory conducted at Fo11 Benning confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
• ,. and
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
,.. substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
of design
retain integrity ~
• and materials are not
•
,
:I
•
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties
of Pa11icular lmpo11ance are present at Fo11
,,.._
Benning.
~

'

..

-

• • Context
Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Building Address:

143 Derrickson Street

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

lndianhead Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Not visible

Side gable

Window Materials:

One

Not visible

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

.•./•.
Double-hung
- describe

•

Vinyl

..

1/1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex
Townhouse:

yes

D

no

(i1

Describe any exterior alterations:

...

The majority of exterior materials are replacements. This includes the installation of vinyl siding
# on exterior of many units and
replacement of all windows and doors, and the roof.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

..
Building
description:

-

,

The residence constructed in 1963 is a one-story building occupying a rectangular
footprint, and terminating in a side-gable
~
I
.,, entrances
... generally are double-hung 1/1 units;
-asphalt-shingle roof, Windows
generally are single leaf. Overhanging eaves and a
recessed entrance are present.

,. . .

,

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Shed/parking pad

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A shed and parking pad are located a the side of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

4

2

Yes

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, kitchen redesigns, and
bathroom remodeling.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
No previous investigations of Fo11 Benning"s Viel"nam War Era housing have been unde11aken.

-

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

,. is a duplex in the lndianhead neighborhood that has been subject :to exterior
Building 143 Derrickson
.. and doors. The
modification. Changes include replacement roofing materials. siding,
windows.
#
,,
application of contemporary stylistic or architectural
ornamentation
was
not
unde11aken. Interior
•
modilications generally consisted of replacement finishes. fixtures. and appliances.

..

..-

C
Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings. associated
outbuildings, and neighborhoods
,,•
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting.. to convey their association with the
...
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications
and alterations, the housing generally no longer
a
high
degree
of
integrity
of
design
and
materials.
The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
retains
•
distinguishable in i1s design and construction relative to the national inventory. and is therefore
• not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
C)

..

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular
• fmportance as one that is an
l.
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally, properties
of paiticular importance must exhibit a high
•
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depai1ment of....the Army 2021 :34).

•

-

..

..

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types. interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
executed
references were absent on houses constructed during the
;
• i,1 the Modem idiom; historical stylistic
•
period.
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
#
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the milita1y
sought to adopt
• design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
, stock in tem1s of architectural expression and interior
housing
• design.

..

..

,

f
that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
Inventory conducted at Fo11 Benning conirmed
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
.... substantially distinctive or unique within the invento,y of
retain integrity of design and materials are not
civi Ii an-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Pa11kular lmpo11ance
• are present at Fort
•
Benning.

•

•

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory
Forms for Dwellings
I •
Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Building Address:

lC Fournette Court

..

Building Number:
Neighborhood
Name:
..

Bouton Heights

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1/1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

•
Minimalist
Modern

No

Other - describe

Sixplex

.,..
Townhouse
Townhouse:

yes

[il

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
The majority of exterior materials are replacements. This includes the installation of vinyl siding on exterior of many• units and
,. '
replacement of alt windows and doors, and the roof.

-.

..

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
"

...

The residence constructed between 1971 and 1975 is a two-story building resting on a poured-concrete foundation, occupying a
rectangular
footprint, and termfnating in a side-gable asphalt-shingle roof. Windows generally are double-hung 1/1 units;
•
entrances generally are single leaf. The end units have projections.

Ancillary Buildings:

N/A

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Linoleum

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, kitchen redesigns, and
bathroom remodeling.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

..

No previous investigations of Fot1 Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have been unde,1aken.

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
•

...

..

The building at IC Foumette is a sixplex townhouse
• in the Bouton neighborhood that has been su�ject to
exterior modification. Changes include replacement rooting materials. siding, windows, and doors.
Efforts to apply contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation were not unde11aken. Interior
modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes. fixtures. and appliances.


..

~

..

..

Despite modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings, associ�ted outbuildings, and neighborhoods
'
;lo
retain sufficient integrity of association,
feeling, location,
and setting to convey their association
with the
t
•
'
.,
,.
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations. the housing generally no longer
.... a high degree of integrity of design and materials.• The housing is not
~ sufficiently distinctive or
retains
,,,
.,
,
and is therefore not
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory,
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

..

-.

Properties of Particular lmpoa1ance

..

a Property
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines
•
of Pa11icular Importance as one that is an
Anny Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of pa1ticular importance must exhibit a high
degree
and original historic
• of integrity with enough significant design characteristics
•
,;
building
materials
present
and
intact
to
be
considered
truly
distinctive
within the nation
•
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army2021 :34).

..

•

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations
for housing design, building types, interior
•
spatial requirements. and amenities. .,..Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
executed in tJ1e Modern idiom; historical stylistic references
• were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
-= for
.... Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny, size
advanced by the civilian architectural sector
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for milita,y family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

Inventory conducted at Fort Benning confinned that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
,,. continuous modification and
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to
, and materials. Those units that
alteration. the units no longer retflin a high degree of integrity of design
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Pa11icular l111po11ance are present at Fo,1
Benning.

..

..

...

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

,
Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Building Address:

209 Garrett

Building Number:
lndianhead Terrace

Neighborhood Name:

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Foundation Type:

Number of Stories:

Foundation
• Material:

Roof Type:

Not visible

Side gable

Two

Not visible

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

••
Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe
•

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

Brick veneer, vinyl

1/1

Style:

'•
Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

., ·'
Other - describe

Sixplex

..

Townhouse
Townhouse:
yes �
no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
The majority of exterior materials are replacements. Th i's includes the installation of vinyl siding on exterior of many units and
•• '
replacement
of•all windows and doors, and the roof.

Provide additional
• notes on the building exterior here:

•

Building description:

..-

,
>- terminating in a
The residence constructed
and
' - fi.
•
•·in 1969 is a two-story building occupying a rectangular footprint,
.,.
side-gable asphalt-shingle
roof. Windows generally are double-hung 1/1 units; entrances generally are single leaf.
I

Ill

I

~

Ancillary Buildings:

Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A modern shed is located in the backyard.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

3

3

Yes

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, kitchen redesigns, and
bathroom remodeling.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous lovestigatioos

No previm1s investigations of Fort Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have been unde11aken.

... Integrity
Changes Over Time and Resource
\t lndianhead neighborhood that has been subject
The building at 209 Garrett is a sixplex townhouse in the
to exterior modification. Such changes include replacement roofing materials, siding, windows. and
..,,, to apply contemporary
stylistic or• architectural ornamentation were not undertaken. Interior
doors. Efforts
• ,.,
modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.

--

•·'·

.

..

.

,.-., ,
Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and
• neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
...,
<I
conflict in Yiet11an1 (Criterion A). Due to modifications
and alterations, the housing
~
... generally no longer
y
,.
retains a high degree of
• design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
• integrit of
distinguishable in its design and construction relative
.... to the national inventory, and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
~

.

.

Properties of Particular Importance

, Plan for Vietnam War Era I-lousing issued in December 2021 defines a Property...
The Program Comment
of Particular lmport.ance as one that is an

"

... housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
Army Vietnam War Era
,,
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
materials used, Additionally, prope11ies of pa1ticular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
'
"
.,. and intact to be
building materials present
considered
truly
distinctive
within
the
nation
•
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
'
The civilian housing sector influenced popular• expectations for housing design. building types. interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
• during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era
• housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations
and
cost
criteria
established
by
Congress
for
military
family housing influenced the resulting
•
,.
housing
i!' stock in tenns of architectural expression and i11terior design.

.

.

.

.

,.
fnventory conducted
at Fort Benning confirmed that the militaiy followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct
substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
•
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
civilian-sector housing'and neighborhoods. No Prope1ties of Particular lmpo1tance are present at Fort
Benning.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic.. Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:
IL

Fort Benning

Building Address:

216 Lavoie Street

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

lndianhead Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation
Material:
•

Roof Type:
...

Not visible

Side gable

Two

Not visible

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

Horizontal sliding

Vinyl

Brick veneer, vinyl

Style:

.,.
Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Eightplex

..

Townhouse

Townhouse:
yes

li'.1

D

no

Describe any exterior alterations:

,

An entrance portico has been added. The majority of exterior materials are replacements. This includes the installation of vinyl
siding on exterior of many units and replacement of all windows and doors, and the roof.

..

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

..

The residence constructed in 1969 is a two-story building occupying a rectahgular footprint, and terminating in a
side-gable asphalt-shingle roof. Windows generally are double-hung
1/1 units; entrances
..... generally are single leaf.
•-

-

Ancillary Buildings:

Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A shed is located in the backyard.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

4

3

Yes

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was renovated in 2010 and includes a new kitchen.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
No previous investigatio1ls of P011 Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have been undertaken.

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
Building 2 I 6 Lavoie is an eightplex townhouse in the lndianhead neighborhood that bas been subject 10
•
exterior modification including replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and doors. Efforts to
apply contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation were not undertaken. Interior modifications
generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.

..

..

..

Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
• of association. feeling, location. and setting to convey their association with the
retain sufficient integrity
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
,.
not
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory. and is therefore
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

Properties ofParticular Importance
The Program
• Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods
that are. in the context of the nation
•
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant
design characteristics and original historic
''
building materials present and intact
to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the pe1iod included those that fiimly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector
• for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the A1my. size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

•

...

;
that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
lnve11to1y conducted at Fo11 Benning confirmed
,
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous
modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the invento1y of
civilian-sector
• housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular lmpo11ance are present at Fo11
Benning.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Building Address:

282 Lavoie
Avenue
'
•

-

Building Number:
"
Neighborhood Name:

lndianhead Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Two

Not visible

Roof Type:

Not visible

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

Horizontal sliding

Vinyl

Brick veneer, vinyl
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Other - describe
•

Yes - describe

Other - describe

Fourplex

Craftsman

Townhouse
Townhouse:
yes �

-

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
A Craftsman entrance portico including columns are brackets has been added.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

'

..

I. terminating in a
The residence constructed in 1969 is a two�story building occupying a rectangular footprint,
and
•
side-gable asphalt-shingle roof. Windows generally are double-hung 1/1 unitsj entrances generally are single leaf.

Ancillary Buildings:

Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A shed is located in the back yard.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

Yes - describe
Capital

Open Floor Plan:

Yes

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:
The kitchen has been renovated and modernized in 2010.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

No previous investigations of Fo11 Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have been undertaken.

Changes Over
• Time and Resource Integrity

..

Building 282 Lavoie is a fourplex townhouse in the lndianhead neighborhood that has been subject to
exterior modification and alteration such as the application of replacement roofing materials, siding,
windows, and doors. Efforts to apply contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation were not
undertaken. Interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and
• appliances.
J

.

..

.

...
Despite modifications over time, Vieh1am War Era buildings, associated outbuildings,
and neighborhoods
y
retain sufficient integrit of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and
... materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
r
distinguishable in its design and const uction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterioi1 C.
Properties of Particular lmpo11ance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of
• Particular Importance as one that is an

,, are, in the context of the nation
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that
wide inventory of civilian sector housing
an neighborhoods from this period,
•
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally. properties ofpa11icular
" impo11a11ce must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide i1wentory (U.S. Department ofthe Army 2021 :34).

••

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the. Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
Inventory conducted at Fo11 Benning "COnfirmed that the 111ilita1y followed civilian-sector housing trends
r, substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
and did not construct
alteration, the units no longer rehtin a high degree of integrity of
• design and materials. Those units that
4
4
retain integrity of design and materials
are not substantially distinctive or unique within tJ1e inventory
of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
No Prope11ies of Pa11icular Importance are present at Fort
•
Benning.

•

.

...

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

-

Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Building Address:

2B Vane Court

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Bouton Heights

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

• Material:
Foundation

Roof Type:

Two

Sia b-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1/1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Fourplex

Townhouse
Townhouse:
...

yes

I!}

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
The majority of exterior materials are replacements. Thfs includes the installation of vinyl siding on exterior of many units and
replacement of all windows and doors, and the roof.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
The residence constructed between 1971 and 1975 is a two-story building resting on a poured-concrete foundation, occupying a
rectangular footprint, and terminating in a side-gable asphalt-shlngle roof. Windows generally are double-hung 1/1 units;
entrances generally are single leaf. The end units are recessed.

-

Ancillary Buildings:

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
Interior access was unavailable.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
No previous investigations of Fo11 Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have been undertaken.

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
Building 2B Yano is a fourplex townhouse in the Bouton neighborhood that has been subject to exterior
modification. Changes include replacement roofing materials. siding, windows, and doors. Effo11s to
apply contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation were not undertaken. Interior modifications
generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.
Despite modifica6ons over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory. and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one
• that is an
Anny Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular impo1tance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
bt1ilding materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the A1111y 2021 :34).

-

...

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types. interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constrncted during the period were
. during the
executed in the Modem idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
period. A,vard-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny. size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in tenns of architectural expression and interior design.

.

...

.

Inventory conducted at Fo,t Benning confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of ParticulaJ Importance are present at Fort
Benning.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Building Address:

2D Kedenburg Court

Building Number:
Neighborhood ,_Name:
....

...
Bouton
Heights
BUILDING EXTERIOR

Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete
••

Side gable

Two

Sia b-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1:1
Style:

Minimalist Modern
.. ..

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Other - describe

Fourplex

Townhouse
Townhouse:
yes li1

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
; of exterior materials are replacements. This includes the installation of vinyl siding on exterior of many units and
The majority
replacement of all windows and doors, and the roof.

.,.

,E,
Provide additional
notes on the building exterior here:
I ,

Building description:

....

II,
r '
'
at 20 Kedenburg Court is a two-story, vinyl-clad building resting
on a poured-concrete
foundation and terminating
The fourplex
in a side-gable asphalt shingle roof. The end units are recessed and contain second-story overhangs. Entrances generally are
l
vinyl sash units.
single leaf, and windows generally are double-hung

'

Ancillary Buildings:

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

3
Describe any interior alterations:
Interior access was unavailable.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

No previous inves1igations of Fort Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have been undertaken.

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

.., neighborhood is a fouplex townhouse that has been subject
The building at 2D Kedenbutgr in the Bouton
to exterior modification including replacement roofing materials. siding, windows, and doors. Efforts to
apply contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation were not undertaken. Interior modifications
generally consisted
• of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances.

.,
Despite modifications
over time. Vietnam War Era buildir1gs. associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
retain
sufficient
integrity of association, feeling, location,
and setting to convey their association with the
t
•
' /9'
... A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
conflict in VietJlam (Criterion
.... a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
retains
.. •. and is therefore not
distinguishable in its design and construction i•elative to the national inventory,
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

...

..

Properties of Particular
Importance
"

~-

.

,. 2021 defines a Property
Pl:
The Program Comment
Plan for Vie1llam War Era Housing issued in December
'
I!.
lrnpor1ance as one that is an
of Particular

....

#
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context
of the nation
,
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
14
y
substantially distinctive and unique in their
design.
method of construction, and building
•
... a high
...
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular irnpo1tance must• exhibit
•
., '-'• y with enough significant design
characteristics and original historic
degree of integrit
I
r. to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
-.
building
materials present and intact
...
wide inventory
(U.S. Department of the Anny 2021 :34).
\

..

"'

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
'<:. stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during
executed in the Modern idiom; historical
the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that finnly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt, design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
,c.by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
limitations and cost criteria established
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
~

~

.

~

~

..

.

..

~

.. the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
Inventory conducted a1 Fort Benning confirmed tha1
f
• c! substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous
and did not construct
modification and
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
... No Propert·ies •of Paiticular lmpoc1ance are present at Fo,i
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
Benning.

.

..

..

'

-

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Building Address:

320A
' Port Street

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Davis Hill

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

One

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Other - describe

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

Brick veneer/vinyl

6/6

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Minimalist Modern

No

Asphalt shingle

Ranch

Roof Type:

Type of Unit:

Duplex
Townhouse:
yes D
no ltJ

Describe any exterior alterations:
The majority of
• exterior materials are replacements. This includes the installation of vinyl siding on exterior of many units and
replacement of all windows and doors, and the roof.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
The residence constructed between 1971 and 1975 is a one-story building resting on a poured-concrete foundation, occupying a
rectangular footprint, and terminating in a side-gable asphalt-shingle roof. The entrance is recessed and supported by a squared
column. Windows generally are double-hung 6/6 units; entrances generally are single leaf.

Ancillary Buildings:

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

4

2

Yes

Describe any interior alterations:
This unit was renovated and modernized between 2013 and 2014.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

No previous investigations of Fort Benning·s Vietnam War Era housing have been undeJ1aken.

..

Changes Over Time and Resource Jntegri1)•

..

... 320A Po1t is a duplex in the Davis neighborhood that has been subject to exterior modification
Building
'
such as the installation of
• replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and doors. The application of
contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation was not undertaken. Interior modifications generally
consisted of replacement finishes,1· fixtures. and appliances.
Despite modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with
retain sufficient integrity of associatfon,
t
.... the housing generally no longer
conflict in Vie111am (Criterion A). Due to
• and alteratio11s,
• modifications
integrity
of
design
and
materials.
The
housing
is not sufficiently distinctive or
retains a high degree of
•
...,
,
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
...
... C.
considered
" eligible for the NRHP under Criterion

..

..

.

•

'

.

..

Prnperties of Particular Importance

for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Prope1ty
The Program Comment Plan-~
of Pa11icular Importance as one that is an
Anny Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods
• from this period.
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally.
properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
•
,,. historic
.,
and original
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics
.,
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
✓

~-

'

.,

.-

...
The civilian housing
• sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
f;!were
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period
-..
I;
executed in the Modem idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
rejected historical
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly
"'
,.
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While t:he military sought to adopt design principles
•
advanced by
size
" the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny,
I
,I and cost criteria
~
i.
'
limitations
established by Congress for milita1y family housing• influenced the resulting
,.
...
~ architectural expression and interior
housing stock in terms of
design.
'

.

..

..

..

.

..

.

'

I,
Inventory
conducted at Fo,1 Benning confirmed that the milita1y follmved civilian-sector
housing trends
"
and did not
Due to continuous modification and
"': constn1ct substantially distinctive or unique housing.
?
'
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity' of design
and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
•
"'
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Pa1ticular Importance are present at Fo11
Benning.

..

~

.

..

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Building Address:
''

36A Doane
Loop
"'

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Bouton Heights

•

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Pou red concrete

Side gable

One

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

Double-hung - describe
·•.

Vinyl

"', • board
l
Brick veneer, vertical wood

1/1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex

Townhouse:
yes D
no
Describe any exterior
• alterations:
The majorlty of exterior materials are replacements. This includes the installation of
• vinyl siding on exterior of many units and
replacement of all windows and doors,
and
the
roof.
•

..

•
Provide
additional notes on the building exterior here:

'

Building description:

. ,
The residence constructed in 1963... is a one-story building occupying a rectangular footprint, and terminating
in a side-gable
;
asphalt-shlngle roof. Windows generally
are
double-hung
1/1
units;
entrances
generally
are
single
leaf.
The
entrances
are
4. ' '
recessed.

:- ..

(i1

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A combination carport shed is located at the front of the house.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

2

1

No

Ornamentation:

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, kitchen redesigns, and
bathroom remodeling.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

,. undertaken.
No previous investigations of Port Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have been
Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
Building 36A Doane Loop is a duplex in the Bouton neighborhood that has been subject to e:\'terior
•
modification. Changes include replacement roofing materials. siding, windows, and doors. Efforts to
apply contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation were not undertaken. Interior modifications
generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.

.

Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location. and setting to convey their association with the
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

-

...

.

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an

.,, of the nation
Army Vietnam War Era housing
or neighborhoods that are, in the context
•
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
•
materials used. Additionally,
prope1ties of pa1ticular importance
must exhibit a high
'
degree of integrity wtth enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depar1ment of the Army 2021 :34).

.

.

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteda established by Congress for military family
.• housing influenced the resulting
•
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

-

-

Inventory conducted at Fo11 Benning confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous moditication and
alteration. the uni1s no
• longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of'
,,
civilian-sector housing
and neighborhoods. No Properties of f>a,1ticular Importance are present at F'o11
Benning.

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Building Address:

3A Yano Court

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Bouton Heights

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

•
Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung- describe

Vinyl

1/1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

•
Other - describe

Sixplex

Townhouse
Townhouse:
yes

(il

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
The majority of exterior materials are replacements. This includes the installation of vinyl siding on exterior of many units and
replacement of all windows and doors, and the roof.

•

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

.

-

The residence constructed between 1971 and 1975 is a t w o s- tory building resting on a poured-concrete foundation, occupying a
rectangular footprint, and terminating in a side-�ble asphalt-shingle roof. Windows generally are double-hung 1/1 units;
entrances generally are single leaf. The end units are recessed with second-story overhangs.

Ancillary Buildings:

N/A

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Drywall

Other - describe

Ornamentation:

No

Linoleum, Vinyl
Open Floor Plan:

No

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, kitchen redesigns, and
bathroom remodeling.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous lo\lestigations
No previous investigations of For1 Benning·s Vietnam War Era housing have been under1aken.

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrit)•
The building at JA Yano in the Bouton neighborhood is a fourplex townhouse that has been subject to
exterior modification. Such changes include replacement roofing materials. siding, windows, and doors.
•
Efforts to apply contemporary stylistic or architectural omatnentation were not unde1taken. Interior
modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures. and aprliances.

..

Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
'
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations. the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory. and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

.

Properties of Particular lmportance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Anny Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
r
I
this
period,
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods fom
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of eonstruction, and building
materials used. Additionally, prope11ies of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).

... interior·
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types,
spatial requirements; and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constn1cted during the
" period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. W11ile the militruy sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

.

.

fnventory conducted at Fort Benning confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
,.
modification and
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of desigri and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
,,
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
• No Properties of Pa1ticular Importance are present at Fort
Benning.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Buildlng Address;

3D Kedenburg Court

....

Building
"' Number:1
Neighborhood••Name:

...
Bouton
Heights

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

.,
Foundation
Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Sia b-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

•
Vinyl
siding

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

II

1/1
Style:

Ornamentation:

...
,. Type:
Dwelling

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Fourplex

Townhouse

Townhouse:
yes li'.'.l
no

D

<
Describe
any exterior alterations:

i t ihcludes the installation of••vinyl siding on exterior of many units ahd
The majority of exterior materials are replacements. This
C
replacement
of all windows and doors, and the roof.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

...

.'

.

,.

The residence constructed between 1971 and 1975 is a two-story building resting on a poured-concrete
foundation, occupying
a
,
...
rectangular footprint, and termtnating in a side-gable asphalt-shingle roof. Windows generally are double-hung 1/1 units;
entrances generally are single leaf. The central units are recessed.

Ancillary Buildings:

Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
The shed is located in the backyard.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, kitchen redesigns, and
bathroom remodeling.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

PreviQus lnvestigations
r

No
• previous investigations of Fort Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have be,en unde1taken.
Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

Building 3 D Kedenburg in the Bouton neighborhood is a fourplex townhouse that has been subject to
exterior modification. Changes include replacement roofing materials. siding,
• windows, and doors. The
neighborhoods have not undergone significant redesign, new construction, or demolition. Efforts to apply
contemporary stylistic
• or architectural ornamentation were not undertaken. Interior modifications
generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.
~

~

~

..

..

...
Despite. modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings. associated
outbuildings. and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association. feeling., location. and setting to convey their association with the
p
f,
conflict
generally
no longer
.•. in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing
and
materials.
The
housing
is
not
sufficiently
distinctive
or
retains a high degree of integrity of design
•
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory,
and is therefore not
,'f'
'
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

.

-

~

..

..

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Prope1ty
•
of Particular Impo1tance as one
• that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
., enough significanr design characteristics and original historic
degree of integrity with
within the nation
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive
'
inventory
(U.S.
Department
of
the
Anny
2021
:34).
wide

..

..

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations
for housing design, building types. interior
•
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vieuiam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations
• and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
•
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
Inventory conducted at Fort Benning continned that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
,
of
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive
• or unique within the inventory
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Prope11ies of Paiticular lmpo1tance are present at Fo11
Benning.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Building Address:

,,
4 McKibben
Court

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Bouton Heights

BUILDING EXTERIOR

,,

Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

...
Two

Sia b-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung- describe

Vinyl

1/1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Fourplex

Townhouse

..
Townhouse:
yes �

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:

.

The majority of exterior materials are
/ replacements. This includes the installation of ,vinyl siding on exterior of many units and
replacement of all windows and doors, and the roof.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
The residence constructed
between 1971 and 1975 is a two,story building resting on a poured-concrete foundation, occupying a
•
rectangular footprint, and terminating in a side-gable asphalt-shingle roof. Windows generally are double-hung 1/1 units; entrances
generally are single leaf. The central units of the fourplex are recessed, and the end units
'"' contain second-story overhangs.

...

•

Ancillary Buildings:

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

4
Describe any interior alterations:
Interior access was unavailable.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Pre, ious Investigations
1

No previous investigations of Fort Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have been undertaken

'

Changes Over Time and Resource.. Integrity

....

• Bouton neighborhood that has been subject
to
Building 4 McKibben is a fourplex townhouse in the
•I•·
f
exterior modi ication. Such changes include replacement roofing
materials.
siding.
windows,
and
doors.
•
Efforts to apply contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation were not unde1taken, JnteriOI'
modifications generally consisted of replacen1ent finishes. fixtures, and appliances,
~

..

..

.

•

,.
, associated
Despite modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings.
outbuildings. and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association. feeling. location, and setting to convey their association with the
• A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
"
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

-

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular
• lh1portance as one that is an
A1my
Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
"
wide invento1y of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally. prope11ies of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building, materials present and intact to.. be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depa1tment of the Anny 2021 :34).

•

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically,
.• many houses constructed during the period were
...
during the
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that fitmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

Inventory conducted at Fort Benning confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
civilian�sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Patticular lmpo1tance are present at Fort
Benning.
•

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation
• Name:

Fort Benning

Building Address:

49B Doane Loop

Building Number:
Bouton Heights

Neighborhood Name:

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Foundation Type:

Number of Stories:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

One

IP
Sia b-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

Brick veneer, vertical wood board

1/1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling, Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex
Townhouse:
yes D
no�

Describe any exterior alterations:
The majority of exterior materials are replaceme11ts. This includes the installation of vinyl siding on exterior of many units and
replacement of all windows and doors, and the roof.

'

t
Provide
additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
The residence constructed in 1963 is a one-story building occupying a rectangular footprint, and terminating in a side-gable
asphalt-shingle roof. Windows generally are double-hung 1/1 units; entrances generally
are single leaf. The entrances are
•
recessed.

Ancillary Buildings:

N/A

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Linoleum

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

4

2

Yes

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, kitchen redesigns, and
bathroom remodeling.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous "'Investigations
No previous investigations of Fort Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have been undertaken.

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

.

,.. Loop is a duplex in the Bouton neighborhood that has been subject to exterior
Building 49B Doane
,.
,.
modification including replacement
roofing
• to apply
"" "" materials, siding, windows, and doors. Efforts
•
contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation were not undertaken. Interior modifications
generally consisted of replacement finishes. fixtures, 'and appliances.
~

.,

·-

. time, Vietnam War Era buildings.
associat.ed outbuildings, and neighborhoods
Despite modifications over
'
't
~
of association. feeling, location. and setting to convey their
association
with
retain sufficient integrity
the
"'
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer,.
retains a high degree of integrity of
• design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
0
distinguishable in its design and construction
relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

..

.,

Properties of Particular Importance

..

,.

... Housing issued
The Program Comment Plan
Ii" for Vietnam War Era
' • in December 2021 defines a Propel'ty
,.
of Pa11icular Importance
as one that is an
~

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
,,vide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and
... building
materials used. Additionally, properties of par1icular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design
original historic
t characteristics and "'
,.
building materials present and intact' to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
~

"

...

~

'

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modem
• idiom: historical stylistic references were..absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential
desig11s of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
V
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and11 cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the-· resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

..

,,

·'

✓

.

...

-

,. civilian-sector housing trends
"
Inventory conducted at Fort Benning confirmed
that the military followed
,. substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
and did not construct
alteration, the units 110 longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort
Benning.

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context

·-

Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Benning

...

500 Bjornstad Street

Building Address:
Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

. .,
Perkins Place

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

One

Not visible

Not visible

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

Double·hung - describe

Aluminum

- ·•

...

1/1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

... .
Ranch

Duplex
Townhouse:
.I
•
yes D
no

[i1

Describe any exterior alterations:
• I
The majority of exterior materials are replacements. This
includes the installation of vinyl siding on exterior of many units and
replacement of all windows and doors, and the roof.

.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior' here:

Building description:

.....

_,;.
The residence constructed in 1963 is a one�story building
occupying a rectangular footprint,
and terminating in a
'
,..
..
side-gable asphalt-shingle
roof. Windows generally are double-hung
1/1 units; entrances
generally are single leaf.
'•

.

·-

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Shed/parking pad
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A shed and parking pad are located at the side of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Linoleum

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, kitchen redesigns, and
bathroom remodeling.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

..

... investigations of Frn1 Benning·s Vietnam War Era housing have been undertaken
No previous
Change.s 0,1er Time and Resource Integrity

Building 500 Bjornstad is a duplex in the Perkins neighborhood that has been subject to exterior
...
., Changes include replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and doors. Effo11s to
modification.
apply contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation were not undertaken. Interior modifications
generally consisted of replacement finishes, tix1ures, and appliances.

..

II
Despite modifications over
time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated •outbuildings, and neighborhoods
... setting to convey their association with the
...
feeling, location,
and
retain sufficient integrity of association,
•
•
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations. the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
considei·ed eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as •one that is an

..

.,
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods
that are,... in the context of the nation
'
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods
from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, prope11ies of particular importance
must exhibit a high
•
r
of
integ
ity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
degree
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depa1tment of the Army 2021 :34).

..

The
• civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design.,. building types, interior
spatial requirements. and
• amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
• during the
.
period. Award-wining residential designs of t he period included those that firmly rejected
-. historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
j
,,
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress
for military• family
housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
~

Inventory conducted at Fort Benning confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
r
and did not construct
substantially distinctive or unique housing.
 Due to continuous modification and
\ &
alteration, the units no longer
retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
II
... within the inventory
e
of
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of f>a11icular lmpo11ance are present at Fo,t
'
ft
Benning.
0

..

•

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Building
' ' Address:

508 Perkins Street

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Perkins Place

BUILDING
EXTERIOR
•
Number of Stories:

. ..
Foundation
Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Not visible

Side gable

One

Not visible'

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

Brick veneer, vinyl

1/1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of• Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex

..

L
Townhouse:
yes D
no

lij

I
Describe
any exterior alterations:
I

•

+ •
The majority of exterior materials are replacements.
This includes the installation of vinyl siding on exterior of many units and
,
replacement of all windows and doors, and the roof.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior
here:
t

Building description:
't
r
a rectangular footprint, and terminating
The residence constructed in 1963 is a one-story building occupying
in a
side-gable asphalt-shingle roof. Windows generally are double-hung 1/1 units; entrances generally are single leaf.

Ancillary Buildings:

N/A

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Other - describe

Linoleum

No

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

3

1

Drywall/Concrete block
Open Floor Plan:

No
Describe any interior alterations:

Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, kitchen redesigns, and
bathroom remodeling.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
No previous investigations of Fort Benning's Vietnam War Era housing have been undertaken

Changes O\ler Time and Resource Integrity
The building at 508 Perkins is a duplex in the Perkins neighborhood that has been subject to exterior
modification. Changes include replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and doors. The
application of contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation has not occurred. Jnterior
modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.
Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling. location. and setting to convey their association with the
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inve11to1y (U.S. Depa1tme11t of the Anny 2021 :34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types. interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award�wining residential designs of the period included those that fi11nly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
Inventory conducted at Fort Benning confinnea that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of desig11 and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fo1t
Benning.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Benning

Building Address:

r
563A Hartstock
Loop

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Davis Hill

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

Window Type:

Window Materials:

One

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

.,,.
•
Double-hung
- describe

Brick veneer/vinyl

6/6

A
Ornamentation:

Style:

Minimalist Modern

No

Vinyl

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Ranch

Duplex
Townhouse:

yes
Describe any exterior alterations:

D

no

(i1

. ....

The majority of exterior materials are replacements.
This fncludes
the Installation of vfnyl siding on exterior of many units and
I
•
replacement of all windows and doors, and the roof.
'!"

A
Provide additional notes
on the building exterior here:
\,

Building description:
The residence constructed between 1971 and 1975 ls a one-story building resting on a poured-concrete foundation,
occupying a
Ill'
The
entrance
is
recessed
and
supported
by
a squared
rectangular footprint, and terminating in a side-gable asphalt-shingle roof.
•
6/6 units; entrances generally are single leaf.
column. Windows generally are double-hung
•

•

.•

Ancillary Buildings:

N/A

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

5

2

Yes

Describe any interior alterations:
This unit was renovated and modernized between 2013 and 2014.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Ornamentation:

Previous Investigations

No previous investigations of Fort Benning·s Vietnam War Era housing have been unde11aken.
Changes Over Time and Re.source Integrity
., neighborhood that has been subject to exter,
....
Building 563A Ha,tstock is a duplex in the Davis
• ior
..,
...
modification including
replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and doors. The neighborhoods
•
y
,. demolition. Contemporary st listic or
significant redesign. new construction, or
have not undergone
•
1
...
architectural ornamentation
has not been applied to the bllilding. Interior modifications
generally
of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.
consisted
•

...

..

..

..

...

...

..

..

Despite modifications
• over time. Vietnam War Era buildjogs, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
4
association with the
retain sufficient integrity of association. feeling, location, and setting to convey their
• A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion
y
of design and materials. The... housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
'
retains a high degree of integrit
..., not
distinguishable in its design and
~ construction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore
• for the NRHP under
considered
eligible
Criterion C.
9'
•

-

~

.

~

-

Properties of Particular- Importance

..

'\
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an

..

...

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
y
of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
wide
• I
·•
" inventor
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
"
materials used. Additionally, properties of pa,ticular importance must exhibit a high
degree.. of integrity with enough significant• design characteristics and
• original historic
;
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the' Army
• 2021 :34).

'

.

..

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing
... design, building types, interior
....
... ructed during the period were
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses
const
..., historical stylistic references were
. "" absent on houses constructed during the
executed in the Modern 'idiom;
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected
historical
I
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to
• adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architecturnl sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for milita,y family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in tenns of architectural expression and interior design.

-

..

.

.

..

..

Inventory conducted at Fort Benning confirmed that the military followed civilian-sectorI housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique
housing. Due to continuous modification and
I
alteration, the units 110 longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Prope1ties of Particular Importance are present at Port
Benning.
~

'
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Cherokee Vietnam-Era

Housing: Historic Context
Fort Bragg, NC: Vietnam-Era
Housing Nei borhood Overview

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
.. Neighborhoods
..
Inventory Form for

..

Installation•. Name:

Fort Bragg

Neighborhood Name:

Ardennes

. ,.
CIRCULATION
Grid: yes

Curvilinear streets: yes I!)

no

□

Generally describe
• the street• layout here:

'

□..

..

•

□

Cul-du-sacs: yes

Sidewalks: yes I!]

no I!!

no I!)

..

..

no

-

..

□

-•

,, streets
L
"- Street). New
Streets are curvilinear and
the primary
entrance street (Omaha
"" often loop around to
"
,~. I and provide access to twenty-first century residences
extend from
•. Era neighborhood
' and a'
"' the Vietnam War
new community center.

..

•

Generally describe the
, ' sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):

...

Poured-concrete sidewalks generally are only on one side of the street and in proximity to community
mailboxes.

.
'

•

PARKING

..

Garages: yes
•·

□

.,,, I!]
no

Carports: yes

□

no l!I

Group Covered Parking: yes

Parking pad: yes I!)

no

•·
Parking
lots: yes

□

□

no I!)

□

no l!l

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES
Tree lawn: yes l!l

no

□

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe l!l

no

□

The new community center includes smaller green areas with
benches, shrub and flower plantings, and trees.

.

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe I!)

'

no

□

,. ".,
The new community
center includes a gated community pool.

"

•

•I
1!J
Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe

.

.

no

□

Two playgrounds are located in the neighborhood, bounded by
< -1,
....., and not' directly,. accessible
'
residences,
or visible from the street.
'
•
According
to real property records, these playgrounds were built in 1985.

•

'

.

,.,

•

..

Streetlights: yes �
no D

Collective Mailboxes: yes �
no D

Demolition: yes - describe D
no

Infill Construction: yes - describe
no

□

□

D

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
As mentioned above, a neighborhood community center was built ca. 2010 and is designed similar to the new
residential construction along Groesbeek Street.
Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
i

The Ardennes neighborhood consists of curvilinear streets with community mailboxes, mature con ferous trees, sidewalks, an few streetlights. The earliest buildings, constructed
i
i
in 1975, are one- to two-story duplex units des gned in the M nimalist modern style. Storage outbuildings and car pads generally are located to the front of these buildings.
Residential landscaping is limited to grass, trees, and shrubbery. Brick veneer and vinyl are applied to build exteriors, similar to infill and new construction added to the
neighborhood in the last 20 years, providing continuity between new and older construction.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:
Playgrounds were added to the neighborhood in 1985 and since 2003 a series of new residences have been
constructed on newly graded streets. Along with the new residences, a community center and pool were built
ca. 2010.
Attach photos belO\f

,
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Previous Investigations

The Ardennes neighborhood has not been the subject of previous investigations.
Changes over Time and Resource Jntegrity

, partners did not have data on ,�hen
The buildings were subject to changes over time. While tJ1e housing
exterior modifications were
completed
to
the
Ardennes
neighborhood.
photographs maintained by the CRM
•
.,
provided infonnatio11 on the original appearance of the buildings. Visual observation suggests
modifications to original historic materials occurred. Minimal modifications unde1taken include new
construction or infill and modern community amenities including new community mailbox shelters and a
new community center and pool (Champagne, personal communications, 2021 ).

..

Interior modifications generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement finishes, fixtures,
and appliances. Despite exterior and interior modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings.
associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location. and
setting to convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A.
Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of
, and materials are not
e
design and materials. Those units that retain some degree of integrity of design
sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in their design and construction relative to the national inventory,
and the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

..

Properties of Particular Importance

The Anny Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 202 t defines a
Property of Pa11icular lmpo11ance as

...

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation-wide
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive
...
and unique in their design, method of construction, and building materials used. Additionally,
.,
properties of pa11icular i111po11ance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough significant
design characteristics and original historic building materials present and intact to be considered
truly distinctive
• within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Depa1tment of the Army 2021 :34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were executed
idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the period.
in the Modem
•
,
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those
that firmly rejected historical precedent in
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
t
civilian architectural
sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Am1y. size limitations and
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the result.ing housing stock in
terms of architectural expression and interior design.

•

,

Inventory conducted at Fort Bragg confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends aJ1d
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing.
Due to continuous modification and
•
• alteration,
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the invento1y of civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods. No Propetties of Pa11icular Importance are present at Fort Bragg.

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

Installation Name:

Fort Bragg/Pope Army Airfield

Neighborhood Name:

Batan/Bataan

•

CIRCULATION

□

Cul-du-sacs: yes I!)
no □

Grid: yes
no I!)

Curvilinear streets: yes I!)
no

□

Sidewalks: yes I!)
no □

..

Generally describe the street layout here:
The Batan (also spelled Bataan) neighborhood consists of two intersecting streets, which terminate in three
•
culs-de-sac. Community mailboxes are located throughout the neighborhood.

.. ..

....
Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials,
one or both sides of the street, etc.):

"'

e
both
sides
Sidewalks are .on
• of the street and rest directly against the street with no grass median.
'

PARKING

..

□

Garages:
yes
'
no l!I

Carports: yes I!)
no
•

□

□

Parking pad: yes
no I!)

□

Parking lots: yes
no l!I

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no[!]

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES
Tree lawn: yes [!]
no

□

□

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe
no[!]
+.

..

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe □
no[!]

Neighborhood Playground/Tot lot: yes - describe □
no I!)

Streetlights: yes I!]
no □
Demolition: yes - describe □
no I!]

Collective Mailboxes: yes I!]
no □
Infill Construction: yes - describe □
no I!]

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
The Batan neighborhood does not have neighborhood amenities.

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
The Batan neighborhood is a small neighborhood consisting of two intersecting streets consisting of triplex and quadplex
buildings. Streets are lined with sidewalks, community mailboxes, and streetlights. Mature deciduous trees line the streets,
while the rear of the buildings are composed of mature coniferous trees. The neighborhood is bound by a chain link fence.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:
The neighborhood currently is vacant, though a small selection of dwelling units appear to be occupied.
According to the Army housing representative, Tonia Barnes, the buildings have been vacant for proposed
renovations that have been put on hold.
Attach photos below:
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-Cherokee Vietnam-Era
Housing: Historic Context
Fort Bragg, NC
Bataan Neighborhood

R. CHllSTCM'IER GOOOWlN & ASSOC.,
2�1 E. �TH ST, STE 100
FREOER1CK, MD 21701

DAT E:

11/30120 I

z

PREP• 0 BY: KRW

Previous Investigations

,
The Satan neighborhood
r has nol been
• the su�ject of previous investigations.
Changes over Time and Resource lntegr·ity

•

..

,, additions. Rather. they have
The buildings have not been subject to exterior modification of materials or
.l
.... personal communications, 2021 ).
been awaiting
funding for material modifications and upgrades (Barnes,
The Satan neighborhood
r
• has nol undergone significant redesign, new construction, or demolition. Minimal
modifications unde,ttaken include demolition
" of two buildings' units, new infill construction,< and select
...
(::
roadway extensions (Champag11e, personal communications,
2021 ).

..

~

...

ti
Interior modifications
generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacemem finishes, fixtures.
I
and appliances. Despite exterior and interior modifications
over time, Vietnam War Era buildings.
..
0
associated• outbuildings,
and neighborhoods
• retain sufficient integrity of•associ• ation, feeling, location,~ and
~
iii Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due
setting to convey their association the conflict
#
:II
to modifications and alterations. the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design
•
and materials. Those units that retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not sufficie11tly
"
distinctive or distinguishable
• in their design and construction relative to the national inventory,
..
" and the
"
f Q
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
~

. •

J

.. ..

..

...

~

Properties of Particular Importance

-~

.

., Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
The' Army Program Comment
Plan for Vietnam War
-~
Property of Particular Importance as

.

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation-wide
inventory of civilian sector housing
an neighborhoods
from this period,
substantially distinctive
..
...
"'
and unique in their design, method of construction. and building materials used. Additionally,
,,_
properties of pa1iicular importance must exhibit
a high
degree of integrity with enough significant
-II
design characteristics and original historic.. building materials ..present and intact to be considered
truly distinctive
within the natiorMvide invento1y (U.S. Depa1tment of the Army 2021 :34).
""'

..

"

...

..

~

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the pe6od
'>I were executed
"
in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the period.
\.
,. included
Award-wining residential designs of the period
those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
,. plan. While the military sought to
exterior design and interior
adopt design principles advanced by the
\
'II
...
civilian
architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny, size limitations and
....
cost criteria
established by Congress
..., for military family housing
.. influenced the resulting housing stock in
...
te1ms of architectural expression
and interior design.
•

•

..

.,

~

~

~

..

,_, and
Inventory conducted at Fort Bragg confirmed that the.. military followed
civilian-sector housing trends
'f
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration.
~
integrity
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that t·etain
...
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
housing and• neighborhoods. No Properties of Par1icular
Importance are present at Fort Bragg.
• ,

..

'

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods
Installation Name:

Fort Bragg (Pope Field)

Neighborhood Name:

Cardinal Heights

CIRCULATION
Grid: yes □
no I!]

Curvilinear streets: yes I!)
no □

Cul-du-sacs: yes □
no I!)

.. t
Generally describe
the street layout here:

Sidewalks: yes I!)
no □

..

..

I • •are curvilinear and often loop around to the primary thoroughfare, Skytrain Drive.
Streets

-

..

Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
'
have a grass median between
Poured-concrete sidewalks generally are on both sides of the street, and 'some
the sidewalk and street curbs.

PARKING
Garages: yes □
no I!]

Carports: yes □
no l!J

Parking pad: yes □
no I!]

..

.

Parking lots: yes □
I<
no I!]

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no I!!

r
LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

Tree lawn: yes I!]
no □

..

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe □
no I!]

,.. ·t I!]
Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe
no □

t ' Facilities:
,..
Athletic
yes - describe I!]
no □

.......

The new community center includes a gated community pool.

.

.
A playground is located at the community
center.

□

Collective Mailboxes: yes
no I!]

Streetlights: yes I!]
no

□

□

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe
no l!I

Demolition: yes - describe
no I!]

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
As mentioned above, a neighborhood community center was built ca. 2010. The building is clad in brick veneer and terminates in a tile roof. A
large, two-story warehouse clad in brick veneer and corrugated metal is located to the rear of the community center. The warehouse is used
by Corvias to store parts for building maintenance. A large, fenced circular pool is located next to the community center building.

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
i

The Cardinal Heights neighborhood consists of curvilinear streets with electrical poles, mature coniferous trees, s dewalks, and few streetlights. The buildings, primarily
constructed 1964, generally are one-story, ranch-type single-family or duplex dwellings. Residential landscaping is limited to grass, trees, and shrubbery. Brick veneer and vinyl
are applied to build exteriors, similar to infill and new construction added to the neighborhood in the last 20 years, providing continuity between new and older construction.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:
A new community center, with a gated pool and playground, was added to the neighborhood.

Attach photos below:
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Cherokee Vietnam-Era
Housing: Historic Context
Fort Bragg, NC
Cardinal Heights Neighborhood
R . C�1ISTOPl£R GOODWIN S ASSOC..

2�1 E. � TH ST, STE 100

FREOERICl<, MD 21701
l'REPAl<f0 BY: KRW

DATE: I I/�0/2021

Previous Investigations

Cardinal Heights, a 1964-constructed neighborhood originally part of Pope Field and comprised of altered
duplex and single-family housing units, has been treated under the Cold War Program Comment for
Unaccompanied Personnel Housing (2006) as not eligible (United States Department ofDefense 2006).

..

Changes over Time and Resource lntegrity
'\
The buildings were subject to changes over time. While the housing pa11ners did not have data
on
r when
•
...
extetiot· modificatjons were completed
to
the
Cardinal
Heights
neighborhood.
photographs
maintained
by
•
the CRM provided information on the original appearance of; the buildings. Visual observation suggests
modifications to original historic materials occurred. Minimal modifications under1aken include new
construction or infill and modern community amenities including new community mailbox shelters and a
,0
new community
center and pool (Champagne, personal communications, 2021 ).

•

"

..

,

•

-

..

Interior modifications generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement finishes, fixtures,
and appliances. Despite exterior and interior modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings,
A
associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association,
feeling. location, and
setting to convey their association with the conflict
in
Vietnam
and
NRHP
significance
under Criterion A.
•
\
""'
of integrity of
Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree ...
design and materials. Those units that retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not
sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in their design and construction
• relative to~ the national inventory.
'
..,
the
housing
is
therefore
not
considered
eligible
for
the
N
RHP
under
Criterion C.
and
•

..

..

•

..

..

Properties of Particular Importance

The Army Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
Property
• of Particular lrnportance as
or neighborhoods
Army Vietnam War Era housing
•
• that are, in the context of
• the nation-wide
invent01y of civilian sector housing
an
neighborhoods
from
this
period.
substantially
distinctive
•
and unique in their design, method of construction.
and
building
materials
used.
Additionally,
"' ,
properties of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough
• significant
I
design 1'characteristics
and original historic building materials present and intact to
G be considered
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Depa11ment of the Anny 2021 :34).

..

.

...

,,
•
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
y
spatial requirements, and amenities. St listically, many houses constructed during the period were executed
in tJ1e Modern idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the period.
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
civilian architectural sector
* fot· Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size limitations and
,
cost criteria
• established by Congress for militaiy family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

'

.,
a •
at Fort Bragg confirmed
that the military followed
civiliru1-sector housing trends and
Inventory conducted
...
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
the units no longer retain a high degree of
" integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the invento1y of civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods. No Prope11ies of Pa11icular Importance are present at Fo11 Bragg.

•

..

~

•

'

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

.,. Bragg/Pope Army Airfield
Fort

Building Address:

21 'Commando Drive

Building Number:

1069

Neighborhood Name:

Cardinal Heights

. ..

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

One

Slab-on-grade

Concrete block

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

•

' ..
Window
Type:

Asphalt shingle

.... veneer
Brick

..

Roof Type:

~-'

Side gable

Window Materials:

...
Double-hung
- describe

.

.

'
Vinyl

1-over-1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Single family
1

Townhouse:
yes

D

no �

'I
Describe any exterior alterations:

..

..

..

Corvias did not provide records of any major exterior alterations aside from general, cyclical malntena.nce. However, archival photographs ofthe Cardinal
t V Ino longer extant suggesting later modifications of materials.
Heights neighborhood
provided by the Cultural Resources Office appear to show simplified facades
<r • I

"'

"

•

,, ... ',

Provide additional notes
on the building exterior here:
r

, 1069 is clad with brick veneer. Windows are 1/1, double-hung, vinyl units. The rear of
The exterior of Building
the building has a poured-concrete patio, with a wood privacy wall delineating each unit.

Building description:

.

,.

Building 1069 is a single-family ranch-type dwelling comprised of one, three bedroom two bathroom unit. The dwelling is clad in
,...
• #'Window openings are 1/1, double-hung, vinyl units. The
and terminates in a low-pitched, cross-gabled roof.
brick-veneer
' ... garden beds.
building has an attached carport to the side. The exterior is landscaped with trees, shrubs, and

...

'

-·

•

Ancillary Buildings:
Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
The carport is attached to the side of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
The building interior consists of carpet in the living areas and bedrooms and vinyl flooring in the kitchen and bathrooms. Corvias
representatives stated the kitchen cabinets are early to the building or original. Appliances, flooring, and lighting all have been
updated as have bathroom fixtures.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Interior access was not available due to occupant request.

Attach photos below:

Pl'e...vious Investigations

21 Commando Drive has previously been investigated as part of the Cardinal Heights neighborhood. The
... the Cold War Program Comment for Unaccompanied Personnel
neighborhood has been treated under
Housing (2006) as not eligible (United States Depa11ment of Defense 2006).

-

-

..

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

-

..

21 Commando Drive likely has been subject to minimal exterior modification in tenns of materials,
,.. constrnction. Archival photographs of the Cardinal Heights neighborhood from the
additions, and new
41
1970s show more minimal exterior designs common to the Vietnam War Era design
principles. The
Cardinal Heights neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign, new construction, or demolition.
Minimal modifications undertaken include new construction or infill and modern community amenities
.
personal
including new community mailbox shelters and a new community center and pool (Champagne,
•
communications, 2021 ).
~

-

...

-.

...

Interior modifications generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement finishes, fixtures,
and appliances. Despite exterior and interior modifications over time the building and associated
'lo.
neighborhood retain sufficient integrity
of association, feeling, location, and setting
• to convey their
.,
association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications
and alterations, the building generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design
and materials.
6i
Further, the building is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in their design and construction relative
,r
to the national inventory. and the housing is therefore not considered eligible• for the NRHP
under Criterion
C.

"

..

..

..

..

Properties of Particular Impot1ance

The Army Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
Property of Particular Importance as
Army VietJ1run War Era housing or neighborhoods that are.
•. in the context of
• the nation-wide
..
,..
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period. substantially distinctive
...
.,
and unique in their design, method of construction, and building materials used. Additionally,
properties of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough
• significant
design characteristics and original historic building materials present and intact to be considered
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Depa1tment of the Army 2021 :34).

.. ..

•

..

•

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically.
many houses constructed during the period were executed
(
in the Modem idiom; historical stylistic references
• were absent 011 houses constructed during the period.
Award-wining residential designs of the period
• included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
exterior
design
and
interior
plan.
While
the
military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
•
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size limitations and
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
'
tenns of architectural expression and interior design.

'

Inventory conducted
at Fori Bragg confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
housing trends and
•
•
.,
or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
did not construct substantially distinctive
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
or unique within the inventory
of design and materials are 1101 substantially distinctive ,o
• of civilian-sector
,
housing and neighborhoods. No Prope11ies of Particular lmpo11ance are present at Fort Bragg.

..

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

..

Installation Name:

Fort Bragg/Pope Army Airfield

Building Address:

1, 3 Provider Circle

Building Number:

1301

Neighborhood Name:

Cardinal Heights

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Matertal:

Roof Type:

One

Slab-on-grade

... block
Concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

,
Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

..

1-over-1

..

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex

Townhouse:
yes D
no�
Describe any exterior alterations:

.,

Corvias did not provide records of major exterior alterations aside from stating there was cyclical maintenance to the exterior. Carport structures have.beeA renovated or replaced in
recent years. However. the mixed materials 8xtanl on the exteriors, vinyl and brick veneer, -a,e representative of new inRII construction suggesting exterior mate(lal alterations.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior
" here:

Building description:

.'

..
II:
Building
1301 is a 1964 duplex buildihg comprised of two one-story, four-bedroom, two bathroom units, The exterior is clad in brick
•
veneer and horizontal vinyl siding. Windows are 1/1, double-hung, vinyl units. The •building terminates in a side-gable roof sheathed
in asphalt shingles, The building has two carports, terminating in front-gable roofs, at either end of the building for each living unit.

,..

. ..

•

• ·.

Ancillary Buildings:
Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Carports are located at the front, at either end of the building to accommodate both units.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:
The building interior consists of carpet in the living areas and bedrooms and vinyl flooring in the kitchen and bathrooms. Corvias
representatives stated the kitchen cabinets are early ororiginal. Appliances, flooring, and lighting all have been updated as have
bathroom fixtures.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

....
1-3 Provider Circle has previously
been investigated as part of the Cardinal Heights neighborhood.
• The
neighborhood has been treated under the Cold War Program Comment for Unaccompanied Personnel
...
Housing (2006) as not eligible
(United States Department of Defense 2006). This resource, under 50 years
., A according
...
~
of
.. to the Anny's
• Criterion
• age at the time of treatment, will be considered NRHP eligible under
.Program Comment Plan.

•

..

a
Changes over
Time and Resource Integrity
l
1-3 Provider Circle likely has been subject to minimal exterior
modification in terms of materials, additions.
l
..,.
..
,,,..._
and new construction.
Archival photographs of the Cardinal Heights
neighborhood from the 1970s show
&'.
..
more minimal exterior designs common to the Vietnam War Era design
'lo principles. The Cardinal Heights
«
neighborhood
has
not
undergone
significant
redesign,
new
construction,
or demolition. Minimal
•
'
modifications undertaken include new construction or
infill
and
modern
community
amenities including
•
,,
new community mailbox shelters and a new community center and pool (Champagne, personal
•
communications, 2021
).

-

"

.

•
Interior modifications generally
consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement
finishes, fixtures,
""
"' .IL
... over time the building and associated
Despite exterior and interior modifications
and appliances.
"r
...
retain
sufficient
integrity
of
association.
feeling,
location, and setting to convey their
neighborhood
•,.
,.,.
with
militaty
family
housing
constructed
to
support
the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP
association
•
significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations, the building generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Further, the building is not sufficiently distinctive
or distinguishable in their design and construction relative to the national inventory, and the housing is
therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
~

~

~·

..

Properties of Particular Importance
The Army Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
Property of Particular lmpo,1ance as
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation-wide
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period. substantially distinctive
and unique in their design. method of construction. and building materials used. Additionally.
properties of paiticular importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough significant
... present
design characteristics and original historicC building materials
and intact to be considered
•
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory ( U.S. Depa11ment of the Anny 2021 :34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
' the period
0
spatial requirements,
and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during
were executed
"i
... absent on houses constructed during the period.
in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were
,
,•.
Award-wining
residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
..
C
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era
housing constructed
Anny. size limitations and
• byI the
y
cost criteria establisJ1ed by Congress for militar family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
tenns of architechrral expression and interior design.

..

•

..

..

lnvento1y conducted at Fo11 Bragg confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housin8 trends and
Due to continuous modification and alteration.
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing.
'-t
, and materials. Those units that retain integrity
the units no longer retain a high •degree of integrity of design

of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods. No Prope11ies of Pruticular Jmportance are present at Fort Bragg.
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Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Bragg/Pope Army Airfield

I'
Building Address:

24, 26 Skytrain Drive

Building Number:
•

1512

Neighborhood Name:

Cardinal Heights

BUILDING EXTERIOR
foundation Material:

Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

One

Slab-on-grade

..
Concrete
block

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window
Type:
"

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

.

..

Roof Type:
Side gable

Window' Materials:

•

Vinyl

1-over-1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex

Townhouse:
,
- <"
yes D
no
Ii]

.

""

Describe any exterior alterations:
No record of exterior alterations. However, the mixed materials extant on the exteriors, vinyl and brick veneer, are representatfve
of new infill construction suggesting exterior material alterations.

-

-·

.. additional notes on the building
, exterior here:
Provlde

Building description:

.

..

" , four-bedroom, two-bathroom units clad i n vlnyl siding. The
Building 1512 is a 1964 duplex building comprised of two one-story,
building terminates in a cross-gabled roof she-athed in asphalt shingles. A, central two-vehicleI carport is to the front of the
,.
building. Window units generally are 1/1, double-hung
vinyl units,

.

.

A

Ancillary Buildings:
Parking pad

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
The central carport is to the front of the building with separate poured-concrete driveways leading to
individual units. Storage is located at the center of the carport for each housing unit.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:
The building interior consists of carpet in the living areas and bedrooms and vinyl flooring in the kitchen and bathrooms. Corvias
representatives stated the kitchen cabinets are early or original. Appliances, flooring, and lighting all have been updated as have
bathroom fixtures.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

...
24-26 Skytrain Drive has previously been investigated
as part of the Cardinal Heights neighborhood. The
neighborhood has been treated under the Cold War Program Comment for Unaccompanied Personnel
L
Housing (2006) as not eligible
(United States Depa11ment of Defense 2006).

..

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity
24-26 Skytrain Drive likely has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms
• of materials,
additions, and new construction. Archival photographs of the Cardinal Heights neighborhood from the
1970s show more minimal exterior designs common to the Vietnam War Era design principles. The
,, has not undergone significant redesign. new construction, or demolition.
Cardinal Heights neighborhood
,
Minimal modifications undertaken include new construction or infill and modern community
amenities
including
new
community
mailbox
shelters
and
a
new
community
center
and
pool
(Champagne,
personal
"
communications,
"' ,.. 2021 ).

·~ -

-

..

...

•

•

Interior modifications
.• generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement finishes, fixtures,
C
and appliances.
Despite exterior and interior modifications over time the building and associated
neighborhood retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their
association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications
., the building generally no• longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials.
and alterations,
... or distinguishable in their design and construction relative
Fu11her, the building is not sufficiently distinctive
to the national inventory, and the housiJ1g is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under• Criterion
C.

..
'

-

•

.,
Properties
of Particular Importance

.

The Anny Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
Property of Particular lmpo11ance as

-

,
... neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation-wide
or
Anny Viet11am War Era housing
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive
and unique in their design. method of construction, and building materials used. Additionally.
properties .,of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough significant
....
historic building materials present and intact to be considered
design characteristics and original
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Depa11ment of the Army 2021 :34).

..

..

--

~

.

J
L
sector influenced popular
expectations for housing design, building types,
interior
The civilian housing
+.
, • during the period were• executed
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. manyI houses constructed
in the Modern. idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the period.
•
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in
•
,.,
,
.,
and
interior
plan.
While
the
military
sought
to
adopt
design
principles
advanced
by the
exterior design
•
,,
,
.. sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size limitations and
civilian architectural
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing intluenced the resulting housing
r' stock in
,
terms of architectural expression and interior design.

.

~

..

.

-

..

,.
...,
..... civilian-sector housing trends and
.- Bragg confirmed
Inventory conducted at Fo,1
that the military followed
e
e
did not construct substantially distinctive or
Due to continuous
modification and alteration,
• unique housing.
,.
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials.
rl' TI10se units that retain integrity
I
of design and materials are not substantially
distinctive or unique within the inventory of
"' civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods.
No
Properties
of
Particular
Importance
are
present
at
Fo11
Bragg.
•
"'

.-

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Bragg/Pope
• Army Airfield

Building Address:

30 Lorraine Road

Building Number:

9-2238

Neighborhood Name:

Ardennes

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

One

Slab-on-grade

Concrete block

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1-over-1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex

Townhouse:
yes D
no

(t1

Describe any exterior alterations:
No
of exterior alterations. However,,. the mixed materials extant on the exteriors, vinyl and brick veneer, are representative
• record
C
of new infill construction suggesting exterior material alterations.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

'

.. Windows are 1/1, double-hung vinyl
The exterior of Building 9-2238 is clad with brick veneer and horizontal vinyl siding.
units. The rear of the building has a poured-concrete patio for each unit and a wood privacy wall delineates each unit.

..

Building description:
Buifding 9-2238 is a duplex building comprised of two o n e -story, two-bedroom, two-bathroom units. The building is clad in brick veneer and vinyl siding,
•
openings generally are 1/1, double-hung units. The building has a
terminating in a low-pitched side-.gable roof sheathed 1n asphalt shingles. Window
parking pad to the front with a storage outbuilding accommodating the two residential units. Exterior landscaping is limited to sl)rubs and mature trees.

'

•

Ancillary Buildings:
Parking pad

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
The parking pad is to the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

2

2

Describe any interior alterations:
The building interior consists of carpet in the living areas and bedrooms and vinyl flooring in the kitchen and bathrooms. Corvias
representatives stated the kitchen cabinets are original. Appliances, flooring, and lighting all have been updated as have bathroom
fixtures.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

JO Lorraine Road has not
• been su�ject to previous investigations.
Changes over Time and Resource "Integrity

30 Lorraine Road likely has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials. additions,
and new construction. Archival
photographs of the Ardennes neighborhood from the 1970s show
• more
"
designs
common
to
the
Vietnam
War
Era
design
principles.
The
building
cun·ently
is clad
minimal exterior
•
•
\\lith mixed materials. The Ardennes neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign. new
, demolition. Minimal modifications undertaken include new construction or infill and
construction. or
modem community amenities including new community mailbox shelters and a new community center and
pool (Champagne, personal communications, 2021 ).

..

"

Interior modifications generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement finishes, fixtures,
and appliances. Despite exterior and interior modifications over time the building and associated
,,
... association, feeling.
neighborhood retain sufficient integrity of
.. location. and setting to convey their
association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications
, of design and ,.materials.
and alte-rations, the building generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity
,
Further, the building is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in their design and construction
relative
..
; .., housing is therefore not considered eligible
to the national inventory, and the
for the NRHP under Criterion
•
•
"
C.

..

•

•

-

Properties of Particular Importance

The Am1y Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
Property of Particular Importance as
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation-wide
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive
and unique in their design, method of construction, and building materials used. Additionally,
•
properties of paiticular impo1tance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough significant
design cbaracteristics and original historic building materials present and intact to be considered
...
• :34).
truly distinctive within the nation-wide
inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021

,
The civilian housing sector influenced
popular expectations for housing design, building types,
-: interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were executed
in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
during the period.
•
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
'
... and
civilian architectural sector for
• Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size limitations
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
terms of architectural expression and interior design.
~

"'

..

•

•

..

1nventory
conducted at Fort Bragg confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
•
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration.
e
the units no longer
retain a high degree.. of integrity of
• design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
, substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory
,. of civilian-sector
of design and materials are not
,.,
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Pa1ticular Importance are present at Fort Bragg.

..

..

..

...

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Bragg/Pope Army Airfield

Building Address:

10 Holland Street

Building Number:

9-3138

Neighborhood Name:

Ardennes

BUILDING EXTERIOR

.

Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Stucco

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1-over-1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Duplex

Modern

Townhouse:
no
yes D

[i1

Describe any exterior alterations:
I
No recorded exterior alterations. However, the
mixed materials extant on the exteriors, vinyl and brick veneer, are representative
of new infill construction suggesting exterior material alterations.

•

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
Building 9-3138 is a t w ostory
duplex dwelllng comprised of two four-bedroom, two-bathroom units. The blJildlng is designed in the Mlnlrnallst Modern style and clad with
stucco and horizontal vinyl siding. The building terminates In a side-gabled roof, sheathed In asphalt shingles. Windows are 1/1, double-hung vinyl units. The rear of the
building has a poured-concrete patio for each unit with a wood privacy wall delineating the units. Two parking pads are located on either side of the bull ding, Landscaping
rs minimal and limited to shrubs and mature trees.

Ancillary Buildings:

Parking pad

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

The parking pad is to the side of each dwelling unit.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:

The interior flooring is carpet in the living areas and bedrooms and vinyl in bathrooms and the kitchen. Light
fixtures and bathroom fixtures have been upgraded cyclically, as have appliances.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

... been subject to previous investigations.
IO Holland Street has not
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

..

..

IO Holland Street likely has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials, additions.
n
neighborhood from the 1970s show more
and new construction.
• Archival photographs of the Ardennes
, cun-ently is clad
minimal exterior designs common to the Vietnam War Era design principles. The building
with mixed materials. The Ardennes neighborhood has"' not undergone significant redesign, new•
..... \ or demolition. Minimal modifications undertaken include new construction or infill andr
construction.
.... center and
modern community amenities including new community mailbox shelters and a new community
"
pool (Champagne, personal
• communications. 2021 ).

.

"'

,.

..

..

Interior modifications· generally consist
or cyclical
maintenance resulting in replacement finishes, fixtures.·
"
, • • and interior modifications over time the building and associated
and appliances. Despite ex1erior
r
l . integity
neighborhood retain sufficient
oft association.• feeling, location, and setting to convey their
,
,
-,.. in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications
association with the conflict
"'
and alterations,
the building generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials.
'!'
I
Fu11her, the
building is 1101 sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in their design and construction relative
, . considered eligible
.. for the NRHP under Criterion
,· ,.
to the national inventory, and the housing is therefore not
C.

..

•

..

ooj

-

..

~

Properties of Particular Importance

..

The Army Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
Property of Particular lmpo11ance
• as
4,

..

.... that are. in the context of the nation-wide
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods
, of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period. substantially distinctive
invento1y
•
and building
and unique in their design. method of construction,
• materials used. Additionally.
...
properties of paiticular impo1tance must exhibit a high ....degree of integrity with enough significant
, materials present and intact to be considered
and original
historic building
design characteristics
II
•
,·
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Depa1tment of the Army 2021 :34)...

..

~

.

..

interior
The
' civilia11 housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types,
t
11.., executed
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
,. period.
in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
I
firmly rejected historical
precedent
in
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that
"
ii:
... to adopt design principles
exterior design and interior plan. While the militaty sought
"' advanced by the
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size limitations and
, established by Congress
cost criteria
for milita1y family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
~
. I
terms of archilectural expression and interior design.

.

..

.

...

..

...

..

Inventory conducted at Fort Bragg confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing h·ends and
"
and alteration,
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
•
"
t a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
the units no longer retain
••
"'
·
t
and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within
the inventory of civilian-sector
of design
"
I#
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Pa1ticular I mpo11ance are present at Fort Bragg.

••

..

-

..

..

•

•

~
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Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic• Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:
II

Fort Bragg/Pope Army Aifrield

Building Address:

19 Omaha Street

Building Number:

9-4233

Neighborhood Name:

Ardennes

BUILDING EXTERIOR

...

Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

One

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete
·"

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

...
Double-hung
- describe

Vinyl

..

~

1-over-1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex

Townhouse:

yes

D

no

0

Describe any exterior alterations:

..

,
No recorded exterior alterations. However, the mixed" materials
extant on the exteriors, vinyl and brick veneer, are representative
of new infill construction suggesting exterior material alterations.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:
,;

Building description:

.....

...

Building 9-4233 is a single-story, ranch-type dupleK dwelling comprised
of four-bedroom, two-bathroom units. The elCterlor is clad with brick veneer and horlzontal vlnyl
,... ,..
siding and terminates In a low-pitched, side-gabled roof sheatlled in a�phalt shingles. Windows are 1/1, double-hung, vinyl units.The re.ar of the building has a
poured-concrete patio and wood privacy wall for each unit wlth a single-wood dividing wall for privacy. Side parkir1g pads provide access to each unit and to the small,
• storage building.
eKterlor

Ancillary Buildings:
Parking pad

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Parking pads are located to the side of the building and provide access to each unit. Small storage buildings are
located at the end of the parking pads. Storage buildings are clad in stucco and terminate in side-gabled roofs.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Kitchen cabinets are original or early to the building. Carpet and vinyl flooring have been cyclically updated, as
have appliances. Light and bath fixtures have been upgraded.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous lmiestigations

19 Omaha Street has not been subject to previous investigations.
Changes over Time and Resom·ce Integrity

19 Omaha St,·
• eet likely has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials. additions,
and new
• constrnction. Archival photographs of the Ardennes neighborhood from the I 970s show more
minimal ex1erior designs common to the Vietnam War Era design principles. The building cun-ently is clad
with mixed materials. The Ardennes neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign, new
construction, or demolition. Minimal modifications unde11aken include new construction or infill and
modern community amenities including new community mailbox shelters and a new commun'ity center and
pool (Champagne, personal communications. 2021 ).

.

.

Interior modifications generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement finishes, fixtures,
and appliances. Despite exterior and interior modifications over time the building and associated
•
neighborhood retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their
association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications
and alterations. the building generally no longer retains a high degree
• of integrity of design and materials.
Further, the building is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in their design and construction relative
to the national inventory, and the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion
C.

-

...

..

Prope11ies of Particular Importance

War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
The Army Program Comment Plan for Vietnam
•
Property of Particular lmpo11ance as
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation-wide
inventory of civilian
sector
• housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive
•
and unique in their design, method of construction, and building materials used. Additionally,
properties of particular importal1ce must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough significant
design characteristics and original historic building materials present and intact to be considered
.., nation-wide inventory (U.S. Depa11rnent of the Army 2021 :34).
truly distinctive within the
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the
" period were executed
in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constrncted during the period.
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the A1my, size limitations ru1d
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
terms of architectural
expression and interior design.
•
Inventory conducted at Fo,1 Bragg confirmed that the military followed civiliruHector housing trends and
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
• no longer retain a high degree of integrity4 of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
the units
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of
• Particular Importance are present at Fort Bragg.
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Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Bragg/Pope Army Airfield

Building Address:

120 Ashley Road

Building Number:

9-1675

Neighborhood Name:

Batan (Bataan)

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Sia b-on-grade

Poured
concrete
••

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

Double-hung - describe

..

Vinyl

1-over-1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Fourplex

Modern
Townhouse:

yes �
Describe any exterior alterations:

D

.

.

..

no

,
\,
• 2 years ago, but have been placed on hold. Brick and vinyl are recent
The residential buildings
in Batan were slated for renovations
renovations, prior exterior was stucco.

•

"

Provide additional notes on the building exterior
here:
'

...

' and vinyl
4 ••
The exterior is clad in both brick veneer
siding. Garbage storage buildings are located to the front of the building, one for

•

each unit, beneath the car port.

Building description:
,

.

Building 9-1675 is a fourple� townhouse which includes two-story, four-bedroom, two-bathroom
units. The building is designed in the Minimalist Modern
I
•
style, clad in stucco and vinyl siding, and terminates in a high-pitthed
skillion roof sheathed in asphalt shingles. Window openings are 1/1, double�hung,
' - vJnvl
• 1 them.
unrts. landscaping primarily consists of a grass lawn and mature trees. Two carports serve two units each With garbage storag.e structures beneath

..

•

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

Two carports, serving two dwelling units each, are located to the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Wood

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:

Interior wood floors have been refinished and light fixtures updated. The kitchen cabinets are early to the
building, while appliances have been changed cyclically. Bathroom and kitchen floors are vinyl and are
replacements of original flooring materials.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
r been subject
to previous investigations.
I 20 Ashley Street has not
1

...

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

120 Ashley Street has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials. additions, and

new construction. The Batan neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign, new construction, or
demolition. Minimal modifications unde1taken include demolition of two units, infill new construction, and
• ).
select street extensions (Barnes. personal communications, 2021

.

..

e
..... " finishes,
Interior modifications generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement
fixtures,
and appliances. Despite cyclical maintenance, the building still retains sufficient integrity of association,
feeling, location,
• and setting to convey association the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under
7
Criterion A. While the building has undergone
minimal modifications over
time and retains some degree
•
.. of design and materials, the building is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in their
of integrity
design and construction relative to the national inventory. and the housing is therefore
not considered
•
II
•
eligible
for the NRHP under Criterion
C.
r

.

-

...

~

.. ..

Prope11ies of Particular Importance

..

t
December 2021 defines a
The Anny Program Comment Plan for Vieh1am War Era Housing issued in
Prope11y
of Particular Importance as
•
~

Anny Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in ,the contex1 of the nation-wide
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive
, materials used. Additionally,
and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
... with enough
properties of particular" importance
must exhibit a high degree of integrity
•
"
" significant
design characteristics and original historic building materials present and intact to be considered
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Anny 2021 :34).

...

The civilian
housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types. interior
•
.:
t requirements,
spatial
and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed
• during the period were executed
the
Modem
idiom;
historical
stylistic
references
were
absent
on
houses
constructed during the period.
in
•
•
'·
.,.
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in
,
ex1erior design
by the
... and inte1ior plan. While the milita1y sought to adopt design principles advanced
.6
civilian architectural sector for Viehmm War Era housing constructed by the Army, size limitations and
r.
11>
cost
criteria established
by Congress for milita1y family housing influenced the resulting housing stock
in
~
expression
and
interior
design.
terms of architectural
....
"

..

~

.

•

...

~

1
~Inventory
conducted
at Fort Bragg confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
•
Due to continuous modification and alteration,
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing.
.... units that retain integrity
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those
of design and materi�ls
are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
l
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Pa1ticular Importance are present at Fort
Bragg.
~

-

~

~

..

..

~

•
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Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context

Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Bragg/Pope Army Airfield

Building Address:

128 Ashley Road

Building Number.:

9-1677

Neighborhood Name:

Batan (Bataan)

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade
•

Poured concrete
•

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

...
Double-hung•
describe

Vinyl

•
1-over-1
Style:

Minimalist Modern

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Other - describe

Fourplex

Modern
Townhouse:

yes

(lJ

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:

Brick veneer and vinyl siding are updates to original stucco siding.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
Building 9 1- 677 fs a fourple� townhouse building con1prised of three-bedroom, one-and-one-half bathroom unfts. The building Is designed in the Minimalist Modern style,
clad In stucco and vinyl siding, and
• terminates fn a high-pitched skillfon roof sheathed In asphalt shlngfes. Window openings are 1/1, double-tiung vinyl units. Landscaping
p(lmarlly consists of a grass lawn and mature trees. Two carports serve two units each with garbage storage structures beneath them. A single carport is located to the
front of the building. No garbage storage buildings are part of this building.

..

'

Ancillary Buildings:
Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A single carport is centrally located in front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Wood

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Wood floors have been refinished cyclically. Kitchen cabinets are early to the unit and appliances have been
replaced cyclically. Bathroom and kitchen flooring is vinyl and has replaced original flooring.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

,.
Previous Investigations
128 Ashley Street has not been subject to previous investigations.
L
Changes over
Time and Resource Integrity

128 Ashley Street has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials, additions, and
new construction. The Batan neighborhood has not undergone sig11ificant redesign, new construction. or
demolition. Minimal modifications unde1taken include demolition of two units. infill new construction, and
select street extensions (Barnes, personal communications. 2021 ).

..

..

lllterior modifications generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement finishes, fixtures,
and appliances, Despite cyclical maintenance, the building still retains sufficient integrity of association,
• in Vietnam and NRHP significance
feeling. location, and sening lo convey association ,vith the conflict
...
,..
Criterion
A.
While
the
building
has
undergone
minimal
modifications
over time and retains
some
under
degree of integrity of design and materials. the building is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in
their design and construction relative to the national inventory, and the housing is therefore not considered
eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

Properties of Par·ticular Importance
The Anny Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
Prope1ty
of
Pa11icular lmportance as
•r
•
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation-wide
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive
and unique in their design. method of construction, and building materials used. Additionally,
...
properties of paiticular imponance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough significant
' present and intact to be considered
and original historic building
design characteristics
• • r,
' materials
""
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Depa1tment of the Anny 2021 :34).

-

The civilian housing sector
• influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
spatial requirements.·, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed
during the period
~
• were executed
• historical stylistic
:
in the Modern idiom;
references
were absent on houses constructed during the' period.
•
_.,
firmly rejected historical precedent •in
Award-wining residential designs of the pe1iod included those that
exterior design and interior plan. While the milita1y sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
k
i '
f
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed
by the Anny, size limitations and
Icost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
,
terms of architectural
• expression and interior design.

.

\._

.

...

.,.
Inventory conducted at Foat Bragg confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing
trends and
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
I!" and alteration,
the units no longer retain a high degree of
~ integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
... civilian-sector
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
housing and neighborhoods. 'No Properties of Particular lmpo1tance are present at Fo11 Bragg.

..

..
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Fort Carson

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Carson

Building Address:

4410A Johnson Court

\. ,
Building Number:

4410

Neighborhood Name:

Shashoni Village

..

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:


Roof Type:

One

Slab-on-grade

...
Poured
concrete
•.

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle
•

Vinyl siding

Horizontal sliding

Vinyl

Style:

Ornamentation:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

Dwelling
Type:
"

No

Ranch

Fourplex

'

-

Townhouse:

yes

It]

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:

..

,. are replacement materials.
•
The roof, windows,
and siding

I
•• additional notes on the building
Provide
exterior here:

Building description:
I
Constructed in 1974, the fourplex townhouse at 4410A Jbhnson Court is a one-story building clad
in Vinyl siding, occupying a rectangular footprint,
I,
• in an asphalt-shingle,
resting on a poured-concrete foundation, and terminating
side-gable roof. The windows generally are vinyl, sliding-sash units.
The front of •the building features a driveway wlth carport and attached
• • shed.

,.

.. .

..

·~

•

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

A carport and attached shed are located in front of the dwelling.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Other - describe

Other - describe

plaster over drywall

carpet/linoleum

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

2

1

Describe any interior alterations:

The floors and kitchen and bathroom fixtures and materials have been replaced.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Ornamentation:

No

Previous Jnvestigatfoos
An inventory of 1970s-era family housing is presented in Final: Architectural /11ve11to1J' and Evaluatio11
of J 970s-Era Family Housing at US. Army Garrison Fort Carson, El Paso County, Colorado (20 I 9).
Surveys and evaluations of" Apache, Shoshoni, and Sioux villages are presented. All five Vietnam War
Era neighborhoods at Fort Carson have been •surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Cultural Resource
, 1403b: Post-World War II Residential Suburban Subdivision Forms
Survey Form
( 1945-1975). The

evaluations include Apache Village (2018; 5EP84 I 8), Cherokee Village (2011; 5EP06035), Cheyenne
Village (2012; 5tP06200), Shoshoni Village (2018; 5EP8420), and Sioux Village (2018: SEP8419). Each
neighborhood was found ineligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places in these
evaluations. SHPO concurrence was received in 20 I 9 (Turner 2019).

..

..

.
;

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

,. that has been
II'
Building 44 I 0A Johnson Court
is a fourplex• townhouse in the Shoshoni neighborhood
subject to minimal exterior modifications that consist of
• replacement roofing materials, siding, windows,
and doors. The application of contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation was not undertaken.
...
Interior modifications
generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.

"

7
Despite modifications over time, Vietnam
War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
" to convey their association with the
GI
feeling, location.
retain sufficient integrity of association,
• and setting
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifiq1tions
and alterations, the housing generally no longer
,.
retains a high degree of integrity of design and
is not sufficiently distinctive or'
• materials. The housing
"
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion
" C.

..

.. ..
~

Prope11ies of Pal'ticular Importance
,

-

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
I,
of Particular
Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their desigi1, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of
• integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building
and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the .,nation
r
' materials present
wide inventory (U.S.
• Department of the Army 2021:34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
•
spatial
requirements,
and
amenities.
Stylistically,
many
houses
constructed
during
the
period
were
f
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exte1'ior design and interior plan. While the milita1y sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housi11g constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for milita,y family housing influenced the resulting.
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

,.

"

r
Inventory at Foti Carson
civilian-sector housing trends and did not
• confirmed that the military followed
construct
substantially
distinctive
or
unique
housing.
Due
to
continuous
modification and alteration, the
',.
I
...
,.
,.... and materials. Those units that retain integrity
of design
units no longer retain a high degree of integrity
... unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or
,housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Pa11icular lmpo11ance are present at Fo11 Carson.
...

..

.

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
•
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
,
Installation Name:

Fort Carson

Building Address:

4416 Johnson
Court
V

Building Number:

4416

• Name:
Neighborhood

Shashoni Village

.

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Foundation Type:

Number of Stories:

Slab-on-grade

One

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Other- describe
,
Gable-on-hip

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Asphalt shingle

Window Materials:

Vinyl siding

Horizontal sliding

Vinyl

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex
Townhouse:
no
yes D

Describe any exterior alterations:

0

..

The roof, windows,
• and siding are replacement materials.

...

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

-

,
Constructed in 1974, the duplex dwelling at 4410A
Johnson Court is a one-story building clad in vinyl siding, occupying a
¥
I
• in an asphalt-shingle,
rectangular footprint, resting on a poured-concrete foundation, and •terminating
gable-on-hip
roof. The
'l
units.
The
front
of
the
building
features
driveways
with
carports
and
attached
sheds.
windows generally are vinyl sliding-sash
,
..
'
'

-

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport and attached shed are located in front of the dwelling.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Other - describe

Other - describe

plaster over drywall

carpet/linoleum

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

4

1

No

Describe any interior alterations:
The floors and kitchen and bathroom fixtures and materials have been replaced.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Ornamentation:

No

Previous Investigations

An inventory of I 970s-era family housing is presented in Final: Architectural fllve11to1:v and Eva/ua/io11
of J970s-Era Fa111ily Housing al US. Army Garrison Fort
' Carson; El Paso Counry, Cnlorado (2019).
Surveys and evaluations of Apache. Shoshoni, and Sioux villages are presented. All five Vietnam War
'
Era neighborhoods
at Fort Carson have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Cultural Resource
•
Survey Form 1403b: Post-World War JI Residential Suburban Subdivision Forms ( 1945-1975). The
evaluations include Apache Village (2018; 5EP84 I 8), Cherokee Village (2011: 5EP06035), Cheyenne
Village (2012: 5EP06200). Shoshoni Village (2018: 5EP8420), and Sioux Village (2018: 5EP8419). Each;
neighborhood was found ineligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places in these
•
evaluations. SHPO concurrence
was received in 2019 (Turner 2019).

.

..

,,

Q

•

... ..

Changes Over Ti.me and Resource Integrity
,ii
Building 4416 Johnson
Court is the Shoshoni neighborhood.
The duplex• has been subject to minimal
•
4
~
that consists of replacement roofingt materials,
siding, windows, and doors. The
exterior modifications
•
y
application of contemporar stylistic or architectural ornamentation was not undenaken. Interior
modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.
"
Despite modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
• ' f'
,.
and
setting
to
convey
their
associa1ion
with the
retain sufficient
integrity
of
association,
feeling.
location,
•
•
A
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications
• and alterations,,. the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
distinguishable in its design and construction
" relative to the national invento1y, and is therefore not
, C.
considered eligible for the N RHP under Criterion
~

.

•

..

..

..

Propet1ies of Particular Impotiance

The Program
• Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
a
of Particular lmpotiance as one that is an

...

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are,-, in the context of the nation
wide invento1y of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of paiticular
importance
...
• must exhibit a high
'
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventoty (U.S. Depa1tment of the Army 2021 :34).

,•

•

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing
• design, building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses construcled during the period were
• in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
executed
,
period. Award-wining
residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the milita1y sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny. size
limitations and cost criteria established by ,Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
L

•

.

...

•

..

,. and
"I
..
Jnventory at Fort Carson confomed tbat the
trends
did not
~ military followed civilian-sector housing
..
•
construct substantially
distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
6
• and<!I alteration, the
,!.
'•
units no longer
and materials. Those units that retain integdty
~ retain a high
"' degree of integrity of design
..
.,. or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive
f•.
housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties
of
•
"' Particular Impmtance are present at Foti Carson.

..

..

-

•
.

-

•

-·

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Carson

Building Address:

4612 Helwig Court

Building Number:

4612

Neighborhood Name:

Sioux Village

..

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

One

Sia b-on-grade

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

..
Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Stucco

•
Horizontal
sliding

Vinyl

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Sixplex
Townhouse:
r
yes [i1
no

Describe any exterior alterations:
The roof
• and windows are replacement.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

. ...

..

.. occupying a rectangular
...
Constructed in,.,.
1972,
' the sixplex townhouse at 4612 Helwig Court is a one�story stucco building
. ., foundation, and terminating in an asphalt-shingle, side-gable roof.
footprint,
resting on a poured-concrete
•
• The windows
generally are horizontal sliding, sash-vfnyl units, The doors generally are single leaf. Three carports are present.

..

'

..

-

D

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport and attached shed are located in front of the dwelling.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investig,ations
An inventory of 1970s-era family housing
is presented in Final: Architectural J11ve11101:v and E-valuatfon
•
of J970s-Era Famizv Housing at U.S. Army Garrison Fort Carson. El Paso County. Colorado (2019).
Surveys and evaluations of Apache, Shoshoni, and Sioux
• villages are presented. All five Vietnam War
Era neighborhoods at Fort Carson have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Cultural Resource
Survey Form 1403b: Post-World War ll Residential Suburban Subdivision Forms (1945-1975). The
evaluations include Apache Village (2018; 5EP8418), Cherokee Village (2011; 5EP06035). Cheyenne
Village (2012: 5EP06200), Shoshoni Village (2018: SEP8420). and Sioux Village (2018: 5EP8419). Each
... in the National Register of Historic Places in these
neighborhood was found ineligible for listing
evaluations. SHPO concurrence was received in 2019 (Turner 2019).

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
Building 4612 Helwig Cou11 is a sixplex townhouse located in the Sioux neighborhood. It has been
subject to exterior modifications that consist of replacement rooting materials. siding, windows, and
doors. The application of contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation was not undertaken. In
addition. interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.
Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
conflict
(Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing. generally no longer
• in Vietnam
•
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory. and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

Proper1ies of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depa11ment of the Anny 2021;34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modem idiom: histoi'ical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period inclL1ded those tbat firmly rejected historical
,
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought lo adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

,. Carson confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and did not
•
Inventory
at Fort
construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration. the
units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and mat�rials. Those units that retain integrity
' r
distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
of design _and materials are nol •substantially
•
r
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance aJ·e present at Fort Carson.

..

•
Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Carson

f "
Building Address:

4616C Helwig Court

Building Number:

_,
4616

Neighborhood Name:

Sioux
• Village

..

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

foundation
1
~
' . Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

.
Poured concrete

Side gable

One

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Stucco

Horizontal sliding

Vinyl

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Fourplex

..

.

I

•

Townhouse:

..
yes

0

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:

..The.. roof and Windows are a replacement.
II
Provide
additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

.

Constructed in 1972, the fourplex townhouse at 4616C Helwig Court is clad in stucco, occupies a rectangular footprint, and rests
, " side-gable roof. The windows generally are
-on a poured-concrete foundation.
The building
an asphalt shingle,
" terminates in
' "". ,a..
sliding, sash-vinyl units. The doors generally are single leaf.
• 'Two carports are present in front of the building..'

·"

[,'

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

A carport and attached shed are located in front of the dwelling.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:

The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
lm1e11f01J' and Evaluation
An inventory of
•
• I 970s-era family housing is presented in Final: Archireclural
f
o !970s-Era Family Housing at U.S. Army Garrison Fort Carson, El Paso Coullly, Colorado (2019),
Surveys and evaluations
• of Apache, Shoshoni, and Sioux villages are presented. All five Vietnam War
Era neighborhoods at fort Carson have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Cultural Resource
Survey Fom1 1403b: Post-World War II Residential Suburban Subdivision Forms (1945-1975). The
evaluations include Apache Village (2018: SEP84 l 8), Cherokee Village (20 I 1: 5EP06035), Cheyenne
Village (20 I 2: 5EP06200). Shoshoni Village (2018; SEP8420), and Sioux Village (2018; SEP84 I 9). Each
neighborhood was found ineligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places in these
evaluations. SHPO concurrence was received in 2019 (Turner 2019).

•

Changes Over Time
Building 4616C Helwig Court is a fourplex townhouse located in the Sioux neighborhood. The building.
has been subject to minimal exterior modifications. These changes consist of replacement roofing
materials, siding, windows, and doors. The application of contemporary stylistic or architectural
...
ornamentation was not undertaken. Interior modifications generally
consisted of replacement finishes.
fixtures, and appliances.
Despite interior and exterior modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated
outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling. location. and setting to
convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations,
the housing generally
• no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and ma1·erials. The housing is
not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in its design and construction
• relative to the national
•
eligible
for
the
N
RHP
under
Criterion
C.
inventory, and is therefore not considered
•

-

..

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era I l-ousing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an
'I
Army Vietnam War Era
housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from
• this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, prope11ies of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
.. the nation
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Artny 2021 :34),
II.
The civilian housing sector
influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom:. historical stylistic references were absent on houses conslt'llcted during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
• the military sought to adopt design principles
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While
advanced by the civilian architectural
sector
for
Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny, size
•

...

..

..

...
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for 111ilita1y family housing influenced
the resulting
';
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

,

..

Inventory at Fort Carson confinned that the milita1y followed civilian-sector housing trends
• and 'IIdid not
'
-~
I
... and alteration,
•• distinctive
construct substantially
or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
the
units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those
.... units that retain integrity
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
,,..
housing and neighborhoods.
No Prope11ies of Particular Importance are present at Fo11 Carson.
I

.

..

.

,

.. .
,

'

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Carson

Building Address:

4675A Allworth Court
,
4675

Building Number:

....

Neighborhood Name:

.

Sioux

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Foundation Type:
.•

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Sia b-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Stucco

Horizontal sliding

Vinyl

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Type
• of Unit:

Number of Stories:

One

Sixplex

Townhouse:
yes

0

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
The roof and windows ..are replacements.

.

' additional notes on the building exterior here:
Provide

Building description:

...

Constructed in 1972, the sixplex• townhouse at 4675A Allworth Court is clad in stucco,
,._ occupies a rectangular footprint, and rests
on a poured concrete foundation. The building terminates in an asphalt-shingle, side-gable roof. The windows generally are
slidihg-sash, vinyl units. The doors generally are single leaf. Three carports
• are present in front of the building.

~ ..

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport and attached shed are located in front of the dwelling.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
• A
Architectural lnventm:r and Evaluation
An inventory of 1970s-era family h0l1sing is presented in Final:
'• Family Housing at U.S. Army Garrison Fort Carson, El Paso Cou111y.
I Colorado (20 I 9).
of J 970s-Ern
,
and
Sioux
villages
are
presented.
All
five Vietnam War
Surveys and evaluations of Apache, Shoshoni,
I'
Cultural Resource
Era neigl1borhoods at Fott Carson
•
• have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado
Suburban
Subdivision
Forms
(1945-1975). The
Survey Form 1403b: Post-Wodd War 11 Residential
•
evaluations include Apache Village (2018; 5EP84 I 8). Cherokee Village
• (2011; 5EP06035). Cheyenne
II
Village (2012; 5EP06200). Shoshoni Village (2018: 5EP8420), and Sioux Village (2018: 5EP8419). Each
neighborhood was found
ineligible
for
listing
in
the
National
Register
of
Historic
Places
in
these
•
.. .... SHPO concurrence
evaluations.
was received in 20 I 9 (Turner 2019).

..

.

..

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
at 4675A Allworth Cou11 is a sixplex townhouse in the Sioux neighborhood
that has
The building located
•
"
V
.,.
modifications.
These
changes
consist
of
replacement
roofing
materials,
su�ject
to
minimal
exterior
been
siding. windows. and doors. The application of contempora1y stylistic or architectural ornamentation
was
....
not undertaken. Interior
modifications
generally
consisted
of
replacement
finishes,
fixtures,
and
•
appliances.
• interior.. and exterior modifications
..... over time, Vietnam War Era buildings,
associated
Despite
V
.,
and
neighborhoods
retain
sufficient
integrity
of
association,
feeling,
location,
and setting to
outbuildings.
"convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications Illand
alterations,
• of design and materials. The housing is
the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity
I
national
not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the
inventory, and is therefore not considered eligible for the NR.HP under
Criterion
C.
'.

..

..

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is, an

..

..

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods
that are, in the context of the nation
. '
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction,
• and building
materials used. Additionally, prope1ties of particular impo11ance must exJ1ibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021:34).
The civilian
housing. sector influenced popular expectations
for housing design. building types. interior
l
•
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
•
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic
references were absent on houses constructed during the
of
the
period
included those that firmly rejected historical
period. Award-wining residential designs
•
precedent in exterior design and interior
•• '!" plan. While the military sought to adopt design
... principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size

..•

limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influence.d the resulting
housing stock in tenns of architechiral expression and interior design.

...

...

r
'J
' ,.
that the military followed civilian-sector
housing trends
Inventory
at Fort Carson confimed
and did not
,
construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
and
alteration,
the
'
units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
•
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties oft Particular
Importance are present at Fort Carson.

...~·-

\

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic• Context
Inventory
Forms for Dwellings
"
"'
Installation Name:

Fort Carson

Building Address:

4679B Allworth Court

Building
• Number:

4679

Neighborhood Name:

Sioux Village

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

One

Sia b-on-grade

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Stucco

Horizontal sliding

Vinyl

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Minimalist Modern

No

Type of Unit:

Ranch

Duplex

..
Asphalt shingle

Townhouse:
yes D
no@
Describe any exterior alterations:
., are replacements.
The roof and windows

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

...

Constructed in 1972, the duplex dwelling at 46798 Allworth Court is clad in stucco,
• occupies a rectangular footprint, and rests on
a poured-concrete
foundation. The building terminates in an asphalt-shingle, side-gable roof. The...windows generally are
•
# •
,, units. The doors generally are single leaf. A carport is present
sllding-sash, vinyl
in front of the building.
•

•

'

'

..

..

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport and attached shed are located in front of the dwelling.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

..

An inventory of I 970s-era family housing is presented in Final: Architectural l11ve111ory and Evaluation
of l 970s-Era Fc1111i�y Housi11g at U.S. Army Garrison Fort Carson, El Paso County. Colorado (2019).
,, Vietnarn War
., and evaluations
of Apache, Shoshoni, and Sioux villages are presented. All five
Surveys
I
Era neighborhoods at Fort Carson
• have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Cultural Resource
Survey Fonn 1403b: Post-World War 11 Residential Suburban Subdivision Forms
• The
• (1945-1975).
evaluations include Apache Village (2018: SEP8418), Cherokee Village (2011: 5EP06035). Cheyenne
Shoshoni Village (2018� 5EP8420). and Sioux Village (2018�
5EP84 I 9). Each
..
Village (2012: SEP06200),
'
I in these
neighborhood
was
found
ineligible
for
listing
in
the
National
Register
of
Historic
Places
'
evaluations. SHPO concurrence was received in 2019 (Turner 2019).

.

. ..

.

'

•

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

in the Sioux neighborhood that has been subject to minimal
Building 46798 Allwor1h Court is a duplex
\
exterior modifications that consist of replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and doors. The
e
,.
application of contemporary
Additionally,
stylistic or architectural ornamentation was not undertaken.
•
interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixnrres, aJ1d appliances.

-

-·

'

••

\. I
War Era buildings. associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
Despite modifications over time, Vietnam
retain sufficient integrity of association. feeling, location. and setting to convey their association with the
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and aJterations. the housing generally no longer
.. of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
retains a high degree of integrity
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
•

-

'

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plarl for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an

..

Am1y Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods
that are, in the context of the nation
•
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods fron1 this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of. construction, and building
materials used. Additionally. properties of paiticular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depa1tmet1t of the Am1y 2021 :34).

..

-.

sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building lypes, interior
The civilian housing
•
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed
• during the period were
executed in the Modem idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
'
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the milita1y sought to adopt design principles
'
, constructed by the Anny,size
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing
influenced the resulting
•
'
housing stock ir1 terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..
..

..

.

.

.., confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing4 trends
r .
lnvento1y at Fort Carson
and did not
,,.
construct substantially distinc.tive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration. the
units no longer
... 1·etain a high degree of... integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
.,,, civilian-sector
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
., Importance are present at Fort Carson.
housing and neighborhoods. No ',Properties of Particular

..

.

..

~-·

.

..

..

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Carson

Building Address:

" Court
4685B Allworth

Building Number:

4685

Neighborhood Name:

Sioux

...

..

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Foundation Type:

Number of Stories:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

One

,
Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

,.
Stucco

Horizontal sliding

Vinyl

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

No

Type of Unit:

Ranch

Fourplex
••

.

Minimalist Modern

Townhouse:

yes �

no
•

D

Describe any exterior alterations:

'

The roof and windows are replacements.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

..

...

• Allworth Court is clad in stuccos occupies a rectangular footprint, and
Constructed in 1972, the fourplex townhouse at 4685B
~-•· The windows generally
rests on a poured-concrete
foundation.
The building terminates in an asphalt-shingle, side-gable roof.
•
•
are sliding-sash, vinyl units. The doors generally are single leaf. Two carports are present.

·.

,•

.

...

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport and attached shed are located in front of the dwelling.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

....

An inventory of I 970s-era family housing is presented in Final: Architt!ctural lnventm:v and Evaluation
t
at U.S. Army Garrison Fort Carson. El
of l970s-Eru• Fami�y Housing
• Paso Cuunry. Colorado (2019).
Surveys and evaluations of Apache. Shoshoni. and Sioux villages are presented. All five Vietnam War
,.
Era neighborhoods at Fort Carson have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Cultural
Resource
Survey Form 1403b: Post-World War II Residential Suburban Subdivision Forms (1945-1975). The
evaluations include Apache Village (2018; 5EP84 I 8). Cherokee Village (2011: 5EP06035).
... Cheyenne
Village (2012: 5EP06200). Shoshoni Village (2018: 5EP8420). and Sioux Village (2018: SEP84 I 9). Each
neighborhood was found ineligible for listing in the National Register
of Historic Places in these
,
•
.,
evaluations. SHPO concurrence was received in 20 I 9 (Turner 2019).

-

...

..

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
Building 4685B
• II AJlwort11 Court is a fourplex townhouse in the Sioux neighborhood that has been subject
minimal
exterior
modifications that consist of replacement roofing materials, siding. windows. and
to
doors. The application of
• contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation was not undertaken.
Interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliru1ces.

-

-

..

..

Despite modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
r
retain sufficient integrity
of,. association, feeling. location. and setting to convey their association with the
, A). Due to modifications
and alterations, the housing generally no longer
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion
I
•
retains a high degTee of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national invento1y, and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

•

Properties of Particular Importance
'II
The Program
Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing, issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an

,
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods
that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this pe1iod,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
0
materials used. Additionally. proper1ies
of particular impo11ance must exhibit a high
,
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021: 34).

, building types, interior
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design,
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modem idiorn; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
... the period included those that finnly rejected historical
period. Award-wining residential designs of
•
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost
• criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in tem1s of architectural expression and interior design.

..

.I
Inventory at Fort Carson confirmed
that
the military followed
civilian-sector
housing trends and did not
•
•
"'
modification and alteration. the
construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous
"'
ll,
units no longer retain a high degree
of integrity of
design
and
materials.
Those
units that retain integrity
•
".-: unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or
•
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Carson.

..

~

..

~

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context

.. Forms for Dwellings
Inventory

Installation Name:

Fort Carson

Building Address:

48108 Molnar
' . Drive

Building Number:

4810

Neighborhood Name:

Apache Village

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

One

..
Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

..
Double-hung - describe

Roof Type:
,.

Side gable

Window Materic1ls:

Vinyl

1/1
Style:

,
Minimalist Modern

Ornamentation:

No

•

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Ranch

Duplex
i ' •
Townhouse:

D

yes
Describe any exterior alterations:

',. windows are replacements.
••
The roof and

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

.

....and rests on a
. . . occupies
Ii'
Constructed in 1971, the duplex dwelling at 48108 Molnar is clad in stucco,
a rectangular footprint,
.;
• windows generally are
poured-concrete
foundation. The
• The
" building terminates in an asphalt-shingle, sidegable roof.
•
double-hung,
1/1 vinyl units. The entrances generally have single leaf doors, A carport is present
• in front of the building.

..

..

..

rlJ

no r

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport and attached shed are located in front of the dwelling.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Other - describe

Other - describe

plaster over drywall

carpet/linoleum

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

3

1

No

Describe any interior alterations:
The floors, kitchen, and bathroom all are modern.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Ornamentation:

No

Previous Investigations
'An inventory of l 970s-era family housing is presented in Final: Archilectura!
/11ve11101:v and Evaluati011
f
r
,
o /970s-E a FamiZv Housing at US. Army
El Paso County, Co!orudo (2019).
• Garrison Fort ,Carson,
Surveys and evaluations of Apache,
Shoshoni, and Sioux villages are presented. All five Vietnam War
•
Era neighborhoods at Fort Carson have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Cultural Resource
,
Survey form 1403b:• Post-World War 11 Residential Suburban Subdivision Fon11S (1945-1975). The
evaluations include Apache Village (2018; 5EP8418). Cherokee Village (2011 � 5EP06035), Cheyenne
Village (2012: 5EP06200), Shoshoni Village (2018; 5EP8420), and Sioux Villag.e (2018: 5EP8419). Each
( of
... Historic Places in these
neighborhood was found ineligible for listing in the National Register
evaluations. S JIPO
concurrence was received in 2019 (Turner 2019).

..

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

Building 481 OB Molnar Drive is a duplex located in the Apache neighborhood.
• It has been subject to
;
minimal exterior modifications that consist of replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and doors.
Ill architectural
The building has not been subject to the application of contemporary stylistic or
ornamentation. Jnterior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes. fixtures, and
appliances.

-

-·

Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location. and setting to convey their association with the
c-ontlict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations.
• the housing generally no longer
retains a •high
• integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or'
• degree of
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an

..

,,
War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
Army Vietnam
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of pariicular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building
within the nation
J
• truly distinctive
• materials present and intact to be considered
'
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
~

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types. interior
spatial requirements. and ameniiies. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that. firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
., civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny, size
advanced by the

limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

Inventory at Fort Carson confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and did not
.,
construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous
modification and altera1ion, the
t
units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fo1t Carson.

-

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Carson

Building Address:

5511 Aachen Drive

Building Number:

5511

Neighborhood Name:

Cherokee Village

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Foundation Type:

r
Foundation
Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Sia b-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

brick veneer/vinyl siding

1/1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Fourplex

Number of Stories:

townhouse
Townhouse:

yes �

no

0

Describe any exterior alterations:

Vinyl siding and Windows are replacements.

Provide additional notes on the building
exterior here:
•

Building description:
Constructed in 1965, the fourplex townhouse is clad in brick veneer and vinyl siding, rests on a poured-concrete foundation, and
occupies a rectangular footprint. The building features a two-level, two-unit core terminating in a side-gable, asphalt -hingle roof.
The core is flanked by o n e -story wings terminating in hipped asphalt shingle roofs. The windows generally are 1/1 double-hung units.

,

Ancillary Buildings:

N/A

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Building interior was not accessible.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

An inventory of l 970s-era family housing is presented in Final: Arc/1itec1Ura/ lnvenl01'.}' and Evaluation
• County, Colorado (2019).
of 1970s-Era Family Housing at U.S.
• Army Garrison Fort Carson, El Paso
"
..., I and Sioux villages are presented. All five Vietnam
Surveys and evaluations of Apache, Shoshoni.
War
Era neighborhoods at Port Carson have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Culh1ral Resource
Survey Form
1403b: Post-World War II Residential Suburban Subdivision Forms (1945-1975). The
'4"
\t
• Cheyenne
evaluations include Apache Village (2018; 5EP84 l 8), Cherokee Village (201 l; 5EP06035).
...
, (2012; 5EP06200). Shoshoni Village (2018; 5EP8420). and Sioux Village (2018; 5EP84 I 9). Each
Village
'!I
neighborhood
was found ineligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places in these
evaluations.
• SHPO concurrence' was received_.. in 2019 (Turner 2019).

..

..

...

'

..

..

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

Building 5511 Aachen Drive is a fourplex townhouse in the Cherokee neighborhood that has been subject
to minimal exterior modifications that consist of
• replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and
ca was not undertaken.
doors. The application of contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation
"
Jnterior modifications
generally
consisted
of
replacement
finishes,
fixtures,
and
appliances.
•
"

,.

, and neighborhoods
Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings.
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location. and setting to convey their association with the
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion -.A). Due to modifications an.d alterations, the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
•
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory,
and
is
therefore
not
•
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

-

•

II

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Jmportance as one that is an
r
,11;,,
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of
the nation
•
.,
•
wide invento1y of civilian sector housing
an neighborhoods
fr
o
m
this
period,
~
•
' •
' '
C'r and building
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction,
...
materials used. Additionally. prope1iies of particular impo,iance
must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant
design characteristics and original historic
'
building
materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
.1- +
•
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021
:34).

'

.

..

The civilian h<;rnsing sector influenced popular expectations
for housing design,
•
"' . building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed
during the period'were
•
,ft
r
executed
in the Modern
idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
during the
•
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included tl1ose that firmly rejected historical
precedent in ex1erior design and inte1ior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

lnventory at Fo11 Carson confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and did not
,.
construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
the
units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
• are not substantially distinctive••or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
of design and materials
housing and neighborhoods.
No PropertiesI ' of Particular Importance are present at Fort Carson,
''•

..

.

~·

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
111

Survey Forms for Dwellings

Building Address:

Fort
•, Carson
, .,
5520 Aachen
......
Drive

Building Number:

5520
"

)
Neighborhood
Name:

Cherokee Village

Installation Name:

'....

.

,

.

...

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

I
Foundation
Material:
• .t

Two

Sia b-on-grade

Pou red concrete

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:
•

Window Type:

Other - describe

.
••
Double-hung
- describe

brick veneer/vinyl siding

1/1

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Asphalt shingle

Style:

" ..
Minimalist
Modern

No

.

..

... •.
Other - describe

Roof Type:
'.

Side gable

Window Materials:

Vinyl

Type of Unit:

Sixplex

townhouse
Townhouse:
yes

..

lt]

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
Vinyl siding and windows are replacements.

Provide additional
notes on the building exterior here:
• • .. 1

i,., description:
Building

.

.. .

..

,'-, is clad in brick veneer and vinyl siding, rests
Constructed circa 1965, the sixplex townhouse
on a poured-concrete
foundation,
and
L
~
"
occupies
a
rectangular
footprint.
The
bullding
features
a
two-level,
four
unit
core
terminating
in
a
side-gable
asphalt
shingle
roof.
The
•
"
,. terminating in hipped, asphalt-shingle
core is flanked by one-story wings
roofs. The windows generally are 1/1 double-hung units.
i'

...

,..,

~

..

..

·-

Ancillary Buildings:

N/A

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Building interior was not accessible.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

...
An inventory of 1970s-era family housing is presented in Final: Architectural lnvenl01J1 and Evaluation
,
..
of J 970s-En,
• Fami�v Housing at U.S. Army Garrison,,.Fort Carson, El Paso County, Colorado (2019).
villages
Surveys and evaluations of Apache, Shoshoni, and Sioux
• are presented. All.,, five Vietnam War
Era neighborhoods at Fort Carson have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Cultural Resource
,.. For-ms ( 1945-1975). The
Survey Form 1403b: Post-World War II Residential Suburban Subdivision
,.
evaluations
• include Apache Village (2018: SEP84 l 8), Cherokee Village (2011: 5EP06035). Cheyenne
...
I • I 9). Each
Village (2012; 5EP06200), Shoshoni
Village (2018: 5EP8420), and Sioux Village (2018; SEP84
neighborhMd was found ineligible for Jisting in the National Register of Historic Places in these
.,r
evaluations. SHPO concurrence
was received in 2019 (Turner 2019).

·.,

~

.

~

•

.

..

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

'
, 'o
Building 5520 Aachen
townhouse in the Cherokee neighborhood
that has been subject
,;;
• Drive is a sixplex
to minimal exterior modifications that consists of replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and
0
• stylistic or architectural
of contemporary
doors. The building has not been su�ject to the application
ornamentation.
Interior
modifications
generally
consisted
of
replacement
finishes. fixtures.•, and
•
•
appliances.

..

..

.. ..

..

Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
•,
., sufficient integrity of association,
... their association
.#
retain
feeling, location. and setting to convey
with the
•
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations. the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree
of
..... of integrity
....
!' design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
distinguishable
relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
1
• in its design and construction
considered
eligible
for
the
NRHP
under
Criterion
C.
•
~

-

~

"

.

..

Properties of Particular Importance

issued in December 2021 defines a Property
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing
•
of Pa11icular Impo11ance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depa1tme111 of the Army 2021:34).

..

..

•

..

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
...
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
during the
..
Award-wining
residential
designs
of
the
period
included
those
that
firmly
rejected
historical
period.
•
•
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by,. the civilian architectural
sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny.,•size
•

...

..

-

limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced
• the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
Inventory at Fmt Carson confirmed that the miUtary followed civilian-sector housing
trends and did 1101
•
, unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration. the
.. substantially distinctive or
construct
, retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
units no longer
c
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive
or' unique within the inventory of civilian-se.ctor
housing and neighborhoods. No Prope1ties of Particular
• l111po1tance are present at Fo1t Carson.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
•
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
I"

Installation Name:

Fort Carson

Building Address:

7260B
' . Guadal Canal Circle

Building Number:

7260

,.
Neighborhood
Name:

,., Village
Cheyenne

'

..

BUILDJNG EXTERlOR
Foundation Type:

Number of Stories:

Sia b-on-grade

Two

Foundation Material:

.. Type:
Roof
'

Not visible

Other
- - describe

..

.

gable-on-hip
Window Type:

Roof Material:

.,
Exterior Cladding:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

.. . ,..
Horizontal sliding

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

• - •describe
Other

,.
No

Other - describe

Duplex

...

'#

Window Materials:

Vinyl

duplex

none

Townhouse:
.;.
yes D
no@
Describe any exterior alterations:

-

..

.. material replacements.
The exterior features
'It This includes replacement of all wlndows, doors, and roofing materials.

,.
Provide additional notes
on the building exterior here:

Building description:

.

--~

,.' circa 1965,
Constructed
••• the duplex dwelling at 72608 Guadal Canal ,..CircleI is clad in brick veneer, rests on a poured-concrete
.,
foundation, occupies a rectangular footprint, and termfnates in an asphalt
shingle gable-on-hip roof.
generally are
• The Windows
•
.
sliding-sash, vinyl units. The doors are single-leaf units. A shed and- parking •pad are present on either side of the building.

·-

...

..

-.

..

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe

parking pad/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A parking pad and shed are located at the rear of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Other - describe

Other - describe

plaster over drywall/concrete block

carpet/linoleum

Geometric stairwell divider

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

3

1

Open Floor Plan:

No

Yes - describe

Describe any interior alterations:
The kitchen and bathroom have replacement materials and the and flooring has been replaced.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
The residence has a full basement.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
An inventory of I 970s-era family housing is presented in Final: Al'chitecrural brvenf01J1 and Evaluation
of 1970s-Era Family Housing at U.S. Am�v Garrison Fort Carson. El Paso CoullfJ� Colorado (2019).
Surveys and evaluations of Apache, Shoshoni, and Sioux villages are presented. All five Vietnam War
Era neighborhoods at Fort Carson have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Cultural Resource
Survey Fonn 1403 b: Post-World War II Residential Suburban Subdivision Forms ( 1945-1975). The
,
evaluations include Apache Village (2018; 5EP8418). Cherokee Village (2011: SEP06035), Cheyenne
Village (2012; 5EP06200). Shoshoni Village (2018; SEP8420), and Sioux Village (2018; 5EP8419). Each
... found ineligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places
neighborhood was
• in these
evaluations. SHPO concurrence was received in 2019 (Turner 2019).

..

..

..

..

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
Building 7260B Guadalcanal Circle is a duplex located in the Cheyenne neighborhood that has been
subject to minimal exterior modifications that consist of replacement roofing materials, siding, windo\vs,
and doors, The application of contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation was not undertaken.
Interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.

...

-

Despite modifications
• over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations. the housing generally no longer
., degree of integrity of design
retains a high
housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
• and materials. The
,. national inventory, and is therefore not
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

Properties of Pa11icular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for
• Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular lmpo1tance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
•
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of
• pa11icular importance must exhibit a high
... significant design
degree of integrity with enough
historic
•
' characteristics and original
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Deparhnent of the Army 2021:34 ).

..

..

.

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
• requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
spatial
executed in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

,.

..

;;. , at Fort Carson
,
1
fnventory
confirmed that the military followed
civilian-sector housing
... trends and did not
construct substantially
distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration, the
I.
.J of design
.,.,.. and materials. Those units that ·"'retain integrity
units no longer retain a high degree of integrity
of design and materials are not substantially
distinctive
or
• I
• unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
,.
,
housing and neighborhoods.
No Prope11ies of Pat1icular Importance
" are present at f011 Carson.

-

•••

I

. ..

L

·-

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods
Installation Name:

Fort
• Carson

Neighborhood Name:

Apache Village

CIRCULATION

□

□

□

Cul-du-sacs: -yes
.
no 00

Grid: yes 00
no

Curvilinear streets: yes 00
no

,

Sidewalks: yes 00
no

□

Generally describe the street layout here:

..

.. •
Curvilinear roadways and culs-de-sac are accessed
off of Harr Road.
here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
Generally describe the sidewalks
I
Concrete sidewalks are located on both sides of the roadway.

PARKING

□

...

Garages: yes
no 00

Carports: yes 00
no

□

Parking pad: yes 00
no

□

□

Parking lots: yes
no 00

□

Group Covered Parking: yes
no 00

..

□

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

Tree lawn:
yes
'
no 00

Neighborhood Park: yes- describe 00
no a
A neighborhood park is present with playground
and gazebo.

.... □

'
Athletic Facilities:
yes - describe
"
'
no 00

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe 00
no

□

A small playground is a modern addition.

Collective Mailboxes: yes l!l
no

Streetlights: yes l!l
no

□

□

□

Demolition: yes - describe
no l!l

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
The neighborhood is defined by curvilinear roadways with culs-de-sac off of Harr Avenue. Units generally are
stucco ranches with carports set 10-to-15 feet back from the street, with lawns defining the front yards.
Playgrounds are present. Sidewalks are present on both sides of the road.
Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe
no l!l

. .. ... ...

... ... .

...

Legend of Symbols

*•

SWINGS
PLAYGROUND
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N
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'f
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- ' - · - . EXISTING

N
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w
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s

0

I

Meters
100

I

Feet
400

Scale 1 :4,000

Che!okee Yietnam-Era
Housrng: Historic Context
'Fort Carson CO

Apache Village Neighborhood
ll (HRSIOMI>
GOOOWIN & ASSOC·•
•

241 E. 4TM SI. STE IOO

FRfOEAICS, MD 21701

Previous Jnvestigations

. ,.

An inventory of I 970s-ern family housing is presented in Final: Architectural Invemo1:1 and Evaluation
~
of I 970s-Era Family Housing at U.S. Anny Garrison Fort Carson. El Paso Coumy. Colorado (2019).
Surveys and evaluations of Apache, Shoshoni, and Sioux villages are presented. All five Vietnam War
Cultural Resource
Era neighborhoods at Fort Carson
"1" have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado
•
ll
Survey Form
.... 1403b: Post-World
r- War II Residential Suburban Subdivision Forms ( 1945-1975 ). The
...:
... 5EP84 I 8),, Cherokee Village (20 I l; 5EP06035). Cheyenne
evaluations include Apache Village (2018:
...
Village (2012; 5EP06200).• Shoshoni Village (2018: 5EP8420), and Sioux Village (2018; 5EP8419). Eac.h
neighborhood was found ineligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places in these
evaluations. SHPO concurrence was received in 2019.

..

1

...

-

•

..

'

..

.

Changes Over Time,rand Resource Integrity

"

..

The buildings in
• • to minimal exterior modifications that
i the Apache neighborhood have been subject
consist of replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and doors. The application of contemporary
•
,..
,.. undertaken. In addition, the neighborhood
...
stylistic or architectural
ornamentation
was not
has not
•
l:
...
undergone significant redesign. new construction. or demolition.
Interior modifications
generally
consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures. and appliances.
~

✓

..

-

.

,,
.., War Era buildings, associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
over time, Vietnam
Despite modifications
•
rretain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and
..,. setting to convey their "association with the
,--•
•· no longer
b
sf
Due to modifications and alterations,
the housing
generally
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A).
,. is not sufficiently distinctive or
and materials. The housing
''
retains a high degree of integrity of design
,,.
t'
..
.,.
.,
,
distinguishable
in
its
design
aJld
construction
relative
to
the
national
inventory,
and is therefore not
'f
-:
'
i"c
considered
eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
C

..

~

..

-

C

("

~

Properties of Particular Importance

-

•

..

' C 2021 defines a Property
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December
'·
of Particular fmportance as one that is an

...

Anny Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally. properties
" of particular impo11ance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the narion
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021:34).

..

...

-

..,
The civilian
housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
' '
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military
• sought to adopt design principles
...
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny.
~. size

..

limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for milita1y family housing intluenced the resulting
housing stock
• in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

..

Inventory at Fort Carson confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends aod did not
I_
construct substantially distinctive
or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration, the
of design and-~materials. Those units that retain integrity
units no longer retain a high degree of integrity ..,
of design and mate1;a1s are not substantially distinctive or unique within the invento1y of civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Carson.

... ..

..

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

Installation Name:

Fort Carson

Neighborhood Name:

Cherokee Village West
fl,
CIRCULATION

Cul-du-sacs: yes □
no I!]

Grid: yes I!]
no □

Curvilinear streets: yes I!]
no □

•

Sidewalks: yes I!]
no □

Generally describe the street layout here:
The curvilinear Aachen Drive defines the western side of the neighborhood. A pseudo-grid of streets is
accessible off of Aachen Drive.

..

Generally describe the sidewalks here {i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
•
f
Concrete sidewalks are located on
both
sides of the roadway.
#

PARKING
Garages: yes □
no I!]

Carports: yes □
no l!J

Parking pad: yes □
no I!]

Parking
lots: yes I!]
•
ho □

Group Covered Parking:
yes □
•
no I!]

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

Tree lawn: yes □
no I!]

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe I!]
no □
A neighborhood park is present with playground
and gazebo.

.. I!]
Athletic Facilities: yes - describe
no □
~

A basketball court is present.

..
Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe
I!]
no □
A small playground is a modern addition.

Streetlights: yes [!I

no

Collective Mailboxes: yes [!I
no

□

□

Demolition: yes - describe [!I

no

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe

□

no [!I

Demolition is beginning in Cherokee Village West.

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
Cherokee Village West is defined by curvilinear Aachen Drive off of which a grid is present. Concrete sidewalks are present
on both sides of the road. Units generally are fourplex and sixplex buildings, having two-story cores with one-story flanking
wings. Buildings are set around parking lots. Playgrounds, gazebos, and a basketball court are present. Units generally are
set 10-to-15 feet back from the street.
Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:

~
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Pre\'ious Investigations

An invento1y of I 970s-era family housing is presented in Final: Architectural Inventory and Evaluation
of 19 70s-Era Family Housing at US. Army Garrison Fort Carson, El Paso County. Colorado (2019).
Surveys and evaluations of Apache, Shoshoni. and Sioux villages are presented. All five Vietnam War
Era neighborhoods at Fort Carson have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Cultural Resource
Survey Form I 403b: Post-World War II Residential Suburban Subdivision Forms ( 1945-1975). The
evaluations include Apache Village (2018: 5EP8418), Cherokee Village (2011; 5EP06035). Cheyenne
Village (2012: SEP06200), Shoshoni Village (2018; 5EP8420), and Sioux Village (20 I 8; SEP84 I 9). Each
neighborhood was found ineligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places in these
evaluations. SHPO concurrence was received in 2019.

Chaoges Over Time and Resource Integrity

The buildings in the Cherokee neighborhood have been subject to
• minimal exterior modifications that
include replacement roofing materials, siding. windows. �uid doors. Efforts to apply contemporary
stylistic or architectural ornamentation were not undertaken. Additionally,
the neighborhood
has not
'
•
undergone significant redesign, new construction, or demolition. Interior modifications generally
consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.

..

Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
•
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

Properties of Pa.-ticular Importance

...

...

..

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Prope1ty
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
'
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods
• from this period,
substantially distinctive and uliique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
, distinctive within the nation
building materials present and intact to be considered truly
wide invento1y (U.S. Depa11ment of the Anny 2021 :34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modem idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
.. sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
advanced by the civilian architectural

..

-

limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housjng influenced the resulting
,.. in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
housing stock

..

..

lnvento1y at Fort Carson confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and did not
... alteration. the
construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
units no longer retain a high degree,.
of integrity- of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
of
.:.. of civilian-sector
• design and,I materials are not substantially distinctive or unique wi1hin the inventory
:
0
housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Carson.

·-

.

'

.
.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

Installation Name:

Fort Carson

Neighborhood Name:

Cheyenne Village

CIRCULATION
Grid: yes

Curvilinear streets: yes �

no
\

□

no

..

Generally describe the street layout here:

□

Cul-du-sacs: yes [!l

l!l

no

Sidewalks: yes[!)

no a

□

..

Guadal Canal Circle and lwo.. Jima Drive extend from Woodfill Road.
• These curvilinear roads spur into Kwajelein
·1 Atu drives, which also are curvilinear streets.
and

•

Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):

.. the roadways.
Concrete sidewalks are located on both sides of

PARKING
Garages: yes

□

no[!)

Carports: yes [!l

no

Group Covered Parking: yes

no

Tree lawn: yes

no

□

□

Parking pad: yes [!l

□

Parking lots: yes[!)

no

□

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe

l!l

no

□
l!l

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

l!l

no

□

A neighborhood park contains a gazebo
• and
playground.
Athletic Facilities: yes - describe

no

□

l!l

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe [!l

..

no D

A small playground is a modern addition.

Streetlights: yes l!l
no □

Collective Mailboxes: yes [!]

no

Demolition: yes - describe

□

no l!l

Infill Construction: yes - describe □
no l!l

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:

Cheyenne Village features curvilinear roads. Units generally are stucco ranch type dwellings set 10-to-15 feet
back from the street.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:
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DATE! II 0/2021

Fm;PAl'E� BY: �RW

Previous lm estigations
1

..

An invento1y of 1970s-era family housing is presented in Final: Architectural Jnvento,y u11d Evaluation
of J 970s-Era Family Housing al U.S. Army Gurrison Fort Carson. El Paso Co1111ty, Colorado (2019).
• Vietnam War
Surveys and evaluations of Apache. Shoshoni, and Sioux villages are presented. All five
Era neighborhoods at F'ort Carson have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Cultural Resource
Survey Form 1403b: Post-World War l l Residential Suburban Subdivision Forms (1945-1975). The
evaluations include Apache Village (2018; SEP84l 8). Cherokee Village (2011: 5EP06035), Cheyenne
Village (2012; 5EP06200), Shoshoni Village (2018: SEP8420), and Sioux
• Village (2018: SEP84l 9). Each
neighborhood was found ineligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places in these
evaluations. SHPO concurrence
\.Vas received in 2019.
•

..

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

The buildings in the Cheyenne neighborhood have been subject to minimal exterior modifications that
Ilk'
include replacement roofing
materials. siding, windows, and doors. Efforts to apply contemporary
I-.
stylistic or(J architectural ornamentation
were not
to the neighborhood, such as
•
• undertaken. Modifications
A
significant redesign, new construction, or demolition, has not occurred. ""Interior modifications
generally
consisted of replacement
• finishes. fixtures, and appliances.
L '

..

Despite modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and •neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting.. to convey their association with the
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications
and alterations, the housing generally no
• •
"' longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
• national
.,. inventory. and is therefore not
Cl the
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to
"
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion
C.
~

..

..

-

Properties of Particular Importance

.. defines a Property
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing •issued in December 2021
A
of Pa1ticular lmporta11ce as one• that
is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods fi-om this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular impo11ance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the• natioh
,,
wide inventory (U.S. Depa1tment of the Army 2021 :34).
4

-·

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
a
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed
during the period were
..,..
executed in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
"
reside11tial
designs
of
the
period
included
those
that firmly rejected historical
period. Awal'd-wining
'
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army.
I • size

...

•

..

.

-

,
,
, ...
•
and cost criteria
limitations
' ~ established by Congress for military, fa.•mily housing influenced the resulting
;.~
housing stock in te1111s
of architectural expression
and interior design.

~-

..

..

..,.

,,,,,.
II
itInventory at Fort Carson confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
housing trends and ...did not

-

~

..

construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
the
<
• and alteration,
M
., design and materials. Those units that retain
integrity
units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of
'
'
.,fir'
distinctive
or
unique
within
the
inventory
of
civilian-sector
of design
are
not
substantially
...
r and materials
'
J
housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Particular Importance ate present at Fort -•Carson.

..

..

<

I

•.

"

..

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing
Historic Context
•
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

a
Installation
Name:

.

Neighborhood Name:
'

Fort Carson
Shoshoni Village

CIRCULATION
Grid: yes □
no l!I

Curvilinear streets: yes I!)
no □

Cul-du-sacs: yes I!)
no..., □

Sidewalks: yes I!)
no □

t street
( layout here:
Generally describe the

The neighborhood is defined by courts off of Funk Avenue. The courts contain central parking lots.

Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):

.... sidewalks
Concrete
are located on both sides of the roadways.
•

PARKING
Garages: yes □
no l!I

Carports: yes I!)
no □

Parking pad: yes I!)
no □

Parking lots: yes □
no I!)

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no I!)

Tree lawn: yes □
no I!)

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe I!)
no □
II
The
neighborhood contains a basketball court,

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe □
no I!)
,..

... yes - describe I!)
Neighborhood Playground/Tot lot:
no a
• I
A small playground is a modern addition.

Collective Mailboxes: yes [!]

Streetlights: yes (!]

no D

Demolition: yes - describe

□

no (!]

no

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe

D

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:

The neighborhood is defined by curvilinear streets and culs-de-sac. Units generally are fourplex or duplex
buildings clad in vertical siding. Units are set 10-to-15 feet back from the roadway.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:

no (!]

r

¥
N

s
0

3

M

r

0

I

Meters
100

I

Feet
400

Scale 1 :4,000

Cherokee Vietnam-Era
Housing: Historic Context

co

Fort Carson,
Shoshoni Village Neighborhood

,..

OAT

Prt>vious Investigations
An inventory of1970s-era family housing is presented in Final: Architectw·al /11ve11101J1 and Evaluation
Housing ut U. S. Army Garrison Fort Carson, El Paso Co1111ty, Colorado (2019).
of J970s-Era Fu111ily
•
Surveys and evaluations of Apache. Shoshoni, and Sioux villages are presented. All five Vietnam War
Era neighborhoods at Fort Carson have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Cultural Resource
Survey Form 1403b: Post-World War II Residential Suburban Subdivision Fonns (1945-1975 ). The
,_. include Apache Village (2018; 5EP84 l 8), Cherokee Village (2011; SEf.>06035
..
evaluations
), Cheyenne
.,.
Village (2012; 5EP06200). Shoshoni Village (2018; 5EP8420), and Sioux Village (2018; 5EP84 l 9). Each
e
neighborhood
ineligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places in these
• was found
evaluations. SI-IPO concurrence was received in 2019.

..

.,,.

..

..

...
Changes
• Over Time and Resource Integrity

• been subject to minimal exterior modifications. Such
The buildings in the Shoshoni neighborhood
• have
'
(f
changes included replacement roofing materials, siding, windows,
and doors, Effotis to apply
contemporary stylistic or architectural ornamentation were not undertaken. In addition, the neighborhood
has not undergone significant redesign, new construction. or demolition. Interior modifications generally
•
consisted of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances.

·"

..

..

-

modifications over time, Vietnah1 War Era buildings, associated outbuildings.
Despite
.,. . and neighborhoods
'
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location. and setting to"'··convey their association with the
conflict
in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
•
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufticien, tly distinctive
• or
'
... to the national inventoiy. and is therefore not
distinguishable in its design and construction relative
'
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion
C.
•

•

Properties of Particular Importance

., a Property
defines
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021
"
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Army Viet11am War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
r
this period.
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods fom
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered tnrly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).

..

.....

•

..

,
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types,
interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in Lhe Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly r�jected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed
• by the Army, size

..

.

limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing.. influenced the resulting
...
housing
stock in terms of
• design.
• architectural expression and interior

. ..

...
<;
Inventory at Fo11 Carson
confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing
trends and did not
construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration. the
units no longel' retain a high degree
• of integrity of design and materials. Those' units that retain integrity
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
and neighborhoods. No... Prope1ties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Carson.
housing
•
I

~

..

...

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

..

Installation Name:

r
Fort
Carson

,;:Neighborhood
Name:

Sioux Village

..

CIRCULATION
Grid: yes □
no l!l

Curvilinear streets: yes I!]
no □

.. I!]
Sidewalks: yes
no □

Cul-du-sacs: yes I!]
no □

... here:
.,. layout
Generally describe the street
.. of Funk and Harr
Sioux Village is defined by culs-de-sac
• with central parking surrounded by dwellings off
avenues.

...
one or both sides of the street, etc.):
Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e.,• materials,
4

-

Concrete sidewalks are located on both sides of the roadways.

PARKING
Garages: yes □
no I!]

Carports: yes I!]
no □

Parking pad: yes I!]
no □

Parking lots: yes I!]
no □

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no l!l

Tree lawn: yes □
no I!]

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

,._,..,. ' □
Athletic Facilities: yes
• - describe
no I!]

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe □
no I!]

. -

,.. Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe I!]
Neighborhood
no □
~

A small playground is a modern addition.

Collective Mailboxes: yes�
no

Streetlights: yes �
no

□

□

□

Demolition: yes - describe
no�

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
Sioux Village is defined by culs-de-sac with central parking surrounded by multi-unit townhouses. Dwellings
generally are located 10-to-15 feet back from the roadway.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe
no�

w
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Ch�okee V-etnam-Era
.
Housmg:His�oric Context
Fort Cat�J°':lghco
borhood
Sitiux Village
e:tt+ � Assoc"

Previous Investigations

An inventory of 1970s-era family housing is presented in Final: Architectural !nvent01:v and
• Evaluation
r
U.S.
Ar11Jy
Garrison
Fort
Carson,
El
Paso
Coun�v,
Colorado
(2019).
at
c!f 1970 ·-Ea FumiZY Housing
•
• five Vietnam War
Surveys and evaluations of Apache, Shoshoni, and Sioux villages are presented. All
Era neighborhoods at Fort Carson have been surveyed and evaluated in Colorado Cultural Resource
Survey Form 1403b: Post-World War II Residential Suburban Subdivision Forms (1945-1975). The
evaluations include Apache Vil Iage (2018: 5 EP84 I 8). Cherokee Village (20 I I� 5EP06035), Cheyenne
Village (2012: 5EP06200), Shoshoni Village (2018; 5EP8420), and Sioux Village (2018: 5EP84 l 9). Each
neighborhood was found ineligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places in these
evaluations. SHPO concurrence was received in 2019.

...

Changes Over Time and Resource lntegrity

The buildings in the Sioux neighborhood have been subject to minimal exterior modifications that include
replacement roofing materials. siding. windows. and doors. Effotis to apply contemporary stylistic or
architectural ornamentation were not undet1aken. The neighborhood has not undergone significant
redesign, new construction, or demolition. Interior modifications generally consisted of replacement
finishes, fixtures, and appliances.
Despite modifications over time, Vietnam
• War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
., and setting to convey their association with the
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location,
conflict in Vietnam (Criterion A). Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The housing is not sufficiently distinctive or
distinguishable in its design and construction relative to the national inventory, and is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Prope11y
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Anny Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of tJ1e nation
wide inventory of civilian
sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
•
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for
• housing design, building types, interior
requirements,
and
amenities.
Stylistically,
many
houses
constructed during the period were
spatial
y
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stlistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size

.... mj)ita,y family housing influenced the resulting
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for
I
housing stock in tenns of architectural expression and interior design.
Inventory al Fort Carson confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and did not
construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration.1, the
I r
units no longer retain a high
\ and materials. Those units that retain integrity
' ,degree of integrity of design
of design and materials
• are not substantially distincti¥e.. or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
•
iro·
housing and neighborhoods.
of Pa11icular Importance are present at Fort
Carson.
'
• No Properties

..

..

Previous Investigations

•
,r
units at Fo1t Detrick
housing designed
The 40 housing
•• are examples of family
" period 1963-1964
• in the
and completed
in 1965. The buildings were designed
using
the
I
959
design
criteria
established under the
'9
•
..
Capehart
housing program. No previous investigations have been undertaken for the 40 housing units at
Fort Detrick. In 2000. the Army; Corps of Engineers prepared an Individual Property/District Maryland
•
Historical Trust Internal National Register (NR) Eligibility Review Form that documented buildings
located on Fort Detrick constructed up to and including 1960. The determination of eligibility
.. fonn
,,.;
recommended
that no historic district was located at Fott Detrick. The Vietnam War Era housing
completed in 1965 was not included in the evaluation.

..

£0,.

-

~-

..

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

-.

Building 1727 Nickel Place is located
• The neighborhood has not
• in Nickel Place at Fort Detrick.
or demolition. However. modifications have occurred
undergone significant redesign. new construction,
•
to all family housing units. including 1727 Nickel Place. The family housing was designed with minimal
..;
and patterns of
ornamentation
• which was reflected in the siding,'" the overhanging roofs, and the locations
J
windows and doors. The original historic sidi1ig was patterned with vertical and horizontal wood siding.
i
current vinyl siding. The windows
This patteming is reflected in the
' and doors
• • are all replacement units.
..,..
l'
The original designs included the one-bay, one-story
• gabled entry porches found on all the buildings; the
~
current materials of these porches are modern
replacement materials. For example, the porch columns
originally were wood, but have been replaced with PVC elements. Faux shutters
• have been installed along
the front elevations of all family housing. The doors are all metal replacement units molded to represent
., doors; original doors were wood units. Interior modifications generally consist of replacement
paneled
finishes. fixtures, and appliances.
~

..

....

.,

..

...

..

...

..

..

"

.

Despite exterior and interior modifications
over time, Vietnam War Era family housing, associated
•
outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrit..y of association, feeling, location, and setting
11 to
#
significance under Criterion A,. Due to
convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP
modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design
and materials and is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in design and construction relative to
\
the national inventory: the housing is tl1erefore
not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
~

"

~

.. .

-

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Anny Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods 1hat are.
I . in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive• and unique in their design. method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular impo1tance must exhibi1 a high
I
with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
degree of integrity
II
:,
building materials present
• and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
: :34 ).
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Anny 2021

..

l
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing
• design, building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
0
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on
houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical

..

precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for milita1y family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
✓

..

Inventory conducted at Fort Detrick confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and ,did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration.
" the units no longer retain aI high degree of integrity of'•design and materials. The units are not
;
.,. ... • '"'No
substantially distinctive or unique within
the inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
Proper1ies of Pa11icular Importance are present at Fort Detrick.
I,•

..

.. ,.

Fort Detrick

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Detrick

Building Address:

1727C Nickel Place

Building Number:

1727C

Neighborhood Name:

Nickel Place

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Other - describe

Aluminum

Number of Stories:
2

Single-hung sash
Style:

Ornamentation:

Minimalist Modern

Yes - describe
•

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Fourplex

Townhouse:

yes

fl)

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
All exterior materials are replacements, including the installation of vinyl siding on exteriors, replacement of all windows and

-

doors, replacement of all porch materials, and insti)llation of faux shutters on front elevations.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
• lIor walls are dad'" vinyl in horlzont;,I and venical panerns. The
1'he two-story fourpleK has a rectangolar footpr,111. The building rests on a concrete slab-on-grade foundat1on, The eKter
side-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles has a deep overhang,ng eave, The main en1ry has a mold·ed metal door. The windows are wide 1/1, sihtle-hungsashes, The windows on the second
s1ory are located up against the roof eave. A one-story, one-bay, gableroot entry porch shelters the door,

..

Ancillary Buildings:

Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

A one-story exterior shed is attached to the rear of the unit. It has access from the interior of the unit, which
suggests that it is a replacement shed. A small service yard is located in front of building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Other - describe

Yes - describe

first floor has vinyl product that looks like wood.
c:-rnnrl <tnn,, h,i,c wnNI fltvl,-c.

II

Wood l'n�boards, s1l m,prl e wood surrounds •roundw11\00WS
•nd door,. wood st•ffwith meul blnis.ters and woodr1d

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

3

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including updating of bathroom fittings and kitchen redesign.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Some original heating grates remain.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

•

The 40 housing
.. units at Fent Detrick are examples of family housing designed in the period 1963-1964
and completed in 1965. The buildings were designed using the 1959 design criteria established under the
-,Capehart housing •program.
No previous investigations
have been undertaken for the 40 housing units at
,r
Fort Detrick. In 2000, the A1111y Corps of Engineers prepared an Individual Property/District Maryland
Historical Trust Internal National Register (NR) Eligibility Review Form that documented buildings
,, form
,.,
.... and including 1960. The ,.determination of eligibility
located.. on Fort Detrick constructed
up to
a .
•
recommended that
"' no historic district ,vas located at Fmt Detrick. The Vietnam War Era housing
completed
in J 965 was not included in the evaluation.
,L

..

..

.,

•

..

..

....

..

-

•

~

,

~

, over Time and'- Resource
Changes
Integrity
+
"
Building
Bullene Drive is located in the Glick Place neighborhood at Fort Detrick. The
• 1866
•'
neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign. new construction, or demolition. However.
ow
modifications
have occun·ed to all family
housing units. The family housing
was designed with minimal
'!J'
•
...
ornamentation which was reflected
"" overhanging roofs, and the locations and patterns of
• in the siding. the
windows and doors.
The original historic siding was wood siding
'
ol, and brick. The current siding is vinyl
siding. The windows and doors are all replacement units. The doors are all metal replacement units
., have been
...
It
'I,
r-. porch
columns
origim1lly
were wood, but
molded to represent paneled doors. The front
.....
replaced with PVC elements. Faux
" shutters have been installed along the front elevations of all family
housing. Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances.

•

't

..

"

,

..

-

J

$

l
C>c;
Despite exterior ai1d interior modifications over time,
Vietnam War Era family housing, associated
outbuildings, and• neighborhoods retain sufficient
integrity
of
association,
feeling,
location,
and
•'
"' setting to
r...
convey
their association
ff'
~ with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to
i2
• I a high degree of integrity of design
retains
modifications and alterations, the housing generally no
• longer
.. and~ is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in design and construction relative to...
and materials
•
the national inventory; the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
~

~·

•

~

...

Properties of Particular Importance

..

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
..
of' Particular
Importance as one that is an
I
?
Anny Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods
that
are, in the context of the nation
w1de inventory
of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
/
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction.
•
"' and building
,
materials used. Additionally, properties •
of particular importance
must exhibit a',_ high
•
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building.. materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the natioti
wide inventory (U.S. Depaitment of the Army 2021 :34).

..

"(

t
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for
housing design. building types, interior
•
spatial requirements.
and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
4
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs I>of the period
• •included those that firmly rejected historical
in
exterior
design
and
interior
plan.
While
the
military sought to adopt design principles
precedent
•
,J,
.. size
Era housing constructed by the Army.
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War
~

.

..

,f

~

-

..

-

;
t
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress
for military
family housing influenced the resulting
•
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and foterior design.
jl

...

Inventory conducted at Fort Detrick confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
; construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
., and
and did not
y of design and materials. The
units are not
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrit
...
substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No
PropeJties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Detrick.

..

..

.,

-

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Detrick

Building Address:

1866 Bullene Drive

Building Number:

1866

Neighborhood Name:

Glick Place

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

.,Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Other - describe

Aluminum

Number of Stories:
2

Single-hung sash, 2 crank windows

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Other - describe

Yes - describe
•

Split-level

Single family

Contemporary

Townhouse:
yes D
no
Describe any exterior alterations:

.

[i1

..

~
\
Most exterior materials are replacements, including
vinyl siding on exterior, entry door, faux
shutters windows, and metal columns
supporting the foyer roof. Original sliding windows were replaced
• with 1/1-light double-hung sash.

..

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
The two-story, 5lngle-family, spilt-level has a rectangular footprint. The building rests on a concrete-slab foundation. The building has brick exterior walls on the first story
and vinyl s1dlng in horl2ontal and vertical patterns on the rear and second story. The side-gable roof clad in asphalt shingles has a deep overhanging eave. The main entry
is contained In a two-story projecting vestibule that has an Integral shed roof supported by metal columns. The vestibule is enclosed rn Irregularly-shaped fixed lights and
vinyl siding. The wrndows are wide 1/1, single-hung sashes. Two small crank windows are located on the 2nd story of a side elevation.

..

..

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A one-story exterior shed is attached to the rear of the unit. The shed has exterior access.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Other - describe

Yes - describe

:�

floor Is carpeted. Second story has wood

a

Wood b,J�boards, \lmple wood 1ur1ound1 aroul'ld wilwlows
:and doon, wood stair w ith metal bt�inters ,Ad wood ,al

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including updating of bathroom fittings and kitchen redesign.
Carpeting is installed on the lower level.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
The open plan is the combination of the living and dining areas and adjoining kitchen

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
• ,

.

t ,.
The
40 housing units at Fo11 Detrfok are examples of family housing designed in the.,period l 963-1964
and completed in 1965. The buildings were designed using the 1959 design criteria established under the
,
,
.
housing program. No previous investigations
have been
undertaken for the 40 housing units at
Capeha11
.,, Maryland
Fot1 Detrick. In 2000, the Anny Corps of Engineers prepared an Individual Property/District
,.,
Historical• Trust Internal National Register (NR) Eligibility Review Form that documented buildings
{.. of eligibility fonn
I<,
.,,.• constructed up to and including 1960. The determination
located on Fo,1
Detrick
"
,
recommended that no historicC district was located
at Fort Detrick. The Vietnam War Era housing
•
completed in 1965 was not included in the evaluation.

..

..

'

.

-

•

..

~

....

..

..

"' ..

.

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

... is located in the Glick Place neighborhood
4
, ...
., • • has not
1874
at Fo11 Detrick.
The neighborhood
Building
•
6•
undergone
.... ' significant redesign. new construction, or demolition. However, modifications have occurred
to all family housing units. The family housing was designed with minimal ornamentation
I' which was
,
reflected in the siding. the overhanging roofs, and the locations and patterns
of windows and doors. The
\
~
,. "' historic
..,
,
original
ve1tical and horizontal
wood
.~ t. siding was patterned with
•
'- siding and plastic' faced plywood
The
current
vinyl
siding
covers
the
entire
panels. This patterning is reflected in the current vinyl siding.
"'
•
building and the plywood panels are not visible, if still present. The windows and doors are all
I
included the one-bay, one-story gabled entry porches found on all
replacement units. The original designs
!I.
the buildings:
•
, the current materials of these porches are modem replacement materials. For example., the
porch columns originally weref wood, but have been replaced with PVC elements. Faux shutters have
,
, The doors are all met.al replacement units
been installed along the fr•ont elevations of all family housing.
molded to represent paneled doors; original
I' doors were wood units. The three-bedroom duplexes have
,., with PVC columns; the projections
Ientries
under
shed roofs supported
adjoining projecting one-story
...
-<
...
contain unit doorways. foyers. and coat closets. Interior modifications
"" generally consist of replacement
finishes, fixtures. and appliances.
l'f
~

,,.

..

..

.

~

.

,0

..

~

.

~

~

.. ..

..

..

.... Era, family housing, associated
Despite exterior and interior, modifications over time, Vietnam War
"
outbuildings. and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location. and setting
' to
convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam
,>
and
NRHP
significance
under
Criterion
A.
Due
to
•
,
,,
modifications and alterations. the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design
.., " and construction relative to
and materials and is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in design
(' .. national inventory ; the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the N RJ---lP under Criterion C.
the

..

~

.

..

Proper·ties of Particular Importance

.

.

•

I
...
~
The Program
Comment Plan ,.,
for, Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December
l defines a Property
r 202
;.,
of Pa11icular Importance as one that is an
I

~

h housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
Army Vietnam War Era
,,
wide inventory of civilian sector
\. housing an neighborhoods from this period,
')
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction. and building

materials used. Additionally,
prope11ies of particular importance
must exhibit a high
"
> 1' I
historic
degree of integrity with enough significant
characteristics and original
" design
Jbuilding materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
•
... (U.S. Department
wide inventory
of
"'
• the Anny 2021 :34).

.

..

-

-

.

~

..

~

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations
for housing design. building
' types,
•
• interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses •constructed during the
' designs of the period included those that firmly rejected
period. Award-wining residential
• histodcal
precedent in exterior design and
principles
I
• interior plan. While the military sought to adopt 'design
constructed
by
the Army. size
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing
•
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

.

..

..

,.
Inventory
conducted at Fort Detrick confinned that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct
substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
•
e
alteration. the units 110 longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The units are not
substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
housing ru,d neighborhoods. No
•
, Detrick.
Prope11ies of Pa11icular Impo11ance are present at Fo11

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Detrick

Building Address:

1874A Glick Place

Building Number:

1874A

Neighborhood Name:

Glick Place

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:
2

Roof Material:

Asphalt shingle

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Exterior Cladding:

•

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Vinyl siding

Other - describe

Aluminum

Single-hung sash
Style:

Minimalist Modern

Ornamentation:

Yes - •
describe

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Duplex

Townhouse:

yes

D

no lt'.l

Describe any exterior alterations:
All exterior materials are replacements, including the installation of vinyl siding on exteriors, replacement of an windows and
doors, replacement materials on all entry porches, and installation of faux shutters on front elevations.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
Tne building resu on a concrete slab-on-grade foundation.The exterior walls are clad in vlnyl In horizontal and, �ertical patterns. The
The two-story duplex has a rectangular footprint,
....
side-gable roof cl�d ii\ asphah shingles has a deep overhanging eave. The maln entrv has a mol ded metal door and is located in a one,storv projecting vestibul e. The windows are wide 1/i..
singe-hung
sashes. The windows on the 2nd �torv are located up against the roof eave.
l

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A one-story exterior shed is attached to the rear of the unit. The shed has exterior access. A small service yard is located in front of
the unit.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Other - describe

Yes - describe

a

First flOOf h.is vinyl product that k>oks like wood.

<;,a.rnnrl ttnrv t,,-( wnM flnnr<

Wood buebouds, simp e wood surrounds1tound wi ndows
l
and doors, wood st1l r with met1J biiUusters .tnd wood r1i.

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

3

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including updating of bathroom fittings and kitchen redesign.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
The open plan is the combination of the living and dining areas.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
I
The 40 housing units at Fort Detrick,. are
examples of family housing designed in the period 1963-1964
,
using the 1959 design criteria established under the
and completed in 1965. The buildings were designed
Capehart housing program. No previous investigations have been undertaken
for the 40 housing units at
I '
-~
Fort Detrick. rn 2000, the Am1y Corps of Engineers prepared an Individual Property/District Maryland
"
Historical Trnst Internal National Register (NR) Eligibility Review Fonn that documented buildings
located on Fort Detrick constructed up to and including 1960. The determination of eligibility form
recommended that no historic district was located at Fo11 Detrick. The Vietnam Wru· Era housing
completed in 1965 was not included in the evaluation.

..

..

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

.

,
., Glick Place is located in the Glick Place neighborhood at Fort
Detrick. The
Building 1875 on
neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign. new construction, or demolition. However,
• The family housing was designed with minimal
modifications have occurred to all family housing units.
ornamentation which was refiected in the siding, the overhanging roofs,i and the locations and patterns of
... siding
,vindows
* and doors. The original historic siding was patterned with ve11ical and horizontal wood
• panels. This
'
and plastic faced plywood
patterning is reflected in the current vinyl siding. The current vinyl
, entire building and the plywood panels are not visible, if still present. The windows and
siding covers the
.., entry porches
doors are all replacement units. The original designs included the one-bay. one-story gabled
found on all the buildings; the current materials of these porclrns are modern replacement materials. For
.,0
example, the porch columns
originally
elements. Faux
• were wood, but have been replaced with PVC
,..._
..
,e,
the front elevations of all family housing. The doors
are all metal
shutters have been installed along
replacement units molded to represent paneled doors; original doors were wood units. Interior
C
modifications generally consist of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.
(I

~

..

...

•

...

.

•

-

.,.

..

~

g
Despite exterior and interior modifications
over
time. Vietnam War Era family housing, associated
"
,...
;,..
• of association, feeling, location, and setting to
outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity
convey their association•, with the conflict ...in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to
modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design
'
<la construct.ion
and materials and is not sufficient, ly distinctive or distinguishable in design and
relative to
'"
the national inventory: the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Crite1ion C.

..

..

..

•

':,

~

Prope11ies of Particular Importance

..

A
....
Plan for Vietnam
War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
The Program Comment
.,.
of Particular Importance as one
r- that is an

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
'
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular impottance must exhibit a high
., historic
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
,
,
wide
inventory (U.S. •Department
of the Army 2021 :34).
•

'

L_

..

..

housing sector influenced popular expectations
design. building types, interior
The civilian
~
• for housing
,I,
•
requirements,
and
amenities.
Stylistically_
many
houses
constructed
during the period were
spatial
•
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on
• houses constructed during the

.

period. Award-wining residential designs of the pel'iod included those that firmly rejected historical
and interior pla11. While the military sought to adopt design principles
precedent in exterior design
•
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny, size
•
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
Inventory conducted at fot1 Detrick confirmed that the military followed civilian -sector housing trends
and did not construct sllbstantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The units are not
substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No
Properties of Pa,1icular I mpo11ance are present at F011 Detrick.

Army Vietnam War
Context
I
• Era Housing Historic
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

..

Installation Name:

Fort" Detrick
' ..

Building
• Address:

1875 Glick Place

Building Number:

1875

Neighborhood Name:

Glick Place

'

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Slab-on-grade

....concrete
Poured
•

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Other - describe

Number of Stories:
2

.. .

.Window
....
Materials:
Aluminum

Single-hung sash
Style:

Ornamentation:

Minimalist Modern

,.
Yes - describe

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:
Duplex

Townhouse:
"'
yes
Describe any exterior alterations:

D

no flJ

.

..

,' are replacements, including the installation of vinyl siding
' on eJ<teriors, replacement of all windows and
All exterior materials
ti
•
.!
doors, replacement of materials on entry porches, and installation of faux shutters on front elevations.
f

•

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Bullding description:
•

••

..

'

\
The two-story duplex has a rectangular footprint. The
on a concrete slab-on-grade foundation. The exterior walls are clad in
11 building
(
... cladrests
• vertical patterns.
vinyl in horizontal and
in asphalt shingles has a deep overhanging
-< eave. The main entry has a
" Thet side-gable roof
..... story are
molded metal door. The windows are wide 1/1, single-hung .sashes.
The Windows on the second
located up against the roof eave.
'

..

..

..

.'

•

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A one-story exterior shed is attached to the rear of the unit. The shed has exterior access. A small service yard is located in front of
the unit.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

4
Describe any interior alterations:
No interior access.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

...

The 40 housing units at Fort Detrick are examples of family housing designed in the period 1963-1964
and completed
in 1965. The buildings were designed using the 1959 design criteria established under the
•
Capehart housing program. No previous investigations have been undertaken for the 40 housing units at
Fort Detrick. ln 2000, the Anny Corps of Engineers prepared an Individual Property/Distl'ict Maryland
...
Historical Trust Internal National Register (NR) Eligibility Review Form that documented buildings
located on Fort DetTick constructed up to and including 1960. The determination of eligibility form
...
•· district was located
recommended that no historic
at Fo1t Detrick. The Vietnam War Era housin_g
completed in I 965 was not included in the evaluation.

.

Changes over Time and Resource lnteg.-ity

Glick Place at Fo11 Detrick has not undergone significant redesign, new construction, or demolition.
• have occurred to all family housing. units. The family housi11g was
,. designed with
However, modifications
'
minimal omamenta1ion which was reflected in the siding. the overhanging roofs. and the locations and
patterns
• of windows and doors. The original historic siding was patterned withI ve11ical and ho1izontal
'
,..,
.I
... siding and plastic faced plywood
panels. This patterning
is reflected in the current vinyl siding. The
wood
\
current vinyl siding covers the entire building and the plywood panels are not visible, if still present. The
,, one-story gabled
windows and doors are all replacement units. The original designs included the one-bay,
entry porches found on all the buildings: the current materials ofethese porches are modern replacement
, porch columns originally were wood, but have been replaced with PVC
materials. For example, the
the front elevations of all family housing. The doors are
elements. Faux shutters have been installed along
'
,,_
4
all metal replacement units molded to represent paneled doors:., original doors were wood units.
The three
Ci
projecting one-sto1y entries under shed roofs supported with PVC
bedroom duplexes have adjoining
h
columns; the projections contain ..unit doorways, foyers, and coat
• closets. Interior modifications generally
,
...
consist of replacement finishes. fix1ures, and appliances.

•

...

:i,_.

~

,

..

..

..

~

.

~

,.
... time, Vietnam War~ Era family housing, associated
,4:1 and interior modifications
Despite exterior
• over
"'
... and setting to
outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling. location.
""
,f
convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to
y ...
modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high
design
-."!' degree of integrit of
..
and materi11ls
• and is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in design and construction relative to
..- under Criterion C.
inventory� the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP
the national
~
~

('

~·

.. ..

...

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Imponance
• as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
• C
materials used. Additionally, prope11ies of pai1icular importance must exhibit
a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
•
olintact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
building materials present and
I
wide inventory (U.S. Depatiment ofethe Army 2021 :34).

..

t:: expectations for housing design, building types, interior
The civilian housing sector influenced popular
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constn1cted
• during. the period were

..

..

,..
executed in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic references
were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
t "
..,.... plan. While the milita1y sought to adopt design principles,:
r l , design and interior
precedent in exterior
'
,
.,civilian arcl1itectural
radvanced by
the
sector
for
Vietnam
War
Era
housing
constructed
by
the
Army,
size
•
"'
,,
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing
influenced the resulting
• design.
housing stock in terms of architectural
expression
and
interior
'

..

~

.

..

..,. civilian-sector
• the military followed
r
Inventory conducted at Fott Detrick
confirmed that
• housing trends
... not
construct
substantially
distinctive
or
unique
housing.
Due
to
continuous
modification and
and did
•
•
·), not
alteration, the units no longer retain a high -degree of integrity of design and materials. The units are
t
!:.
substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No
°'
Prope1ties of Particular lmpo11ance are present at Fmt Detrick.
~

..

.

•

..

..

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods
Installation Name:

Fort Detrick

Neighborhood Name:

< Place
Glick

Cl RCULATION
Grid: yes □
no l!1

Curvilinear streets: .,.yes □
no I!]

Cul-du-sacs: yes I!]
no □

Sidewalks: yes I!]
no □

Generally describe the street layout here:

..

Glick Place is a single street lined with duplex residences that terminates in a cul-de-sac located in the officer
housing area. Two single-family dwellings are located at the north end of the street on Bu Ilene Drive.
,,
Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):

....

..

Concrete sidewalks are located••
on both sides of the street and around the cul-de-sac. A concrete sidewalk also
• leads to the
side of a grassy island with trees.
entry of each unit. The units have short driveways. The cul-de-sac has parking spaces on either
I

-

PARKING
Garages: yes □
no Iii

Carports: yes □
,. Iii
no

Parking pad: yes □
no I!]

, lots: yes I!]
Parking
no □

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no Iii

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES
Tree lawn: yes Iii
no

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe □
no[!]

□

...
[!]
Athletic Facilities: yes - describe
no

□

Basketball
court shared
with neighboring
I •
' '
culs-de-sac.

'

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe [!]
no □
Swingset and playground equipment shared with
neighboring culs-de-sac.

Streetlights: yes [!l
no

□

Demolition: yes - describe □
no l!l

Collective Mailboxes: yes □
no □
Infill Construction: yes - describe □
no l!l

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
Glick Place is located adjacent to an existing Capehart officer housing area. The buildings have approximately
20 feet of lawn in front of the buildings and foundation plantings. A few trees are located in front lawns.
Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:

Fort Detrick,
Maryland

.,,

Cherokee Vietnam-Era
Housing: Historic Context

0
0

Scale 1 :3,000

I Feel
400

Fort Derrick, MD
P., Ct-RiST, JPtt!R GooO'NIN 8 ASSO,..
241 E. 4TH ST, STlc !Oil '"
FREOERlc�. �10 21701
(I• !t: 11130/202•

Pre, ious Investigations
1

, in the period 1963-1964
The 40 housing units at Port Detrick are examples of family housing designed
and completed in 1965. The buildings were designed
.. using the 1959 design criteria established under the
"'
Capehart housing program. No previous investigations have been unde11aken for the 40 housing units at
Fort Detrick. In 2000, the Anny Corps of Engineers prepared an Individual Property/District Maryland
,. that documented buildings
Historical Trust Internal National Register (NR) Eligibility Review Form
up to and including 1960. The detennination of eligibility form
located on Fort Detrick constructed
•
recommended that no historic district was located
at Fo,t Detrick.
•

..

., over Time and Resource Integrity
Changes
Nickel Place at Fo,1 Detrick has not undergone significant redesign. new construction, or demolition.
However, modifications have occurred to all family housing units. The family housing was designed with
,., was reflected in the siding, the overhanging roofs, and the locations and
..
minimal ornamentation
which
,
~ windows
' .. and doors. The original historic siding was pat1emed with vertical and
(, horizontal
patterns of
·t
wood siding. This patterning is reflected in the current vinyl siding. The windows and doors
• are all
., the
J!
one-bay, one-story gabled entry porches found on all
replacement units. The original designs included
'
r
,. are modern replacement
the buildings; the current materials of these porches
materials. For example, the
•
., shutters have
porch columns originally; were wood, but have' been replaced with PVC elements. f'aux
The doors are all metal replacement units
been installed along the front elevations of all family housing.
n
..
molded to represent paneled doors: original doors were wood units. Interior modifications generally
consist of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances.

.

..

..

..

...

V

.

~

,L

~

-

... .,and interior modifications over time, Vietnam War Era fa111ily housing, associated
Despite exterior
,0 feeling, location, and setting to
outbuildings, and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association,
V
with
the
conflict
in
Vietnam
and
NRHP
significance
under Criterion A. Due to
convey their association
"t'
housing
generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design
modifications and alterations.
Ir )• the
..
and materials and is not sufficiently distinctive or
• distinguishable inh,design and construction relative to
I:.
elig1ble for the NRHP under Criterion C.
the national inventory� the housing is therefore not considered
;

..

..

..

-

Properties of Particular Importance

,.

-

,.. Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
The Program Comment Plan for
!>
•
of
Pa,ticular
lmpo,tance
as
one
that
is
an
•
•'
~

(

... Vietnam
Army
• War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of
" the nation
IA
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
..
.... method of construction, and building
substantially distinctive and unique in their desig�
materials used. Additionally, prope11ies of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics
and original historic
•
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
Ii- of the Anny �021 :34).
wide inventory (U.S. Department
~

..

(,
;ff influenced popular
expectations
for housing design, building types, interior
The civiliru1 housing sector
•
...
,, Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
spatial requirements,
and amenities.
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
• those that firmly rejected historical
residential designs of the period included
period. Award-wining
"
_.
precedent in exterior design
and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design
principles
11'
I',
fl'
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vieniam War Era housing constructed
by the Army, size

•

..

~

'

·~

..

.. -

-

limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
"
housing stock in tem1s of architectural expression and interior design.

"·

..

_

..

e,
C.
,- civilian-sector housing trends
Inventory conducted
at Fort Detrick confirmed that the military followed
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
..,
i
,. of integrity of design and materials. The units are not
alteration, the
units no longer retain a high degree
,!,
t
substantially
distinctive
or
No
unique
within
the
inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
...
•
...
••
Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fo11 Detrick.
It)

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context

..

N ,.
Inventory Form
for Neighborhoods

.

Installation Name:

.
Fort Detrick

Neighborhood Name:

Nickel Place

CIRCULATION
Curvilinear streets: yes

□

Grid: yes

.

yes
Cul-du-sacs:
•'
~

□

Sidewalks: yes [!I

no[!]

no[!]

no[!]
• ff

□

no

□

•
Generally describe
the street layout here:
...
• t.
buildings
Nickel Place is an access road that terminated in a paved court surrounded by three, four-plex
,,
..,, by a concrete
.
in the enlisted housing area. The court is a parking area surrounded
curb.
located
'
~

..

•

Generally describe the
•• sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
~

"""
..:..
...
• each unit.
Concrete sidewalks surround the court. Concrete sidewalks also lead to the entry of

.

PARKING
Garages: yes

□

no [!I

Carports: yes

□

no [!I

Group Covered Parking: yes

Parking pad: yes

□

no [!I

Parking lots: yes [!I

no □

□

no [!I

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES
Tree lawn: yes[!]

no

□

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe

□

no [!]

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe

□

.,,
no[!]

...
Neighbor�ood
Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe [!I
no

□

Swingset and playground equipment shared with neighboring
"
cul-de-sacs.

Collective Mailboxes: yes

Streetlights: yes l!I

no □

Demolition: yes - describe

□

no l!I

Infill Construction: yes - describe □
no l!I

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
Nickel Place is located adjacent to an existing Wherry and Capehart enlisted personnel housing area. The buildings
have approximately 25 ft of lawn in the front and foundation plantings. A few trees are located in front lawns.
Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:

□

no l!I
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Previous Investigations

..

(
evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon Terrace.
In 2005. an architectural survey with
Research Laboratory
McNair Terrace, and Olive Terrace W;'IS completed by the Construction Engineering
•
,,
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted as pai1 of an architectural survey of all Cold
,.,, t
War era buildings located at Fort Gordon. Inventory fonns were completed for each building subtype
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding. replacement of all windows
and doors. and alterations to fencing of service yards.

•

..

... of age. The surveyors noted that the
At the time of the survey, the buildings
were less than 50 years
\
,
,,
buildings did not meet the qualities of exceptional significance applying
Criteria Consideration G for
-:..
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and••recomlile11ded that the
• buildings would "not become
,.
eligible for the National Register' when they reach 50 years of age due to a severe lack of1ntegrity"
• I
(Smith and Stone 2005).
The results were prese.nted to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division serving
as the SHPO. who concurred with the '..conclusions of the report [i.e., Vol. 4) that no historic properties
...
a. Places" in
(above-ground) at Fo11 Gordon
are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
.... (Georgia Historic Preservation Division
C
correspondence dated 3 August 2005
2005).
·-

"

,

.

..

..

.

.

..

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

Building
1603 was constructed
~
• in Gordon Ten·ace as a sixplex townhouse in 1966 to house enlisted
personnel;
\ its design was based on the 1964 Design Folio. The building adopted a minimalist design
"- windows abutting the eaves. Minimal
aesthetic that comprised flat• wall planes, wide roof overhangs, and
ornamentation was confined to the patterning of the original wood siding. The original siding
based on
I
lo,
on the second story. The wholesale application of
~ the first story and horizontal
drawings was vertical on
'
C,; the housing
standard-width horizontal vinyl siding to all housing
units in the neighborhood as part of
"r
modernization program after 2006 has' concealed the original siding of this building. All windows have
J
' • on the
aluminum casings. Currently windows
been changed
to one-over-one-light units with pronounced
I
•...... to add an element of architectural revivalism
front elevation are ornamented with faux. shutters in an effort
All doors currently are metal units without windows.
,t
to the building.

•

..

...

~

.

~

~

~

~

I
Interior modifications
generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures. and appliances. In select cases.
the combining of units resulted in modifications to original floor plans. Despite exterior and interioi
• '
modifications
over time. Vietnam War Era buildings.,· associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods retain
sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
and alterations, the
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications
~v
;,
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of• integrity of design and materials
and is not
sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in design and construction relative to the national inventory; the
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
~

..

.

•

"j

~

Properties of Particular
Importance
•

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an

•

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhMds that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit
• a high

degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation•
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during 1he
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
Inventory conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The buildings are
not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Gordon.

Fort Gordon

•

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
... Forms for Dwellings
Inventory

Installation Name:

...
Fort Gordon

Building Address:

1603 Boxwood Court

Building Number:

1603 Unit B

Neighborhood Name:

..

.-

Gordon Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials�

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

'

Style:

Ornamentation:

Minimalist Modern

No

t, l
Paired 1/1 lights

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:
Sixplex

Townhouse:
no
yes It:]

D

Describe any exterior alterations:

,.

Exterior is all replacement materials. This includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding on exterior,
.1
replacement of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation.

.-

.

..

Provide additional notes on the building exterior. here:

Building description:
'

.

The two-story constructed in 1966, is an example of a sixplex 1EM2 from 1964 Design Folio. The exterior wa!ls are clad in vinyl. The side-gable roof rs sheathed ,n
.J
•
I
-asphalt shingles
with overhanging eaves. The second floor projects slightly over the first floor. The
I entry contains an aluminum door with a single glass sidelight.

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Detached storage sheds at rear of building units.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

3

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Unit has an enclosed kitchen with a pass-through cut between the kitchen and dining room space. The
stairway is leading to the second story has 6" wood studs "grille" between stairs and living room space.
Attach photos below:

Previous [nvestigations

ln 2005, an architectural
survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon Terrace.
•
McNairTerrace, and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction
• Engineering Research Laboratory
(CERL) (Smith
• and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted as part of an architectural survey of all Cold
War era buildings located at Fort Gordon. Inventory forms were completed for each building subtype
identified
The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
• in the neighborhoods.
•
• by CERL
neighborhoods
• had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding, replacement of all windows
~ and alterations to fencing of service yards.
and doors.

.....

..

..

r
of age. The surveyors noted that tJ1e
At the time of the survey. the buildings were less than 50 years
huildings did not meet the qualities ofexceptional significance applying Criteria Consideration G for
listing in the National Register ofHistoric Places and recommended that the buildings would '·not become
,
eligible for the National Register
when they reach 50 years of age due to a severe lack• of integrity''
(Smith and Stone 2005).
The results were presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division serving.
•
,,,,
• the "conclusions
of the report [i.e.• Vol. 4] that no historic properties
as the SHPO, ,�1ho concurred with
•
(above-ground) at Fort Gordon are• eligible.. for listing in the National Register of Historic Places" in
correspondence dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division 2005).

.

..

Changes over Time and Resource lntegrrty

Building 1628 was constructed in Gordon Terrace as a fourplex townhouse in 1970 to house enlisted
" The building adopted a minimalist design aesthetic that comprised flat wall planes, wide roof
personnel.
"
overhangs, and windows abutting the eaves. Minimal ornamentation was confined to1he patterning of• the
original wood siding. The wholesale application of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding to all housing
units in the neighborhood as part of the housing modernization program after 2006 has concealed the
,.
original siding •of this building.
All windows have been changed to one-over-one-light ui1its with
..
pronounced aluminum casings. Currently
windows on the front elevation are ornamented with faux
All doors currently are
shutters in an effort to add an element of architectural revivalism to the building.
•
metal units without windows.

.

•

..

Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes. fo
.. 1ures.
and appliances.
• In select cases.
to
original
floor
plans.
Despite
exterior
and interior
the combining of units resulted in modifications
r
•
modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods retain
sufficient integrity of association, feeling. location. and setting to convey their association with the
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations, the
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials and is not
sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in design and construction relative to the national inventory; the
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

• of Particular Importance
Properties
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing
issued in December 2021 defines a Property
•
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
J
,
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit
a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics. and original historic

building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory ( U.S. Department of the Army
• 2021 :34 ).

••

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types. imenor
spatial requirements, and amenities. -StylisticaJly, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modem idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
during the
'
C
period. Award.wining residential designs of the period
included
those
that
firmly
rejected
historical
~
~
,,,•' sough£ to
, adopt design principles
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military
loadvanced'l by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam
War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
, influenced the resulting
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military •family housing
, in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
housing stock
✓

.

~ '
-\
Inventory
conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
housing
trends
t
and
r did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree of ihtegrity of design and matetials. The buildings
.,"' • are
not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian•sector housing and neighborhoods.
'I:
No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fon Gordon.

••

•

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

•
I
Fort Gordon

Building Address:

1628 Hill Drive

Building Number:

1628 Unit A

Neighborhood Name:

Gordon Terrace

••

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

Paired 1/1 lights

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:
•

Minimalist Modern

No

Split-level

Fourplex

Townhouse:
yes �

Describe any exterior alterations:

..'

no

D

..

• vinyl siding on exterior,
Exterior is all replacement materials, This includes the installation of standard-width horizontal
replacement of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters
• on front elevation.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Ii
Building description:

..

-.

..

The two-story, split-level townhouse is a fourplex construc!ed In 1970 identified as subtypt EMl20. The bu·olding Is sided In vinyl with a side-gable roof sheathed in asphalt shingles, Th• roof
has pronounced overhangs. The front elevation has Projecting and inctented sections that prollld• ·mterest to the front elevat1on. Replacement windownre paired 1nd ha-, fauM shutters. The
entry contains an aluminum door with a single glass s,delighl.

..

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Exterior storage sheds attached at rear between units.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

2

2

Describe any interior alterations:
The unit originally had three bedrooms, but the two rooms across the rear of the second floor were reconfigured into
one bedroom. Other alterations include installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and carpeting and kitchen redesign.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Building 1628 is a four-plex constructed in 1970. The building is a split level due to the elevation. The entry is onto a
landing. The lower floor with the living areas is partially underground. First floor.has vinyl, second floor has carpeting.

Attach photos below:

I
Pre,,ious
Jnvestigations

-.

,..
lo 2005. an architectural
survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon
Terrace.
r
t
McNair Terrace, and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction
Engineering Research Laboratory
~
,:
of all Cold
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted as part of an architectural survey
•
War era buildings located
at Fort Gordon. Inventory forms were completed forr each building subtype
"
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings
r in the three
,
<I,;
0
• siding, replacement of all ,,.windows
neighborhoods had compromised
integrity due to installation of vinyl
... l
,.
and doors, and alterations to fencing
' of service yards.

..

..

~

.

~

1'_
At the time of the survey, the buildings were less than 50 years of age. The surveyors noted that
the
"'
,,.
buildings did not meet the qualities of exceptional significance applying Criteria Consideration G for
J
in the National Register of Historic Places and recommended
that the buildings would "not become
listing
•
eligible for the National Register when they reach 50 years of' age due to a severe lack of integrity"
" serving
rt Historic Preservation
.,. Division
I The results were presented to the Georgia
(Smith and Stone 2005).
1111,
who concurred
with the "conclusions of the rep011 [i.e .. Vol. 4] that no historic properties
as the SHPO.
a•
•
(above-ground) at Fort Gordon are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places'' in
•
correspondence dated 3 August• 2005 (Georgia
Historic Preservation Division 2005 ).
~

~

,.
•

.

<,
Changes over
Integrity
"'"' Time and Resource

Bui Iding 1724 was constructed in Gordon Terrace as a sixplex townhouse in 1966 to house enlisted
.-I
personnel; its design was based on the 1964 Design Folio. The building is a two-story, fourplex
townhouse thal adopted a minimalist design aesthetic that comprised flat wall planes, wide roof
f
overhangs.
ined to the patterning of the
"'f and windows abuning the eaves. Minimal ornamentation was cone
original• wood siding. The original siding based on drawings was vertical on the first story and horizontal
•
"
on the <second story. The wholesale application of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding to all housing
7
'
units in the neighborhood ,.as part of the housing modernization
program
after
2006
has
concealed
the
r"
""
f
original siding of this building. All windows
have been changed to one-over-one-light units with
pronounced aluminum casings. Currently windows on the front elevation are ornamented with faux
• :l
shutters in
revivalism to the building. All doors currently are
' an effort to add an element of architectural
metal units without windows.

...

..

•

-

...

•

"

..

.

,!:

~

~

L
and
Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures,
• appliances. In select cases,
.. of units resulted in modifications to original floor plans. Despite
the combining
.. exterior and interior
\
modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings.".. associated outbuildings,
and neighborhoods retain
4
sufficient
integrity
of
association,
feeling.
location,
and
setting
to
convey
their
association with the
•
... and NRHP
.. significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications
co, ntlict1 in Vietnam
and alterations, the
...
housing generally no longer retains a high degree
• of integrity of design and materials and.., is not
sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in design and construction relative to the national inventory; the
housing, is therefore not considered elig.ible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

"

~

..-

-

~

•

. ..

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Pa11icular Importance
as one that is an
•

.

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of' the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
substantially distinctive
• and unique in their design, method of construction, and building

~
t > must exhibit
materials used. Additionally, prope11ies of particular
importance
• a high
~
A significant design characteristics and original historic
~
degree of integrity with enough
•
,
building materials present and
. intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory ( U.S.• Department of the Army 2021 :34).
~

.

..

,L
The civilian housing sector
influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
•
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistieally, many houses constructed during the period were
..
'
executed in the Modern idiom: historical
·• stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
,l
precedent in exterior
design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
,, I
advanced by the civilian architectural
sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for 111ilita1y family housing influenced the resulting
"'
stock in terms ,of architectural expression and interiorIf design.
housing
•

'

•

••

..

~

'

..

..

~
Inventory conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military
followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not constrllct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration,• the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The buildings are
~
not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory
• and ,neighborhoods.
•' of,,._ civilian-sector housing
No Properties of Particular
• Importance are present at Fort Gordon.

...

.

~

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context•
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

..

.

Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

1724 Azalea Court

Building Number:

1724 Unit D

Neighborhood Name:

Gordon Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe
'

•

..

....

Aluminum

Paired 1/1 lights

Ornamentation:

Style:
Minimalist Modern

Dwelling Type:

No

Type
T of Unit:
Fourplex

Townhouse:
yes �
no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
Exterior is all replacement materials. This includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding on exterior,
'
replacement of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation.

'

...

Provi_de additiohal notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

.

.,

I The
~
side-gable roof Is sheathed In
The two-story constructed in 1966, is an example of a fourplex )EMl froni 1964 Design Folio. The exterior walls are clad ln vfnyl.
'
asphalt shingles with overhanging eaves, The second floor projects slightly over the first floor. The entry contains an alurninurn ,,door with a single glass 5)dellght.

•

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Detached storage sheds built after 2006 in front of buildings with trash corral.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Unit has an enclosed kitchen with a pass-through cut with a pocket door between the kitchen and dining room
space. The stairway is leading to the second story has 611 wood studs "grille" between stairs and living room
space.
Attach photos below:

Pl'evious Investigations
•

..

.

., with evaluation of the buildings in the
In 2005. an architectural
survey
I neighborhoods of Gordon Terrace.
'
I
...
McNair Ten·ace. and Olive Terrace was completed by the
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted as part of an architectural survey of
• all Cold
War era buildings located at Fort Gordon. Inventory fom1s were completed fot each building subtype
identified by CERL
• in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding. replacement of all windows
fl
...
and doors. and alterations to fencing of
service yards.

.'..

'

..

~

I
At the time of the survey, the
buildings were less than 50 years of age. The surveyors noted that the
\,
• qualities of exceptional significance applying Criteria Consideration G for
bL1ildings did not meet the
, recommended
.., that the buildings would ··not become
listing in the National Register
Places and
• of Historic
I
eligible for the National Register when they reach
..
• 50 years ...of age due to a severe Tack of integrity'·
(Smith and Stone 2005). The results were' presented to the Georgia
Historic Preservation Division serving
as the SHPO, who concurred with the "conclusions of the report [i.e., Vol. 4) that no historic properties
>
(above-ground)
at Fort Gordon are eligible for listing in the National
Register of Historic Places.. in
...
correspondence dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic
• Preservation Division 2005 ).

'

...

~

..

..

..

.

.

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

-

•
Building• 1803 was constructed
is a
• in Gordon Terrace in 1970 to house enlisted personnel. The building
:l
.,.
one-story/ duplex that adopted a minimalist design aesthetic that comprised flat wall planes, wide roof
"- windows abutting the eaves. Minimal ornamentation was confined to the patterning of the
overhangs, and
\.
,dr.:
, to all housing
original wood siding. The wholesale
application of standard-width horizontal
vinyl siding
"
1
units in the neighborhood as paM of the housing
modernization program after 2006 has concealed the
.....
original siding of this building. A11 windows have been changed to one-over-one-Iight units with
p
, windows on the
pronounced aluminum casings. Currently
•' front elevation are ornamented with faux
shutters in an effort to add an element of architectural
• revivalism to the building. A II doors currently are
metal units without windows.

..

~

..

..

~

Interior modifications
• generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances. In select cases.
of units resulted in modifications to original floor plans. Despite exterior and interior
the combining
'II
modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods retain
..,
...
sufficient integrity of association.
feeling, location. and setting 'lo convey their association the conflict in
'
Vietnam and NRHP
significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations. the housing,
generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials and is not sufficiently
:r
distinctive
or distinguishable in design and construction relative to
• the national inventory: the housing is
therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

•

"

.

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era HoL1sing issued in December 202 l defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an

, context of the nation
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods
that are, in the
"
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
I
, method of construction, and building
substantially distinctive and unique in their
design,
mater.ials used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic

'

-

..

building
• materials ptesent and intact to• be considered truly distinct,ive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34 ).

..

., sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types,
The civilian housing
interior
"·
spatial requirements, and amenities. StylisticaJly, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern
• idiom; historical stylistic references were absent ..on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of
• the period included those that finnly rejected historical
li>
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector
for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
""'
.e
limitations and cost criteria established
by
Congress
for military family
housing influenced the resulting
•
housing stock" in terms of architectural
expression
and
interior
design.
'

.

..

..

,,

I

..

~

f
• 'I
,
Inventory conducted at Fo1t,.. Gordon confirmed that the military followed
civilian-sector
housing trends
f
Due to continuous modi ication and
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing.
•
"'
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree
... of integrity of design and materials. The buildings are
not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Particular Importance
' are present at Fort Gordon.

.

~

....

...

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

1803 Garcia Drive

Building Number:

1803 Unit A

Neighborhood Name:

Gordon Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

One

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

paired 1/1 lights

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Type of Unit:
Duplex

Townhouse:
no liJ
yes D
Describe any exterior alterations:
Exterior is all replacement materials. This includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding on exterior,
replacement of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here�

Building description:
The one-story duplex was constructed in 1970. The butlding is an ei<arnple of subtype EM2A. Bu11ding e,c\erior Is clad in vinyl siding. The side-gable roof is shealhed in asphalt
shingles with an overhanging eave. The windows are paired, 1/1 ·light, double-hung, sash replacement units, The entry conta1ns an aluminum door with a single glass sidelight.

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located {i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Exterior storage shed attached at rear between units.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
t.
Ten-ace,
In 2005, an architectural survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon
-1!>
McNair Terrace, and Olive Terrace was completed
by the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
•
1
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted
of an architectural
survey of all Cold
•
• as part
•
each
bltilding
subtype
War era buildings located at Fo,i Gordon. Inventory forms were completed for
' .
•
... The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods.
t
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding, replacement
of all windows
•·
,. of service
"".""". yards.
and doors. and alterations to fencing

...

;JP

-

...

-

I(

~

~

~

~

At the time of the survey, the buildings were less than 50 years of age. Tl1e surveyors noted that the
buildings did not meet the qualities of exceptional significance applying Criteria Consideration G for
a.~ •
... ''not become
I
 in the National
listing
Register of Historic
Places and
recommended that the buildings would
'(
'
,._
.•
eligible for
R the National Register when they reach 50 years of age due
"" to a severe lack of integrity"
,r;;
Division serving
(Smith and Stone 2005). The results were presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation
,.
i
.,
as the SHPO,
-,.... who concurred with the ·'conclusions of the report [i.e., Vol. 4] that no historic properties
....
(above-ground) at Fort Gordon are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places'' in
correspondence
dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division 2005).
•

.

...

..

-

..

Changes OYer Time and Resource
< Integrity

..

...

e
Building 1831 was constnicted in Gordon Terrace in 1970 to house enlisted personnel.
The building is a
one-story duplex that adopted a minimalist design aesthetic that comprised flat wall planes. wide roof
overhangs, and windows abutting the eaves. Minimal ornamemation was confined to the panerning of the
original wood
... siding.
application of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding to all housing
• The aswholesale
I#
uni1s in the
neighborhood
part
of
the
housing modernization program after 2006 has concealed the
•
t'
units with
original siding of this building. All windows have been changed to
• one-over-one-light
pronounced aluminum casings. Currently windows on the front elevation are
ornamented
with faux
''
' ,.
shutters
in an effort to add an element
of
architecturaJ
revivalism
to
the
building.
All
doors
currently are
•
/I
•
metal units without windows.

..

~

..

..

'

..

,!_

..

'•

,.

..

~

..

Interior modifications'°"'I
generally consist of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances, In select cases.
e . to original floor
the combining of units resulted in modifications
•
• plans. Despite exterior and interior
"'
,:;
modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings, associated
outbuildings.
and
neighborhoods
retain
•
t
,.
I
integrity of association. feeling, location, and setting to convey their association witJ1 the
sufficient
... A. Due to modifications and alterations. the
and NRHP significance under Criterion
conflict in Vietnam
t
and materials and is not
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity
'
" of design
'
..
..,
sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable
in
design
and
const1·uction
relative
to ,.the national inventory;
the
"\
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

•

..

..

...

.

. ..

'

~

•

Properties of Particular Importance
•I
~

~.

...

.....,
The Program Comment
Plan for Viernatn War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Propert)•
Pa11icular
lmpottance
as one that is an
of
'

.

..

.

,:. in the context of the nation
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are,
,.
,
.,
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
i'
design, method of construction. and building
substantially distinctive and unique in their
I
materials• used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exJ1ibit a high
and original historic
degree of integrity with enough
• significant design
"'
"' •characteristics

..

....

-

building materials present and intact to
• be considered
"" truly distinctive within the nation
'
)
4
wide inventory (U.S.
Department of the
Army 2021 :34).

..

..

'-(
.
The civilian housing sector
influenced
popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
spatial requiremehts, and amenities. StylisticaJly. many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
• during the
• designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
period. Award-wining residential
•
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought
to adopt design principles
'7
r
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
ii
J
limitations and cost criteria established
family housing influenced• the
resulting
• by Congress for military
housing Stock in terms of architectural expression
and interior design.
..

-

Inventory conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing.
Due to continuous modification and
'
alteration, the units
no
longer
retain
a
high
degree
of
integrity
of
design
and materials. The buildings
are
r
•
,.
J
JI
not
.... substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
\
.,. are present at Fort Gordon.
_.
No Properties of Particular Importance
"'

..

•

..

✓

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

1831 Garcia Drive

Building Number:

1831 Unit A

Neighborhood Name:

Gordon Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

One

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

paired 1/1 lights

Style:
Minimalist Modern

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

No

Ranch

Type of Unit:
Duplex

Townhouse:
yes

D

no�

Describe any exterior alterations:
Exterior is all replacement materials. This includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding on exterior,
replacement of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
The one•story duplex was coMtructed in l970. The bui(dlng ls an example of subtype EM2. Bullding exterior Is clad In vinyl siding. The side-gable roof Is sheathed in asphalt
i
i
'
,. double hung sash replacement units. The entry contains an aluminum door With a single glass s1delight.
shingles with an overhanging eave_ The wlnd.ows are pa red, 1/1-lIght,

Ancillary Buildings:

Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

Exterior storage shed at side added since 2006.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:

Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

..

Pre"ious ln,•estigations

In '.!005, an architectural
survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods
• . Jof Gordon Ten-ace,
•
McNairTerrace, and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted as part of an architectural survey of all Cold
War era buildings located at Fort Gordon. Inventory forms were completed for each building subtype
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding, replacement of all windows
#
\1and doors,
and alterations
to fencing
of service yards.

·~

.

At the till1e of the survey. 1he buildings were less than 50 years of age. The surveyors noted that the
~ Consideration G for
buildings did not meet the qualities of exceptional significance
applying Criteria
•
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would '·not become
..• > eligible for the National Register when they reach
50 ,years of age due to a severe lack of integrity"
"'
(Smith and Stone 2005). The results were presented to the Georgia
Historic
Preservation
Division
serving
~
I
w
~
as the SHPO. who concun-ed with the "conclusions
of1he report (i.e., Vol. 4] that no
•
• historic properties
....
(above-ground) at Fort Gordon are eligible for listing in the National Register
of Historic Places" in
'
correspondence
dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division 2005).

..

~

"

',
Changes
over Time and Resource Integrity

..

..

,
Building
184 7 was constructed in Gordon Terrace ill 1970 to house enlisted personnel.
The building
is a
r
•
~
,,.,.
...
...
one-story
duplex that adopted a minimalist design
aesthetic that comprised
flat wall planes, wide roof
overhangs. and windows abuning the eaves. Minimal ornamentation was confined to the panerning of the
f ..
original wood siding. The wholesale application of standard-width horizontal
vinyl siding to all housing
#
..
units in the neighborhood as part of the housing modernization program after 2006 has concealed the
original siding of this building. All windows have beei1 changed to one-over-one-light units with
...
., , Currently windows on the front elevation are ornamented with faux
pronounced
aluminum casings.
.,
shutters
in an effo1t
revivalism to the building. A 11 doors currently
are
•I
I;' to add an element of architectural
.
metal Llnits without windows.

.

-

'

.

~

...

i;
Interior modifications
generally consist of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. In select cases.
the combining of units resulted in modifications to original floor plans. Despite exterior and interior
modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain
,t..,
sufficient integrity
of association, feeling, location, and setting
~ io convey their association with the
•
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion
A. Due to modifications and alterations. the
'f
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials and is not
,.
sufficiently distinctive
or distinguishable
in design and construction relative to the national inventory: the
•
t Criterion C.
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under
~

..

~

. ..

Propert.ies of Particular Importance

.. ..

,.
The Program Comment
Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one rhat is an

,'

Army Vietnam War Era housing
• or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
,;
.,wide inventory
of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and bllilding
----l'
n1aterials used. Additionally. properties
of particular importance must exhibit a high
9-'
L
'
.,
r l
degree of integrity
characteristics and original historic
• significant design
* with enough

.

..

•

~

.,

building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive
within the nation
• If· '
\ :34 ).
wide inventory ( U.S. Depa1tme11t of the Army 2021

..

The civilian housing
sector
... influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, in1erior
•
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom;
• historical stylistic references
• were absent on houses constructed during the
IL
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
,, the military
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While
sought to adopt design principles
• ''i
architectural sector for
advanced by the civilian
f Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
\
L
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military
family
housing influenced the resulting
'
housing stock in tertns of architectural expression and interior design.

..

..

.

•

..

Inventory conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification 'and
!,.
,. the units no longer retain a high
alteration.
• degree of integrity of design and materials. The buildings are
, <
I l
not substantially distinctive
or unique within the
inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
•
..
No Properties of Particular
Importance are' present
at
Fort
Gordon.
<
I

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

1847 Brainard Avenue

Building Number:

1847 Unit A

Neighborhood Name:

Gordon Terrace

BUllDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

One

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

A
Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

paired 1/1 lights

Style:
Minimalist Modern

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

No

Ranch

Type of Unit:
Duplex

Townhouse:
no &1
yes D
Describe any exterior alterations:
Exterior is all replacement materials. This includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding on exterior,
replacement of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
The o n estory
dlJplex was constructed in 1970. The building is an e�ample of subrype EMl. Bulldlng e1<terlorls clad in vinyl siding, The side-gable roof is sheathed in asphalt
shingles with overhanging eaves. The windows are paired, 1/1-light, double hung sash replacement units. The entry contains an aluminum door with a single glass sidelight,

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Exterior storage shed attached at rear between units.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

Jn 2005. an architectul'al survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon Terrace.
Terrace, and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
McNair
' ,
...
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted
survey of all Cold
• as pa1i of an architectural

War era buildings located at Fort
Gordon.
Inventory forms
were
completed
for
each
building
subtype
~
C
'
t.
'ff by CERL in the neighborhoods.
-,,,
identified
The
surveyors
concluded
that
all
buildings
in
the
three
'
r. to installation of vinyl siding, replacement of all ,windows
neighborhoods
had compromised integrity due
•
{!
•
,
and doors. and alterations to fencing of service yards.

..

.

-

~'

..

...

..

,.

II
At the time ofthe survey. the buildings were less than 50 years of age. The surveyors noted that the
,._,
p
buildings
did not• meet the qualities of exceptional
applying Criteria
Consideration G for
• I
" significance
"
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would "not
• become
eligible for the National
Register
when
they
reach
50
years
of
age
due
to
a
severe
lack
of
integrity"'
~
•
•
•
,;;
., and Stone '2005). The' results were• presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation
,, Division
(Smith
serving•
""
as the SHPO. who concurred with the ··conclusions of the report [i.e.. Vol. 4] that no historic properties
(above-ground) at
listing in the National Register of Historic Places" in
• Fort Gordon are eligible for "!,i
correspondence
dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division 2005).
"'

..

"

..

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

..

Building 1912 was constructed in Gordon Ten-ace as a four-plex townhouse in 1970 to house enlisted
personnel. The building adopted a minimalist design aesthetic that comprised flat wall planes. Wide roof
overhangs. and windows abutting the eaves. Minimal ornamentation was confined to the patterning of the
original wood siding. The wholesale application
of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding to all housing
•
{
... in the neighborhood
#units
as
part
of
the
housing
modernization
program after 2006 has concealed the
....
._ been changed to one-over-one-light units with
jo this building. All windows have
original siding
'
• of
'
....
:..
Currently windows on the front elevation are ornamented with faux
pronounced aluminum casings.
~
shutters in an effort to add an element of architectural revivalism to the building. All doors currently are
metal units without windows.

,

..

~

~

I

.,

Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes, fixtures. and appliances. In select cases.
the combining of units resulted in modifications to original floor plans. Despite exterior and interior
. Cl
modifications over time, Vietnam War Era
and neighborhoods retain
•' buildings. associated
• outbuildings,
"'
sofficient integrity of association. feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
,. the
conflict
NRHP significance
under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations.
• in Vietnam and
#'
.,
.Ll
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials and is not
II
• relative to the national inventory; the
sufficiently distinctive
or distinguishable in design and construction
I
t:.
•
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
~

Properties of Particular
Importance
'

"

..

,...
, Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War
of Pa11icular Importance
• as one that is an
~

'

.

..

..

,,.
t> the nation
Anny. Vietnam War Era housing
or'',neighborhoods
• ~ that are, in the context
•• of
"
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods
from this period,
•
'1
substantially distinctive and" unique it,
• their design. method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally. properties of pa11icular importance must exhibit a high
,I original historic
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and
~

f'

.

building materials presenr and intact
r to be considered trlily distinctive within the 1iation
•
wide~ inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).

, types, interior
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building
spatial requirements,
•
-e.r during the period were
and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed
.., stylistic references
.,,.
executed in the Modern idiom: historical
were absent on houses constructed
during the
•
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
·'
precedent in exterior design
• and interior plan. While the mjlitary sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the A1111y, size
f
•
the resulting
limitations and costll criteria
established by Congress for military family housing inluenced
"
.... stock in terms of architectural expression
,,
housing
and interior design.

•

•

~

.

,

..

..

.

..

..

.• housing trends
Inventory conducted
at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
Ir
...
modification and
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous
alteration, the units no longer retain a high
degree
of
integrity
of
design
and
materials.
The buildings are
•
11
not substantially
distinctive
or
unique
within
the
.
i
nventory
of
civilian-sector
housing
and
neighborhoods.
'
No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Gordon.
•

.

-~

(

.,

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

1912 Goodman Drive

Building Number:

1912 Unit C

Neighborhood Name:

Gordon Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Po1..1red concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

Paired 1/1 lights

Style:

Ornamentation:

Minimalist Modern

No

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:
Fourplex

Townhouse:
no
yes li'.1

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
•
Exterior is all replacement materials. This includes the installation of standard-width horlz.ontal vinyl siding on exterior,
replacement of all windows and doors, and installation of faux• shutters on front elevation.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
The two,,storytownhouse, constructed In 1970, Is an u�mple of• follrplei ,ubtype ltM2SP. The exterior walls areclad rn vmyl. The sideijable roof is sheathed In asphalt shingles with
overhanging eaves. The four adjoining units are sited to follow the·rising ground. The second floor projectsslightly over the first floor.The entry contain•"-" alijminum door w�h a singl e glau
i
s deliRht.

•

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Exterior storage sheds attached to end elevation for end units or at rear of building for interior units.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

3

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Building 1912 is a fourplex constructed in 1970. First floor has vinyl, second floor has carpeting.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

In2005. an architectural survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon Te1,-ace,
-,.
,. the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
McNair
Terrace. and Olive Terrace was completed by
•
(CERL) (Smith and Stone2005). The survey was conducted as part of an architectural survey o f all Cold
War era buildings located at Fort Gordon.
Inventory forms were completed for each building subtype
•
•
in
the
neighborhoods.
The
surveyors
concluded
that
all
buildings
in
the
three
identified by CERL
"
...
neighborhoods had compromised
integrity due to installation of vinyl siding. replacement of all windows
and doors. and alterations to fencing of service yards.
✓

~

, years of age. The surveyors noted that the
At the time of the survey, the buildings were less than 50
' Criteria Consideration G for
buildings did not meet the qualities
• of exceptional significance applying
' that the buildings would "not become
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and re.commended
I•
eligible for the National Register when
of age due to a severe lack of integrity"'
"" they reach 50 years
\,,
(Smith
and Stone2005). The ,results were presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division serving•
\
of the report [i.e.. Vol. '4) that no historic properties
as the SHPO, who concurred
• with the '"conclusions
(above-ground)
at Fort Gordon are eligible for listing in the National Register of 1-1istoric Places.. in
"
correspondence dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division2005).

,.

..

.. '

.

-

..

..

..

• Time and Resource Integrity
Changes over
'.

..

!Ir'
Terrace as a fourplex townhouse in 1970 to house enlisted
Building I 927 was constructed in Gordon
personnel. The building adopted
a minimalist design aesthetic that comprised flat wall planes, wide roof
•
overhangs, and windows abutting the eaves.
to the pat1erning ofethe
• Minimal ornamentalion was "confined
, vinyl siding to all housing
original wood siding. The wholesale application of standard-width horizontal
'
program aHer2006 has concealed the
units' in the neighborhood as part of the housing modernization
1'
...
.,.
original siding of this building.
All windows have been changed to one-over-one-light
• units with
pronounced aluminum casings. Cun·ently windows
on
the
front
elevation
are
ornamented
"' with faux
'
shuners in an effo11 to add an element of architectural revivalism to the building. All doors currently are
metal units without windows.
~

..

...

~

'

~

..

..

Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. In select cases.
the combining of units resulted in modifications t o original floor plans. Despite;' exterior and interior
modifications over time, Vieh1am War Era buildings. associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain
sufficient integrity of association. feeling. location.
• and setting to convey their association with the
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations, the
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials and is not
sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in design and construction relative to the national inventory:
• the
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

~

•

-

Properties of Particular Importance

..

.,
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December2021 defines a Property
of Particular lrnrortance as one that is an

-

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and bt1ilding
,.
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant
design characteristics and original historic
..

building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory
-- (U.S. Depanment ofthe Army 2021:34).

-,:
,,...
.. sector
influenced popular expectations
for housing design,
building types. interior
The civilian housing
i,;
I
, constructed during the period -.vere
spatial requirements, and amenities.
Stylistically. many houses
•
"' '
in the Modern
executed
•
" idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed "during the
period. Award-wining residential designs ofthe period included those that firmly rejected historical
, to adopt design principles
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military
·,. sought
•
,,
"
... size
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War• Era "housing constructed by the Army.
..
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms ofarchitectural expression and interior design.

..

..

)

~

~

.. ..

Inventory conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
'• housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
, of integrity of design and materials. The bui Idings are
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree
not substantiaJly distinctive or unique within the inventory
"' of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Particular Importance
are present at Fo1i Gordon.
•"

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

1927 Goodman Drive

Building Number:

1927 Unit A

Neighborhood Name:

Gordon Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

Paired 1/1 lights

Ornamentation:

Style:
Minimalist Modern

No

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:
Fourplex

Townhouse:
yes

J
(i1

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
Exterior is all replacement materials. This includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding on exterior,
replacement of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
The two-story townhouse. conslructedin 1970, is an example ol a lotlrplex subtype lEMISP, a revision of the 1964 Design Folio.The exterior walls are clad 1n vinyl with brick ends. The
sid"'llabl e roof is sheathed 1n asphalt shmgie, with over�anglng eaves. The second floor projectBlightly over the first floor. The entry contan,
i an aluminum door with a slhgl� glass sldellgl\t,

"

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Exterior storage sheds at rear of building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

5

4

Describe any interior alterations:
Building 1927 originally was a fourplex. Units A and B were reconfigured into a single 5 bedroom unit with two kitchen areas, two
stairways, and five bedrooms. Other alterations include the installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and carpeting on second
floor.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous investigations

..

In 200:5, an architectural survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods
• of Gordon Terrace.
McNair Terrace, and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted as part ofan architectural survey of all Colu
War era buildings located at Fort Gordon. Inventory forms were completed for each building subtype
, CERL in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
identified by
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding, replacement of all windows
and doors, and alterations to fencing of service yards.

, years of age. The surveyors noted• that the
At the time of the survey, the buildings were less than 50
buildings did 11ot meet the qualities of exceptional significance applying Criteria Consideration G for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would "not become
eligible for the National Register when they reach 50 years of age due to a sevet·e lack of integrity"
(Smith and Stone 2005). The results were presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division
serving
•
L
no historic properties
as the SHPO, who concu1Ted with the ·'conclusions of the report [i.e.. Vol. 4] that
(above-ground) at Fort Gordon are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places'· in
correspondence dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division 2005).
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity
Building 1950 was constructed in Gordon Terrace as a fourplex townhouse in 1970 to house enlisted
personnel. The building adopted a minimalist design aesthetic that comprised flat wall planes, wide roof
overhangs. and windows abutting the eaves. Minimal ornamentation was confined to the patterning of the
original wood siding. The wholesale application of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding to all housing
units in the neighborhood as part of the housing modernization program after 2006 has concealed the
original siding of this building. All windows have been changed
> to one-over-one-light units with
pronounced aluminum casings. Currently windows on the front elevation are ornamented with faux
shutters in an effort to add an element of architectural revivalism to the building. All doors cqJTently are
metal units without windows.
Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures. and appliances. In select cases.
the combining of units resulted in modifications to original floor plans. Despite exterior and interior
modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods retain
sufficient integrity of association, feeling. location, and setting to convey their association with the
conflict i1J Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations, the
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials and is not
sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in design and construction relative to the national inventory; the
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
Properties of Particular Jmportance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Pa11icular lmporrance as one that is an
Army Vietllam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally, propei1ies of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic

..

..

..

• nation
building materials present and intact
" to be considered truly distinctive within the
•
• the Army 2021 :34).
wide inventory (U.S. Depattment •of

..

..

c.The civilian housing sector influenced popular
expectations for housing
design. building rypes, interior
..L
,. constructed duri11g the period..: were
spatial reqt1irements. and amenities. Stylistically. many houses
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constnicted during the
l
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period
finnly rejected historical
• included those that
I
t
..
~
"-' principles
precedent in e>..'terior design and interior
plan.
While
the
military
sought
to
adopt
design
T
I
•
'
"
advanced... by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
II
a influenced the resulting
limitations and cost criteria established
by Congress for mili1ary family housing
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

'

~

..

y

.

...

..

-

"

..

,Inventory conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
• housing trend�
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
,l;,,
alteration.
the units no longer
of design and materials. The buildings are
~
• retain a high degree of integrity
'
'"
not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing
and neighborhoods.
••
I
No Properties
of Particular Importance are present at Fort Gordon.
·~

•

•

..

I

..

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

-

Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

1950 Story Drive

Building Number:

1912 Unit A

Neighborhood Name:

Gordon Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe
•

Aluminum

Paired 1/1 lights

Style:

Ornamentation:

Minimalist Modern

No

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:
Fourplex

Townhouse:
yes fll
no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
materials. This includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding on exterior,
Exterior is all replacement
•
replacement of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here�

Building description:
The two•story townhouse, constructed
on 1970, is an example or a rourplex, subtype IIIEMSB2SP, a revision of thee 1964 Design folio. The exterior walls are clad In vinyl. The side-gable roof ,s
T
sheathed rn asphalt shlngles with overhanging eaves. The fou, adjoining unit• are srted to follow the rising eround. The ,econd fioor projects slightly 011e, the first floor. The entry contains an
aluminum door wlth a sinjle alass sidelight.

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Exterior storage shed attached to end elevation for end units or at rear of building for interior units.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

3

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Building 1950 is a fourplex constructed in 1970. First floor has vinyl, second floor has carpeting.

Attach photos below:

-

Previous Investigations
t<In 2005, an architectural survey with evaluation
of the buildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon Terrace.
I
McNair Yerrace. and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction Engineering
Ill Research Laboratory
(CERL) (Smith and Stohe 2005). The sl.lrvey was conducted as part of an architectural survey of all Cold
,.
Inventory forms were completed for each building subtype
War era buildings located at Fort Gordon.
>
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings
'I in the three
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding, replacement of all windows
... fencing of service yards.
and doors, and alterations to

.

.

.

~

.

#
JI
I
At the time of the survey. the
buildings
were less than
50 years of age. The surveyors noted that• the
#
'
buildings did not meet the qualities of exceptional significance applying Criteria Consideration G for
,.
• -c::
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would .. not become
of
integrity"
eligible for the National Register
when they reach 50 years of age due• to a severe
lack
•
•
....
(Smith and Stone 2005). The resul!s were presented
to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division serving
",y
'> properties
Ii
as the SHPO. who concurred with the '·conclusions of the report [i.e.,
4) that no historic
• Vol.
C,
... Historic Places'' in
(above-ground) at Fort Gordon are eligible for listing in the National
Register of
•
correspondence dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia
Historic Preservation
Division
2005).
•

.

.

.

~

~

.

~

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity
Building 1952 was constructed
• in Gordon Terrace as a fourplex townhouse in 1970 to house enlisted
personnel: the building currently is
J a t1iplex. The building adopted a minimalist design aesthetic that
comprised flat wall planes
wide
roof
overhangs, and windows abutting "'the eaves. Minimal ornamentation
.
r
confined
to
the
patterning
of
the
original
wood siding. The wholesale application of standard-width
was
horizontal vinyl siding to all housing llllits in the neighborhood as paJt of the housing moderniz.ation
II.
program after 2006
has concealed
the original siding of this building. All -windows have been changed to
•
\
one-over-one-light units with pronounced aluminum
casings. Currently windows on the front elevation
"' to the
are ornamented with faux shutters in an effort to add an element of
... revivalism
• architectural
building. All doors currently •are metal units without windows.
•

...

•

~

.

I

.-

.

..

.

~

-

... cases.
Interior modifications generally consist of
• replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances. ln select
,.
the combining of units resulted in modifications to original floor plans. Despite exte1-ior and interior
and neighborhoods retain
...
modifications over time, Vietnam ...Wai; Era buildings, associated outbuildings,
... feeling, location. and setting to convey their association with the
... association.
sufficient integrity of
•• Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations. the
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials and is not
" distinctive or distinguishable in design and construction relative to the national inventory:
,• the
sufficiently
•
housing is therefore not
• considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

.

.

~

..

-

Properties of Particular Importance
~

..,. War Era Housing issued in December 202 l defines a Property
The Program Comment
Plan for Vietnam
•
• •
•
•'
of Parricular Importance as one that is an

•

Am1y Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally.
prope11ies of particular importance must exhibit a high
•
,,. design characteristics''and original historic
degree of imegrity with enough
• significant

• the nation
•
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive
• within
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types. interior
..
spatial requirements.
and amet,ities. Stylistically. many houses constructed
during the period were
•
, during the
executed in the Modern idiom; historical
stylistic
references
were
absent
on
houses constructed
..
"'
.,
period. Award-wining
residential designs of the period •included
those that• firmly rejected historical
•
•
,- plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
precedent in exterior design and interior
•"
,.
,,
'
... size
advanced by the civilian architectural
sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army,
t
"'
~,. established by~ Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
I
limitations
and cost criteria
C'
"
,. in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
.,.
housing
stock

..

-

"1,

4

..

.

~

~

..

I

..

I

., civilian-sector housing trends
Inventory conducted at Fo11 Gordon confirmed that the military followed
r·I
distinctive
or
unique
housing.
Due
to
continuous
modification
and
and did not construct substantially
•
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The buildings are
'
..
not substantially
distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
• housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Particular lmportat1ce are present at Fort Gordon.
\-I

~

~

~

..

~

'

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

1952 Story Drive

Building Number:

'a •.
1952
Unit A-B

Neighborhood Name:

Gordon Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR

.

Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation
Material:
•

.
Roof Type:

Two

Sia b-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

...

Aluminum

Paired 1/1 lights

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Split-level

Fourplex

..

• I
Minimalist
Modern

Townhouse:
yes �

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:

•

Exterior is all replacement materials. This includes the installation of standard-width
horizontal vinyl siding on exterior,
r
replacement of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation.

".

..

,J,.,
•
Provide additional
notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

.

.

....

I I lo vlrwl. The side-gable roof Is sheathed
The two-story, split-level townhouse, constructed in 1970, Is an eiampte of a fourplex, subtype EM12U. The exterior walls are clad
W projects
JI IP
'
sltghtly over the first floor. The entry contains an a(u.mlnum door with a slngle glass sidelight.
in asphalt shfngles with overhanging eaves. The second floor

,

-

'.•

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Exterior storage sheds at rear of building between units.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

5

4

Describe any interior alterations:
Units A and B in Building 1952 were reconfigured into a single unit; original fourplex is now a threeplex. Continuous interior
upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and carpeting and kitchen redesign.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous r nvestigations
In 2005. an architectural survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon Terrace.
McNair Terrace, and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
(CERL) (S111ith and Stone 2005 ). The survey was conducted as pari of an architectural survey of all Cold
War era buildings located at Fort Gordon. Inventory forms were completed for each building subtype
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding, replacement of all windows
and doors, and alterations to fencing of service yards.
At the time of the survey, the buildings were less than 50 years of age. The surveyors noted that the
bui Idings did not meet the qualities of exceptional significance applying Criteria Consideration G for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would "not become
eligible for the National Register when they reach 50 years of age due to a severe lack of integrity''
(Smith and Stone 2005). The results were presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division serving
as the SHPO. who concurred with the '·conclusions ofethe report [i.e., Vol. 4] that no historic properties
(above-groLJnd) at Fort Gordon are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places'· in
correspondence dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division 2005).
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity
Building 2010 was constructed Olive Terrace in 1975 to house senior enlisted personnel. The building is a
one-story duplex that originally was clad wood shake panels. The two-story duplex adopted a minimalist
design aesthetic that comprised a central section with offset side wings. wide roof overhangs. and
windows abutting the eaves. The wholesale applicatio1J of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding to all
housing units after 2006 has concealed the original siding of this building. All windows have been
changed to one-over-one-light units with pronoullced all1mi1tum casings. Currently windows on the front
elevation are ornamented with faux shutters in an effort to add an element of architectural revivalism to
the building. A II doors currently are metal units without windows.
Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. Despite exterior
and interior modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings. and
neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association. feeling, location. and setting to convey their
association with military family housing constructed to support the confiict in Vietnam and NRHP
significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials and is not sufficiently distinctive or
distinguishable in design and construction relative to the national inventory; the housing is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is a11
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and bui!ding
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic

...

". present and intact to be considered truly
building materials
... distinctive within the nation
of
the
Anny
2021
:34).
wide inventory ( U.S. Department
I

'

..

... for housing;, design,• building
The civilian housing sector innuenced popular expectations
types, imerior
,..
t
... were
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during
the period
.,
Ii
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references
were absent on houses
constructed
" during the
,
.,
period. Award-wining
residential
designs
of
the
period
included
those
that
firmly
rejected
historical
• I
.. f
,..
precedent
in exterior design
and
interior
plan.
While
the
military
sought
to
adopt
design
principles
t
, constructed by the Army, size
.. •architectural sector
advanced by the civilian
for Vietnam War Era housing
limitations
and
cost
criteria
established
by
Congress
for
military
family
housing innuenced the resulting
"
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

~

..

"

..
..

....

..

•

• housing trends
Inventory conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
.. or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
and did not construct substantially distinctive
,.
talteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The buildings
are
"
not
substantially
distinctive
or
unique
within
the
inventory
of
civilian-sector
housing
and
neighborhoods.
••
•
No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Gordon.

..

..

....

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

2010 Tulip Court

Building Number:

2010 B

Neighborhood Name:

Olive Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

One

Slab�on-grade

Poured concrete

Side
• gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

Paired 1/1-light
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex

Townhouse:
yes 0
no llJ
Describe any exterior alterations:
All exterior materials are replaced. This includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding on exterior, replacement
of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation,

...

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
The one-story duplex is clad in vinyl siding. The side-gable roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles. The door has a
single sidelight. A central carport spans the center of the building. Trash corrals are in front of the house.

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Attached shed for exterior storage in front. Service yard in front.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

,
Previous Jnvestigations

..

...

In 2005, an architectural survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon Terrace.
McNair Terrace, and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted as part of an architectural survey of all Cold
War er-a buildings located at Fort Gordon. Inventory forms were completed for each building subtype
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods.
The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
•
...
r
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation ofevi11yl siding. replacement of all windows
and doors, and alterations to fencing of service.• yards.

-

At the time of the survey. the buildings were less than 50 years of age. The surveyors noted that the
buildings did not meet the qualities of exceptional significance applying Criteria Consideration G for
listing in the National Register
of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would '"not become
•
,
eligible
for the National Register when they reach 50 years of age due to a severe lack of integrity''
(Smith and Stone 2005). The results were presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division serving
,l
of the repo11 [i.e .. Vol. 4] that no historic properties
as the SHPO. who concurred with the --conclusions
(above-ground) at Fo11 Gordon are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places'' in
correspondence dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division 2005).

:
Changes
over Time and Resource Integrity

...

,.
. • Olive Terrace in 1975 to house senior enlisted personnel.
2084 was constructed
The building is a
Building
'
.
two-story duplex that originally was clad horizontal "hardwood' boards. The two-story dl1plex adopted
a
'
"'
minimalist design aesthetic that comprised a modest cen1er block with off-set side wings, wide roof
•
overhangs. and windows abutting the eaves. The wholesale application of standard-width horizontal vinyl
'\
siding to all housing
units after 2006
has concealed the original siding of this building.
All windows have
...
r
I
, units with pronounced aluminum casings. Currently
been changed to one-over-one-light
windows on the
•
I.
...
of
with
faux
shutters
in
an
effort
to
add
an
element
archi1ectural
revivalism
front elevation are ornamented
•
"
to the building. AII doors currently are metal units without windows.

..

.

..

...

...

~

..

Interior modifications generally consisr of replacement finishes.
Despite exterior
• fixtures. and appliances.
I\.
• over time, Vietnam War
•
outbuildings, and
and interior modifications
" Era buildings, associated
',.
neighborhoods retain
sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location. and setting to convey
• their
association
with
the
conflict
in
Vietnam
and
NRHP
significance
under
Criterion
A.
Due
to modifications
•
'l..
•and
• alterations.
• • the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials
and is not sufficiently distinctive
• or distinguishable in design and construction relative to the natiot1al
.... ' under Criterion C.
inventory; the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP

..

~

..

.

.

Properties of Particular Importance

.

~
2021
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December
' defines a Property
..
C
of Particular Importance
as one that is an
'
,I/!

-

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector
• housing an neighborhoods from this period.
,.
substantiaJly distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction.
" and building
materiaJs
used.
Additionally,
properties
of
particular
importance
must
exJ1ibit
a high
'.
degree of integrity
with
enough
significant
design
characteristics
and
original
historic
'!'
bui Iding materials present and intact
to
be
considered
truly
distinctive
within
the
t1ation
•
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Anny 2021 :34).

.
~

...,

The civilian housing
for housing design, building types. interior
•
" ' , sector influenced popular expectations
ti
spatial
requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
•
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
L
precedent in exterior design
and intet·ior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
It
I>
advanced by the civilian
sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed
by the Anny. size
I · architectural
c.. military
• family housing influenced the resulting
limitations
and cost
by Congress for
''
f' criteria established
L • lo.
'
~
... expression
housing stock in terms of architectural
and interior design.
~
•

..

~

...

...

..

,.. conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
Inventory
and did not construct substantially distinctive
• or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer
retain
a
high
degree of integrity
... :r are
-e• of design and materials. The buildings
"
I
not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of c1vilian-sector
housing and nei_ghborhoods.
No Properties of Particular lmpor1ance are present at Fort Gordon.

...

..

...

~

"

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

2084 Quince Court

Building Number:

2084

Neighborhood Name:

Olive Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof
• Type:

Two

Sia b-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung
- describe
"'

Aluminum

-

.

Paired 1/1-light

Style:

Ornamentation:

\
Minimalist
Modern

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Duplex

Townhouse:
yes

Describe any exterior alterations:

,.

..

....

D

no

[il

..

~
All exterior materials are replaced. This includes the installation of standard-width
horizontal
vinyl siding on exterior, replacement
I
r
'
of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation.

•

'

•

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

.

..

,
The one-story
duplex is clad in vinyl s1ding. The side gable roof is sheathed 1n asphalt shingles. The door has a single sidelight. A long fixed window is
,- the build[ng.
located above the doorway and in the projecting stair hall
... on the side elevation. A central carport spans the cente.r of
, Trash corrals are
in front of the house.

'

.•

.

',

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Attached shed for exterior storage in front. Service yard in front.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

3

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Wood lintel over rear door that is longer than current sliding doors in opening.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
ln 2005, an architectural
• • of Gordon Te1Tace.
• survey with evaluation of the buildings in the ,neighborhoods
J •
McNair Terrace. and Olive Terra-ce
was
completed
by
the
Construction
Engineering
Research Laboratory
•
'
...
.. The• survey was conducted
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005).
as pa11 of an architectural survey of all Cold
... Gordon.., Inventory forms were completed for each building subtype
War era buildings, located at Port
i •
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods. The
surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation •of vinyl siding, replacement
of all windows
I t
,,
and doors, and alterations to
~ fencing of service yards.

..

~

..

,

#

.

..

At the time ofrhe survey. the buildings were less than 50 years
• that the
• of age. The surveyors noted
buildings did not meet the qualities of exceptionaJ
applying Criteria Consideration G for
• significance
..
,.
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would '·not become
ts
•
eligible
Register when they reach
of age
• due to a severe lack of integrity"
• for the National
•
• 50 years
(Smith and Stone 2005). The results were presented to the Georgia Historic
Preservation
Division
serving
'
[i.e.,
Vol.
4]
that
no
historic
properties
as the SHPO, who concun·ed with the ··conclusions of the report
•
(above-ground) at Fort Gordon are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places'' in
correspondence
dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division 2005).
•

,.

.

--

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity
Building 751 was constructed in l 966 for junior officers; its design was based on the 1964 Design Folio.
The two-story, single-family dwelling adopted a minimalist design aesthetic that comprised flat wall
planes, an asymmetrical roof with wide overhangs, and a band of windows along the eave on the front
elevation. Minimal ornamentation was confined to the patterning of the original "hardboard"
• wood siding.
The \¥holesale application of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding to all housing units as part of the
housing modernization program after 2006 has concealed the original siding of this building. Many
windows have been changed to one-over-one-light units with pronounced aluminum casings. Cu1Tently
.. to add an element of
windows on the front elevation are ornamented withI faux shutters in an effort
architectural revivalism to the building. All doors cun·ently are metal units without windows.
•

•

I

I

..

Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances. Despite exterior
and interior modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings, assoc.iated outbuildings. and
.,
neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to
• convey their•
association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications
•
and alterations, the housing_ generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials
or distingttishable
and is not sufficiently distinctive
• in design and construction relative to the national
"
the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
inventory;
•

..

..

•

Properties of Particular Importance

.

..

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December,. 202 I defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally. properiies of particular importance
must exhibit a high
•
.,.
degree of integrity with enough significant
design
characteristics
and original historic
I
•

•

building materials present and• intact to be considered.. truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army
•• 2021 :34).

..

•
The civilian
housing sector influenced popular ex"])ectations
• for housing design. building types. interior
••
spatial requirements. and
many houses constructed during the period were
• amenities. Stylistically,
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
l Ii< housing constructed by the Army, size
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era
..
.• established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
limitations and cost criteria
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

Inventory conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The buildings are
not substantially
distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing
and neighborhoods.
f
•
No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Gordon.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

751 Carter Circle

Building
' Number:

751

Neighborhood Name:

•McNair Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Other - describe
Asymmetrical gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

1/1 lights and fixed windov,a

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Other - ••
describe

No

Single family

Single family

Contemporary

,
Townhouse:
yes

D

Describe any exterior alterations:

no

0

All exterior materials are replacements. This includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding on exterfor,
"'
replacement of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:
Carport across front.

,I
Building description:

The two-story house is clad in vinyl. The building is IVFGOl in the 1964 Design Folio. The asymmetrical roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles. The windows are
located below the eave line. TWo windows are 1/1 ilght wlndows. Other windows appear to be fixed, A carport spans about one-half of the front elevation.

.

•

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Detached shed in rear of building

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

3

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of carpeting and kitchen redesign.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
The living room is two stories in height. The second story is reached by an open staircase with a metal
baluster.
Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
In 2005, an architectural survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon Terrace.
McNair Terrace. and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted as part of an architectural survey of all Cold
War era buildings located at Fon Gordon. Inventory forms were completed for each building subtype
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding. replacement of all windows
and doors, and alterations to fencing of service yards.

"

At the time of the survey, the bllildings were less than 50 yeats of age. The surveyors noted that the
buildings did not meet the qualities of exceptional significance applying Criteria Consideration G for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would "'not become
., of integrity''
eligible for the National Register when they reach 50 years of age due to a severe lack
(Smith and Stone 2005). The results were presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division serving
as the SHPO, who concurred with the ··conclusions of the report [i.e.. Vol. 41 that no historic properties
(above-ground) at Fo11 Gordon are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places"' in
...
Division 2005).
correspondence dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation

..

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

..

Building 752 was constructed in J 966 for junior officers; its design was •based on the 1964 Design Fulio.
The two-story duplex adopted a minimalist design aesthetic that comprised flat wall planes. a symmetrical
roof with wide overhangs, and windows abutting tJ1e eaves. Minimal ornamentation was confined to the
patterning of the original '·hardboard'" wood siding. The wholesale application of standard-width
horizontal vinyl siding ro all housing units after 2006 has concealed the original siding of this building.
All windows have been changed to one-over-one-light units with pronounced aluminum casings.
Currently windows on the front elevation are ornamented with faux
• shutters in an effort to add an element
of architectural revivalism to
the
building.
All
doors
currently
are
metal units without windows.
•
Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances. Despite exterior
and interior modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings. and
neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association. feeling, location. and setting to convey their
...
association with the conflict in Vietnam andNRHP significance
under Criterion A. Due to modifications
and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials
and is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in design and construction relative to the national
inventory; the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction, and building.
materials used. Additionally, propen,es of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
ouilding materials present and intact to be considered truly distlnctive within the nalion
�vide inventory (U.S. Department of the Anny 2021 :34).

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, bL1ilding types. interior
•
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modem idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
.., period included those that firmly rejected historical
period. Award-winillg residential• designs of the
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design
.... principles
advanced by the civilian architecwral sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the .resulting
housing srock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

.

#
military followed
civilian-sector housing trends
fnventory conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the
•
.,.
.,
and did
not
construct
substantially
distinctive
or
unique
housing.
Due
to
continuous
"' modification and
"
•
the
units
no
longer
retain
a
high
degree
of
integrity
of
design
and
materials.
The buildings are
alteration.
t
not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighuorhoods.
No Properties of Par1icular Importance are present at Fort Gordon.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

752 Carter Circle-

Building Number:

752

Neighborhood Name:

McNair Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

1/1 lights and long windows

Style:

Ornamentation:

Other - describe

No

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:
Duplex

Contemporary

Townhouse:
yes D
no

lij

Describe any exterior alterations:
All exterior materials are replacements. This includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding on exterior,
replacement of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:
Each unit has a separate carport with space for a single car.

Building description:
The two-story house js clad in vinyl, The building is IVFG02 ln the 1964 Design Folio. The side-gable 1oof is sheathed In asphalt shingles. The windo,11s are located below the
eave llhe. Two wtodows are 1/1 light windows. The long window has been altered to 2/2 lights. Carports are located at either ends of the front of the building,

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Detached shed in rear of building

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

3

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
The second story is reached by an open staircase with a metal baluster to the turning.

Attach photos below:

Pre'1ious Investigations

In 2005, an architectural survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon Terrace.
Mc Nair Terrace, and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction Engineering Research
• Laboratory
,.
...
J
)I:
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005).
• The survey was conducted as part
I:" ofean architectural survey of all Cold
"
Gordon.
Inventory
forms
were
completed for each building subtype
War era buildings located at Fort
•
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
neighborhoods
;;:
' • had compromised integrity,, due to installation of vinyl siding, replacement of all windows
and doors. and alterations to fencing of service yards.
~

~

~

,.

At the time of the survey,
,�ere less than 50 years of age. The surveyors noted that the
~
• the buildings
buildings did not meet the qualities of exceptional significance
Consideration G for
r
• applying
•
• Criteria
II
the
buildings
would "not become
'~·
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and recommended that
"
eligible for the National Register when they reach 50 years of age due to a severe lack of integrity··
J,
(SmithI and Stone 2005). The results
were" presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division serving
as the SHPO. who concuITed with the "conclusions of the report [i.e., Vol. 4] that no historic prope11ies
..,. Places•· in
,. Historic
(above-ground) at '"Fort Gordon are eligible
of
C
•• for" listing in the National Register
correspondence't dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division' 2005).
~

.

.

~

.

..

~

-

...

,.

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

Building 761 was constructed as a sixple.x townhouse in 1966 to house junior officers; its design was
.., Folio. The building
based on the 1964 Design
adopted a minimalist design aesthetic that comprised flat
... and•windows abutting the
~
wall planes, wide roof overhangs,
eaves. Minimal ornamentation was confined
l
to the patterning
of
the
original
wood
siding.
siding
based
on drawings was ve11ical on the
...
;,, The original
...
;
r
•
first story and horizontal on the second story. The wholesale application of standard-width horizontal
"<;.I.
vinyl siding to all housing
units in the neighborhood as part of the housing modernizatioh program after
t
have been changed to one-over-one
2006 has concealed the original siding of this building. All. windows
• Currently windows on the front elevation are ornamented
light units with pronounced aluminum casings.
with faux shutters in an effort to add an element of architectural revivalism to the building. All doors
currently are metal units without windows.

'

I![

-

....
.

~

.

i;i,o

T

•

...

-

.

-

~

..

modifications generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances. In select cases.
Interior
'
the combining of units resulted in modifications
to original floor plans. Despite exterior and interior
...
•
modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings. associated
outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain
•
,. location, and setting to convey their association with the
sufficient integrity of association,
feeling.
" •
....• NRHP
' significance
,
"
conflict in Vietnam and
under Criterion
A. Due •to modifications and alterations, the
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials and is not
.;:.
sufficiently
or distinguishable in design and construction relative to the national inventory: the
• ... distinctive
housing is therefore not .considered
eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
'

.

..

.

.

..

Properties of Particular... Importance

• issued in December 2021 defines a Property
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing
of Particular lmportanee as one that is an
~

.

.

,
Army Vietnam
War Era housrng or neighborhoods
that are, in the context of the nation
T
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
'
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction,
• 'f and building
...
...
materials used. Additionally, properties of pa11icular importance must exhibit a high
~

~

.

~

...

.

..

degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics .and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory {U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).

'.

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses
constructed during the period were
•
executed
during the
• in the Model'fl idiom; hjstorical stylistic references were absent
• on houses constructed
"
...
Award-wining
residential
designs
of
the
period
included
those
that
firmly
rejected
historical
period.
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
•
and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
limitations
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

Inventory conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military followed civiHan-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The buildings are
not substantially distinctive
• or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Gordon.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

.

Installation Name:

.,. ..,
Fort Gordon

Building Address:

761 Walnut Court

Building Number:

761 Unit F

Neighborhood Name:

McNair Terrace
'i •

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-gr�de

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior
• Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung.,. - describe

Aluminum

Paired 1/1 lights

Style:

Ornamentation:

Minimalist Modern

..No'

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:
Sixplex

Townhouse:
yes �
no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:

.

,

Exterior is all replacemeht materials. This includes the installation
of
horizontal vinyl siding on exterior,
&
I standard-width
"·
•
'
replacement of all .,t
windows
and doors, and installation of faux shutters
on front elevation.

"'

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

...

\I es ,11ith
Th• two-story constructed In l966, 15 a n example or an eightplex ICGO2 from 1964 Design Folio. The exterior walls ore clad in vinyl. The side-gable roof js $heathed in asphalt shingl
overhanging eave<. The second floor projects s0g�tly over the first floor. Th• units are sited to accom,nodate rising ground, The entry contains an aluminum door'with a single glass sidelight.

. ..

•

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
External detached storage shed in rear.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

3

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Unit has an enclosed kitchen with a pass-through cut with no pocket door between the kitchen and dining
room space. The stairway leading to the second story has 6" wood studs "grille" between stairs and living
room space.
Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

..

..

..

In 2005, an architectural survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods of• Gordon Terrace,
#McNair Terrace, and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
,
(CERL)
was conducted
as part of an architectural survey of all Cold
•
·'
' ' (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey
War era buildings located
at Fort Gordon. Jnventory forins
were
completed for each building subtype
r
•
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings in
• the three
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding, replacement of all windows
L
and doors. and alterations to fencing
of service yards.

..

I

.

..

~

4
At the time of the survey,
the buildings were less than 50 years of age. The surveyors noted that the
buildings
did
not
meet
the
qualities of exceptional significance applying Criteria Consideration
G for
•
•
.
.
t;
that
the
buildings
would
.not become
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and recommended
'
eligible for the National Register when they reach 50 ·;years of age due to a severe lack of integrity"
(Smith and Stone 2005). The results were presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division serving
., the report [i.e., Vol. 4) that no historic properties
p
as the SHPO. who concurred
with the '·conclusions
• of
,
t
for listing in the National Register of Historic Places·• in
(above-ground) at Fo11 Gordon are eligible
.,. Division 2005).
correspondence dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation
~

..

.

._

.

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

.

\
I,
Building, 771 was constructed
as an eightplex
townhouse in 1966 to house junior officers; its design was
based on the 1964 Design Folio. The building adopted a minimalist design aesthetict that comprised flat
4 the eaves. Minimal ornamentation was confined
wall planes, wide roof overhangs, and windows abutting
,i
to the patterning of the original wood siding. The original siding based on drawings was vertical ,on the
,.__,
first story and horizontal on the second story. The wholesale application of standard-width horizontal
J/IA
vinyl siding to all housing units', in the neighborhood as pai1 of the housing modernization program atier
2006 has concealed the original siding of this building.
I A II windows have been changed to one-over-one1ight units with pronounced aluminum casings. CurTently windows on the front elevation are ornamented
•
AII doors
with faux shutters in an effort to add an element of architectural revivalism to the building.
' "'
currently are metal units without windows.

•

~

..

j ,

..

,- modifications
Interior

....

~

-

~

..

..

generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures. and appliances. In select cases.
•
the combining of units resulted in modifications to original floor plans. Despite
exterior and interior
modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain
Ill
sufficient integrity
feeling, location,
and setting to convey their association with the
.. of association,
T'
'II
under
Criterion
A. Due to modifications
and alterations, the
conflict• in Viet11am and NRHP significance
•
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials and is not
sufficiently distinctive or
•• distinguishable in design
• and construction relative to the national inventory: the
therefore
not
considered
eligible
for
the
NRHP under Criterion C.
housing
is
•

.
.. '

..

...

'

.

..

•
Properties of Particular
Importance

.. ....

C. Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing
•
The Program
issued in December 2021 defines a Property
·'
•
...
of Particular
" Importance as one that is an

Anny Vietnam War Era housing
• or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
from this period,
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods
•
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
oh
.
materials used, Additionally, prope11ies ofo
• pa11icular importance must exhibit a high

..

'

degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics,.and original historic
L 11 the nation
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within
"
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021:34 ).

..

I
The civilian housing sector influencedI popular expectations
for housing design,
I •
• building,
' types, interior
{
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed
during the period were
+
.._,
I
t:
executed in the Moderh idiom; historical
constrncted during the
,,.: stylistic references were absent on houses
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
I
<
•., sought to adopt
, principles
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military
design
advanced by the civilian architectural
sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
•
4
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced
the resulting
,,
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

.

~-

~

,.,

'

..

...

Inventory conducted at Fort Gordon confinned that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
~
alteration, the' units no longer retain a high degree of integrity
of
I ,,,. are
• design and materials. The buildings
,,
;
a,.
L
...
not substantially distinctive 01' unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods.
'
No; Proper1ies of Particular Importance
are present at Fort Gordon.
..
~

.

-

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

771 Pecan Court

Building Number:

771 Unit G

Neighborhood Name:

McNair Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete
•

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

Paired 1/1 lights
Style:

Ornamentation:

Minimalist Modern

No

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:
Eightplex

Townhouse:
yes �

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
Exterior is all replacement materials. This includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding on exterior,
replacement of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation,

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
The !Wo-stary conmucted ,n 1966, Is -an example of-an els11tpleK ICGOl from 1964 De.sign Folio. The eKterior wall> are clad In vinyl.The side-gable roof Is ,heathed rn asphalt shingles with
overhanging eaves. The sec:ond fl'oor projects slightly over the Orst floor. The un,ts are sited to accommodate rising sround, A bnck parapet separates the two set, ortoUr Units. The entrv
contain, an �lup,inum door with a single gla.s,idellght,

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
External detached storage shed in front with trash corral.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Only two units were used to house residents who needed temporary housing during renovations. The remaining 6 units
were adapted as the Housing Partner offices until a new office was constructed. All units currently are used for storage.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Unit has an enclosed kitchen with a pass-through cut with pocket door between the kitchen and dining room
space. The stairway leading to the second story has 6" wood studs "grille" between stairs and living room
space.
Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
,.
ln 2005, an architectural
survey with evaluation of the buildings
... • in the neighborhoods of Gordon Terrace.
,
L
McNaii· Te1Tace, and Olive Ten-ace was completed by the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
~

.. ,..

.

•

' '

i:;
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted
as part ofan
archi1ectural survey of all Cold
<;
..
...
,
i,
War era buildings located at Fort Gordon. Inventory forms
were
completed
for each building
subtype
I t I~
•
.,
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
,
neighborhoods
had compromised integrity
<~ due to installation of vinyl siding, replacement of~ aJI windows
and doors, and alterations to fencing of service yards.

..

-

"

At the time of the survey, the buildings were less than 50 years of age. The surveyors noted that the
"' of exceptional significance applying
... Criteria
, did not meet the qualities
buildings
Consideration G for
'
..
listing in the National
Register of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would '"not become
•
Jii National Register when they reach 50 years of age due to a severe lack of integrity'·
eligible for the
(Smith and Stone 2005). The results were presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation
Division serving
•
g the report [i.e.. Vol. 4) that
as the SHPO. who concun-ed
with
the
"conclusions
of
no
historic
properties
;
•
..
(above-ground) at Fort Gordon are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
• Places" in
correspondence dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division
• 2005).

..

- ~

~

-

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

..

Building ~
800 was constructed McNair Terrace in 1975 to house junior officers. The building is a one
story duplex that originally was clad wood shake panels. The two-story duplex adopted a minimalist
L
I.
L
.J
aesthetic
that comprised a central section with offset side wings, wide roof overhangs.
and
design
c-.
windows abutting the eaves. The wholesale application of
vinyl siding. to
• standard-width horizontal
• all
a
housing units
after 2006 has concealed the original siding of this building. All windows have been
changed to one-over-one-light units with
.. windows on the front
"" pronounced aluminum casings. Cun-ently
,
elevation are ornamented with
faux shutters in an effort to add an element of architecturalA revivalism to
are metal units without windows.
the building. All doors cun-ently
•
"

..

...

..

.. ..

r, e)\1erior
Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances.
Despite
\
and interior modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings.
and
T
neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association. feeling, location. and
.. setting to convey their
....
association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance
under Criterion A. Due to modifications
~
and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials
I I
~
and is not sufficiently distinctive
or distinguishable in design and construction
relative to the national
!f
inventory; the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion
C.

-

..

..

~

..

..

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular lmpo11ance as one that is an

-

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
. design. method of construction, and building
substantially distinctive and unique in' their
materials used. Additionally.
of particular importance must exhibit a high
•
, enoughprope11ies
degree of integrity with
significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depanment
of the Army 2021 :34).
I.

..

..

.,

.

..

_....
, ,
influenced popular expectations
for housing
design, building types,
The civilian housing sector
interior
.•
"
4'
,. requirements,
ii
!II
spatial
and amenities.
Stylistically,
many
houses
constructed
during
the
period
were
~
r
•
;_
....
executed
in
were absent on houses
constructed during the
J..
,·historical sty I istic references
.L the Modem idiom:
T
period. A ward-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
,.
... plan. While the military sought :•to ,,.adopt
precedent in exterior design and interior
• design principles
,
,,
.,
-.: by the civilian architectural
advanced
sector' for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
,\0
.....
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing
influenced the resulting
,
housing stock in terms of architectural expression
' and interior design.

.

.

•

~-

•

.

'.

.

.

...

.

-

•

......

(, '

,,,

4
.r. housing
•
Inventory conducted
military followed
civilian-sector
trends
• at Fort Gordon confirmed that the
•
.,.
and did not construct substantially
distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
and
,.r
,.,
, and materials.
"'
the
units
no
longer
retain
a
high
degree
of
integrity
of
design
The
buildings are
alteration.
•
••
,.._
1.
,,
not substantially
or unique .....
within the inventory
housing
and
nei_ghborhoods.
'
,Idistinctive
r~ .. of civilian-sector
•
No Properties of Particular
. ,~ at Fort Gordon.
....
" •lmportance are present
~

.

~

..~

..... ..

...

"'

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

\
Building
Address:

800 Apple Court

Building Number:

:800

Neighborhood Name:

McNair
• Terrace

•

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation
Type:
' '\

:,
One

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

t
Exterior Cladding:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

,.
foundation
Material:
L
Poured concrete

Roof Type:

,
Side gable

Window Type:

Window Materials:

...
Double-hong
- describe

Aluminum

Paired 1/1-light
Style:

Minimalist Modern

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Ranch

Duplex

Townhouse:

yes

D

no �

Describe any exterior alterations:
fAll exterior materials
are replaced. This includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding•on exterior, replacement
of all windows and doors, and installation of
" faux shutters on front elevation.

.

. .

....
Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

,.
The one-story
duplex is clad in vinyl siding. The side-gable roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles. A central
carport spans the center of the building.
,. Trash corrals are in front of\ the house.

.

Ancillary Buildings:
Service yard

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Service yard in front.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

In 2005, an architectural survey with evaluation ofthe buildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon Terrace,
McNair Terrace. and Olive Terrace was completed by the Constrnction Engineering Research Laboratory
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted as part of an architectural survey of all Cold
War era buildings located at Fort Gordon. Inventory forms were completed for each building subtype
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding, replacement of all windows
and doors, and alterations to fencing of service yards.
At the time of the survey. the buildings were less than 50 years of age. The surveyors noted that the
buiI dings did not meet the qualities of exceptional significance applying Criteria Consideration G for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would ··not become
eligible for the National Register when they reach 50 years of age due to a severe lack of integrity''
(Smith and Stone 2005). The results were presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division serving
as the SHPO, who coucurred with the ··conclusions of the report [i.e.. Vol. 4] that no historic properties
(above-ground) at Fort Gordon are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places" in
correspondence dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division 2005).
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

Building 814 was constructed McNair Terrace in 1975 to house junior officers. The building is a two
sto1y duplex that originally was clad horizontal "hardwood"' boards. The two-story duplex adopted a
minimalist design aesthetic that -comprised a modest center block with off-set side wings,
, wide roof
overhangs. and windows abutting the eaves. The wholesale application of standard-width horizontal vinyl
siding to all housing units after 2006 has concealed the original siding of this building. All windows have
been changed to one-over-one-light units with pronounced aluminum casings. Currently windows on the
front elevation are ornamented with faux shutters in an effort to add an element of architectural revivalism
to the building. All doors currently are metal units without windows.

-

Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures. and appliances. Despite exterior
and interior modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings. and
neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling. location. and sening to convey their
association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications
and altemtions, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials
and is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in design and construction relative to the national
inventory; the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Propert.V
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide invent0ry of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. A ward-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector
• for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing infh1enced the resulting
housing
• stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

•

Inventory conducted at Fort Gordon con.finned that •the military followed civilian-sector
• hotising trends
did
not
construct
substantially
distinctive
or
unique
housing.
Due
to
continuous
modification
and
and
•
,•
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The buildings are
not substantially distinctive
or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
• r.l
No Properties of Particular Importance are present a1 Fo11 Gordon.

•

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

814 Birch Court

Building Number:
...

814 Unit B

Neighborhood Name:

,,
lMcNair Terrace
..,

...

.

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured .concrete
•-•

•
Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:
•

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Double-hung - describe

...
Aluminum

Paired 1/1-light

...
Ornamentation:

Style:

,
Minimalist Modern

Dwelling Type:

No

Type of Unit:
Duplex

Townhouse:
•,
,.
__
yes D
no fiJ
~

. .., any exterior alterations:
Describe

,..

..

~

~

.....

,' materials are replaced. This Includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl siding on exterior,
,~
replacement
All exterior
~
•
of all windows
and
doors,
and
installation
of
faux
shutters
on
front
elevation.
Ir
'

..,.

•

.

,,. exterior
Provide additional notes on the. building
'• here:

Building description:

..

The two-story duplex ls clad in vfnyl sidfng. The side-gable roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles. The door h<.1s a single sidelight. A
long fixed window is located over the doorway and a similar window is located in a stair hall that projects from the end of the
building. A central carport spans the center of the building. A storage shed and a trash corral is in front of the unit.

.•

Ancillary Buildings:
Shed

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Attached shed for exterior storage in front. Service yard in front.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

3

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

..

Previous Investigations

.

In 2005, an architectural survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods• of Gordon Ten-ace.
.....
McNair Terrace, and Olive Terrace was completed
• by the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005).
• an
• architectural survey of all Cold
• The survey was conducted
• as part of
,.
War era buildings located at Fort Gordon. Inventory forms were completed for each building
• subtype
j
..,, The surveyors concluded
identified by GERL in the neighborhoods.
that all buildings in the three
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding, replacement of all windows
and doors,f and alterations to fencing of service yards.

'

~

~

..

f

..

..

A t the time of the survey. the buildings were less than 50 years of age. The surveyors noted that the
' applying Criteria Consideration G for
#
buildings
did not meet the qualities of exceptional
significance
<
'
•
listing in the National
Register of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would "not become
",
., of integrity......n.
eligible for the National Register when they reach 50 years of age due to a severe 1ack
,
...
(Smith and Stone 2005). The results were presented
to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division serving
,.
.....
...
as the SHPO. who concurred with the '·conclusions 'of the report [i.e., Vol. 4] that no historic properties
... Gordon are eligible for listing• in the National Register of Historic Places1' in
(above-ground) at Fort
I\
correspondence
(Georgia Historic Preservation Division 2005).
• dated 3 August 2005

. ...

..

..

..

•

..

'

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity
Building 830 was constructed McNair Terrace in 1975 to house junior officers. The building is a one
'
story duplex that originally was clad wood shake panels. The two-story duplex adopted a minimalist
.... aesthetic that comprised a central section with offset side wings, wide roof overhangs,,, and
design
windows abutting the eaves. The wholesale application of.. standard-width
horizontal vinyl siding to all
'
housing units after 2006 has concealed the original siding of this building. All windows have been
•
I
changed to one-over-one-light units with pronounced aluminum casings.
Currently windows
• on the front
witJ1 faux shutters in an effort to add an element of architectural revivalism to
elevation are ornamented
'
are metal units without
windows.
the building. A II doors cul1"ently
•
~
~

..

~

~

~

~

..

Cl
Interior• modifications generally consist of replacement
finishes. fixtures, and appliances. Despite exterior
and interior modifications
over
time,
Vietnam
War
Era
buildings, associated outbuildings. and
•
'
0
neighborhoods
and setting to convey their
• retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling.' location,
-4' ~
association with the conflict
in
Vietnam
and
NRHP
significance
under
Criterion
A. Due 10 modifications
• ...
, ' retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials
and alterations. the housing
gellerally no longer
,
and is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable •in design and construction relative to the national
inventory; the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

.

-

..

..

•

~

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one tllat is an
Anny Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
substantially distinctive and unique in their desif,'11, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties ofnpa11icular importance must exhibit
• a high
,
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
\
...
building materials
present and intact to be considered truly distinctive
within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depaitment of the Army 2021 :34).

I
The civilian housing sec1or influenced popular expec1a1ions for housing design. building types,
interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
executed
in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
•
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military
sought to
t
• adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Viet11am
• War Era housing constTucted by the Anny, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

,

•

..

-

..

.

Inventory conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing.
• Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The buildings are
not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
• housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Gordon,

....

...

'

Army Vietnam War Era. Housing Historic Context•
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

-.·

Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Building Address:

830 Ginger Court

Building Number:

830

Neighborhood Name:

<#
,
McNair
Terrace

.

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

One

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Window Type:
,
4 •
Double-hung
- describe

Roof Type:
' I
Side gable

•

Window Materials:
Aluminum

Paired 1/1-light
Style:

Ornamentation:

Minimalist Modern

No

... of Unit:
Type

Dwelling Type:
4.
Ranch

Duplex

Townhouse:
I •
yes D
no (i'.'.1
Describe any exterior alterations:

·-

.

l
~
All exterior materials are replaced. This
includes the installation of standard-width horizontal vinyl
siding on exterior, replacement
of all windows and doors, and installation of faux shutters on front elevation.

•

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

. ....

V
The one-story duplex is clad in vinyl siding. The side-gable roof is sheathed
in asphalt shingles. A central
carport spans
the
center
of
the
building.
Trash
corrals
are
in
front
of
the
house.
•
•

Ancillary Buildings:
Service yard

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Service yard in front.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of wood-patterned vinyl flooring and
carpeting and kitchen redesign.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
ln 2005, an architectural survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon Terrace.
McNair Terrace, and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted as part of an architectural survey of all Cold
War era buildings located at Fort Gordon. Inventory forms were completed for each building subtype
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding, replacement of all windows
and doors, and alterations to fencing of service yards.
At the time of the survey, rhe buildings were Jess than 50 years of age. The surveyors noted that the
buildings did not meet the qualities of exceptional significance applying Criteria Consideratio11 G for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would '·not become
Register when they reach 50 years of age due to a severe lack of integrity''
eligible for the National
•
(Smith and Stone 2005 ). The results were presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division serving
as the SHPO. who concurred with the '·conclusions of the report [i.e., Vol. 4] that no historic prope11ies
(above-ground)
• Gordon are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places·• .in
• at Fort
correspondence dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division 2005).

-

Changes over Time and Resource lotegritJ
Gordon Ten·ace was constructed to house enlisted personnel and is the largest neighborhood at Fort
Gordon. The neighborhood was constructed in two phases: 1966-1967 and 1970. The earliest section of
the neighborhood had main streets and courts along which were placed townhouses based on
• the 1964
Design Folio. The construction completed in 1970 incorporated additional main streets, circular streets,
straight streets, and one cul-de-sac. The 1970s constructed included townhouses and one-story duplexes.
The original plan of the neighborhood is no longer tact due to the demolition of some of the earlier
buildings during the modernization program after 2006.
The buildings located in Gordon Terrace exhibit alterations to the exteriors that have affected the original
minimalist design aesthetic of the buildings. The wholesale application of standard-width horizontal vinyl
siding to all housing units as part of the housing modernization program after 2006 has concealed the
original pattern of the original siding. All windows have been changed to one-over-one-light units with
pronounced aluminum casings. Cun-ently windows on the front elevafions are ornamented with faux
shutters in an effo11 to add an element of architectural revivalism to the buildings. A II doors cun-ently are
metal units without windows.

-

Interior modi ficatiot1s generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances. In select cases,
the combining of units resulted in modifications to original floor plans. Despite exterior and interior
modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain
sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with military
fatnily housing constructed to support the conflict in Vietnam and NR
• HP significance under Criterion A.
Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of
design ahd materials and is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in design and construction
relative to the national inventory� the housing is therefore 1101 considered eligible for the NRHP under
Criterion C.
Properties of Particular Importance

.

,,, issued in December 2021 defines a Property
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing
,ii.
.:. Particular Importance as orte that is an
of
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
,.
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular impo11ance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics
and original historic
"
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive
• within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).

.

"

4

...

The civilian
housing sector influenced popular expec.tations for housing design, building types, interior
•
&,
4
spatial requirements,
and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
...
l
executed
in the Modern idiom; •historical
stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
... period included those that firmly rejected
period. Award-wining residential designs ofthe
historical
~
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
r
limitations and cost
criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

... ,

.

.

•
Inventory conducted at Fo11 Gordon confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
housing_ trends
,,
and did not construct substantially
distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer 1·etai11 a high degree of integrity ofdesign and materials. The buildings are
...
•I
not substantially distinctive
i
or unique
within the inventory of civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods.
'\
No Prope11ies of Particular Importance are present at Port Gordon.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods
Installation Name:

Fort
• Gordon

Neighborhood Name:

Gordon Terrace

CIRCULATION
Cul-du-sacs: yes I!]
no □

Grid: yes I!]
no □

Curvilinear streets: yes I!]
no □

Sidewalks: yes [!]
no

□

Generally describe the street layout here:

..

multiplex buildings grouped in
Gordon Terrace is bisected by Brainard Avenue. The northwest end of the neighborhood contains
•
courts and culs-de-sac. Most other buildings front onto straight and/or curving roads. The neighborhood is defined by curving roads
that define the outer edges of the neighborhood. Ttie interior roads are both curving and straight roads.

Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
The community has concrete curbs throughout. Concrete sidewalks are located sometimes on both sides of the street, sometimes on
one side of the street. Concrete sidewalks also are located between parking areas and driveways leading to individual units.
Multiplexes often have shared parking areas in fronts of the buildings. Duplexes sometimes have individual driveways for parking.

•

PARKING

□

Garages: yes
no l!I

□

Carports: yes
no l!I

Parking pad: yes l!l
no □

Parking lots: yes l!I
no

□

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no l!l

Tree lawn: yes l!l
no

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

□

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe l!I
no l!I
A small park Wilh • ftW benches Is located near north end of the ne,ghhorhood nea,
Brainard Avenue. The en1lre community Is surrounded by tree�. Interior of neighborhood I•
more opeo with imaOer tr�es.

..

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe I!]
no

□

Swingsets dating possibly from 1960s, playground equipment added
by RCI, and one basketball court that looked possible pre-dating RCI.

•

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe l!I
no □
Swingsets dating possibly from 1960s, playground equipment
added by RCI.

Streetlights: yes 00
no

□

Demolition: yes - describe 00
no □

Collective Mailboxes: yes □
no 00
Infill Construction: yes - describe □
no 00

Demolition has occurred in the northwest section of the
neighborhood, mostly buildings constructed in 1966.

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
None

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
The neighborhood exhibits two periods of construction between 1966-1967 and 1970. Multiplexes typically
were built in 1966-1967. One and two-story duplexes and fourplexes were added in 1970.
Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:
Demolition occurring since 2005 has removed several multiplex townhouses and garden units in the
northwest section of neighborhood.
Attach photos below:

Gordon
Terrace
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Fort Gordon, GA
Gordon Terrace Neighborhood
R.

C~z!l°t':"'i.",~~<r,'s"/e"i&ssoc.,
rREll€nlCK, MD 21101

Previous Investigations

•I
of Gordon Terrace.
In 2005, an architectural survey with evaluation of the buildings in the neighborhoods
..
Research
Laboratory
McNair Terrace. and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction Engineering
•
..,.
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted as part of an architectural survey of all Cold
,,_ located at Fort Gordon.
.,,. Inventor
I, y forms were completed for each building subtype
War era buildings
•
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods.
The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
\
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding. replacement
of all windows
•
, of service yards.
and doors.'\ and alterations to fencing

,

..

~

.

..

..

..

noted !hat the
At the time of the survey, the buildings were less 1han
50 years of age. The surveyors
,1
•
buildings did not meet the qualities of exceptional significance applying Criteria Consideration G for
,, National Register of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would --not become
listing in the
""
eligible for the National Register when they reach
• 50 years of age due to a severe lack of integrity"
(Smith and Stone"' 2005).
Division serving
"' The results were.,.,presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation
l
of
the
repon
[i.e.,
Vol.
4]
that
no
historic
as the SHPO, who concurred with the "conclusions
properties
"
...
,
(above�ground)
ar
fot1
Gordon
are
eligible
for
listing
in
the
National
Register
of
Historic
Places''
in
t
•
,,
0
correspondence dated 3' August
2005
(Georgia
Historic
Preservation
Division
2005).
~

.

..

~

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

.

McNair Terrace ,vas constructed
to house junior officers. The neighborhood was constructed in two
•
"'
• • earliest
phases: 1966-1967 and 1975. The two phases are reflected
" in the overall neighborhood plan. The
section of Mc Nair Terrace has three cou11s and one cul-de-sac. This section has townhouses, duplexes.
A
house that were based on the 1964 Design Folio. The section of the neighborhood
and a single family
completed in 1975 has one- and two-story duplexes constructed along culs-de-sac.
The neighborhood plan
•
I. in the civilian sector and adapted to Army neighborhood
incorporated design elements common
planning.
•

.•

~

~

~

-.
I>
oQ
The buildings
located
in McNait· TetTace
exhibit alterations to the exteriors that have affected the original
\
, The wholesale application of standard-width horizontal vinyl
minimalist design aesthetic of the buildings.
•
siding
• to 'all housing units as part of the housing modernization program af1er 2006 has concealed the
,.
units with
pattern of the original siding. All windows have been changed to one-over-one-light
pronounced aluminum casings. Currently windows on the front elevations are ornamented with faux
"
~
shutters iJ1 an effort to
doors currently are
• add an element ofarchitectural revivalism to the buildings. All
metal units without windows.

'

"

Interior modifications generally
of.replacement finishes, fixtures. and appliances. In select cases,
•
• ' consist
• "
1he combining of units resulted in modifications to original floor plans. Despite extel'ior and interior
-~
,,
modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated •outbuildings.
and neighborhoods retain
:,
sufficient integrity ofassociation. feeling. location,
and
setting
to
convey
their
association with military
•
...
,. Criterion
family housing constructed to support the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under
A.
....
Due to modifications and alterations. the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity
• • of
I
design and materials and is not sufficiently distinctive
or distinguishable in design and construction
..)
relative to the national inventory; the housing is therefore not considered
eligible
for the NRHP under
-p
Criterion
C.
•"'"'
~

.

..

..

..

.

~

..

#

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Prope11y
of Particular Importance as one that is an

-·

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in lhe context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of particL1lar importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inven1ory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34 ).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. A ward-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector fot Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
Inventory conducted at Fo11 Gordon continned that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The buildings are
not substantiaJly distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Gordon.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

-

- ..

Installation Name:

Fort Gordon

Neighborhood Name:

McNair Terrace

CIRCULATION

□

Grid: yes

Curvilinear streets: yes
no(!]

no

□

Cul-du-sacs: yes I!)

l!I

no

Sidewalks: yes I!)

□

□

no

Generally describe the street layout here:

..

McNair Terrace is bisected by Garlington Drive from Which access Is provided to courts or cul-de-sacs. McNair Terrace e•hiblts two periods of construction: 1966-1967 and
1974-1975. The western part of the neighborhood was constructed In 1966-1967 and contains mulltplex buildings around courts that contain open parking areas. The later
construction area on the east side of neighborhood has eight cul-de-sacs that lead off the central road. Six cul-de-sacs are s1ngle circles or courts. Two cul-de-sacs have double
loops.

•

..

• describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
Generally
The community has concrete curbs throughout. Concrete sidewalks were located in the cul-de-sacs along the roads for the buildings
and some roads constructed in 1966. The cul-de-sacs constructed in 1975 have fewer sidewalks. Duplexes are accessed from the
concrete parking areas in front of the buildings. Multiplexes may have individual sidewalks leading to individual units.

'

•

□

Garages: yes
no(!]

PARKING
Carports: yes I!)
no

□

Parking pad: yes I!)
no

Parking lots: yes [!]

□

no

□

Neighborhood
• Park: yes - describe
no

□
□

l
Group Covered Parking:
yes (!]
no

□
LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

Tree lawn: yes I!)
no

□

Not really a park, but the community Is surrounded by trees,
particularly at the rears of the buildings.

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe I!)
no

□

SWingsets dating possibly from 1960s, playground equipment added by RCI,
tennis court, and basketball court that looked possibly pre-dating RCI.

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe
[!]
•
no

□

...

Swingsets dating possibly from 1960s, playground equipment
added by RCI.

Collective Mailboxes: yes □
no 00

Streetlights: yes 00
no

□

Demolition: yes - describe

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe

□

no 00

no 00

Not after 1975

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
None

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
The character of the neighborhood has two distinct areas. The western end has multiplexes, duplexes and a few single-family units
constructed in 1966-1967. The east end has one-story and two-story duplexes constructed in 1975. Carports are provided for duplexes
and single-family houses. Multiplexes have shared parking lots.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:
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Fort Gordon, GA
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Previous Investigations

In 2005, an architectural survey with evaluation ofet.he btiildings in the neighborhoods of Gordon Terrace,
McNair Terrace, and Olive Terrace was completed by the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
(CERL) (Smith and Stone 2005). The survey was conducted as part of an architectural survey of all Cold
War era buildings located at Fort Gordon. Inventory fonns were completed for each building subtype
identified by CERL in the neighborhoods. The surveyors concluded that all buildings in the three
neighborhoods had compromised integrity due to installation of vinyl siding, replacement of all windows
and doors, and alterations to fencing of service yards.
At the time of the survey, the buildings were less than 50 years of age. The surveyors noted that the
buildings did not meet the qualities of exceptional significance applying Criteria Consideration G for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and recommended that the buildings would "not become
eligible for the National
• Register when they reach 50 years of age due to a severe lack of integrity"
(Smith and Stone 2005). The results were presented to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division serving
as the SHPO. who concurTed with the "conclusions of the report fi.e .. Vol. 4] that no historic properties
(above-ground) at Fort Gordon are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places .. in
correspondence dated 3 August 2005 (Georgia Historic Preservation Division 2005).

,

Changes over Time and Resource lntegrity

Olive Terrace was constructed to house senior NCOs. The neighborhood was constructed in 1974-1975.
The neighborhood is built around culs-de-sac which lead off from two main streets. The cul-de-sac was a
�ornmon design element in the civilian sector that was adapted to Anny neighborhood planning. All ihe
,,
duplexes.
buildings in the neighborhood are one- and two-story

.

-

The buildings located in Olive Terrace exhibit alterations to the exteriors that have affected the original
minimalist design aesthetic of the buildings. The wholesale application of standard-width horizontal vinyl
siding to all housing units as part of the housing modernization
program after 2006 has concealed the
•
, pattern of the original siding. All windows have been changed to one-over-one-light units with
original
pronounced aluminum casings. Currently windows on the front elevations are ornamented with faux
shu11ers in an effort to add an element of architectural revivalism to the buildings. All doors currently are
metal units without windows.
Interior modifications generally consist of replacement tinishes, fixtures, and appliances. In select cases.
the combining of units resulted in modifications to original floor plans. Despite exterior and interior
modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods retain
sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location. and setting to convey their association with miJitary
family housing constructed to support the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A.
Due to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of
design and materials and is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in design and construction
relative to the national inventory: the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under
Criterion C.
Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular lmpo11ance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.

substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and bui
+ !ding
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive
"'~ within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).

.. ..

~

,,. types. interior
t_
A
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations
for housing design, building
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically,
many houses constructed during the period were
!
••
executed in the Modern
idiom;
historical
stylistic
references were absent on houses constructed during the
~
period. Award-wining residential designs of
c:: the period included those that finnly rejected historical
•
• principles
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the militaryr sought to adopt design
I
advanced by the civilian architectural
sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by
~ the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for milit�ry family housing influenced the resulting
I expression and interior design.
housing stock in terms of architectural

...

..

...

..

.

.

•

Inventory conducted at Fort Gordon confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
I substantially distinctive
and did not construct
housing. Due to continuous modification and
r
• or unique
alteration, the units 110 longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. The buildings are
t
not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory
• of civilian-sector housing
• and neighborhoods.
'
No Properties
of Particular Jmpo11ance are present at Fort Gordon.
~

..

,.

..

.

....

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
.,
• Neighborhoods
Inventory
Form for

.

..

'
Installation
Name:
'

Fort Gordon

..
Neighborhood
Name:

•• Terrace
Olive
.,
CIRCULATION

□

□

. .. yes�
Cul-du-sacs:
no

Grid: yes
. , 00
no

Curvilinear
streets: yes
"
no�

.. yes�
Sidewalks:
no □

□

Generally describe the street layout here:
•, 8 cul de sacs lead off. All buildings were constructed in 1974 and 1975.
Olive Terrace is located between "two mair
,J roads from which
~- that
,,.; are single circles or courts. Two cul-de-sacs
' lead off of the central road. Six icut-de-sacs
*
Buildings front onto the cul-de-sacs
have
' I
' I
double loops.

••

.

...

•

.

..

.
•
Generally describe the sidewalks
here (i.e., materials, one or both
sides of the street,
etc.):
'

....

..

•

..

.

,

.... I• curbs throughout. Concrete
The community has
.i
1 · concrete
• sidewalks
" were located along some roads into the cul-de-sacs, but few
Ii
•
,. of the
sidewalk sections, if any, located in the cul-de-sacs.
Buildings
are
accessed
from the concrete
in the fronts
~ parking
' areas
'
buildings.

• '' ..

..

",

.

PARKING

□

Garages: yes
no�

Carports: yes �
no

□

Parking pad: yes �
no

□

Parking lots: yes�
no

□

.., �
Group Covered Parking: yes
no

□
LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

Tree lawn: yes�
no

□

□

t
Neighborhood
Park: yes - describe
,'
no�

Not really a park, but the community is surrounded by trees,
particularly at the rears of the buildings.

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe �
no

.. □

Swingsets dating possibly from 1960s, playground equipment
added by RCI.

..

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe �
no

□

Swingsets dating posslbly from 1960s, playground equipment
added by RCI.

□

Streetlights: yes I!]
no

Collective Mailboxes: yes
no I!)

□

□

Demolition: yes - describe
no I!]

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
None

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
The neighborhood has one and two-story duplexes constructed in 1974 and 1975. Carports are provided.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe
no I!!
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Fort Hood

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Hood

Building Address:

51214-1 Maricopa Court

Building Number:

51214

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche I

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Other - describe

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

Aluminum/brick veneer

1/1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex

Asphalt shingle'

Townhouse:
yes D
no
Describe any exterior alterations:

f
(ij

.

\
The exterior material replacements. This includes replacement
of all windows, doors, and roofing materials. Original siding has
been covered with vinyl.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

...

Constructed in 1969, the building at 51214·1 Maricopa Court ls a one-story ranch-type duplex residence clad in aluminum siding and brick veneer,
occupying a rectangular footprint, resting on a poured-concrete foundation, and terminating in an asphalt-shingle, side-gable roof. The windows
generally are double-hung or hopper sash, vinyl units. Recessed entrances are present. A metal carport is located ln front of the building.

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

The metal carport is located in front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Other - describe

Linoleum

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

2

1

Plaster over drywall

Describe any interior alterations:

Interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
,;_
•
•
The buildings in the Comanche I neighborhood
have not been
subject
investigation.
" to previous
I,'
Changes Over Time and Resource lntegrity
The duplex 'dwelling at 51214 Maricopa Court in the Comanche I neighborhood has been subject to
l!.
exterior modification including the installation
of replacement roofing materials. siding. windows. and
....
:I.~
doors. Interior
modifications
generally
consisted
of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances. The
,
•
L
Comanche I neighborhood
has not undergone significant
redesign, new construction, or demolition.
•

..

.\

~

...

..,., buildings.
Despite modifications
• associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
• over time. Vietnam War Era
retain sufficient integrity
of
association,
feeling,
location.
to convey their association with the
' and NRHP significance under CriterionandA.setting
conflict
in
Vietnam
Due
to
modifications and alterations. the
•
Ii. I
...
...
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity
of design and materials.
Those units that
•
'I:.
retain some degree of
~-or distinguishable in
• integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently distinctive
,,,
their design and construction
• relative to• the national inventory, and the housing is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

.~

..

.,.

~

~

~

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comrnent
Plan for Vietnam War Era
• Housing issued in December 202J defines a Property
'
C: as one that is
( an
of Particular Importance

.

~

~~

..

..

..,
Army Vietnam War Era housing
or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector
• housing an neighborhoods from this period,
, I
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of cohstruction,
and building
,,
materials used. Additionally, properties of pa11icular
importance
must
exhibit
a high
•
•
A
degree
of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
•
-.
..,,
:f
building
materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive
within the nation
,,
wide inventory (U.S. Depai1ment of the Army 2021 :34).

•

~·

C"I

..

-

..

...

1'
.... for housing design, building types. interior
The civilian
housing sector influenced popular expectations
"'
,.
spatial requirements,
and
ainenities.
Stylistically,
many
houses
constructed
during
the
period
were
'
,..,, were absent on houses constructed during the
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic
• references
• those that firmly rejected historical
period. A ward-wining residential designs of
the
period
included
•
... design and interior plan.
precedent in exterior
While the military sought to adopt design principles
,... the Army. size
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed' by
"'•
limitations and cost criteria
... established by Congress for milita1)' family housing ihfluenced the resulting
., in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
housing stock

.

..

..

-

Inventory conducted at Fo11 Hood confirmed that the military follO\,ved civilian-sector housing trends
• and
did not construct substai1tially ~
distinctive or unique
housing. Due to continuous modification and
C
I
alteration,
the units no longer retain
of design and materials. Those units that
• a high degree of integrity'-".
retain
integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory
.... r of
'
civilian-sector
housing
--=
? and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fo11
llood.

'

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort
• Hood

Building Address:

51215-1 Maricopa Court

Building Number:

51215

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche I

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side
gable
•

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

..
Other - describe

Aluminum/brick veneer

double-hung/hopper

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex

Vinyl

Townhouse:
yes D
no�
Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior has material replacements. This includes replacement of all windows, doors, and roofing materials. Original siding has
been covered with vinyl.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
Constructed in 1969, the bulldlng at 51215-1 Maricopa Court js a one-story ranch-type duplex residence clad in aluminum siding and brick veneer, occupying on a
,. t�e .,buflding are constructed on
rectangular footprint, resting on a poured-concrete foundation, and terminating In an asphalt-shingle side-gable roof. The two units of
i
slightly different elevations making Unit 1 on higher ground than Unit 2. The Windows generally are double-hung or hopper -ash vinyl Units. Recessed entrances are
present. A metal carport i� located in front of the building.

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
The metal carport is located in front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:

N/A

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

N/A

Attach photos below:

••
Pre\'ious
Investigations
The buildings in the Comanche I neighborhood have not been subject to previous investigation.

'

Changes Over Time and Resource rntegrity
The duplex dwelling at S 1215 Maricopa Cour1 in the Comanche 1 neighborhood has been subject to
exterior modification 'including the installation of replacement roofing materials. siding, windows, and
,.
doors. Interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.
The
Coma11che I neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign. new construction. or demolition.

..

"

Despite modifica1ions over time. Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
retain sufficientI integrity
of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
, I
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion
·• A. Due to •modifications and alterations, the
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable, in
their design and construction relative to the national inventory. and the housing is 1herefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

•

..

.

..

Properties of Particular· lmportance
.. December
,.
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in
2021 defines a Property
of Pa11icular lmpo11ance' as
one
that
is
an
.

..

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depa11ment of the Army 2021 :34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
'
executed in the Modern idiom:t historical
stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during _,the
t "
historical
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected
•
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
'\
.,. ,. by the Army, size
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Viete,nam War Era
housing constructed
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

Inventory conducted at Fo11 Hood confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of
• design and materials. Those units that
• distinctive
... substanti\lllY
#
or unique
of
retain integrity of design and materials are not
, . within the inventory
I•
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Pa1ticular Importance are present at Fort
I lood.

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
' ...

Installation Name:

Fort Hood

Building Address:

51218-1. Maricopa Court

Building Number:

51218

..

~

•

Neighborhood •Name:

. ., ii

.

Comanche I

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Foundation Type:

Number of
• Stories:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Pou red concrete

Side gable

Two

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

Other - describe

Vinyl

;
Aluminum/brick
veneer

double-hung/hopper
•

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Ranch

Duplex

Style:

Minimalist Modern
7

.

Townhouse:
yes D
no�
Describe any exterior alterations:

•

The exterior material replacements. This includes replacement of all windows, doors, and roofing materials. Original siding has
been covered with vinyl.

.,.

"

' '"' ,..
Provide additional notes on the building
exterior here:

..
Building description:
..

-

I
0.
~-a one-story ranch-type duple� residence clad In aluminum siding and brick veneer, occupying on .i
Constructed In 1969, the building
atA51218•1
Maricopa Coun ts
' I
rectangular Jfootprint, resting
on a poured-concrete foundation,
and terminating in an asphalt-shIngle, side-gable roof. The two units of the building are constructed on
l
.,, 1 on higher ground that Unit 2. The windows generally are double-hung or hopper-sash vinyl units. Recessed entrances are
slightly different elevations making Unit
•":the buildlng.
present. A metal carport• ls located in front of

.•

'

"

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
The metal carport is located in front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Other - describe

Linoleum

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

4

2

Plaster over drywall

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, and kitchen redesigns,
and bathroom replacements.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

..

..

•
The buildings in the Comanche I neighborhood have not been subject to 'previous
inveStigation.
Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
,:J
The duplex dwelling at 51218 Maricopa Court in the Comanche
I neighborhood has been subject to
,t_
exterior modification including the installation
siding, windows. and
• of replacement roofing materials,
doors. Interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. The
Comanche J neighborhood has. not
' undergone significant redesign, new construction, or demolition.

•

"

, Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
,)" I
modifications over time.
Despite

..

~

,, ..... feeling.
.. !!' of association.
,.. location, and setting to convey"" their association with the
retain sufficient integrity
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations. the
p
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials.
Those units
that
•
I
retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are' not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in
their design and construction relative to the 11atiot1al inventory. and the housing is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

•

.

..

..

~

'"

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in Decembe.r 2021 defines a Property
,. Importance as one that is an
of Particular

..

.

... housing or neighborhoods
Army Vietnam War Era
• that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
•
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally. rroperties of particular importance must exhibit a high
'
degree of integrity
with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department \of the Army 2021 :34).

..

The civillan housing sector influenced popular
expectations for housing design. building types, interior
•
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period
• were
executed in the Modem idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
• during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought
• to adopt design principles
••
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed
by the Army. size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of archi·tectural expression and interior design.

..

.

Inventory conducted at Fort Hood confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
housing trends and
I
Due
to
continuous
modification
and
not
construct
substantially
distinctive
or
unique
housing.
did
•
alteration. the uni.ts no longer
retain
a
high
degree
of
integrity
of
design
and
niaterials.
Those
units that
•
•
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No
• Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort
Jlood.

•

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

. ...

..

Installation
'
Name:

Fort Hood

Building Address:

'51447-1

..

..

Coushatta Street

Building Number:

51452

Neighborhood Name:

,,
Comanche
II

.......

BUILDING EXTERIOR

-.
,

Two

.. Material:
Foundation

Roof Type:

Pou red concrete

Side gable

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

... siding
Aluminum

Window
• Materials:

Double-hung.- - describe

Foundation Type:

Number of Stories:

Slab-on-grade

4'.

Roof Material:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl

1/1
Style:

•..
Minimalist
Modern

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No..

Ranch

Duplex
Townhouse:
"
no �
yes D

V
Describe any exterior alterations:

··,

The exterior material replacements. This includes replacement of all windows, doors, and roofing materials. Original siding has
been covered with vinyl,

.

..

•

..

.
Provide additional notes on the' building exterior here:

Building description:

•

,6 •
Constructed between 1973 and 1975, the
building at 51447-1 Coushatta Street is a one-story
duple� dwelling clad in aluminum siding and brick
•-• ranch-type
r .'
veneer, resting on a poured-concrete foundation, occupying a U-sllaped footprint, and terminating in an asphalt-shingle, side-gable roof. A hipped-roof
,,
.. fa.,
,
H
carport is present at each end of the fa�de. Entrances are recessed. Windows generally are 1/1,double-hung, sash-vinyl units. Doors generally are single-leaf.

• ..

.,

...

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport is located in front of unit, shed located in rear

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Other - describe

Linoleum

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

4

3

Plaster over drywall

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, and kitchen redesigns,
and bathroom replacements.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

.,
The Comanche
11 neighborhood has not been previously surveyed.
Changes
• Over Time and Resource Integrity
The duplex dwelling at 51447 Coushatta Street in the Comanche II neighborhood has been subject• to
I
exterior modification including the
installation of replacement rooting materials. siding, windows, and
doors. Interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. The
Comanche II neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign, new construction, or demolition.

-

-

Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
" feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with
.... the
retain sufficient integrity of association,
'
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications
• and alterations. the
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in
their design and construction relative to the national inventory, and the housing is therefore not
c.onsidered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

••

..

..

...

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property•
,o
as one that is an
of Pat1icular Importance

....

-

..

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
-<
substantially distinctive and unique in' their design, method of construction.
and building
materials used. Additionally, prope11ies of particulru· importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant
design characteristics and original
historic
•
•
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depaitment of the Army 2021 :34).

...
'

A
expectations for housing design, building types. interior
The civilian housing sector influenced popular
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
r
absent on houses constructed during the
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were
,.
...
historical
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that finnly rejected
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
,
advanced by the civilian architectural
sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural
expression and interior design.
•

.

"

.

..

Inventory conducted at Fort Hood confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
... of design and materials. Those units that•
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity
retain integrity
of design and materials are nott, substantially
distinctive
• or unique within the inventory of
••
'\
civilian-sector housing, and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort
Hood.

..

.. ..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Hood

Building Address:

51452-2 Coushatta Street
•

Building Number:

51452

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche Ill

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

Two

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Aluminum siding

Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

1/1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Fourplex

Townhouse
Townhouse:
yes �
no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior has material replacements. This includes replacement of all windows, doors, and roofing materials. Original siding has
been covered with vinyl.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

-

Constructed in 1973, the building at 51452-2 Coushatta Street is a fourplex townhouse clad in aluminum siding and brick veneer, occupying a rectangular
footprint, resting on a poured-concrete foundation, and terminating in an asphalt-shlngle, side-gable roof. Two projecting carports with front-gable
,
skillion-and-lean-to roofs are present. Entrances are recessed. Windows generally are 1/1, double-hung sash vinyl units. Doors generally are single-leaf.

•

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport is located in front of unit, shed located in rear

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Other - describe

Other - describe

No

Plaster over drywall

linoleum/wood

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

4

3

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, and kitchen redesigns,
and bathroom replacements.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
\.
The buildings in the Comanche II neighborhood have not been subject
to previous investigation.

Changes Over Time and Resource fntegrity
The fourplex townhouse at 5 I 452 Coushatta Street in the Comanche JI neighborhood has been subject to
exterior modification including the installation of replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and
L • modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes.
doors. Interior
• fixtures, and appliances.
.. The
A
Comanche fl neighborhood has not undergone
significant redesign, new construction, or demolition.

Despite modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
II
location,
with the
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling.
... and setting to convey their association
•
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations, the
:I
housing
generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of• design ,.and materials. Those units that,.
,,
retain some
I >. degree of integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in
'
·~ relative to the national inventory. and the housing is therefore not
their design and construction
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

..

..

'

..

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era.. Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
l
of Particular
lmpo11ance as
• one that is• an

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. ,method of construction. and bui Iding.
,, a high
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit
degree of integrity
""' <!
" with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
, Army 2021 :34).
wide inventory (U.S. Department oft the

..

--

The civilia11 housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design... building types. interior
'
11 amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
spatial requirements, and
executed.. in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references
I were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of
the
period
included
those that firmly rejected historical
•
precedent in ex1erior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
...advanced by the civilian architectural sector
War Era housing constructed
,· for Vietnam
• by the Army, size
,.
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

~

~

.

..

,

"

"

r
r
Inventory conducted
at Fort Hood confimed
that the military followed civilian-sector
• housing trends and
I
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to •continuous modification and
"'
,.
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity
of design and materials. Those units that
... or• unique within the inventory of
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive
,
ct,
p neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance ate present at Fort
civilian-sector housing and
Hood.
~

..

.

..

~

..

•

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort
• Hood

Building Address:

51516-3 Coushatta Street

Building Number:

51516

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche II

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Pou red concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe


Double-hung - describe

•
Vinyl

Aluminum/brick veneer

1/1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Sixplex

Townhouse
Townhouse:
yes �
no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior has material replacements. This includes replacement of all windows, doors, and roofing materials. Origihal siding has
been covered with vinyl.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here;

Building description:
Constructed between l.973 and 1875, the building 51516-3 Coushatta Street Is a si><plex town house dad in aluminum siding and brick veneer, occupying a
.
side-gable roof. Three projecting carports with front-gable
rectangular footprint, resting on a poured-concrete foundation, and terminating in an asphalt-shingle
skilllon-and-lean-to roofs are present. Entrances are recessed. Windows generally are 1/1, double-hung sash vinyl units. Doors generally are slngle-leaf.

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

A carport is located in front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Other - describe

Linoleum

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

3

3

Plaster over drywall

Describe any interior alterations:

Continuous interior upgrades have occurred incluaing installation of updated flooring, and kitchen redesigns,
and bathroom replacements.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

The Comanche JI neighborhood has not been subject to previous investigation.
Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
Modifications to the sixplex
townhouse located at 51516 Coushatta Street in the Comanche 11
•
,
neighborhood include replacement
roofing materials. siding, windows,
" and doors. Interior modifications
generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. The Comanche LI neighborhood has
not undergone significant redesign, new construction,
• or demolition.

..

..
...

..

..

..

..

..

Despite modifications over" time. Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
,..
Ill~
feeling, location, and setting to convey their association
retain sufficient integrity
witl1 the
4 of association.
•
..,
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations, the
... generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity
of design and materials-.
f Those units that
housing
p
A
and
materials
are
not
sufficiently
distinctive
or distinguishable
in
retain some degree of integrity of design
"'
.., relative'to the national
their design and construction
inventory.
and
the
housing
is
therefore
not
..
consideJed eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
~

..

..

I,
Properties of Particular
Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular
Importance as one that is an
•

., housing or neighborhoods
Army Vietnam War Era
•• that are, in the context of the nation
•• inventory of civilian
wide
sector
housing
an
neighborhoods
from this period,
•
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, prope11ies of patiicular
• importance must exhibit a high
..
!
with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
degree of integrity
...
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
, (U.S. Depanment of the Anny
. :34).
... 2021
wide inventory
A

..

.,..

,
,<
The civilian housing sector influenced
popular
expectations fol' housing design. building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
•
exewted
references were absent on houses constructed during the
•.
• in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
.. the military sought to adopt design principles#
precedent in exterior design
and interior plan. While
JI
.,_
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam .,War
Era housing constructed by the Army, size
,#
.. established by Congress for military family housing influenced
limitations and
the resulting
t cost criteria
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

.

...

~

,, the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
Inventory conducted at Fort Hood confirmed that
.. substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
did not construct
alteration.
.. , the units no.,., longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are
not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
~
dvilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Pa11icular Importance are present at Fort
"
llood.

'

-·

..

.

'

~·

.. '

..

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Hood

Building Address:

51763-1 Comanche Circle
•

Building Number:

51763

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche II

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Front gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Asphalt shingle

Window Materials:

Aluminum siding

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1/1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Duplex

;

Two story

Townhouse:
yes D
no�
Describe any exterior alterations:

..

Replacement sfding, roof, and windows. The buildfng used to contain four units--two on each level with exterior access to the
• the second-story landings converted into balconies.
second level with stairs. The building has been converted tp two units, with

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
;,
Constructed between 1.973 and 1975, the building at 51763-1
Comanche Circle is a two-story duple� dwelling occupying a U-shaped footprint, restlng on a poured-concrete
foundation, and terminating ln asphalt-shingle side- and front-gable
roofs. Two carports are present with skllllon-and-lean-to roofs. The entrances are recessed and
i
second-story balconies are present. These balconies are vest ges of when the building originally contained four units and served as landings for .stairwells. Windows
generally are 1/1, double-hung, sash-vinyl units. Doors generally are single-leaf.

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Carport located in front of unit.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Other - describe

Other - describe

No

Plaster over drywall

linoleum/vinyl/carpet

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

5

3

Describe any interior alterations:
Interior reconfigured from two units into one.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
I,
The dwellings in the Comanche 11 neighborhood have not been
surveyed previously.

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
l
A
The duplex dwelling al S1763-1 Comanche Circle in the Comanche
II •· II neighborhood has been subject to
exterior modi ti cation including the installation of replacement roofing materials. siding, windows. and
- I' and appliances. The
doors. Interior modifications generally
• cohsisted of replacement finishes. fixtures,
.._
.,,
Comanche II neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign, new construction,
or demolition.

-.-

..

•

..

Despite modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association. teeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations. the
.., of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
housing generally no longer retains a high degree
1
;
are not sufficiently
distinctive or distjnguishable il l
retain some degree of integrity of design and materials
.,..,
their design �nd construction
relative
to
the
national
inventory.
and
the
housing
is therefore not
•...
considered eligible for the NRHP
under Criterion C.

,.

...

,.

..

'a

~·

Properties of Particular Importance
...  )
,r
The Program Comment
Plan for Vietnam War
issued in December 2021 defines a Propert)
r
•• Era Housing
of Particular Importance as one that is an
l
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods
that are, in the context
• of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive
and unique in their
design. method of construction. and building
....
't
materials used. Additionally, prope11ies of particular
• ;. , importance must exhibit a high
.. significant design
.,,
degree of integrity
with enough
characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intac1.to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depa.i1ment of
• the Army 2021
' t :34).

..

..

✓

..

,._

,,

..

.

.

411,
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations
for housing design,
.. building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. StylisticaJly,
many
houses
constructed
during
the period were
•
., houses constructed during the
executed
in the Modern idiom; historical
I .. stylistic references were absent on
•
r. residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
period. Award-wining
''
,L
precedent in exterior design and interior
plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing
• constructed by the Army. size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

.

~

•

,/c

..

~

.....

..

Inventory conducted at Fo11 Hood confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
,
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those• units that
, • or unique within the inventory of
retain integrity of design and materials are 1101 substantially distinctive
r
•
C
,:;
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Port
Hood.
~

•

~

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Hood

Building Address:

52312-1 Biloxi Circle

Building Number:

52312

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche Ill

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

Two

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Asphalt shingl.e

Window Materials:

Aluminum siding

Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

1/1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Duplex

Townhouse
Townhouse:
no
yes (t1

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior has material replacements. This includes replacement of all windows, doors, and roofing materials. Original siding has
been covered with vinyl.

•

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

•

Constructed In 1973, the building at S2312·1 Blloxci Circle ls a two-story duplex residence clad In aluminum siding, occupying a rectangular footpr)nt, resting on a
poured-concrete foundation. and terminating In a side-gable, asphalt-shingle roof. The fa_.ide contains wooden board-and-batten projections that serve as interior closets.
The flrst story features shed roof overhangs. The center of the first story provides covered parking. The windows generally are 1/1, aluminum units. The doors generally
are single-leaf units. The rear Includes attached5heds.

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
The integral carport is centered on the unit and a shed located at the rear of the building

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Other - describe

Linoleum

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

3

2

Plaster over drywall

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, and kitchen redesigns,
and bathroom replacements.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

..

Previous lnvestigations

.,.
The buildings in the Comanche
Ill neighborhood have not previously surveyed.
Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
Exterior alterations to the duplex dwelling at 52312 Biloxi Court in the Comanche 111 neighborhood
•
included the installation
of replacement roofing materials. siding, windows. and doors. Interior
11!
I
modifications generally consisted
of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. The Comanche Ill
,
neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign, new construction,
or demolition.

..

~

•

... and neighborhoods
4
L
Despite
modifications over time, Vietnam
War Era buildings, associated outbuildings,
retain sufficient integrity "of association. feeling, location, and setting to convey
... their association with the
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations, the
¥
housing ge11erally no longer retains a high
degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in
• inventory, and the housing. is therefore not
their design and construction relative to the national
...
considered eligible for the NRHP under
Criterion C.
f

-

-.

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
•
of Particular Importance as one that
is
an
"
Army Vietnam War
" Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation�
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods
from this period.
•
"
... and building
substantially distinctive
and unique in their design. method of construction,
materials used. Additionally. properties of pa11icular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
... distinctive within the nation
., materials present and intact to be considered truly
building
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).

.

..

~

..

I
The civilian housing sector influenced popular
design, building types, interior
'" expectations for housing
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
.,
executed in the Modem... idiom: historical stylistic references
were absent on houses constructed during the
of
the
period
included
those that firmly rejected historical
period. Award-wining residential designs
•
precedent in exterior design and inter.ior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era
• , housing constructed by tbe Army. size
limitations and cost
• criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

••

...

~

..

..

., at Forl Hood confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
• conducted
Inventory
• housing• trends and
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
,
alte1·ation.
units that
• the units no longer retain a high degree
• of design and materials. Those
• of integrity
,f
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the
inventory of
at Fort
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Panicular lmportance are present
•
Hood.

.

I

I

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

..

Installation Name:

Fort Hood

Building Address:

52335-1 Biloxi Circle

Building Number:

52335

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche Ill

BUILDING EXTERIOR
i
Number
of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

Two

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Aluminum siding

Double-hung - describe

Aluminum

1/1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

..
Other - describe

Duplex

Two story

Townhouse:
yes D
no

[t1

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior material replacements. This includes replacement
of all windows, doors, and roofing materials. Original siding has
•
been covered with vinyl.

•

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
Constructed in 1973, the building at 52335-1 Biloxi Circle is a two-story duplex residence clad in aluminum siding, occupying on a rectangular footprint, resting on a
poured-concrete foundation, and terminating In a side-g�ble, asphalt-shingle roof. The fa�de contains wooden board-and-batten projections that serve as interior closets.
The first story features shed roof overhangs. The center of the first story provides covered parking. The windows generally are 1/1, aluminum units. The doors generally
are single-leaf units. The rear includes attached sheds,

"

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Carport is integral to center of the unit.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Other - describe

Other - describe

No

Plaster over drywall

wood/vinyl/1 inoleum

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

5

3

No
Describe any interior alterations:

Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, and kitchen redesigns,
and bathroom replacements.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

...

The Comanchei Ill neighborhood has not been surveyed previously.

••

"

.,

Changes Over Time and Resource lntegrit)•
E>..1erior modifications to the duplex dwelling '·•
at 52335 Biloxi
• Circle in the Comanche Ill neighborhood
included the installation of replacement roofing materials, siding, windows. and doors. Interior
modifications generally consisted
' ' of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances. The Comanche Ill
neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign, new construction,
or demolition.
•

..

•

~

-.•

#
• 41,;
Despite modifications
Era buildings, associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
• • over time, Viemam War
"
~ association, feeling. location, and setting to convey their association with the
retain sufficient integrity of
•
#'
Vietnam
and
NRHP
significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations. the
conflict in
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity
"' of design and materials. Those units that
)
., sufficiently distinctive
;;or distinguishable in
retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not
tJ1eir design and construction relative to the national inventory, and the housing
is therefore not
4
_,.
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

.,

..

~

..

Properties of Particular
Importance
'•
,.. 2021 defines a Property
The Ptogram Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December
of Par1icular• Importance as one that is an

•

-

c,_
r
•
of the nation
Army Vietnam War Era housing
or neighborhoods
that are. in the contex1
of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
wide inventory
•
.,.
substantially
distinctive and unique in their design, method• of construction. and building
,.
.. prope11ies of particular importance must exhibit
' t
materials used. Additionally.
a high
,,,.
,,. characteristics
degree of integrity with enough
significant
design
and original historic
;,•
11
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive
• within the nation
le
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34 ).

'

..

~

~

The civilian housing sector
• influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
Q were
spatial requirements.~ and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed
during!'I the period
•
executed in the Modern
idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
<
..,.. y those that firmly rejected historical
period. Award-wining• residential designs of the period included
•
.,
;.
precedent
in
exterior
design
and
interior
to
adopt
design
principles
f" plan. While the mjlitary sought
"
....
• by the civilian architectural
advanced
sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
•
r
limitations and cost criteria
eslablished by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

"

.

~

..

~
} trends• and
Inventory conducted at Fort Hood confirmed that the military followed
civilian-sector housing
did not construct substantially
distinctive
or
unique
housing.
Due
to
continuous
modification
and
~
•
,,
the units no longer
retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
alteration,
I
'
.'.::.
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique
within the inventory of
...
civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance
are present at Fort
I
•
,.
1 lood.
~

~

.

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Hood

Building Address:

52339-2 Biloxi Circle

Building Number:
•

52339

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche Ill

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Pou red concrete

Side, gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Asphalt shingle

Aluminum siding

•.
Double-hung
- describe
•

t
Window Materials:

..
Aluminum

1/1
Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Duplex

-

Two-story
Townhouse:
yes D
no

(tl

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior has material replacements, This includes replacement of all windows, doors. and roofing materials. Original siding has
been covered with vinyl.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
Constructed in 1973, the bulldlng at 52339·2 Biloxi Circle is a two-story duplex resl(tence clad in aluminum siding, occupying on a rectangular footprint, resting on a
poured-concrete foundation, and tennlnatlng in a side-gable, asphalt-shingle roof. The fa_.ide contains wooden board-and-batten projections that serve as interior closets.
Thefirst story features shed roof overhangs, The center of the first story provides covered parking. The windows generally are one-over-one aluminum Units. The doors
generally are slngle-leafunlts, The rear Includes attached sheds.

..

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Carports are located in between units

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Other - describe

Other - describe

Plaster over drywall

wood/vinvl/linoleum/carpeD

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

4

3

No

Ornamentation:

No

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, and kitchen redesigns,
and bathroom replacements.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous
Investigations
•
The Comru1che Ill neighborhood has not been surveyed previously.
Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
The duplex dwelling at 52339 Biloxi Court in the Comanche Ill neighborhood has been subject tu
A.
exterior modification
including the installation of replacement roofing materials, siding, windows, and
'
doors. Interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances. The
;.
Comanche IIJ neighborhood has not undergone
significant redesign, new construction. or demolition.

..

Despite modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings. associated
'• outbuildings. and neighborhoods
.
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
"
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations.
• the
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in
their design and construction relative to the national inventory . and the housing is therefore not
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

'

...

•

...

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular lmportance as one that is an

..

.. ..

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods ft rom this period,
•• and building
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction.
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular
importance
must
exhibit a high
• characteristics and original
historic
degree of integrity with enough significant design
I'
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within rhe nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the
• Army 2021 :34).

..

..

..

...

-

..

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types. interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
. I,
in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
executed
those that tinnly rejected historical
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included
•
"
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military soughl to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by
.. the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
holising stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

. ..

, ..,

...

.

..

'
• Hood C•onfirmed that the military
Inventory conducted al Fort
followed civilian-sector housing trends and
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
" the units no' longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those
alteration,
units that
, or unique within the inventory of
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive
'
civilian-sector housing and neighborht1ods.
No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fo11
Hood.

...

•

..

I

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Hood

Building Address:

52402-2 Miami Court

Building Number:

52402

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche Ill

BUILDING EXTERIOR

..

Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

Two

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Asphalt shingle

Window Materials:

Aluminum siding

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1/1

Style:

Minimalist Modern

Ornamentation:
•

No

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Other - describe

Duplex

Two story
Townhouse:

yes

D

no

lt'.J

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior has material replacements. This includes replacement of all windows, doors, and roofing materials. Original siding has
been covered with vinyl.

•

Pmvide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
Constructed In 1973, the building at 52402-2 Miami Court is a two-story duplex residence clad in aluminum siding, occupying on a rectangular footprint, resting on a
poured-concrete foundation, and terminating ln a slde-gable asphalt-shingle roof. The facade contains wooden board--and-batten projections that serve as Interior closets.
The first story features shed roof overhangs, The center of thefirst Story provides covered parking, The Windows generally are l/1, aluminum units. The doors generally
are single-leaf unlts. The rear includes attached sheds.

•

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport
Describe where ancillary buildings are located {i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport is integral to the center of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Other - describe

Linoleum

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

4

2

Plaster over drywall

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, and kitchen redesigns,
and bathroom replacements.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Pre\lious Investigations
A
•
The buildings in the Comanche Ill neighborhood
have not been previously surveyed.

L
Changes
Over Time and Resource Integrity
.... at 52402 Miami Cou1i in the Comanche Jil neighborhood
Modifications to the duplex dwelling located
included the installation of replacement roofing materials, siding, \\1indows, and doors. Interior
modifications generally consisted of
• replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. The Comanche Ill
neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign. new construction, or demolition.

..

Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to convey their association
with the
•
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance
p
under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations. the
y
units that
• design and materials. Those
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of
retain some degree of integrity of design and materials
• are not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in
their design and construction relative
to the national inventory. and the housing is therefore not
•
,,
,
considered
eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
'
Properties of Particular Importance
,,
• Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
The Program Comment
of Particular Importance
as one that is an
•

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context
....
>of the nation
ll
wide inventory of civilian sector
housing a11 neighborhoods from this period.
,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction, and building
•
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials pre.sent and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Anny 2021 :34).

••

..

..

•

,
Cl
The civitian
housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing
design, building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
.,
executed
• • in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
• during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
..· Era housing constructed by the Army, size
for Vietnam War
advanced by the civilian architectural sector
, a by• Congress
limitations and cost criteria established
for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

""'•

Inventory conducted at Fort Hood continned tJ1at the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration. the units no longer retain' a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
...
... at Fo1i
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present
Hood.

.

.

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Hood

Building Address:

52426-1 Miami Court

Building Number:

52426

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche Ill

..

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

•
Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Asphalt shingle

Window Materials:

Aluminum siding

Double-hung
- describe
'

Aluminum

•

-

!I.

1/1

Dwelling Type:
''

Ornamentation:
'

Style:
Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Type of Unit:

Duplex

Two story
Townhouse:
no
yes (t1

(t1

Describe
• any exterior alterations:
11 windows, doors, and roofing materials. Original siding has
The exterior material replacements. This includes replacement of all
been covered with vinyl.

..

Provide additional notes on the.. building exterior here:

Building description:
«:

.

...

~
Constructed in 1973, the bullding
at 52426-1 Mlaml Court is a two-story duple� residence clad in aluminum siding, occupying on a rectangular footprint, resting on a
~ f
poured.aeoncrete foundation, a terminating in a s1de-gable, asphalt-shingle roof. The fa�de contains
wooden board-and-batten projectlons that serve as Interior closets.
The first.story features shed roof overhangs. The center of the first story provides covered parking. The windows generally are one-over-one aluminum units. The doors
generally are single-leaf units. The rear Includes attached sheds_

,•

•

..

"

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport located in front of unit and a shed is located in rear

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
n/a

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
n/a

Attach photos below:

Previous lm•estigations

The Comanche Ill neighborhood has not been subject to previous investigations.
Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
The duplex dwelling at 52426 Miami Court
• in the Comanche Ill neighborhood has been subject lo
,. modification. These alterations included installation of replacement roofing materials, siding,
exterior
, and
windows. and doors. Interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes. fixtures,
appliances. The Comanche Ill neighborhood has not undergone significant redesrgn, new construction. or
demolition.

.

•

..

...

Despite modifications
.... over time. Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuilding:,, and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling. location. and setting to convey their association with the
connict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations, the
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of i11tegrity
... of design and materials. Those units that
retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in
their design and construction relative to the national inventory. and the housing is therefore not
.. eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
considered

..

..

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Pi-operty
of Particular Importance as one that is an

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).

...

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations. for housing design, building types. interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Sty Iistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected
• historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
..
*
housing stock in terms of architectural
expression and interior
design.

•

...

..

..

-

~·

Inventory conducted at Fort Hood confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to
• continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of
Those units that
• integrity of design and materials.
I
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within
the inventory of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular l111po11ance are present at Fo11
Hood,

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory
• , Forms for Dwellings

-

Installation Name:

Fort Hood
"'

Building Address:

.
52501-1
Loop
• Acoma

Building Number:

52501

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche Ill

.

..

BUILDING.... EXTER.IOR
Number of Stories:

Two

Foundation Type:

Slab-on-grade

Foundation Material:

..

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Other - describe

..
Saltbo.x

..

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:
..

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Aluminum siding

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1/1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Duplex

Two story
Townhouse:
yes �
no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:

..

I includes replacement of all windows, doors, and roofing materials. Original
The exterior material replacements. This
•• siding has
'
been covered with vinyl.

'·'

..

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

-·

Constructed
in 1973, the building at 52501-1 Acoma Loop is a two-story duplex dwelling occupying a rectangular footprint,
,,;
resting on a poured-concrete foundation, and terminating in an asphalt-shingle1 saltbox roof. An integral carport is present. The
windows generally are 1/1,double-hung, vinyl-sash units. The doors are single-leaf.

•

.. -

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side,, or rear of the building) here:
Carport located in front of unit. Shed located at rear.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Other - describe

No

linoleum/wood
Open Floor Plan:

No

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, and kitchen redesigns,
and bathroom replacements.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

.·.
The Comanche
111 neighborhood has not been subject to previous investigations.
Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
,, in the Comanche Ill neighborhood has been subject to
The duplex dwelling at 5250 I Acoma Loop
exterior modification. Alternations included installation of replacement roofing materials, siding.
'
windows.
and doors. Interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and
appliances. The Comanche Lil neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign, new construction. or
demolition.
•
J

I

••

Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings,
• I "' associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling,
location,
and setting to convey their association with the
! .
con1lict in Vietnam and NRHP signiftcance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations, the
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
,.
of design and materials are not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in
retain some degree of integrity
,. to' the national inventory, and the housing is therefore not
their design and construction relative
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

..

..

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Propert),.
••
of Pa11icular
Importance as one
that is an
f

..

..

~

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the• context of the nation
j
wide inventory
of civilian sector
• housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
-~ importance must exhibit a high
materials used. Additionally, prope11ies of particular
,.
degree of
integrity
with
enough
significant
design
characteristics and original
historic
~
•
l
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive
"" within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
•
spatia.l requirements, and amenities. Stylistically,
many houses constructed during the period were
"" •during the
'
.I
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references
were
absent
on
houses
constructed
•
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those tJ1at firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While Lhe military sought to adopt design principles
•.advanced by
~ the civilian architectural sector
~ for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
•1
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced
the resulting
"
housing. stock in terms of architectural
expression and interior design.
•

..

"'

.

..

..

.

i!
Inventory conducted at Fort Hood confirmed that the military
followed civilian-sector housing trends and
,,
...
did not construct substantially
distinctive or unique" housing. Due to continuous modification and
4-[
alteration,
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
... the inventory of
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within
•
Cl
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance
are present at Fort
"
'
Hood.

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Hood

Building Address:

52502-2 Acoma Loop

Building Number:

52502

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche Ill

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

Two

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Asphalt shingle

Window Materials:

Aluminum siding

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1/1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Duplex

Two story
Townhouse:
no�
yes D
Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior material replacements. This includes replacement of all windows, doors, and roofing materials. Original siding has
been covered with vinyl.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
Constructed in 1973, the building at 52502-2 Acoma Loop is a two-story duplex residence clad in aluminum siding, occupying on a rectangular footprint, resting on a
poured-concrete foundation, and terminating in a side-gable, asphalt-shingle roof. The fa,ade contains wooden board-and-batten projections that seNe as Interior closets.
The first story features shed roof overhangs. The center of the first story provides covered parking, The windows generally are l/l aluminum units. The entrances generally
are single-leaf units. The rear Includes attached sheds. T�e doors are single-leaf.

'

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport located in front of unit and ahed located at rear.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Other - describe

No

linoleum/wood
Open Floor Plan:

No

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Continuous interior upgrades have occurred including installation of updated flooring, and kitchen redesigns,
and bathroom replacements.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

The buildings in the Comanche Ill neighborhood have not been subject to previous investigations.
Changes
lntegrity
• Over Time and,hResource
.Ji
The duplex dwelling at 52502
Acoma Loop in the Comanche
11 I neighborhood has been subject to
I'
Ji.
exterior modification
including the installation of replacement roofing materials, siding,
windows. and
doors. Interior modifications generally consisted of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances. The
Comanche 111 neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign. new constrLl
ction. or demolition.
p
•

..

..

,.
...
Despite
over time.
... modifications
•
-t Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
retain
• location, and setting to convey their association with the
" sufficient integrity of association, feeling,
conflict in
under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations. the
•
u Vietnam and NRHP significance
' of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
housing generally no longer retains a high degree
retain some degree of integrity of design and materials
are not sufficiently distinctive
or distinguishable
' • in
1'
"
'
_,
their design and construction relative to the• national inventory, and the housing is therefore not
considered eligible
for the NRHP under Criterion C.
Ii

..

~

Properties of
.. Particular Importance
...
The Program Comment Plan for Vieh1am War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Prope11y
Ir Pat1icular Importance as one that is an
of
'

...

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
..,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design,
method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
'
....
h.
degree of integrity with enough significant
design
and original
historic
~,•characteristics
...
•
•
'
... ... within the nation
•
building
materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive
wide inventory ( U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34 ).

..

~

....

..

•
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building
types. interior
requirements,
and
amenities.
Stylistically,
many
houses
constructed
du1ing
the period were
spatial
•
l
,,
executed in the Modern idiom: historical
stylistic references
were absent on houses constructed during the
residential
designs
of
the
period
included
those that firmly rejected historical
period. Award-wining
•
' plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
precedent in exterior design and interior
:::,
.. sector
advanced by the civilian
architectural
constructed by the A1my, size
•
• for Vietnam War Era housing
for military family housing influenced the resulting
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress
'
I•
housing
stock in tenns of architectural
expression and interior design.
•

..

.

.

l11ventory conducted at Fort Hood confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
housing trends and
tle
did not construct substantially distinctive
or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
If'
alteration,
the.. units no longer
retain a highI degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
I
..
retain integrity of design and materials
are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
"4
4
... Importance are present at Fort
civilian-sector
housing.. and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Pa11icular
•
Hood.

'

•

~

..

~

,r

..

''

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods
Installation Name:

Fort Hood
•

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche
• I

CIRCULATION

□

Cul-du-sacs: yes [!I
no... a

Grid: yes
ho [!I

Curvilinear streets: yes [!I
no a



Sidewalks: yes [!I
no a

Generally describe the street layout here:

.

- Culs-de-sac
Curvilinear streets define the neighborhood and includes the oxbow created by
• Karankawa Circle.
are located throughout the neighborhood.

....

Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):

..

.,

.
There are concrete sidewalks present on both sides
of the street.

PARKING

□

Garages: yes
no [!I

4
Carports: •yes
[!I
no a

Parking pad: yes [!I
no a

□

Parking lots: yes
no [!I

□

Group Covered Parking: yes •
no [!I

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES
Tree lawn: yes [!I
no a

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe (!l
no
A neighborhood park contains a community center,
playground, and barbeque area.

□

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe ,;[!I
no

□

A basketball court is located in the neighborhood.

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe (!l
no
A playground with slides and swings is located in
the neighborhood.

□

.

Streetlights: yes�
no

Collective Mailboxes: yes�
no

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe

□

□

Demolition: yes - describe

□

no�

no [!l

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
A one-story, Army-owned community center is located in the neighborhood.

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
Curvilinear streets define the neighborhood, which includes the oxbow created by Karankawa Circle. Culs-de-sac are located
throughout the neighborhood. The neighborhood generally contains one-story ranch-type duplexes located 10-to-15 feet back
from the roadway with parking pads and carports. A golf course is located next to the neighborhood. A park with community
center and playground are present. A basketball court, streetlights, and collective mailboxes also are located in the neighborhood.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:
One unit in the neighborhood has been renovated.

Attach photos below:
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Cherokee Vietnam-Era
Housing: Historic Context

Previous Investigations

The Comanche I neighborhood has not been subject 10 previous investigation.
Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

• including the
The buildings in the Comanche I neighborhood have been subject to exterior modification
•
installation of replacement roofing materials, siding, windows. and doors.
Interior modifications generally
/,
.... resulted
of units
consisted of replacement finishes, th.'tures, and appliances. In select cases, the combining
in modifications
to original noor plans. The neighborhood has not undergone significant redesi
•
•gn, new
construction, or demolition.

.

~

..

.,

~

A
and neighborhoods
Despite modifications over time, Vietnam; War Era buildings. associated
• outbuildings,
retain sufficient integrity of association. feeling, location, and setting to convey their association with the
f modifications and alterations. the
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance
• w1der Criterion A. Due to
I
housing generaJly no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design
and materials. Those units that
l
retain some degree of integrity
of design and materials are not suffic•iently distinctive or distinguishable in
.,. • relative to the national inventory, and the housing is therefore not
their design and constrncrion
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

..

~

0,

'

.

..

Properties of Particular
Importance
'

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance
• as one that is an

,..

-

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
•
distinctive
and
unique
in
their
design,
method
of
construction.
and building
substantially
•
I
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit
high
., ahistoric
,..
• with enough significant design characteristics and original
degree of integrity
building
materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
•
• f (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
wide inventory

..

,.

•

.

w influenced popular· expectations for housing design,
• building types, interior
The
•• civilian housing sector
"
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
... constructed during the
were absent on houses
executed in the Modem idiom: historical stylistic references
' •
.....
Award-wining
residential
designs
of
the
period
included
those
that
firmly
rejected historical
period.
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt
... design principles
.._
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for
"' Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
(f
limitations and cost criteria
established by Congress for military
family housing influenced the resulting
,housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

..

'{

Inventory conducted ...at Fort Hood confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
.. or unique housing. Due
did not construct substantially distinctive
• to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials.
Those units that
I '
retain integrity of design and" materials are not substantially distinctive ,,or unique within the inventory of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular
• Importance are present at Fort
Hood.
•

..

I

I

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing
• Historic Context
..
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods
Installation Name�

Fort Hood

Neighborhood Name:

Comanche II

CIRCULATION
•

□

Grid: yes
no I!)

I• I!)
Curvilinear streets: yes
no a

..

,.
Sidewalks:
yes I!]
no

Cul-du�acs: yes 00
no a

□

Generally describe the street layout here:
•

.. neighborhood and includes the oxbow created by Tiguas Street.
Curvilinear streets define the

Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
, on both
.' sides of the street.
There are concrete sidewalks present

.

.

PARKING

□

Garages: yes
no I!)

Carports: yes I!)
no a

Parking pad: yes I!]
no a

Parking lots: yes

□

no 00

□

Group Covered Parking: yes
no l!I

Tree lawn: yes l!I
no

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

□

I 4
I!)
Athletic Facilities: yes - describe
no a
A basketball court is located in the neighborhood.

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe I!]
no
A neighborhood park contains a basketball court
and playground.

□

.'

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe I!]
no a
'
A playground with slides is located
in the
neighborhood.

..
;

Collective Mailboxes: yes l!l
no □

Streetlights: yes l!l
no □
Demolition: yes - describe □
no l!l

Infill Construction: yes - describe [!l
no

□

Infill construction includes a twenty-first-century
building campaign.
Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
A one-story elementary school is located in the neighborhood.

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
Curvilinear streets define the Comanche II neighborhood, which includes the oxbow created by Tiguas Street. Units
generally are two-story buildings located 10-to-15 feet back from the roadway with carports and parking pads. The buildings
were constructed between 1973 and 1975. Units total 676. The neighborhood contains a park, playground, basketball court,
streetlights, and collective mailboxes. Modern infill construction has occurred during the twenty-first century.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:
No units have received modern renovations. In select buildings, two units have been combined to form one
unit.
Attach photos below:
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Cherokee Vietnam-Era
Housing: Historic Context
Fort Hood, TX

Comanche Village IDE Neighborhood
R. C�ISTOPtER GOOOWIN a. Assoc.,
2�1 E. �TH ST. STE 100
fREOERtC�. MO 21701
DATE: II/J0/2021
f'REPA O BY: KRW

Previous Jnvestigations
C:
The Comanche
II neighborhood has not undergone previous investigation.

..

•
Changes
Over Time and
• Resource lntegrity
Buildings in Comanche ll have been subject
,. to exterior modification including the installation of
replacement roofing materials. siding. windows, and doors. Interior modifications generally consisted of
replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. In select cases. the combining of units resulted in
t
modifications to original floor plans. The neighborhood has
not undergone significant redesign, new
t
construction.
or demolition.

..

'

..

Despite modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association. feeling, location, and setting to convey their association
with the
•
I alterations. the
conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance
under
Criterion
A.
Due
10
modifications
and
•
housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
• sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in
retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not
,. not
their design and construction relative to the national inventory, and 1he housing is therefore
considered
eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
•

'

•

-

•

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an

Anny Vietnam War Era housing
• ll or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
... and unique in their design, method of construction, and building.
substantially distinctive
materials used. Additionally. prope11ies of pa11icular importance must exhibit a high
degree of in1egrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34 ).
The civilian housing sector intl uenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the
• Modern idiom; historical
• stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the pe1iod
A included those
• that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
s
by the Army. size
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed
limitations and cost criteria
established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
~
housing stock in terms of architectural
• expression and interior design.

..

..,.
trends and
Inventory conducted at Fort Hood confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
• no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
alteration. the units
retain integ,·ity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fo11
Hood.
~

•

.

..

•

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods
Installation Name:

• • Hood
Fort

Neighborhood Name:

.
.. Ill
Comanche

.

CIRCULATION
Cul-du-sacs: yes □
no l!l

Grid: yes □
no l!l

Curvilinear streets: yes [!l
no □

Sidewalks: yes I!]
no □

Generally describe the street layout here:

,. off of Muskogee Road. Radiating courts
..
Laguna Drive is a curvilinear
street creating an oxbow and is located
are' located off of Laguna Drive.

.

II
, describe
'
the sidewalks
here (i.e., materials, one or both sides
of the street, etc.}:
Generally
I
~

I

There are concrete sidewalks present on both sides of the street.

PARKING
Garages: yes □
no l!l

Carports: yes [!l
no □

Parking pad: yes l!l
no □

Parking lots: yes □
no l!l

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no l!l

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

• l!l
Tree lawn: yes
no a

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe [!l
no □
A neighborhood park contains a neighborhood
.. area.
park
' and covered picnic

..

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe [!l
no a
A basketball court and baseball field are located in
the neighborhood.

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe [!l
no a
A playground with slides and swings is located in
the neighborhood.

...

Streetlights: yes I!]
no a

Collective Mailboxes: yes I!]
no a

Demolition: yes - describe □
no I!]

Infill Construction: yes - describe I!]
no a
Multi-story new residences were constructed
during the twenty-first century.

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
A modern community center is located in the neighborhood. Concrete bus shelters also are located
throughout. A new middle school has been constructed in the neighborhood.

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
Laguna Drive is a curvilinear street creating an oxbow and is located off of Muskogee Road. Radiating courts are located off of Laguna Drive. Houses generally are two-story,
multi-unit buildings set 10-to-15 feet back from the roadway with carports and parking pads. Units were constructed in 1973. The neighborhood contains a park, basketball
i
and baseball facilities, and a playground. Streetlights and collective mailboxes are present. Mult -level infill construction has been added during the twenty-first century.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:
Three-hundred units have been renovated, and new construction has been added.

Attach photos below:
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Cherokee Vietnam-Era
Housing: Historic Context
Fort Hood, TX
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R CHRISTOPHER GooOWaN & Assoc.,

2�1 E. I.TH ST, STE 100
FraeoERIC<, MD 21701
pt
DATE: ll/�01202I
BY: KRW

Previous Jnvestigations

Previous investigations of the Comanche Ill neighborhood has not been completed.
Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
•
Comanche Ill neighborhood buildings have been subject
• to exterior modification including the...
installation of replacement
roofing
materials.
siding,
windows.
and doors. Interior modifications
• generally
••
..
consisted of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. ln select
cases,
the
combining
of
w1its resulted
•
in modifications to original floor plans. The neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign. new
construction. or demolition.

..

..

.

Despite modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods
... feeling, location, and sening to convey their association with the
retain sufficient integrity of association.
.,
conflict in Vietnam and NR.HP significance under Criterion ..A. Due to modifications and alterations. the
housing generally 110 longer retains a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain some degree of integritY of design and materials are not sufficiently disti11ctive or distinguishable in
their design and construction
relative to the national inventory. and the housing is therefore not
"
considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

....

Properties of Particular Importance
w4•
,,.
The Program
Comment
Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance
as one• that is an
It

..

~

·-

....

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods
from this period,
~
•
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
... of particular importance must exhibit a high
materials used. Additionally. properties
t
•
degree of integrity with enough significant
characteristics and original
historic
• design
It
"
\,
:9
... and intact to be considered
building
truly distinctive
within thei nation
I materials present
wide inventory (U.S. Department of t he Army 2021 :34 ).

..

;,

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building t)'pes, interior
.,.
constrncted during the period were
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses
_.. "during the
executed in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
J
... included !hose
ii" that firmly rejected historical
period. Award-wining
residential designs of the petiod
precedent
in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to
'" ..adopt design principles
•
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations
and cost criteria established by Congress
4'.
the resulting
•
.. for militruy family housing influenced
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

·-

..

~

I

~

-

~
"'-, housing trends and
lnvenrory conducted at Fot1 Hood confirmed that the military
followed civilian-sector
,
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not
distinctive
or unique within the inventory or
L
"
• substantially
,.
1't
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular
Importance are present at Fort
•
Hood.

.

Fort Jackson

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Jackson

Building Address:

3073 Custer Court

Building Number:

3073

Neighborhood Name:

Custer Court

BUlLDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

One

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Aluminum siding

Hol"izontal sliding

Aluminum

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Single family

Townhouse:
yes

D

no �

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior has undergone minimal modifications limited to cyclical maintenance and in-kind material replacement.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
&
Building 3073 is a one-story, single-family ranth-typ• dwellfng comprised of three-bedrooms and two-bathrooms In the Custer Court neighborhood.
The &uild1'1!l i,clad in aluminum siding, has
slldln11 aluminum windows, and termlnales in a side-gable roof sheathed in asphalt shingles. A sun room projects from the rear of the dwelling and open, t o a large, fenced In yard. An
attached �•1 port is at the front of the dwelltng.

•

Ancillary Buildings:
Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Carport is attached to the side of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Vinyl

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior flooring, vinyl and carpet, has been replaced cyclically for new renters.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

• Custer Court has not been subject
3073
to previous investigations.
r

..

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

.. •

..,
:A
3073 Custer Court has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms
additions, and
. of materials,

"

•

has been unde11aken resulting in material replacement using in
new construction. Cyclical maintenance
I
I,
t
....
of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement
kind units. Interior modifications generally consist
' •
Ilia
....
finishes, fixtures. and appliances.
The neighborhood.
a single cul-de-sac. has not undergone significant
redesign, new' construction, or demolition.

.

.

•
sti II retains sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location,
Despite cyc:lical maintenance, the building
and sening
to convey association
with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under
t
r Criterion A.
•
'
over time and retains some degree of integrity of
While the building has undergone minimal modifications
..... '
I
• distinctive
• or distinguishable in their
,, and
design
design and materials, the building is not sufficiently
L
j~
construction
relative to
the
national
inventory,
and
the
housing
is
tJ1erefore
not
considered
eligible
• for the
•
NRJ-IP under Criterion C.
~

..

...

.

'

'

Properties of Particular Importance

..

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines
"' a Property of
Particular Importance as
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the contex1 of the nation-wide
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive
and unique in their design, method of construction. and building materials used. Additionally,
properties of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough significant
"
design characteristics and original historic building
I!' materials present and intact to be considered
, nation-wide
,, inventory (U.S. Department ofthe Army 2021 :34).
• within the
truly"distinctive
~

..

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housingr design, building types, interior
•
.,,
many
houses
constructed
during
the
period
were
executed
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically.
•
·'
, the period.
in the Modern idiom:• historical
• stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during
l
I
I
• designs of the period included those
• precedent
that firmly rejected
historical
in
Award-wining residential
,.
plan.
While
the
military
sought
to
adopt
design
principles
advanced
exterior design and interior
by
the
•
' by the Anny. size limitations and
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housi11g stock in
terms of architectural expression and interior design.

'

~

.

~

,i;

..

'I!:
Inventory conducted at Fort Jackson confirmed
that the military followed civilian-sector
housing trends and
•
lo1
.,
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
.. and materials are not substantially distinctive
,._ unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
,e;,
of design
• or
•
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Pa11icular Importance are present at" Fort Jackson.

..

..

"

.

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Jackson

Building Address:

3752 Knight Avenue

Building Number:

3752

Neighborhood Name:

Jack's Inn

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Aluminum siding

Horizontal sliding

Aluminum

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Other- describe

,
Other • describe

Modern

Apartment

Style:
Minimalist Modern

.

Townhouse:
yes

D

no

(ij

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior has undergone minimal modifications limited to cyclical maintenance and in-kind material
••• replacement.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:
Exterior cladding is a mixture of aluminum siding and brick veneer. Entries to the building (two) are enclosed
hallways with glass curtain walls.

Building description:
Building 3752 Is• two,story, eight-unit apartment bulldlng comprised oftwo connected, ldentlcal four-unlt "oo, plans, The exterior [s clad lo a)uminum ,1dtng, bllck �eneer, and has enclosed
glass entryways with mullions, Th• building terminates in a low-pitched, side-gabled roof sheathed In aspl>olt Shingles. Each of the eight units ho.ve open balconl•s along lhe rac,;,de of the
building. landscaping ls comprised of• grass lawn.

Ancillary Buildings:
Other - describe
Parking Lot
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Parking lot is located to the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

2

1

Describe any interior alterations:
Flooring (carpet and vinyl) has been replaced periodically.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

.

Previous Investigations
'

3752 Knjght Avenue cun-ently is undergoing a Section
• 106 review process through the U.S. Army Corps
Inn
neighborhood.
The report and survey results are currently uMer
of Engineers as,; part of the Jack's
•
internal review by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Morrow. personal correspondence
• 2021 ).
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

'

3752 Knight Avenue has been subject to minimal exterior modification
in terms of materials,
additions. and
rf
•
' . replacement .,using in
new •construction. Cyclical maintenance has been undertaken resulting in material
kind units. Interior modifications generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement
•
finishes. fixtures, and appliances. The Jack·s lnn neighborhood
has not undergone significant redesign. newe·
construction, or demolition.

..

-

..

}

..

.. al maintenance, the building still retains sufficient\ integrity of association, feeling, location.
Despite cyclic.
•
and setting to convey association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion
A.
While the building has undergone minimal modifications over time and retains some degree of integrity of
design and materials.·' the building is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in their design and,
construction relative to the national inventory. and the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the
,
NRHP under Criterion
C.

'

~

Properties of Particular Importance
'.

,

,a_
... of
The Program Comment Plan for
2021 defines a Property
" Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December
Particular Importance as

..

Am1y Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation-wide
'
inventory of civi I ian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive
•
....
and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally.
IP
prope11ies ofe
importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity
i' patticular
• with enough significant
design characteristics and original
historic
building
materials
present
and intact to be considered
•
•
'
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
~

~

,..

,:

.

.

..

t
The civilian housing sector influenced
popular expectations for housing design. building types. interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were executed
....
during the period.
in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic reforences were absent on houses constructed
I
•
(
Award-wining
• residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
...
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced
by the
'•
civilian architectmal sector
for
Vietnam
War
Era
housing
constructed
by
the
Army,
size
limitations
and
•
•
t
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
•
terms of architectural
expression' and interior design.
~

~

-

...

#

..

..

...., housing trends and
•.civilian-sector
lnvemory conducted at Fort Jackson confirmed that the military followed
...
. distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
did not construct substantially
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
'
~
are not substantially distinctive
or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
of design and' materials
..
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Jackson.

...

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Jackson

Building Address:

3770 Gilmer• Court

Building Number:

3770

Neighborhood Name:

Jack's Inn

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

,,
Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Aluminum siding

Horizontal sliding

Aluminum

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Other - describe

Modern

Apartment

...

Townhouse:
yesr

D

no

(!.I

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior has undergone minimal modifications limited to cyclical maintenance and in-kind material replacement.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:
Exterior cladding is a mixture of
• veneer. Entry to the building is an enclosed hallway
• aluminum siding and brick
• glass curtain walls.
with
•

Building description:

-

Bt,lldlng 3752 Is....a two-story, four-unit apartment building.The exter1or is clad In aluminum siding, brlc� veneer, and has enclosed gla$$ entryways with mullions. Tne building terminates
,. eight un,ts
in a l o wpi
- tched, side-gabled roof stieathed ln asphalt shingles. Each of the
• have open balconies along the facade of the building.• Landscaping is comprised of a grass lawn.

Ancillary Buildings:
Other - describe
Parking Lot
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Parking lot is located to the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

2

1

Describe any interior alterations:
Flooring (carpet and vinyl) have been replaced periodically.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Jovestigatioos
l
3770 Gilmer Court currently is undergoing
a Section
106 review process through the U.S. Army Corps of
'
Engineers as part ofthe Jack's
... Jnn neighborhood. TI1e report and survey results are currently under internal
review by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (Morrow. personal
correspondence 2021 ).
•
•
~

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

•

3770 Gilmer Court has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials. additions, and
I!
Cyclical maintenance has been undertaken resulting in material replacement using in
new construction.
'
~
kind units. Interior modifications
generally consist of cyclical
maintenance resulting in replacement
•'
•
finishes. fixtures. and appliances. TheJack's Inn neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign, new'
construction. or demolition.

..

.

..

.

,. feeling. location.
C
Despite cyclical maintenance,
the building still retains sufficient integrity ofassociation,
•
and setting to convey association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion
A.
.,,
While the building has undergone minimal modifications over time and retains some degree of integrity of
,.
..., in their design and
is, not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable
design and materials, the building
construction relative to the national inventory. and the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the
NRHP under Criterion C.

-

-

Properties of Particular Importance
~

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued
* in December 2021 defines a Property of
Particular Importance as

..

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the contex1 of the nation-wide
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive
and unique in their design. method of construction, and building materials used. Additionally,
properties of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough
•• siegnificant
design characteristics
and
original
historic
building
materials
present
and
intact
to be considered
+•
•
"
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Department oftbe Army 2021 :34).

..

~

•

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types. interior
,
spatial requirements. and amen1ties. Stylistically.
• . many houses constructed during the period were executed
in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the period.
Award-wining residential designs of the period
included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
'I!'
exterior design and interior plan. While the military' sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
., for Vietnam War Era housing
constructed
civilian architectural sector
• by the Anny, size limitations and
'
• stock in
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing
,
terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

.

.....

..

..

,

.

~

~

....
Inventory conducted at FortJackson
confiimed that the military followed civilian-sector
housing trends and
'
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive
• or unique within the inve11to1y of civilian-sector
Importance are present at Fort Jackson.
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular
'

...

~

~

'
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Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
"
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Jackson

Building Address:

5822 Burt Street

Building Number:

5822

Neighborhood Name:

Pierce Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR

..

Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Two

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

-·

1-over-1

Style:
Minimalist Modern

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Split-level

Duplex

Townhouse:
yes

D

JI.
no

{i1

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior has undergone minimal modifications limited to cyclical maintenance and in-kind material replacement.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:
While the building primarily is clad in brick veneer, there are small pockets of vinyl siding.

Building description:
Building 5822 is a three-bedroom,
... two-bathroom, split-level duplex building in the Pierce Terrace neighborhood. The building is
clad in brlck veneer and vinyl siding and terminates in a side-gable roof sheathed in asphalt shingles. Window units are 1/1,
double-hung, vinyl units. Parking pads are on either side of the dwelling and provide unit access.

.,

Ancillary Buildings:
Parking pad

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Two parking pads are located at the outer sides of the building for access to the two individual units.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

2

3

Describe any interior alterations:
Carpet and vinyl flooring have been replaced with resident turnover.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Flooring is carpet and vinyl. Bathrooms have original fixtures and light blue tiling.

Attach photos below:

Pre,1ious Investigations

..

5822 Burt Street has not been subject to previous investigations.

...

•
V
Cltaoges over
Time and Resource Integrity
5822 Burt Street has been subject to minima I exterior
... modification in tenns of materials. additions, and
,r
new construction.Cyclical maintenance has been unde11aken using in-kind material
replacement. While
' the
Pierce Terrace neighborhood has undergone new construction and demolition. the Vietnam War Era
• portion
remains intact.

..

::J
..
Interior modifications consist of floorplan
alterations and cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement
' are limited to the removal of a wall to create one
finishes, fixtures. and appliances. Floorplan alterations
"'
large bedroom where two smaller bedrooms historically were located.

..

•

...

..

Despite cyclical maintenance and interior alterations. the building still retains sufficient integrity of
association. feeling, location. and setting to convey association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP
significance under Criterion
• A. While the building has undergone minimal exterior modifications over time
and
some degree of integrity of design and materials, the building
is not sufficiently distinctive or
t I retains
,
I
4
relative to the national inventory. and the housing is
distinguishable in their design and construction
therefore not considered eligible
• for the NRHP under Criterion C.

•

'

-

I;._

~

'

Properties of Particular Importance

..

,.,

• Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property of
The
tl
Particular
Importance as
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborl1oods that are, in the context of the nation-wide
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive
and unique in their design, method of construction. and building materials used. Additionally.
properties of particular importance must exhibit a high degree... of integrity with enough significant
<
..
,, characteristics
design
and original historic building materials present and 4intact to be considered
truly distinctive within the nation-wide
inventory (U.S. Depa11ment of the Army 2021 :34).
1
~

..

,

,.

The civilian
housing sector
• influenced popular expectations for
• • housing design, building types, interior
'
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were executed
in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic references were absent' on houses constructed during the
... period.
A ward-wining residential designs of the.. period included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles, advanced by the
c.:.
civilian architectmal sector
constructed by the Army, size limitations
and
" for Vietnam War Era housing
c._
,. housing influenced the resulting housing stock
cost criteria established by Congress for military family
• in
O' architectural expression and interior design.
terms of
~

..
..

'

..

'

Inventory conducted at Fort Jackson confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
• housing tJ'ends and
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration.
\
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
'
C:
., and materials
or unique within the inventory
of civilian-sector
of design
•
' are not substantially distinctive
C:
of Particular Importance are present at Fort Jackson.
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties

..

~

"

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Jackson

Building Address:

5831 Burt Street

Building Number:

5831

Neighborhood Name:

Pierce Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Hipped

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1-over-1

Style:
Minimalist Modern

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Other- describe

Sixplex

Modern

Townhouse:
yes �

no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior has undergone minimal modifiec1tions limited to cyclical maintenance and in-kind material replacement.

Provide additional
" notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
Building 5831 'is a sixplex building comprised of four t w o story,
three-bedroom and two-bathroom, units flanked by two one-story, two-bedroom
and one-bathroom units at either end. The dwelling is clad 1n both brick-veneer and vinyl siding and terminates in a hipped roof sheathed in asphalt
shingles. WJndow openrngs are 1/1, double-hung vinyl units. landscaping is limited to a grass lawn. A parking lot is to the front of the building.

Ancillary Buildings:
Other - describe
Parking Lot
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
The parking lot is located to the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

2

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Flooring and light fixtures have been replaced as needed during unit turnover.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Building 5853 has two different floorplans. The end units are two-bedroom, single-story units, while the
central four units used to be three- and two-bedroom units that were combined ca. 2010.
Attach photos below:

Previous lnnstigations

..,. investigations.
• Street has not been subject to previous
5831 Burt

..

Changes over Time and Resource lntegrity

,,.

5831
• Burt Street has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials. additions, and
new construction. Cyclical maintenance has been undertaken using in-kind material replacement. While the
Pierce Terrace neighborhood has undergone new construction and demolition. the Vietnam War Era portion
remains intact.

..

..

Interior modifications consist of floorplan alterations and cyclical maintenance resulting in replacemem
finishes, fixtures, and appliances. Floorplan alterations are limited to the removal of a wall to create one
large bedroom
• where two smaller bedrooms historically were localed.
Despite cyclical maintenance and interior alterations. the building still retains sufficient integrity of
association, feeling, location, and setting to convey association
with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP
•
... has undergone minimaI exterior modifications
significance under Criterion A. While the building
overetime
r
and retains some degree of integrity of design and materials, the building is not sufficiently distinctive or
distinguishable in their design
• and construction relative to the national inventory, and the housing is
,
therefore not considered
eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

....

-

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property of
Particular Importance as
ti
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation-wide
• I
•
inventory of civilian
sector housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive
and unique in their design. method of construction, and building materials used. Additionally.
properties of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough significant
design
• characteristics and original historic building materials present •and intact to be considered
• A
truly distinctive
inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
• within the nation-wide

-

....

..

..

,#
The civilian housing sector influenced
popular expectations
for housing design. building types,
• interior
•
'
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were executed
in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the period.
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
ticivilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing
constructed by the Army, size limitations and
4
cost criteria established by Congress for military
family housing
~ ..influenced the
• resulting housing stock in
terms of architectural expression and intei•ior design.

.

"

..

•

I

Inventory conducted at Fort Jackson confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
did not construct substantially dis1inctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration.
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity •of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or
• unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties
of Particular
r
• Importance are present at Fort Jackson.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Jackson

Building Address:

5837 Burt Street

Building Number:

5837

Neighborhood Name:

Pierce Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

One

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Hipped

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl
'

1-over-1

Style:
Minimalist Modern

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Ranch

Duplex

Townhouse:
yes

,

D

no

(i:'l

Describe any
.. exterior alterations:
The exterior has undergone minimal modifications limited to cyclical maintenance and in-kind material replacement.

..

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

..

Building 5837 is a one-story duplex building comprised of two-bedroom,
• one-bath units. The exterior is clad in brick
veneer and
• terminates in a hipped roof sheathed in asphalt shingles. Window units are 1/1, double-hung, vinyl units.

Ancillary Buildings:
Parking pad

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Parking pads are at either side of the building for access to the individual dwellings.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

2

1

Describe any interior alterations:
Flooring has been replaced as needed.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Flooring consists of carpeted bedrooms and vinyl flooring in the living area, kitchen, and bathroom.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

...
,. Street• has
, investigations.
5837 Bun
not been subject•. to previous
I
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity
"#

,.

5837 Burt Street has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials, additions. and
;
new construction. Cyclical maintenance has been undertaken using in-kind material .replacement.
While the
Pierce Terrace neighborhood
has
undergone
new
construction
and
demolition.
the
Vietnam
War
Era
po11ion
"
•
remains intact. Interior modifications generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement
ll
finishes.
fixtures, and appliances.
still retains sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location,
Despite cyclical maintenance. the building
"
and setting to convey association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A.
While the building has undergone minimal modifications over time and retains some degree of integrity of
• is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in their design and
design and materials.
the building
.. 1to the national
...
... and the housing is therefore
construction relative
inventory.
• not considered eligible for the
NRHP under Criterion C.

'

~

-

"

Properties •of Particular Importance
f
The Program Comment
Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property of
Particular Importance as

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the contex1 of the nation-wide
,.
ii
from this period,
substantially distinctive
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods
"
and unique in their design, method of construction. and building materials used. Additionally,
properties of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough significant
design characteristics and original historic building materials present and intact to be considered
truly distinctive within the nation-wide
"' inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).

•

' .

..

•

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types,..interior..
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during
.~ were executed
• the period
1
el
in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent "on houses constructed during the period.
, firmly rejected hjstorical precedent
.,. in
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that
"
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
• housing constructed by the Army. size limitations and
~'
architectural
sector for Vietnam War Era
civilian .....
•
cost criteria established by Congress for mi Iitary family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
'
terms of 'architectural
• expression and interior design.

.

.,,.

,.

~

.

I
I miHtary follow·e d
Inventory conducted at Fo11 Jackson
... confirmed that the
civilian-sector housing
trends and
~to
continuous
modification
or
unique
housing.
Due
did not construct substantially distinctive
and
alteration.
•
"
,.. and materials. Those units that retain integrity
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design
•' and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the' inventory
of civilian-sector
of design
~
,.,
housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Jackson.
~

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

.,,.
Installation
Name:

Fort Jackson

Building Address:

5843 Imboden Street

Building Number:

5843

Neighborhood Name:

• #
Pierce. Terrace

..

...

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

,,.
Poured . concrete

,.
Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:
I'.

'"' .
Window Type:

Window Materials:

Brick veneer

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

Asphalt shingle

.

'·
1-over-l

Style:

Ornamentation:

Minimalist Modern

No

\
Dwelling Type:

Type
·- of Unit:

Other - describe

Fourplex

Modern

Townhouse:
yes m
no

□

...
Describe
any exterior alterations:

.,

.

:.I, I
...
The exterior has undergone
minimal modifications limited to cyclical maintenance
and in-kind material replacement. Front gable
entrance porches
were
added
in
2012.
, ·,
4

,, exterior here:
Provide additional notes on the building
•
I
Exterior cladding
is brick
•
" veneer and vinyl.

Building description:

•Building
'~ "' is clad in brick veneer and vinyl.
' 5834 is a fourplex building consisting of three and four bedroom units. The exterior
'

Ancillary Buildings:
Other - describe
Parking Lot

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Parking lot is located to the front.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:
Drywall

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Carpet

Yes - describe
Staircase Screen

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Central units are three-bedroom units and include staircase screen ornamentation.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

5843 Burt Street has not been subject to previous investigations.
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

5843 Burt Street has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials, additions, and
new construction. Front-gabled entry porches were added to units in ca. 20 IO for visual contjnuity with new
construction in the Pierce Terrace neighborhood. Cyclical maintenance additionally has been undertaken
using in-kind material replacement While the Pierce Terrace neighborhood has undergone new
construction and demolition, the Vietnam War Era portion remains intact. Interior modifications generally
I.
consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement finishes.
fixtures. and appliances.

-

Despite cyclical maintenance, the building still retains sufticient integrity of association. feeling, location,,
and setting Lo convey association witb the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significa11ce under Criterion A.
While the building has undergone minimal modifications over time and retains some degree of integrity of
design a11d materials. the building is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in their design and
construction relative to the national inventory, and the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the
NRHP under Criterion C.
Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property of
Particular Importance as
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of tJ1e nation-wide
inventory-~of ctvilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive
and unique in their design, method of construction. and building materials used. Additionally,
proper1ies of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough significant
design characteristics and original historic.._ building materials present and intact to be considered
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Anny 2021 :34).
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types. interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. rrlany houses constructed during the period were executed
in the Modern
idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the period.
•
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the A1111y, size limitations and
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

Inventory conducted at Fort Jackson confirmed thal' the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
did not construct
• substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
No Properties of Particular Importance are present at For1 Jackson.
housing and neighborhoods.
•

..

..

.~.

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
. , Forms for Dwellings
Inventory
Installation Name:

Fort Jackson

Building Address:

5845 Imboden Street

Building Number:

5845

Neighborhood Name:

Pierce Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIO�
Foundation
•• Type:

Foundation Material:

..Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

Horizontal sliding

Vinyl

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Split-level

Fourple><

l
Number
of Stofies:

...

Minimalist Modern

..

Townhouse:
yes

D

no

D

I any exterior alterations:
Describe

The exterior has undergone minimal modifications limited to cyclical maintenance and in-kind material replacement.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

,.
II'
Exterior cladding
is half brick veneer and half vinyl. Most window
units are horizontal
sliding, but at the entry
'•
' ...
are large fixed-sash window units.

Building description:

~·

Building 5845
spilt-level building clad in brick veneer and vinyl siding. Window units are
' Imboden Street is a two-story, fourplex
• !
sliding and fixed-sas units above entry
doors. Small storage outbuildings,
affixed
.l to the facade, are available for all
horizontal
•
,.
four units. A parking lot rs located in front of the building.

Ancillary Buildings:
Other - describe
Parking Lot
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Parking lot is located to the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Flooring has been replaced as well as lighting fixtures on a cyclical basis.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Flooring is carpeted in the bedrooms and vinyl in the living rooms, kitchens, and bathrooms.

Attach photos below:

Previous ln\lestigations

.

' ~ to previous investigations.
5845 Burt Street has not been subject

•

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

• .Street has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of
5845 Burt
!" materials, additions, and
new construction. Cyclica.l
maintenance
has
been
undertaken
using
in-kind
material
replacement. While the
.•
Pierce Terrace neighborhood has undergone
demolition. the Vietnam War Era portion
• new constrllction and
"
... 'maintenance resulting in replacement
~l
e
remains intact. Interior
modifications
generally
consist of cyclical
finishes. fixtures, and appliances.

-

..

•

..

.,
If.
Despite cyclical
maintenance, the building
still retains sufficient integrity of association, feeling.,. location.
~
,.and setting to
t convey association with the conflict
V in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A.
1
of integrity of
While the building has undergone minimal modifications over time and retains some degree
t,_
~
design and materials. the building is not sufficiently
distinctive
or distinguishable in their design and
••
,
,.
construction relative to the national inventory. and the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the
NRHP under Criterion C.

.

.. ..

~

~

.

,.

.

Properties of Particular Importance

..

,;The Pl'ogram Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in 'December
2021 defines a Property of
"
Particular Importance
,. • as
~

.....

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation-wide
•
this period, substantially distinctive
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from
¼.:
and unique in their design. method of construction, and building materials used. Additionally.
'l integrity with enough significant
properties of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of
'
'
A,
•
~I to be considered
and original
historic building
design characteristics
' materials present and intact
'
truly distinctive within the nation-wide
inventory ( U.S. Department of the Anny 2021 :34 ).

'

.

~

~

..

..

...
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types.
interior
" A
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during
the period were executed
"were absent on houses constructed during the period.
in the Modern idiom:• historical stylistic references
.,
t
Award-wining residential' designs
of
the
period
included
those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
'
exterior design and interior plan. White the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
l
sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by
civilian architectural
t the Anny, size limitations and
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the 'resulting housing stock in
terms of architectural expression and interior design.
~

~

"" •

~

~

J

..

-

....

~

.

....

Inventory conducted at Fort Jackson confirmed that the military
followed
housing trends and
;
T' civilian-sector
-did not construct
substantially distinctive or unique
housing. Due to continuous modification
and alteration.
V
I.
~
the units no longer retain a high degree... of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
' the inventory of civilian-sector
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within
L
,,,. and neighborhoods.
housing
No Properties
of Particular Importance are present at Fort Jackson.
~
~

1!11

--

~

~~

'I,

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Jackson

Building Address:

5847 Imboden Street

Building Number:

5487

Neighborhood Name:

Pierce Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR,
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Not visible

Not visible

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1-over-1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

Yes - describe

Split-level

Duplex

Townhouse:
yes

D

no �

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior has undergone minimal modifications limited to cyclical maintenance and in-kind material replacement,

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:
Exterior is a mixture of brick veneer on the lower half and vinyl siding on the upper half,

Building description:
Buflding 5487 is a two-story, split-level duplex building comprised of three-bedroom, one-bath units. The exterior is clad in brick veneer on
the lower
• side-gable roof with wide. overhanging eaves.
T half and vinyl siding on the upper half. The building terminates in a low-pitched,

•

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe

Parking Lot
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:

Parking lot is to the front of the building

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:

Flooring and lighting have been replaced on a cyclical basis.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Exterior flooring is carpet in bedrooms and vinyl in main living area, kitchen, and bathrooms.

Attach photos below:

..

Previous Investigations

.. '

5847 Burt Street has not been subject to previous investigations.

..

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

5847 Burt Street has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials. additions. and
new construction. Cyclical maintenance has been undertaken using in-kind material replacement. While the
Pierce Terrace neighborhood has undergone new construction and demolition, the Vietnam War Era portion
remains intact. Interior modifications generally consist
• • of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement
finishes. fixtures. and appliances.

..

._ sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location.
Despite cyclical maintenance, the building still retains
"'
and setting to convey association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion
A.
While the building has undergone minimal modifications over time and retai11s some degree of integrity of
design and materials, the building is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in their design and
..
construction
relative to the national inventory, and the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the
NRHP under Criterion C.

..

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property of
Particular Importance as
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation-wide
...
inventory of tivilian
sector housing an neighborhoods
• from this period. substantially distinctive
and unique in their design, method of constrllction, and building materials used. Additionally,
•
integrity with enough significant
properties of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of
design characteristics and original historic building materials present and intact to be considered
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34). "

..

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial •requirements, and amenities. Stylistically.
many houses constructed during the period were executed
"
in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the period.
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical precedent
• i'n
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny. size limitations and
cost criteiia established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
r
expression and interior design.
tem1s of achitectural
Inventory conducted at Fmi Jackson confinned that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
of design and materials are not
' substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods.
• • No Prope1ties of Pa1ticular Importance are present at Fort Jackson.
•

..

Bibliography
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Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
(

Installation Name:

Fort Jackson

Building Address:

5858 Imboden Street

Building Number:

5858

Neighborhood Name:

Pierce Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

._
Foundation
Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

.•
Other
- describe

Sixplex

Minimalist Modern

II
Horizontal sliding

Vinyl

Modern

Townhouse:
no
yes fl]

D

Describe
• any exterior alterations:
ill
The exterior has undergone minimal modifications limited to cyclical
maintenance and in-kind material replacement.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

,.

.

Exterior cladding is a mix of vinyl siding and brick veneer.
The rear of each housing unit has a small storage shed attached to the
,
rear exterior wall.

Building description:
•
building comprised of two-bedroom, two-bathroom units. The exterior is clad in brick
Building 5858 is a two-story, ~sixplex
' building rests upon a
I,
veneer and vinyl siding and the
building tertninates in a side-gable roof sheathed in asphalt shingle. The
slight incline.

•

'

Ancillary Buildings:
Other - describe
Parking Lot
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Parking lot is located to the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

2

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Originally three-bedroom units, two bedrooms of each unit were combined to create a larger bedroom.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Flooring is carpet in bedrooms and vinyl in kitchen, bathroom, and living areas.

Attach photos below:

Prc,•ious Investigations

. ..

5858 Imboden Street has not been subject to previous investigations.
~

...

Changes over Time and Resource lntegrity

... in terms of materials. additions. •and
5858 Imboden
been subjecteto minimal exterior modification
• Street has
t,
-~
construction.
Cyclical
mainrenance
has
been
undertaken
using
in-kind
material replacement. While lhe
new
p
has undergone
new construction and demolition, the Vietnam War Era po1tion
Pierce Terrace neighborl10od
'f
I'
remains intact.

..

..

...

• ,,.
Interior modifications consist of tloorplan alterations and cyclical maintenance
resulting
in replacement
•
._
finishes. fixtures. and appliances. Floorplan alterations are limited to the removal of a wall
to create one
..
large bedroom where two
I I
• smaller bedrooms historically were located.

..

- ..

..

'

..

..

,
• cyclical
Despite
maintenance and interior a.Iterations. the building still retains sufficient integrity of
, conflict in Vietnam and NRHP
association, feeling, location. and setting to convey
with the
•
'" .! association
significance under Criterion A. While the building has undergone minimal exterior modifications over time
,
and l'etains some degree of integrity of design and materials. the building is not sufficiently distinctive or
.,
distinguishable in their design and construction
relative to the national inventory, and the housing
is
""'
'
therefore not considered eligible for the' NRHP under Criterion C.

..

-·.

.....

•

~

....

..

Properties of Particular Jmportance

.:
issued in December 2021 defines a Property of
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing
Particular Importance as

..

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation-wide
• housing an neighborhoods from this period. substantially distinctive
inventory of civilian sector
• building materials used. Additionally.
&.
~
and
and unique in their design, method of construction,
I
I(,
,,. degree of integrity with' enough
y
properties of pa11icular
must exhibit a high
significant
,
• importance
t
.- building materials present and •intact to be considered
design characteristics and original historic
...
truly distinctive
within the 11ation-wide inventory (U.S. Department
of the A1my 2021 :34).
~
~

....

·~·~

~

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations
for housing design, building types, interior
• It
"
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were executed
,_
'in the Modem idiom;
II:
historical
stylistic
constructed
during the period.
r references were absent,.on houses
.Y
~
"'
.,
.,,,,.
Award-wining residential designs of the period
precedent
in
r • " ' included those that fomly rejected historical
~
~
exterior design and interior plan. While tJ1e military sought to adopt design principles
by the...
• advanced
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam
• War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
• limitations and
housingt; stock in
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
"
"
terms of architectural expression and interior design.
~

•

,.I

~

...

,,

...

-~ conducted at Fort Jackson confirmed
Inventory
that the military followed civilian-sector_- housing trends and
' '
ill
did not construct substantially distinctive
and alteration,
• ,. or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
the units no longer
retain
a
high
degree
of
integrity
of
design
and
materials.
Those
units
that
retain
integrity
f
'
, .. and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
of design
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Jackson.

"

~

,#

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

..
Fort Jackson

Building Address:

5902 Chestnut Road

Building Number:

5902

Neighborhood Name:

Pierce Terrace

BUILDING E)(TERIO�
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1-over-1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Fourplex

Modern

Townhouse:
yes

(i1

•O

no

Describe any exterior alterations:

•

. .

Originally a fiveplex the one-story end unit was combined with the adjacent two-story unit, Therefore, the exterior doorway on the facade was
,.
removed from the one-story unit. Additionally, windows
have been replaced. Front-gable entry porches were added to all four units rn ca. 2008,

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:
Exterior is clad in brick veneer and vinyl siding. Rear window units are vinyl horiz.ontal sliding units.

Building description:
Building 5902 is a t w o -story, fourplex building comprised of two two-bedroom
units and two four-bedroom units. The exterior is
•
clad in brick veneer and vinyl siding and each unit has a front-gable entry porch.

Ancillary Buildings:
Other - describe
Parking Lot
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Parking lot is located to the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

2

2

Describe any interior alterations:
The end units, one-story, were combined with the adjacent two-story central unit to create two four-bedroom
units. The two central units originally had three bedrooms, but the rear bedrooms were combined to make
one large bedroom. These changes were completed in 2012.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Flooring is carpet in the bedrooms and vinyl in the living area, kitchen, and bathrooms.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
5902 Chestnut Road has not been subject to<. previous investigations.
Changes over Time and Resource lntegrity
5902 Chestnut Road has been subject to minimal exterim modification in terms of materials, additions. and
'"
new construction. Cyclical maintenance has been undertaken using in-kind
'• material replacement. While the
Pierce Terrace neighborhood has undergone new conslrOction
• and demolition. the Vietnam War Era po1tion
•
remains intact.

..

'

..

... and cyclical
l
\
Interior modifications consist of floorplan ...alterations
maintenance resulting
in
" replacement
finishes, fixtures. and appliances. In central units, floorplan alterations are limited
to
the
removal
of a wall
~
.,
4"
to create one large bedroom where two smaller bedrooms historically
were located. On end units, floor plan
I •
~ ,, the adjacent unit wall to create one large three bedroom unit where two
•
alterations
are limited removing
..
units historically were located.

.

A,

..

'

.

Despite cyclical maintenance and interior alterations. the building
still retains sufficient integrity of
•
•
'lo.
association, feeling, location, and sening
to convey association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP
•
t
significance under Criterion A. While the building has undergone minimal exterior modifications
over time
'
and retains some
degree
of
integrity
of
design
and
materials,
the
building
is
not
sufficiently
distinctive
or
•
distinguishable in their design and construction relative to the national inventory, and the housing is
therefore
• not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

•

..

..

..

-

....

..

i. of Particular lmportance
Properties

..

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property of
Particular lmporiance as

, are. in the context of the nation-wide
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive
and ui1ique in their design. method of construction. and building materials used. Additionally,
t
enough
significant
properties of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with
•
design characteristics and original
historic building materials present and intact to be considered
•
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory ( U.S. Depanment of the Army 2021 :34).

.-~

•

~

,

ill.
The civilian housing
sector intlue.nced popular expectations for housing design. buiIding types. interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylis1ically, many houses constructed
• during the period Were executed
'
in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
• during the period.
Award-wining residential designs of the reriod included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
•
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size limitations
and
#
.,
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
\
term� of architectural
expression and interior design.
~

.

..

.

-

Inventory conducted at Fort Jackson confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
did
distinctive or unique• housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration.
' not construct substantially
A
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
of design
• and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Par1icular Importance are present at Fort Jackson.

..

.!
Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic
Context

Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Jackson

Building
• Address:

5972 Terrell Court

Building Number:

5972

Neighborhood Name:

Pierce Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

,1
Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete
•

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Vinyl siding

Horizontal sliding

Vinyl

Style:

Ornamentation:

, Type:
Dwelling

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Fourplex

Modern

Townhouse:
yes �
no
V
Describe any exterior
alterations:

.

D

i •
i
••
The exterior has undergone minimal modifications
limited to cyclical •maintenance
and in-kind
' ' material replacement.

notes on the building exterior here:
Provide additional
·I

'

.

Exterior cladding primarily is vinyl siding, though there is brick veneer.on the lower
•" level.
"

r

Building description:

•

•

••

•

Building 5972 is a two-story, fourplex building comprised of three-bedroom, two-bathroom units. The exterior is clad in vinyl
,.
&
,I
siding with small areas of brick veneer. Window units are horizontal-sliding, vinyl units. Each unit has a fenced
backyard
with a
free-standing storage shed.

Ancillary Buildings:
Other - describe
Parking Lot and Shed
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Parking lot is to the front of the building. Free-standing storage sheds are in the fenced backyard.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Flooring and light fixtures have been changed on a cyclical basis.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:
Flooring is carpet in the bedrooms and vinyl in the living area, kitchen, and bathrooms.

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
I
5972 Ten'el I Court has, not
been subject to previous investigations.

Changes over Time and Resource lotegrity
•

..

5972 Terrell Court has been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials, additions, and
new construction. Cyclical maintenance has been undertaken using in-kind material replacement. While
l • the
,·
Pierce Terrace neighborhood has undergone new construction and demolition. the Vietnam War Era portion
.,,
modifications generally consist of cyclical maintenance.. resulting in replacement
remains intact. Interior
•
finishes. fixtures, and appliances.

..

'

'"'·

'

-

..

~·

..

~

.

Despite cyclical maintenance, the building still retains sufficient integrity
•
"' of association. feeling. location.
and setting to convey association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion
A.
t
., of integrity of
While the building has undergone minimal modifications over time and retains some degree
' and
I.
design andf materials. the
building is not sufficiently distinctive or disting1.1ishable in their design
national inventory. and the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the
construction relative to the
•
NRHP under Criterion C.

..

·"..

..

.

...

~

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property of
Particular Importance as

.

'..l.v
War· Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation-wide
Army Vietnam
•""
,
i 11ventory of civilian
• sector housing an neighborhoods from this period, substantially distinctive
and building materials used. Additionally,
and unique in their design. method of construction,
•
properties of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough significant
historic building materials present and intact to be considered
design
• characteristics and original
., ' inventory... (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
truly distinctive within the nation-wide

..

..

,.

.

..

..

t';
sector influenced popular expectations
for housing design. building types, interior
The civilian housing
•
•
requirements,
and
amenities.
Stylistically.
many
houses
constructed during the period were executed
spatial
•
in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
• during the period.
...,
., that
I-..
~
Award-wining
residential
designs of the peri'od included those
firmly rejected
historical precedent in
"
J>
,. plan. While the military sought
:,
exterior design and interior
to adopt design
principles advanced
"' by the
by the Anny, size limitations and
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed
..
.,
, •
cost criteria
estabUshed by Congress
for military family housing
influenced
the resulting housing stock" in
•
terms of architectural expression and interior design.

.

I,'-_

..

..

.

..

Inventory conducted at Fort Jackson confin11edthat the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
,..
did not
substantially distinctive< or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
• construct
¥
•
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
""
.,
of design and materials
are not substantially
distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
'
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Jackson.

..

..

•

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

Installation Name:

Fort Jackson

Neighborhood Name:

Custer,. Court

CIRCULATION
Grid: yes □
no l!l

Curvilinear streets: yes I!]
no □

Sidewalks: yes □
no I!]

Cul-du-sacs: yes I!]
no □

Generally describe the street layout here:
Custer Court is a single, curvilinear cul-de-sac.

Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
There are no sidewalks.

PARKING
Garages: yes □
no l!l

Carports: yes I!]
no □

Parking pad: yes □
no I!]

Parking lots: yes □
no l!l

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no □

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES
Tree lawn: yes I!]
no □

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe I!]
no □
The median of the c u l -de--sac operates as an informal
neighborhood park with a gazebo and basketball hoop.

□

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe •
no I!]

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe □
no I!]
Neighborhood playground was removed in 2008, though in
neighboring new construction to the north there is a
playground that was used by the residents of Custer Court.

..

..

Streetlights: yes [!]
no □
Demolition: yes - describe □
no[!]

Collective Mailboxes: yes □
no[!]

The neighborhood is slated for demolition, with
the existing units to be replaced with duplexes.
Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
N/A

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
Custer Court is a single cul-de-sac of ten single-family ranch-type dwellings. The neighborhood is heavily
shaded under mature, coniferous trees and mature shrubbery. Buildings generally are painted and clad in
aluminum siding. Car ports are off the side of the buildings and connected to the main roofline.
Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:
A playground was removed from the median after 2008.

Attach photos below:

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe
no[!]
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Cherokee Vietnam-Era
Housing: Historic Context
Fort Jackson, SC: Vietnam-Era
Housing Neighborhood Overview
R. Clf>STOPIER
GOODWN a Assoc..
I
21.1 E. I.TH ST. STE 100
FREDERICK. MD 21701
DATE: I l/�0/2021
PREP•
Y: KRW

Previous
• Investigations

The Custer Cou1t neighborhood has not been the subject of previous investigations.

..

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

•

..

,,
The buildings have been subject to minimal exterior modification
• in tem1s of materials and landscaping as

., -

•
part of cyclical maintenance. The Custer Courf neighborhood
new
• has not undergone significant redesign,
,
,,
construction, or demolition. The neighborhood is a cul-de-sac
comprised of Vietnam War Era family single
' '
:.
have undergone tiered modifications as
family housing. Vietnam War Era housing units at Fort Jackson
fonding has been available (Harper. personal correspondence 2021 ).

..

'

.,
Interior modifications generally consist of cyclical
maintenance
• resulting in replacement finishes. fixtures,
...
,
War Era buildings.
and appliances. Despite exterior and interior modifications over tj,ne, Vietnam
J,
associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and
,setting
:l to convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A.
...
and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of
Duee to modifications
design and materials. Those units that retain -some degree of Ccintegrity
• of design and materials are not
• distinctive or distinguishable in their design
and construction relative to the national inventory.
sufficiently
II'
and the housing is therefore not considered eligible
for the NRHP under Criterion C.
•

..

..

~

..

..

•

Properties of Particular Importance

The Army Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
Property of Particular Importance as

,

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation-wide
inventory of civilian sec1or housing an neighborhoods from this period. substantially distinctive
and unique in their design, method of construction, and building materials used. Additionally.
properties of particular impo11ance must exhibit a high degree of• integrity with enough significant
design charac.teristics and original historic building materials present and intact to be considered
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Depai1ment of the Army 2021 :34).

-

..

..

The civilian housing sector influenced
popular expectations for housing design. bui Iding types, interior
•
... during the period were executed
spatial
' requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed
•
in the Modem idio�n; historical stylistic references were absent on
• houses constructed during the period.
Award-wining reside.ntial designs of
• the period included those that finnly rejected historical precedent in
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size limitations and
>
the resulting housing stock in
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced
terms of architectural
expression and interior design.
•

,

..

..

t • housing trends and
Inventory conducted at Fort Jackson confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
•
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Pa1iicular Importance are present at Fort Jackson.

'

-

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
.. Neighborhoods
Inventory form for
Installation Name:

Fort Jackson

Neighborhood Name:

., . Inn
Jacks

CIRCULATION
Grid: yes .□
•
no l.!I

.

. ,4
Curvilinear streets:
yes l.!I
no □

..

Cul-du-sacs: yes l.!I
no □

Sidewalks: yes l.!I
no □

Generally describe the street layout here:
Jacks Inn has a primary entrance that is roughly ell-shaped. An exit was added at the north end within the last
ten
. years.
~

..

_
L
sides of the street,
etc.):
Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both
' !\.
Poured-concrete sidewalks run along the parking lots in front of buildings.

PARKING
Garages: yes □
no'" l.!I
,.

•. □
Carports: yes
• l.!I
no

□

-

Parking pad: yes
no l.!I

Parking lots: yes l.!I
no □

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no l.!I

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

Tree lawn: yes □
no
l.!I
•·.'

□

Neighborhood Park:
yes - describe
•
no
.. l.!I

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe' □
no ..I.!]'

.

-.

I

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe □
no
• [!I

Collective Mailboxes: yes □
no I!]

Streetlights: yes [!I
no

□
□

Demolition: yes - describe
no [!I

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe
no [!I

While no demolition has occurred, these buildings are slated
for demolition.

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
There are limited neighborhood amenities. While originally constructed as military housing during the Vietnam
War Era, the buildings transitioned to an "inn," providing the current name to the neighborhood. These
buildings remained part of the Army Housing and did not transition to Beauford Beatty Communities in 2008.
Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
The neighborhood is small, consists of two streets, and is set-back behind new construction. Landscaping is
mostly manicured grass. Buildings are two-story, four-unit apartments.
Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:
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Fort Jackson, SC: Vietnam-Era
Housing Neighborhood Overview
R . CMRISTOP><EO GooowlN 8. ASSOC ..
241 E. 4TH ST, STE 100
FREDERICK, MO 21701
DAT : 11/�0/ 021
f'REPA..0 BY; KRW

Previous Investigations
Jack·s
• Inn. currently is undergoing a Section I 06 review,. process through the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers;
the result of the survey were not provided by the cultural
resources team at Fort Jackson as the survey
currently is under internal review. The report and survey results are currently under internal review by the
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers. Jack·s Inn is comprised
• • of apa11tnent buildings and originally was
constructed as housing in 1968, but later modified for use as a lodging facility. The buildings have been
recommended not eligible for listing in the National Register; the installation is awaiting concurrence from
the South Carolina SHPO (Mo1TOW. personal correspondence 2021 ).

..

..

Change� over Time and Resource Integrity
The buildings have been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials and landscaping as
parr of cyclical maintenance. The Jack's Inn neighborhood
has not undergone significant redesign, new
•
construction, or demolition. The neighborhood is comprised of two intersection roads of Vietnam War Era
apa1iment housing. Vietnam War Era housing units at Fort Jackson have undergone tiered modifications
as
•
fonding has been available (Harper. personal correspondence 2021 ).
Interior modifications generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in replacement finishes, fixtures.
and appliances. Despite e>.1erior and interior modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings.
associated outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location. and
setting
• to convey their association the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due
to modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree •of integrity of
• design
of
design
and
materials
are
not
sufficiently
and materials. Those units that retain some degree of integrity
•
relative to the national inventory, and the
distinctive or distinguishable in their design and construction
•
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

..

..

Properties of Particular Importance
The Army Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
Property of Particular Importance as
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation-wide
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period. substantially distinctive
and unique in their design, method of
• construction, and building materials used. Additionally,
properties of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity with enough significant
design characteristics and original historic building materials present and intact to be considered
1ruly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).

..

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types. interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were executed
.. . during the period.
in the Modern idiom;
• historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size limitations and
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
terms of architectural expression and interior design.

•

Inventory conducted
at Fort Jackson confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
•
It
did not construct
substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration.
the units no longer retaih a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity

of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
housing. and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fo11 Jackson.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

Installation Name:

Fort Jackson

Neighborhood Name:

Pierce Terrace

CIRCULATION

□

Cul-du-sacs: yes l!l
no a

Grid: yes
no l!l

Curvilinear streets: yes I!]
no a

Generally describe ..the street layout here:

Sidewalks: yes I!)
no

□

... .

• comprised of historiclo and new construction. The streets are
Pierce Terrace is a large, sprawling neighborhood
curvilinear and there are several culs-de-sac off main thoroughfares.

...

Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
Sidewalks are poured-concrete and located on both sides of the streets.

PARKING
Garages: yes[!)
no

□

Carports: yes
no

□

a

Parking pad: yes C
no

□

..
Parking
lots: yes I!]
no

□

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no l!I

Tree lawn: yes l!l
no
•

C

LANOSCAPJNG AND OTHER FEATURES

□

f
.... I!]
Neighborhood
Park: yes - describe
no
I

....

□

Several parks are located in open, green areas between
~ Ii
buildings,
These generally are comprised of gazebo
'
structures and playgrounds.

.. □

I
Athletic Facilities:
... yes - describe
no[!)

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe I!]
no
,..
There are a number of playgrounds in the
neighborhood.

□

Collective Mailboxes: yes □
no !!I

Streetlights: yes [!I
no □
Demolition: yes - describe [!I
no □
Over nine hundred units were demolished in 2008.

Infill Construction: yes - describe [!I
no a
Nine hundred infill or new units were added after 2009.

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
An elementary school is located just outside the neighborhood. The Beauford Beatty Communities (Housing
Partner) club house is located on Brown Street and was constructed ca. 2008.

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
Pierce Terrace is the largest neighborhood on the Fort Jackson installation, comprised of pre-1978 housing and post-2008
housing. The neighborhood is defined by curvilinear streets, including some new road construction. Bus stops are located
throughout the neighborhood. The pre-1978 housing units have parking lots and mature trees, while the post-2008 housing
units have garages, expansive views, and less mature. The neighborhood is hilly and has several retaining walls.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:
In 2008, when Beauford Beatty Communities assumed management of installation housing, 916 units were
demolished and 900 units put in their place. New bus stops were constructed after 2008 to augment the
existing bus stops.
Attach photos below:
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Cherokee Vietnam-Era
Housing: Historic Context
Fort Jackson, SC

Pierce Terrace Neighborhood
R. C'"11STOPHER GOODWIN 8 ASsoc.,
2t.l E. t.TH ST, STE 100
FRfllERICK, MD 21701
F'sEPA
DATE: ll/�0/2021
BY: KRW

Pre\'ious Investigations

The Pierce Terrace neighborhood has not been subject to previous investigations.
Cbanges over Time and Re.source Integrity

The buildings
have been subject to minimal ex1erior modification in terms of materials, additions, and new
•
...
I
construction. While the Pierce Terrace
I~ neighborhood has undergone significant redesign, new construction,
,
•
and demolition. the Vietnam War Era portion
War Era housing
• Vietnam
• of...the neighborhood remains intact.
6
units within Pierce Terrace have undergone tiered
modifications as funding
has been available (Harper,
• ).
personal correspondence 2021

,,_

..

Interior modifications generally consist of cyclical
• maintenance resulting in replacement finishes, fixtures.
and appliances. Select units have unde1:gone modification of interior plans, including
• llli combination of
"
bedrooms or adjacent units.

"'

..

Despite exterior and interior modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated outbuildings,
,
feeling. location, and setting to convey their
and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association,
.,.
association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications
I I
and alterations. the housing
generally no longer retains a high degree
of integrity of design and materials.
'....
materials
are not sufficiently distinctive or
Those units that retain
L some degree of integrity of design and
•
,,
distinguishable in their design and construction relative to the national inventory. and the housing is
...
therefore
not considered not eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
~

~

.

-

~

~

..

Properties of Particular Importance

.

The Army Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
Property of Particular Importance as

.

Army Vietnam War Era housing
or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation-wide
•
inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period; substantially distinctive
and unique in their design. method of construction, and building materials used. Additionally.
L
a high degree of integrity with enough significant
properties of particular importance' must exhibit
-I'design characteristics and original historic
present and intact to be considered
• building materials
truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S. Department ofthe Army 2021 :34).

..

f
.,,;
The civilian housing sector inluenced
popular
expectations
design, building types, interior
•
• for housing
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed
during
the pe1iod were executed
•
in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the period.
historical precedent in
Award-wining residential designs of1he period included those that firmly rejected
*
'
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
.., '
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny, size limitations and
,, stock in
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing
terms of architectural
expression
and
interior
design.
•

.

...

..

..

~

..

·•

Inventory conducted at Fort Jackson confirmed• that the miIitary
J followed civi Iian-sector housing trends and
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to ,.continuous modification and alteration.
the units no longet· retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those tJnits that retain integrity
j
of design and materials are not substantially
distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
and
neighborhoods.
No
Properties
of
Particular Importance are present at Fort Jackson.
housing
~
•

..

..

..

..

..

Fort Polk

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

Installation Name:

Fort
• Polk

Neighborhood Name:

Dogwood Terrace

CIRCULATION
Grid: yes □
no[!]

Curvilinear streets: yes [!]
no a

Cul-du-sacs: yes [!]
no a

Sidewalks: yes[!]
no

□

Generally describe the street layout here:

..

.

,,

' a main, curvilinear thoroughfare
,-,
Dogwood Terrace has
with residential buildings as well as cul-de-sacs of
residential buildings.

.

' '
Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
,,. I
Poured-concrete
sidewalks are on both sides of the street.

PARKING

□

Garages: yes
no f!I

Carports: yes [!]
no a

□

Parking pad: yes □
no[!]

Parking lots: yes
no[!]

Group Covered Parking: yes □
•
no[!]

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES
Tree lawn: yes [!]
no □

..

" ~-I!]
Neighborhood Park: yes - describe
no

□

A neighborhood
•I • park and tennis courts are located in the
neighborhood, adjacent to community mailboxes.

.

., ' Facilities: yes - describe □
Athletic
no [!]

,.
...
Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot:
yes - describe [!]
no

.. neighborhood, one early
Two playground facilities are in the
~

-.

and one constructed by Corvias after 2004.

□

Streetlights: yes l!l
no □
Demolition: yes - describe □
no l!l

Collective Mailboxes: yes I!]
no

□
□

Infill Construction: yes - describe
no l!I

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
Bus shelters for school children are located along the main thoroughfare. They were constructed by Corvais
after 2004.

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
The neighborhood is heavily wooded and primarily consists of single-story duplex and two-story, four unit apartment buildings.
Around the bend of the main thoroughfare is a community area with mailboxes, playgrounds, and tennis courts. There is a mixture of
Vietnam War Era family housing and ca. 1980s family housing.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:
During a 1980s building campaign for permanent housing, more residences were added to the neighborhooq.
After 2004, Corvias constructed the bus shelters. Exterior modifications to the Vietnam War Era housing were
undertaken in 1997 to 2005.
Attach photos below:
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Oterokee Vietnam-Era
Housing: Historic Context
Fort Polk, LA
Dogwood and Cypress Terraces
R Of<1S101'>ER GOOOWJN II Assoc.,
2�1 E. �TH ST, STE 100
FAEOERICK, MD 21701
DATE, II/S0/2021
PREPARED B't: KRvV

-J.'---.

Previous Investigations
•

••

The Dogwood Terrace neighborhood has not been the subject of previous investigations.
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity
i
The buildings
have been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials, additions, and new
.,. Terrace neighborhood J1as
construction. The Dogwood
• not undergone significant redesign. new
construction, or demolition. The neighborhood is comprised of Vietnam War Era family housing and later
,.
housing constructed during the 1980s. All housing units at Fort Polk underwent uniform modifications in
1997 to update building exteriors. As a result, the minimal stucco e,xteriors original to the' Dogwood Terrace
building exteriors now are clad in brick veneer and vinyl siding (Motta, personal communications 2021 ).

..

...

.

Interior modifications,
undertaken
in 2008, generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting
in
I
•
'
replacement finishes. fixtures. and appliances. Despite exterior ahd interior modifications over time.
Vietnam War Era buildings,
associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of
•
association. feeling, location. and setting to convey their ..association with the conflictJ in Vietnam and NRHP
A
significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations,
the housing generally no longer retains
a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain some
degree of integrity of design
'P
fl
and materials are not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in their design and construction relative to
the national inventory. and the housing is therefo1·e not considered eligible for the NRHP tmder Criterion
C.

..

Properties of Particular Importance

•
The Army Program Commelll
Plan" for Vietnam
War Era
"
• Housing issued in December 2021 defines a
.,. Impo11ance as
Property of Particular
4

~

~

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period. substantially
'f.
distinctive a11d unique in their design, method of construction,
and building materials used.
Additionally, prope11ies of particular importance must exhibit a,. high degree
• 'i" of integrity
"
,.
with
historic building materials
' enough significant design characteristics and original
<i
#
present and intact to be consideredt truly distinctive within' the
nation-wide inventory (U.S.
Department of the Army 2021 :34).#~

.

-

,

•

The,' civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types. interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constn,cted during the period were executed
r
in the Modern
during the period.
• idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
Award-wining residentiaJ designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
I
exterior design and interior plan. While the
military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
,
1
;
aJ1d
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size limitations
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
terms of architectural .,expression
and interior design.
•
y

..

..

..

..

..

~

.,

Inventory conducted at Fort Polk confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
did not constnict substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
-the units no longer retain a high degree
• of integrity of design and mate1ials. Those units that retain integrity
. " the inventory of civilian-sector
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within
•
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Polk.
•

•

,,

"

~

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods
Installation Name:

,,,
Fort Polk

Neighborhood Name:

Palmetto Terrace
CIRCULATION
Grid: yes □
no a

Curvilinear streets: yes I!)
no a

Cul-du-sacs: yes I!)
no a

Sidewalks: yes
no

□

a

Generally describe the street layout here:

.•

Palmetto Terrace consists of a main, curvilinear thoroughfare with culs--de-sac of residential housing radiating outward. There is an
,.
"Old Palmetto" in the southeast of the neighborhood, comprised of the Vietnam War Era housing, and a ''New Palmetto" in the
,.
northwest of the neighborhood which is comprised of post,2000
housing.

..

Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
,.. the main thoroughfare.
Poured-concrete sidewalks are located
on both sides of
•

PARKING
Garages: yes
no

□
a

..
Carports:
yes I!)
no a

...

Parking pad: yes I!)
no a

□

Parking lots: yes
no a

□

Group Covered Parking:
.. yes
no I!)

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES
Tree lawn: yes I!)
no □

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe I!)
no a
Palmetto Terrace has a neighborhood dog park and
community center and pool. These were added to the
neighborhood after 2004.

Athletic Facilities: yes - describe □
no l!l

.. describe l!l
Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes.
no a
... in Palmeno Terrace. One appean to be an early
Three
" playgrounds are loccated
addition to the community, while two are recent additions undertaken by Corvias.

Streetlights: yes l!l
no

Collective Mailboxes: yes [!l
no □

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe [!I
no

Demolition: yes - describe [!l
no □
Wilfredo Motta of Corvias has stated there has been
demolition and infill.

□

Wilfredo Motta of Corvias has stated there has been
demolition and infill.

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school,· pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
Since Corvias ownership, a community center, pool, dog park, and two playgrounds have been added to the
newer half Palmetto Terrace. Corvias also have constructed bus stop shelters for school children along the
main thoroughfare.
Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
Palmetto Terrace is comprised of a Vietnam War Era southern half and an early twenty-first century northern half. A primary thoroughfare
runs through the neighborhood with radiating culs-de-sac of residential housing. Housing is comprised of single-story, duplexes and two-story,
i
four-unit apartment buildings. Landscap ng generally is sparse with open land of grass and mature, coniferous trees.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:
Corvias has added school bus stop shelters to the main thoroughfare and community amenities since 2004.
The northern half of Palmetto Terrace, originally a trailer park, now is comprised of multi-family housing.
Attach photos below:
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Previous Investigations

The Palmetto Terrace neighborhood has nor been rhe subject
• of previous investigations.
Changes over Time and Resource lntegrity

'

..

'"I
v,
The buildings
subject to minimal
exterior modification in tenns of materials,
additions,
and new
·r•
• have been
'
•
••
construction.
The
Palmello
Terrace
neighborhood
has
not
undergone
significant
redesign.
new
construction.
,Y
•
•
. ...
...
a'
or demolition.
The neighborhood
of Vietnam War Era family housing and contemporary
~
'
"' is. ...comprised
:,.
:>
~
housing constructed
post-2000. Vietnam
War Era housing units at Fort Polk underwent
uniform
'
It
modifications in 1997 to update building exteriors.
As
a
result.
the
minimal
stucco
exteriors
original
to
the
•
... Terrace building exteriors
I.! veneer
... now are clad in brick
. and vinyJ siding (Motta, personal
Palmetto
communications 2021 ).

.

"'

..

~

~

undertaken in 2008, generally consist of cyclical maintenance resulting in
Interior modifications.
""
replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances. Despite exterior and interior modifications over time.
,.
Vietnam War Era buildings. associated outbuildings. and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of
,,
association. feeling, location. and sening 10 convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP
4
t'
~
significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alterations,
the
housing,
generally no longer retains
•
{ degree of integrity of design and materials. Those
units
that
retain
some
degree
of integrity of design
a high
•
"
t
relative to
and materials are not
~
• sufiiciently distinctive or distinguishable in their design and cons1ruction
G.
., eligible for the NRHP underI, Criterion
the national inventory,
and the housing is therefore not considered
C.

..

~·

.

..

..

.,,

.

....

..

Properties of Particular Importance

.

'
The Army Program Comment
Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December
2021 defines a
I I
r
,. as
Prope11y of Pa ticular Importance

..

).

..

<"
Army Vietnam War
Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
., period. substantially
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this
distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction. and building materials used.
Addi1ionally. prope11ies of particular importance must
of integrity
• exhibit a l1igh degree
~
with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
materials
• • building
t
present and intact to be
considered
truly
distinctive
within
the
nation-wide
inventory
• (U.S.
•
Department of the Anny 2021 :34).

~--

..

..

...

.

>
expectations
for housing de!iign. building types, interior
The civilian housing sector
•
• influenced popular
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically.
~. many houses constructed during the period were executed
.in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
during
the period.
'l
7\,
I,
II•
,
of the period
included those that firmly rejected historical precedent
in
Award-wining residential designs
'f
'
'
#
...
'f
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles advanced by the
, the Army, size limitations and
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by
"
.I.
criteria
established
by
Congress
for
military
family
housing
influenced
the"' resulting housing
stock in
cost
terms of architeclllral expression and interior desi&>TI.

.. •

...

.

"'

..

~

~

.

...
~
Inventory conducted at Fort
•' Polk confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
t
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
~ and alteration,
the
units
no
longer
retain
a
high
degree
of
integrity
of
design
and
materials.
Those
units
that
retain• integrity
"
,.
.,
.,
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
I
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular
Importance are present at Fort Polk.

..

-

,.

..

~

~

~

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Polk

Building Address:

5012 Ma Lee

Building Number:

5012

Neighborhood Name:

Palmetto Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Other - describe
Cross-gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1-over-1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Other - describe

Modern

Four-unit Apartment Building

Townhouse:
yes D
no llJ
Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior of the building was altered and renovated in 1997. Originally clad in stucco, the building now is
clad in brick veneer and vinyl siding. Window and sliding door units were replaced at that time as well.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
i

Buildlng 5012 i•a two-story, four-unit apartment build ng compri,ed of
• on,..,tory, two,bedroom dwelling units, Building units are accessed from an open-air hall •od storage units ar, located
centrally fo, each unit, The building Is clad [II brfck veneer and vinyl siding and terml/lates In a cross-gabled roof sheathed In asphalt ,hingles. Upper units have a walk-out bakony, while lower
units have a poured-concrete patio. One carpon, with one parking space for each unit, Js located to the front of the building. landscaping i •minimal, and os primarily com�rbed of a grass lawn.

Ancillary Buildings:
Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A large carport is located in front of the building accommodating one vehicle for each of the four units.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

2

1

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was altered and renovated in ca. 2005. Kitchen cabinets, bathroom fixtures, and light fixtures
were replaced at that time. Carpet and vinyl flooring is replaced cyclically.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

..

Previous Investigations

5012 Ma Lee has not been subject to previous investigations.

....

..

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

..
The apartment building at SO 12 Ma Lee was subject to a uniform, installation-wide
"' "' program of family
undetiaken in 1997 (Motta, personal communications 2021).
Originally clad in
housing modifications
...
'
..
the
building
exterior
was
modified
through
the
application
of
brick
veneer
and
vinyl
siding. Window
stucco.
J

~

'

~

\

••

and doors were updated with modern vinyl units at that time.

,

..

....
Alterations undertaken in ca. 2005 were limited to
• interior
"" finishes. Interior modifications generally consist
"
~
p
of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. Despite exterior and interior modifications
over
time the
building and associated neighborhood retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location. and setting
'
~
to
their
A. Due to..
1 ,with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion
"'4- association
• convey
modifications and alterations, the building
generally
no
longer
retains
a
high
degree
of
integrity
of design
!
,I;,
and materials. Fur1her. the building is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable
in their design and
11.
... the national
construction relative to
inventory, and the housing is therefore not considered
eligible for the
.~
,NRHP
under Criterion C.

..

..

..

~

(!,

. ~·

~

•

',
....
Properties
of Particular
Importance

,, of
:
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing1111."'issued
in December 2021 defines a Property
Particular Importance as one that is an
,,

...

i,. that are, in the context of the nation
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods
II.
~
l
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
•· substantially
\'
I•
distinctive
and unique in their design. method of construction, and building materials used.
F'
Additionally, properties of
of integrity
• particular ...importance must exhibit a high degree
•
with enough significant design
... characteristics and original
... ' historic building materials
., (U.S.
present and intact to be• considered truly distinctive .within the nation-wide inventory
,:
Department of the Army 2021
:34).

-

•

--i

...

..

...

~

•

.

,
I:.
p• expectations for housing design.
The civilian
building types, interior
• influenced popular
" I housing sector
"
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were executed,I
in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
• during the pe1iod.
'
r
'
•
mly
rejected
historical
precedent in
Award-wining residential
designs of the period
included
those
that
fi
•
,A
.&b.
•
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the
"
,
...
civilian architectural sector for Vietnan1
War Era housing
constructed by the Army, size limitations and
;;;
'
• lo>established by Congress
cost criteria
for
• military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
•
of
architectural
expression
and
interior
design.
terms
t:

...

~

..

..

~

..

Inventory conducted at Fort Polk confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
• and alteration,
the units no longer retain
a
high
degree
of
integrity
of
desrg11
and
materials.
Those
units
that retain
integrity
v
"'
w,
design
and
materials
are
not
substantially
distinctive
or
unique
within
the
inventory
of
civilian-sector
of
.....
•
housing and neighborhoods. No
V Properties of Pmiicular Importance ate present at Fort Polk.

•

..

....

~

,.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic.. Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Polk

Building Address:

•
5025 Johnson
Loop

Building Number:

5025

Neighborhood Name:

Palmetto Terrace

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:•

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

One

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

AI

1-over-1
Style:

,
Minimalist
Modern

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Ranch

Duplex

Townhouse:
yes D
no�
Describe any exterior alterations:
Exterior alterations were undertaken in 1997,
when the exterior stucco cladding was removed and brick
•
veneer
andJ vinyl cladding were applied. Most
doors and windows also were replaced.
•
t

-

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

•

Building description:

...

....

.,

,.

~
Building 5025 is a one-story duplex building
compr{sed
of two, four-bedroom, two-bathroom units.
The building is clad in brick veneer and vinyl siding
11
er
and terminates in i3 side-gable, asphalt-shingle roof. Wtndow are 1/1, double-hung, vinyl units. The exterior landscaping is minimal, comprising a
grass lawn, shrubs, and mature trees. A carport for two vehkles ls located' at the front of the" buildtng,
Storage fs attached to the building.
I

'

'

'

'

•

...

•

Ancillary Buildings:
Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
Carport is to the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior has been cyclically renovated with the carpet and vinyl flooring replaced frequently. Bath and
kitchen fixtures are not original.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Jm1estigations

5025 Johnson Loop has not been subject to previous investigations.
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity
I L to a unifonn, installation-wide program of family
The duplex• dwelling at 50'.!5 Johnson Loop was subject
"l
housing modificarions undertaken in 1997 (Motta, personal communications 202 I). Originally
clad in
"'-- ...was modified through the application of brick veneer and vinyl siding. Window
stucco. the building exterior
and doors were updated with modern vinyl units at that time.

..

.

Alterations undertaken in ca. 2008 were limited to interior finishes. Interior modifications
generally consist
•
of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. Despite exterior and interior modifications over time rhe
building and associated neighborhood retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling. location, and setting
to convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under
• Criterion A. Due to
-'t
•
modifications and alterations, the bui !ding generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design
and materials. Further, the building is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable
•- in their design and
construction relative to the national inventory. and the housing is therefore not considered eligible for the
NRHP under Criterion C.

..

..

Properties of Particular Importance

.

..

...., - Comment Plan for 'Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines
The Program
' a Prope11y of
Particular Importance as one that is an

..

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the
• context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period. substantially
distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction, and building materials used.
,. impmiance must exhibit a high degree of integrity
Additionally, properties of particular
... building materials
with enough significant design characteristics and •original historic
.,
J:-• distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S.
present and intact to be considered truly
:;:;•
Department
of the Anny 2021 :34 ),

..

<;'

, influenced popular expectations
The civilian housing sector
for housing design, building types, interior
• •
,,
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically.
many
I houses constructed during the period were executed
?
...,
....
I ., the
...
in the Modem idiom; historical stylistic references
were absent on houses constructed during
period.
y
Award-wining residential designs of the period included
those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
J
I
to adopt design principles advanced by t)le
design
and
interior
plan.
While
the
military
sought
exterior
,.
..
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housingr constructed by the Am1y. size limitations and
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
expression and interior design.
terms of architectural
'
#

.

~.

,

'

Inventory conducted at Fo11 Polk confinned that the military followed
civilian-sector housing trends and
•
....
did not construct
distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
• substantially
•
, longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials.
the units .no
Those
.... units that retain integrity
"'t
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector
*
, neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present
housing and
at Fort Polk.
I
~

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Fort Polk

Building Address:

5402 Fournet Drive

Building Number:

5402

Neighborhood Name:

Dogwood Terrace

BUlLDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

,,.
One

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

Double-hung - describe

Vinyl

1-over-1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Duplex

Townhouse:
no
yes D

(l1

Describe any exterior alterations:
The building exterior was altered and renovated in 1997. Originally clad in stucco, the building now is clad in brick veneer and vinyl
siding. All door and window Units were upgraded in 1997.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
Bullding 5402 is a one-story duple,c dwelling coorprlsed of three-bedroom, two-bathroom units. The dwelling Is clad in brick veneer and vinyl siding and terminates in
a low-pitched, side-gabJ' e roof sheathed in asphalt shingles. A single carport Is at the front of the house to accommodate single-vehicle parking for each living unit.
Each unit has a backyard wJth a poured-concrete patio and central storage building
; connected to the dwelling unit. The backyard is enclosed by a chain-link fence.

•

...

Ancillary Buildings:
Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A single carport servicing both dwelling units is located centrally at the front of the building. Some units have
carports to the side of the building for individual access to the respective units.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was altered ca. 2005 when Corvias took over property management. These upgrades included
new kitchen cabinets, new bathroom fixtures, new lighting fixtures, and replacement of existing carpet and
vinyl flooring. The flooring is changed out cyclically.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

5402' Fournet Drive has not been subject
• to previous investigations.

..

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

The building located
• at 5402 Fournet Drive was subject to a uniform, installation-wide program of.. family
housing modifications undertaken in 1997 (Motta.• personal communications 2021 ). Originally clad in
stucco. ,.the building exterior was modified through the application of
'- brick veneer and vinyl siding. Window
,,
and doors were updated with modem vi11yl units at that time.

..

.t,. •
Alterations undertaken in ca. 2008 were limited to interior finishes. Interior modifications generally
consist
of replacement finishes. 'fixtures, and appliances. Despite exterior and interior modifications over time the
building and associated neighborhood retain sufficient integrity ofassociation, feeling, location, and setting
to convey their association
significance under Criterion A. Due
«
' to
• , with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP
A
.. of
modifications and alterations,
the building generally no longer retains
a high degree of integrity
design
•
and materials. Further, tl1e building is not sufficiently distinctive or distinguishable in their design and
construction relative to the national inventory. and the housing is therefore not considered
eligible for the
L..,. Criterion C.
NRHP under

.

•

..

..

-

.. .

Properties of Particular Importance
~

The Program
Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property of
' "
'
Particular Importance
' as one that is an

...

I
Army Vietnam War Era housing
or neighborhoods
Ii
• that are, in the context of the nation
.ll housing an neighborhoods from this period.
wide inventory ofcivilian sector
substantially
'
' II • materials used.
~
; their
Ck
I
and unique
in
design, method of construction, and building
distinctive
Additionally, properties of particular impo11ance must exhibit a high degree of integrity
with enough signiticant design characteristics and original historic building materials
...'
present and intact to be considered truly distinctive
within the nation-wide inventory ( U.S.
.,. ' the Army 2021 :34).
Depa1tment of

••

.

.

•

4
(
The civilian housing
sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building
types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically.
• many houses constructed during rhe period were executed
in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the period.
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly re_iected historical
•. precedent in
.,
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to
• adopt design principles advanced by the
I
A
architectural
sector
for
Vietnam
War
Era
housing
constructed
by the
Army, size limitations
civilian
and
•
•
l,.
cost criteria established by
C. Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
, of architectural expression and interior design.
tem1s

..

"'

,
Inventory conducted at Fort Polk confirmed that the military followed
civilian-sector housing trends and
lo.
.. substantially
distinctive
or unique housing. Due to continuous modifica1ion and alteration,
•
did not construct
,,. materials. Those units that retain integrity
the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and
., inventory' : 'of civilian-sector
( t
~
Ii design
, and materials
of
are not substantially distinctive or unique within
• the
housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Polk.
I

•

...

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
• Dwellings
Inventory Forms for
Installation Name:

Fort Polk

Building Address:

... . Fournet Drive
5404

, Number:
Building

;,, .
5404

Neighborhood Name:

Dogwood Terrace

-

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

One

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

, - describe
Double-hung

Vinyl

1-over-1

Styre:
Minimalist Modern
•

••
Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Ranch

Duplex

,.,
Townhouse:
yes

..

D

no

0

Describe any exterior alterations:

•

was altered and renovated in 1997. Originally clad in stucco,
The building exterior
• the building now is clad in brick veneer and vinyl
t
1
siding. All door and window
units were upgraded in 1997.
'

.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
Building 5402 is a one-story duplex residential building clad in brick veneer and vinyl siding. A carport is at the side of each unit
1 • parking for each living unit. Each unit has a backyard with a poured-concrete patio
(two total) to accommodate single-vehicle
\ enclosed
' -and central storage building connected to the dwelling unit- The backyard is
by a chain-link fence.

. ..

.

Ancillary Buildings:
Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
The carports are at the side of the building for individual access to each unit.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was altered ca. 2005 when Corvias took over property management. These upgrades included
new kitchen cabinets, new bathroom fixtures, new lighting fixtures, and replacement of existing carpet and
vinyl flooring. The flooring is changed out cyclically.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

5404 Fournet Drive has not been subject to previous investigations.
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

..

The building located
at 5404 Foumet Drive was subject to a uniform, installation-wide program of family
•,,.
,
housing modifications
undertaken in 1997 (Mona, personal communications 2021 ). Originally clad in
&
5tucco. the building exterior was modi
tied through the application of brick veneer and vinyl siding. Window
and doors were updated with modem vinyl units at thatt time.

..

..

..

·-

Alterations unde11aken in ca. 2008 were limited to interior finishes. Interior modifications generally consist
1
, replacement finishes.
fixtures. and appliances. Despite exterior and interior modi Iications over
of
the
• time
T
•
building and associated neighborhood retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling,
location,
and
setting
•
' and
to convey their association with military family housing constructed to support the conflict in Vietnam
• I
NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to modifications and alteratfons. the building generally no
l
•
a high degree of integrity of design ..and materials. Further. the building is not sufficiently
longer retains
"
distinctive or distinguishable in their design and construction relative to the national inventory, and the
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

•

..

-

Properties of Particular Importance

.

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
.. of
Particular Importance as one that is an

...
or neighborhoods
Army Vietnam War Era housing
... "" • that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods fr•om this period, substantially
I
Ii
distinctive
and unique in their design, method of construction,
and building materials used.
I
Additionally, properties of particular' importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity
with enough significant design characteristics
and original historic building materials
•
present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation-wide inventory (U.S.
.,Department of the Army 2021:34).

..

~

'

.

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, i11krior
•..... many houses constructed during the period were executed
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically.
..- •
,,,
..,
stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
the period.
in the Modem idiom; historical
• during
•'
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those" that firmly rejected historical precedent in
exterior desig11 and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design p1inciples advanced by the
, '.by the Army. size limitations and
, "' War Era housing constructed
civilian architectural sector for Vietnam
,
)
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting housing stock in
I> architectural expression
4P;
and interior design.
terms of
I',

•

-

..

..

~

Inventory conducted at Fort Polk confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration.
the units no longer retain
• of design and materials.
l'i • Those units that• retain
• a high degree of integrity
• integrity
,
,.,,
or design and materials are not substan1ially distinctive
• or unique within., the inventory
• of civilian-sector
\
housing and neighborhoods.
No
Properties
of
Particular
lrnportance
are
present
at
Fort
Polk.
•

...

.
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Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Polk

Building Address:

5407 Anderson Street

Building Number:

5407

Neighborhood Name:

Dogwood Terrace

-

.. ...

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

One

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Asphalt shingle

Brick veneer

"

f
Window Type:

Double-hung - describe

..

Window Materials:
Vinyl

1-over-1

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern
t
-

No

Ranch

Duplex

..

Townhouse:
yes

•• alterations:
Describe any exterior

D

no ltJ

,

The building exterior was altered and renovated in 1997. Originally dad in stucco, the building now is clad in
brick veneer and vinyl siding. Window and door units were replaced 'and upgraded at that time as well.

..

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

..

.. ..

..

Building 5407 is a one-story duplex dwelling, comprised of three-bedroom, two-bathroom units. The dwelling is clad In brick veneer and vinyl siding and terminates in
a t o w--pitched, side,gable roof sheathed in asphalt shingles. A single carport Is at the front of the building to accommodate single-vehicle parking for each living unit.
Each unit has a back-yard with a poured-concrete patio and central storage building connected to the dwelling unit. The backyard is enclosed by a chain-link fence.

•

-•

•

Ancillary Buildings:
Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
The carport is centrally located at the front of the building for use by each dwelling unit.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Drywall

Carpet

No

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Yes

3

2

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was renovated ca. 2005. Kitchen cabinets and bathroom fixtures were replaced. Light fixtures
were replaced and flooring (i.e., vinyl and carpet) were replaced and continue to be replaced as needed due
to wear and tear.
Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

,.
Previous Investigations

•

5407 Anderson Drive has not
investigations.
•
'.
" been subject to previous
' ' Time and Resource Integrity
Changes over

..

It family
The building located at 5407 Anderson Drive was subject to a unifom1. installation-wide program of
Ii:: L111de11aken in I 997 (Motta. personal communications, 2021
housing modifications
).
Originally
clad in
('
•
,f
the
building
exterior
was
modified
through
the
application
of
brick
veneer
and
vinyl
siding.
Window
s1ucco.
• att that time.
and doors were updated with modern vinyl uni1s

..

.

~

~

~

.

~

'

... .

., limited to interior finishes. Interior modifications
...
Alterations undertaken in ca. 2008 were
generally consist
\
over time the
of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances. Despite exterior and interior modifications
and
associated
neighborhood
retain
sufficient
integrity
of
association,
feeling.
location.
building
and setting
to convey their association with the contlict in Vietnam
• and NRHP significance under Criterion• A. Due to
modifications and alterations, the building generally no longer retains a high degree• of integrity of design
' design and
I,,
and materials.
or distinguishable in their
• Further. the building is not sufficiently distinctive
.,.
r
construction
relative to the national inventory, and the housing is therefore
eligible for the
" not considered
'"'
NRHP under Criterion C.

.

~

-

..

~

...
Proper·ties of Particular Importance
1.
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property of
t
Particular Importance as one that is
an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods +-that are, in the context of the nation
. r
,
.._ substantially
f om this period,
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods
~
..,
distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction, and building materials used.
Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit a high degree of integrity
.,. ,t and original historic building materials
with enough significant
• design characteristics
If
.. to be considered truly distinctive within the" nation-wide inventory (U.S.
present and intact
... 2021 :34).
Department of the Army
~

..

('

.. ..

... -

~

.

,. expectations for
,
., lypes, interior
'- housing design, building
The civilian housing
sector influenced popular
'
l.
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, ma11y houses constructed during the period were executed
,.
in the Modem idiom; historical stylistic
references were absent on houses constructed during the period.
u those that firmly rejected historical precedent in
Award-wining residential designs of the period included
:.
1
exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design
principles
advanced by the
•
•
size
limitations and
tcivilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army.
.
~.
'
cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing in0uenced the resulting housing stock in
'
terms of architectural expression and interior design.

..

-

I

•

..

~

..

.,

..

Inventory conducted
at Fort Polk confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends and
t•
•
... or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and alteration,
did not construct substantially
.. distinctive
",.~
the units no longer retain a higll degree of integrity
of design and materials.
"' Those units that retain integrity
,
ii:
,
". or unique within the
of design and materials are not substantially
distinctive
inventory of civilian-sector
..
housing
p and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at Fort Polk.

..

-

...

-

'

USAG Hawaii

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
,.
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
I

Installation Name:

Fort Shafter

Building Address:

1357 Parks Road

>

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Parks

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Material:

Foundation Type:

Roof Type:

One

Pier

• Material:
Roof

Exterior Cladding:
•
Other - describe

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Other - describe

Aluminum

wood board and batten

Jalousie

..

Asphalt shingle

N/A

"

Side gable

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Single family
Townhouse:
yes

Describe any exterior• alterations:

D

no

[t1

..

••

, r
The exterior features material replacements
of the roof.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:

.
.....

Thfs single-family dwelling was constructed in 1972, rests on a wood piers, is clad in wood board-and-batten siding, occupies a
' ,. units.
rectangular footprint, and terminates in an asphalt-shingle, side-gable roof. The windows generally are aluminum jalousie
The doors are single leaf. A carport is present at the front of the building.

•

•

•

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport and shed are located at the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Other - describe

Other - describe

No

Plaster over drywall

vinyl/1 inole um/wood

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

No

4

2

Describe any interior alterations:
Heavily altered and renovated interior including replacement door to the porch.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

..

The document National Regis/er
Eligihiliz1' Assessmenlsfor Three Neighborhoods at Fort Shu.fier &
•
Schqfield Barracks provides assessments for two neighborhoods that contain Vietnam War Era housing:
'I
Ralston and Hauoli Heights/Parks. In Ralston, two Vietnam War Era
residences are present and
,,,,. were later infill to the Inter-War·
considered non-contributing to a potential historic district because they
•
Era neighborhood.
In the Parks neighborhood. the ten Vietnam Era houses are considered contributing to
•
the potential historic district (Fung Associates, Inc. 2018:20). No formal SHPO concurrence has been
received.

-

...

.,

'

Changes Over Time :ind Resource Integrity
., dwelling at 1357 Parks
The single-family
Road in the Parks neighborhood has been subject to minimal
•
.. with the exception of roof
exterior modification
• in tenns of materials. additions, new construction
,;
replacements that have occurred extensively. The jalousie windows and concrete block and wood board
and-batten siding appear to be original. Interiors
have
had
modifications
including
replacement
of
•
finishes. The neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign, new construction, or demolition.

..

..

..

..

..

Despite exterior and interior modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings. associated
outbui Idings, and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location. and setting t◊
convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to
modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design
~
and materials. Those units that retain some• degree of integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently
...
,• the
distinctive or distinguishable in their design and construction
• relative ro the national inventory,
• and
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
~

~

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an

...
Army Vietnam War Era housing
or neighborhoods that are, in the context of... the nation
.. of civilian
• sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
wide inventory
"""
,
I
substantially distinctive
and unique in their design,.
method of construction. and building
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
,
degree
of integrity with enough significant
design characteristics
and original historic
'
•
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
'
wide inventory (U.S. Depaitment of the Army 2021 :34).

.

~

-

The civilian housing sector influenced
• popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in rhe Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. A ward-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior desig11 and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian
architectural sector for
• Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
•
limitations and cost critetia established by Congress for military family housing influenced 1he resulting
housing stock
• expression and interior design.
• of architectural
• in terms

-

Inventory conducted al USAG Hawaii confirmed
that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
•
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that

., distinctive or unique ,within the inventory of
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially
,,
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No P-roperries of Particular Importance are present at USAG
l lawaii.

'

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Fort Shafter

Building Address:

1365 Parks Road"'

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Parks

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

One

Pier

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Other - describe

Other - describe

wood board and batten

Jalousie

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Single family

Asphalt shingle

N/A

Side gable

Window Materials:

Aluminum

Townhouse:
yes D
no li'.'J
Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior features material replacements of the roof.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
This single-family dwelling was constructed in 1972, rests on wood piers, is clad in wood, board-and-batten siding, occupies a
rectangular footprint, and terminates in an asphalt-sh1ngle, side-gable roof. The windows generally are aluminum jalousie units ..
The entrances are single leaf. A carport
.... is present at the front of the building.

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport and shed are located at the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Pt-evious Investigations
The document National Register Eligibility Assessmenlsfor Three Neighborhoods at Fort Shqfier &
Schofield Barracks provides assessments for two neighborhoods
that contain Vietnam War Era housing:
•
Ralston and Hauoli Heights/Parks. In Ralston. two Vietnam War Era residences are present and
considered non-contributing to a potential historic district because they were later infill to the Inter-War
0
Era neighborhood. Jn the Parks neighborhood. the ten Vietnam Era houses
are considered contributing to
...
•
the potential
historic district (Fung Associates. Inc.2018:20). No fonnal SHPO concurrence has
•
• been
received.

-

'

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
The single-family dwelling at 1365 Parks Road in the Pal"ks neighborhood
• has been su�ject to minimal
"
ex:terior modification in terms of materials. additions. new construction with the exception of roof
replacements that have occurred extensively. The jalousie windows and concrete block and wood board
and-batten siding appear to be original. Interiors have had modifications
including replacement of
• I
finishes. The Parks neighborhood
• has not undergone significant redesign, new construction, or
•
demolition.

-

Despite exterior and interior modifications over time. Vietnam War Era buildings. associated
outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association. feeling. location. and setting to
convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to
modifications and... alterations, the
housing
generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design
•
I
•
" materials are not sufficiently
,I
J Those
and materials.
units that retain some degree ofiimegrity of design and
..
#
distinctive or distinguishable
in their design and construction relative
• lo the national invenlory, and the
housing is therefore not considered eligible for rhe NRHP under Criterion C.

..

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of ParticuJar lmportance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
... within the nation
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Anny 2021 :34).

• , housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types. interior
The civilian
spatial
requirements. and amenities. Stylistically.
many houses constructed during the period were
J
•
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period.Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
•
.._
;
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the milita1)
sought to adopt design principles
advanced '.:
by the civilian architectural sector foi- Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny. size
,, for military family housing influenced the resulting
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress
housing stock in terms of' architectural expression and interior design.
~

.

•

•

-

..

1

'

Inventory conducted al USAG Hawaii confinned that the military followed civilian-sector
• housing
trends
•
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and

-

alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Parlicular Importance are present at USAG
Hawaii.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Schofield Barracks

Building Address:

141 Kupukupu Circle

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Akolea

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

• gable
Side

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Aluminum

Two

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

Other - describe

concrete block/wood board and batten

Jalousie

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Triplex

-

Townhouse
Townhouse:
yes li'.1
no

D

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior features material replacements of the roof.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior• here:

Building description:

•

This t w o s- tory triplex residence comtructed in 1974 is clad in concrete block on the first story and wooden board-and-batten on the second level.
, rests on a concrete foundation, occupies a rectangular footprint, and terminates in an asphalt shingle side-gable roof. The windows
The building
generally are aluminum jalousie units. The doors are single leaf. Each unit is staggered on the fac;ade. A carport is present at the front of the building.

.,

•

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport is located at the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

.

.
The buildings in the Akolea neighborhood have not been previously surveyed.
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

The threeplex townhouse at 141 Kupukupu
• Circle 111 the Akolea neighborhood has been subject to
minimal ex1erior modification in terms of materials. additions. and new construction
with the exception of
•
roof replacements. The jalousie windows and concrete block and wood board-and-batten siding appear to
,be original. Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes, fixtures. and appliances. The
Akolea neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign. new construction, or demolition.
Despite exterior and interior modifications over time. Vietnam
War Era buildings,
associated
-; .
t
....
,
outbuildings, and neighborhoods
retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location,• and
setting to
<
convey their association
~ with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to
' generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design
.,. and alterations. the housing
modifications
and materials. Those units that retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are.. not sufficiently
&...
distinctive or distinguishable
in their
design and construction
• relative to• the national inventory, and ..the
housing is therefore not considered eligible
~ for the NRHP under Criterion C.
r.
~

..

~

..

~

•

..

~

-

.

Properties of Particular Importance.,
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing,. issued in December
• 2021 defines a Propert)
• J
of Particular Importance as one that is an
~

l
Army Vietnam War Era housing
or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
,
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from
:>. this period,
t.
C:
and unique in their design, method of construction,
and building
substantially distinctive
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within, the nation
wide inventory
(U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
•

'

'

..

.I
The civilian housing
sector influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
during the period were
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses consrnicted
"
u during the
executed in the Modern idiom: historical stylistic references were absent on houses constrncted
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
principles
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design
I
~
by the Army. size
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing
• influenced the resulting.
~housing
• stock. in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

.. . .

..

..

..

....
Inventory conducted
at USAG Hawaii confomed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing.
• Due to continuous modi fieation and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
a
I
... of design
retain integrity
and materials are not substantially
distinctive or unique within the inventory of
s
/;present at USAG
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties or Particular Importance are
Hawaii.

.

..

~

..

..

Army' Vietnam War Era Housing Historic... Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Schofield Barracks

Building Address:

• r Hoio Circle
159
L

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Akolea

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:
, .•

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

I Other - describe

Aluminum

concrete block/wood board and batten

Jalousie

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Other - describe

Duplex

..

Style:

.'
Minimalist Modern

vi

.

Two story
Townhouse:
no
yes D

[ll

I
Describe
any exterior alterations:

•

The exterior features material replacements of the roof.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building
' description:

...

I
This two-story duplex residence constructed in 1974 is clad in concrete block on the first story andJ wooden
board-and-batten on the
-. side-gable
, a concrete foundation, occupies a rectangular footprint, and terminates in an asphalt shingle
second level. The building rests on
roof. The windows generally are aluminum jalousie units. The doors are single leaf. A carport is present at the front of the building.

.

I

'

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport is located in front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

.

Previous Investigations
l
..,
previously surveyed.
The buildings in the Akolea neighborhood have not been

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

--

•r Hoio Circle in the Akolea neighborhood
.,, has been subject to minimal exterior
The duplex }dwelling at 159
.
,
~
modification
in
terms
of
materials,
additions.
and
new
cohstruction
with the exception
of roof
"
•
,_
replacements. The jalousie windows and concrete block and wood board-and-batten
siding appear
• to be
original. Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes. fo.1ures. and appliances, The
., undergone significant redesign, new construction, or demolition.
Akolea neighborhood has not

.

.

.... , and interior modifications
Despite exterior
ove1· time. Vietnam War Era buildings,
'II'
• associated
,.
,...
I
outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location,
and setting to
convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to
of integrity
modifications and alterations,
no longer retains a high degree
'\
"'
'"' the housing• generally
• of design
and materials. Those units that retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently
distinctive
or distinguishable in their design
and construction
1.•. relative to• the national inventory, and the
0
'
.,.
l
housing is therefore not considered'I! eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

.

~

.

.

.

~

...
Properties
of Particular Importance
\
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued ,1in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
I period,
.._J•. housing
wide inventory of civilian sector
.;- an neighborhoods from this
:i
substantially distinctive and unique in tl1eir
design. method of construction. and building
I;
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular importance must exhibit
a high
~
degree of inte.grity with enough si1:,rnificant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive
"" within the nation
'\
wide inventory (U.S. Department of•the Am1y 2021
:34).
,~
~

.

~

.

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for
design, building types, interior
' housing
.....
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed
during the period were
,'
,.,
:i
executed
in the Modem idiom;
historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
Ill'
I
Award-wining
residential
designs
of
the
period
included
those
that
firmly
rejected
historical
period.
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to
• adopt design principles
I>-.
I sector for Vietnam War Era housing
advanced
by
the
civilian
architectural
constructed
by the Army. size
-,:
-• established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
limitations and cost criteria
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
, military followed civilian-sector
I
Inventory conducted at USAG Hawaii. confirmed that the
housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
retain integrity
•
civilian-sector
housing
and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at USAG
•
Hawaii.

,

-

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Schofield• Barracks

, Address:
Building

159 Palapalai Circle

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Akolea

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Asphalt shingle

,,
Other - describe

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

Window Type:

Window Materials:
'

Other - describe

Aluminum

concrete block/wood board and batten

Jalousie

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Fourplex

Townhouse
Townhouse:
yes
no

0

D

Describe
• any exterior alterations:
The exterior features material replacements of the roof.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
This two-story fourplex residence constructed In 1974 is clad in concrete block on the first story and wooden board-and-batten on the second level. The
building rests on a concrete foundation, occupies a rectangular footprint, and terminates in an asphalt shingle side-gable roof. The windows generally
are aluminum jalousie units. Two pairs of units a(e staggered on the fatade. The doors are single leaf. A carport is present at the front of the building.

"'

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport is located in front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous lnvestigations

The buildings in the Akolea neighborhood have not been previously surveyed.

.

.,
'
Changes over Time and Resource
Integrity

..

-

...
The fourplex apartment at 159 Palapalai Circle in the Akolea neighborhood has been subject to minimaJ
,..,
in tenns of materials, additions, and new construction with the exception of roof
exterior modification
"'
I
C
replacements.
The jalousie windows and concrete
block and wood board-and-bat1en siding appear to be
'
original. Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.
• The
!:,
has
not
undergone
significant
redesign,
new
construction,
or
demolition.
Akolea neighborhood
•

•

.

~

~

....

Despite exterior and interior modifications over time.
..... Vietnam War Era buildings, associated
outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to
convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to
••
• degree of integrity of, design
modifications and alterations,
the housing generally no longer retains a high
" are not sufficiently
and materials. Those units that retain some degree of integrity of design and materials
,
distinctive
or
distinguishable
in
their
design
and
construction
relative
to
!he
national
inventory. and the
r
•
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

...

..

..

..

~

..

I.
Properties
of Particular lmportance

.

..

,.,
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December
2021 defines a Propeny
'
Particular
lmpo11ance
as
one
that
is
an
of

...

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
,a,...,. and unique in their design. method of construction, and building.
substantially distinctive
..,.
II
materials used. Additionally.
properties of particular
importance must exhibit a high
•'
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building matetiaJs present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
I ' Army 2021 :34).
wide inventory (U.S. Depa11ment of the
~

.,

..

..

housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types.
The civilian
in1erior
ii
•
spatial requirements.
the
period
were
and
amenities.
Stylistically,
many
houses
constructed
during
•
•
executed in the Modern idiom: historical styIistic references
were absent on houses constrncted
"
• during the
t,
period.
Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
•
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to
"' adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed
by the Army, size
~
'
limitations
and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of ..architectural expression and interior design.

.

- ..

-

Inventory conducted at USAG Hawaii confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing.
Due to continuous moditi...cation and
"
alteration, the units no
Those units that
' longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials.
, • the inventory
-t of
retain integrity of
design
and
materials
are
not
substantially
distinctive
or
unique
within
.;
.•
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at USAG
Hawaii.
~

.•

C,

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
#
Inventory
Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Schofield Barracks

Building Address:
• r

169 Hoio Circle

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Akolea

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

... Type:
Foundation

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Asphalt shingle

Window Materials:

Other - describe

Other - describe

Aluminum

..

concrete block/wood board and batten

Style:

Minimalist Modern

Jalousie
Dwelling Type:

Ornamentation:

No

.. - describe
Other

Type of Unit:

Fiveplex

Apartment block
Townhouse:
yes D
no�
Describe any exterior
• alterations:

..

The exterior features material replacements of the roof.

A
t additional notes on the building exterior here:
Provide

Building description:
This two-story flveplex apartment building constructed in 1974 is clad in concrete block on the lirst story and wooden board-and-batten on the second level. The building
rests on a concrete foundation, occupies a rectangular footprint, and terminates In an asphalt shingle side-gable roof, The windows generally are aluminum fatousle units.
The entrances are single leaf. The main block contains four units with a central recessed stairwell. A flanking one-story wing is present. A carport is present at the front of
the building.

•

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport is located at the side of the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations
The buildings in the Akolea neighborhood have not been previously surveyed.
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity
The fiveplex apartment at 169 Hoio Circle in the Akolea neighborhood has been subject to minimal
exterior modification in terms of materials, additions, and new construction with the exception of roof
replacements. The jalousie windows and concrete block and wood board-and-batten siding appear to be
original. Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures, and appliances. The
_
Akolea neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign, new construction. or demolition.

....

Despite exterior and interior modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings. associated
Ol!tbuildings, and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location. and setting 10
convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to
modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of
• design
and materials. Those units that retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently
#
design and construction relative to the national inventory, and the
distinctive or distinguishable in their
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.
Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 202 l defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
wide inventory of
• civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method ofconstruction, and building.
•
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).

-

•

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural expression and interior design.
Inventory conducted at USAG Hawaii confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due ro continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
retain integrity of design and materials a1<e not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are presen1 at USAG
Hawaii.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Schofield
Barracks
•

Building Address:

173 Dickman Road

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Ralston

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

One

Foundation Type:

Slab-on-grade

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Other - describe
gable-on-hip
•

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

Other - describe

Aluminum

concrete block

Jalousie

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Ranch

Single family
Townhouse:
yes D
no�•

Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior features material replacements of the roof.

Provide additional notes on the
• building exterior here:

Building description:

..

II
in 1972, rests on a concrete foundation, is clad in concrete block, occupies a rectangular
This single-family ranch dwelling was constructed
footprint, and terminates in an asphalt-shingle, gable-on-hip roof. The building contains a two-story core with flanking single-story wings.
The windows generally are aluminum jalousie units. The doors are single leaf. A carport is present at the front of the building.

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport is located at the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

..

The document Nationul Regist�r Eligibility Assessments jrir Three Neighborhoods al For/ Shafier &
Schofield Barracks provides assessments for two neighborhoods that contain Vietnam War Era housing:
""and Hauoli Heights/Parks. In Ralston, two Vietnam War Era residences are present and
~
Ralston
,.,
considered non-contributing
to a potential historic district because they were later infill to the Inter-War
......
9'")
Era neighborhood.
In the Parks neighborhood,
the ten Vietnam Era houses are considered contributing to
I!
the pote11tial historic• district (Fung Associates, Inc. 20 I 8:20). No fonnal SHPO concurrence has
' been
'
received.

..

.

...

..

,£

-

..

..

.

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

The single-family dwelling at 173 Dickman Road in the Ralston neighborhood has been subject to
in terms of materials, additions-, new construction with the exception of
minimal exterior modification
•
... had modifications including replacement
roof replacements that have occurred extensively. Interiors have
,.
•
of finishes. The neighborhood
has not undergone significat1t redesign. new
• construction. or demolition.

•

..

..

Despite exterior and interior modifications over time, Vietnam War Era.. buildings. associated
outbuildings. and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association. feeling. location, and setting to
convey their association wi1h the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion
• A. Due to
modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer
retains a high degree of integrity of design
Ill'
r r are not sufficiently
and materials. Those units that retain some degree of-integrity of design and materials
,.. and the
distinctive or distinguishable
in their design and construction relative to the national inventory.
'
•
Ill,
,, is therefore
housing
• not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

,

...

Properties of Particular Importance

.

.,

The Program
Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
r
of Particular Importance as one that is'- an
~

-

.&.
Army Vietnam War Era" housing
that are, in the context
of rhe nation
V
• or neighborhoods
from
this
period,
wide inventory of civilian sector hollsing an neighborhoods
•
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction, and building
:i.
• a high
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular importance must exhibit
,. histot·ic
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original
building materials present and intact to be considered truly
distinctive
within
the nation
~
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021:34).

•

..

, building types. interior
The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design.
.:spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
...
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references
were absent on houses constructed during the
Award-wining residential designs
period.
..: of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
•
' design principles
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt
.., constructed by the Army. size
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing
,.
... and cost ct·iteria established
limitations
by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
... and interior design.
housing stock
• in terms of architectural expression
~

..

-

..

'

..

.

~

Inventory conducted at USAG Hawaii
" confirmed that"'the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did._ not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
j
alteration, the units no
a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those
- Lo retain
? . units that
• longer
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of

..

........

• s
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Particular Importance are present at USAG
"'
'
Ha\vaii.

'

Previous Investigations

..

..

The buildings in the Aloala neighborhood have not been previously surveyed.
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

The fourplex
townhouse at 181 Aloala Way in the Aloala neighborhood has been su�ject to minimal
•
exterior modification in tenns ofmaterials. additions. and new construction with the
• exception ofroof
The
jalousie
windows
and
concrete
block
and
wood
board-and-batten
siding appear to be
replacements.
original. Interior modifications generally
• consist of• replacement finishes, -fix1ures. and appliances. The
Aloala neighborhood has not undergone significant redesign, new construction, or demolition.

..

,. interior modifications over' ./time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated
Despite exterior and
outbuildings.
and
neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity ofassociation. feeling, location, and setting to
' "
convey their associatfon with the
... conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due Lo
a high degree of integrity of design
modifications and alterations. the housing generally no longer
.
.- retains
... degree ofintegrity of design and materials are not sufficiently
and materials. Those units that retain some
i •
distinc1ive or distinguishable in their design and construction
relative to the national inventory, and the
..
C.
housing is therefore not
I • considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion

'

-

'

..

..

Propetties of Particular Importance

..

... Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
The Program
of Particular Importance as one that is an

..

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
..
wide inventory
ofcivilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
t
substantially
distinctive and unique in their design, method ofconstruction,
and building
•
materiaJs used. Additionally. properties ofparticular importance must exhibit a high
degree ofintegrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
C. to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
building materials present and intact
• :34).
1,- Army 2021
wide inventory (U.S. Department oft he

-

..

'

-

..

..
for
The
" housing design, building types, interior
• civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
-->
C.
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those
that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
, the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era
advanced by
housing constructed by the Anny, size
~
I resulting
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the
housing stock in terms ofarchitectural expression and interior design.
Vi.
<

..

.

.

.

-

-

Inventory conducted at USAG Hawaii confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing, trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive
', or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
alteration, the units no longer retain a high degree ofintegrity ofdesign and materiaJs. Those units that
'
A
,,
integrity
are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
retain
... ofdesign and materiaJs
,
9
civilian-sector housing
and neighborhoods.
No Properties
of Particular Importance are present at USAG
;;:
•
Hawaii.

""

. ..

..

.

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing
..
Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

••
Schofield Barracks

Building Address:

181 Aloala Way

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

,,It,
Aloala

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number
• of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

Two

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

.. - describe
Other

Aluminum

...

.,.

~
concrete block/wood board and banen

Style:

..
Other - describe

t

i

Jalousie

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

No

Type of Unit:

Other - describe

Fourplex

L 'A.•
Townhouse

None

Townhouse:
no
yes (iJ
'l
Describe any exterior alterations:

D

..

, ... features material replacements of the roof.
The exterior

Provide addjtional
• notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
.&•1·
..,. block on the first level and wood board and batten
This fourplex townhouse was constructed in 1973, rests on a concrete
foundation, is clad in concrete
on the second, oceupies a rectangular footprint, and terminates in an asphalt shingle side-gable roof. The building contains a two story core with flanking
- 1
'
t
are
single leaf. A carport
is present at the fror,t of the building.
single story wings. The windows generally are aluminum jalousie units. The entrances

Ancillary Buildings:

Other - describe
Carport/parking pad
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport and parking pad are located at the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Schofield Barracks

Building Address:

184 Pai Circle

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Akolea

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Two

Foundation Type:

Slab-on-grade

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

Other - describe

Aluminum

concrete block/wooden board and batten

Jalousie

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Duplex

duplex
Townhouse:
yes D
no�
Describe any exterior alterations:
The exterior features material replacements
of the roof.
•

II
Provide additional
notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
This two-story duplex residence constructed in 1974 is clad in concrete block on the first story and wooden board-and-batten on the
... occupies a rectangular footprint, and terminates in an asphalt-shingle, side,gable
second level. The building rests on a concrete foundation,
it
roof. The windows generally are aluminum jalousie
units. The doors are single leaf. A carport is present at the front of the buildJng.

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport

Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport is located in front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

A
Previous Investigations

The buildings
have not been previously surveyed.
JI in the Akolea neighborhood
•
Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

•

The duplex dwelling at 184 Pai Circle in the Akolea neighborhood has been su�ject to minimal ex1erior
I exception of roof
modification
• in terms of materials, additions, and new construction
• with the
replacements. The jalousie windows and concrete block and wood board-and-batten siding appear to be
I,
original. Interior
moditications
generaJly consist of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances. The
•
\
.. significant redesign.
Akolea
neighborhood
has
not
undergone
'P
•. new construction, or demolition.
"
~

.

..

~

Despite ex1erior and interior modifications over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated
outboi
!dings. and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to
•
convey their association with the contlict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to
C.
and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design
modifications
and materials. Those units that retain some 'degree ,,of integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently
distinctive
•• or distinguishable in their design and construction relative to the national inventory, and the
,. Criterion C.
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under

..

..

~

..

-

Properties of Pa1·ticular Importance

,,
.,
The Program
Comment
Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
,: ,
Particular
lmporlance
as one that is an
of

.. of the nation
F
Army Vietnam War Era housing
that are. in the context
Ii' or neighborhoods
... from this period.
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods
substantially
distinctive
and
unique
in
their
design,
method
•
"" of construction, and building
materials used. Additionally. properties of pa11icular impo11ance
• must exhibit a high
f
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered ..truly distinctive within the nation
"
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).

.,

~

. housing sector
,,;. influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types. interior
The civ.ilian
I
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically. many houses constructed during the period were
executed in the
i... Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
period. Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior• plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny. size
.,
established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
limitations and cost criteria
&
... of architectural expression
,,, - in cerms
housing stock
and interior design.

..

,.

..

.•

~

...

Inventory conducted at USAG Hawaii confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing ..trends
• or unique housing. Due to.. continuous modification and
and did not construct substantially distinctive
,. and materials. Those units that
degree of integrity of design
alteration. the units no longer retain a high
'II
le'"
,-.,
I'
Inot substantially
retain integrity
of
design
and
materials
are
distinctive
or unique within
the inventory of
...
'!
..
I:
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
• No Properties of Pa,1icular Importance are present at USAG
Hawaii.

.

. "
'

..

..

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
., Forms for Dwellings
Inventory
..
Installation
Name:
'

SchofieldA Barracks

Building Address:

291 Molihana Loop

..

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Akolea

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:
•

Foundation Type:

.. .
Foundation
Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

...
One

Slab-on-grade

..,,
Roof
Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Asphalt shingle

,Window Materials:

Other - describe

Other - describe

Aluminum

concrete block

Jalousie
-~

..

Style:

Minimalist Modern

.

.

·-

11 '
Ornamentation:

No

..

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Ranch

Duplex
Townhouse:
-~
yes D
no (ti
•

.,
Describe
• any exterior alterations:

..The
,
...
exterior features
material replacements of the roof.
,t •.

..

Provide additional
notes on the building exterior here:
'

.. '

...
Building. description:

·~

.,.

..,

.

This one-story• ranch duplex dwelling constructed in 1973 is clad in concrete block, rests on a concrete foundation,
' ""' occupies a
. I.ill
ii•' roof. The entrances
I,
rectangular
footprint, and terminates in an asphalt-shingle,
side-gable
are .,.
recessed. The windows
;, I
,. I I'
• generally
are
.... at the front• of the building.
• doors are singleti1 leaf. A carportI•is present
• aluminum jalousie units. The

-.

.

*

-.

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport is located in front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

.,,,,.

Previous Investigations
The buildings in the Akolea neighborhood have not been previously surveyed.
Changes
... over Time and Resource Integrity
II
The duplex dwelling at 291 Molihana Loop in the Akolea neighborhood has been subject to minimal
exterior modification in terms of materials, additions, "and new construction with the exception of roof
Ii wood board-and-batten siding appear to be
replacements. The jalousie windows and concrete block and
•
and appliances. The
original. Interior modifications generally consist of replacement finishes, fixtures.
'
..
.Akolea neighborhood
has
not
undergone
significant
redesign,
new
construction.
or
demolition.
•
~

..

..

..

,. time. Vietnam War Era buildings, associated
Despite exterior and interior modifications over
~
,#
outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain sufficient integrity of.. association. feeling, location. and setting to
convey
their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion
A. Due to
'\
•
'II
modifications and alterations. the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity
of design
Ill
L materials. Those units that retah1 some degree of integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently
and
~
distinctive or distinguishable in their design and construction relative to the national inventory, and the
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

.

' .

.

~

...

.

~- -

..

Properties of Particular Importance
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Pa11icular Importance as one that is an
Army Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context ofitbe
nation
•
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period.
,, distinctive and unique in. their design, method of construction. and building
substantially
materials used. Additionally, prope1ties of particular importance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original historic
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Depa11ment of the Army 2021 :34).
The civilian housing sec.tor influenced popular expectations for housing design. building types, interior
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses
• constructed during the period were
Modem
idiom;
historical
stylistic
references
were absent on houses constructed during the
executed in the
'
."'
period. Award-wining .residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in tem1s of architectural expression and interior design.

..

•

·"'

-

I
lnventory conducted at USAG Hawaii confirmed that
the military followed civilian-sector hotising trends
' not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
and did
,, of design and materials. Those units that
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory
• or
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Propeiiies of Particular
•• Lmportance are present at USAG
Hawaii.

.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings

Installation Name:

Schofield Barracks

Building Address:

440 Hendrickson Loop
•

Building Number:
Neighborhood Name:

Aloala

BUILDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:
•

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

..

Foundation Material:

Roof Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

,Window Type:

• Materials:
Window

Other - describe

Aluminum

concrete block/wood board and batten

Jalousie

Style:

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

Minimalist Modern

No

Other - describe

Fourplex

'

Apartment Block
Townhouse:

yes

D

no�

..

i
Describe
any exterior alterations:

The building features a replacement roof.

Provide additional notes on the building exterior here:

Building description:
This fourplex apartment building was constructed ln 1973, rests on a concrete foundation, is clad in concrete block on the first lev�I and wood board-and-batten
·" a rectangular footprint, and terminates in an asphalt-shingle, side-gable roof. The building contains a two story core With central
on the second, occupies
I:
are aluminum• jalousie
units. The entrances are single leaf. A carport is present at the front of the building.
recessed stairwell. The windows• generally
I
C

.,

•

• •

•...

•

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport is located at the front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

Previous Investigations

...

The buildings in the Aloala neighborhood have not been previously surveyed.

..

.

Changes over Time and Resource Integrity

'

..

,..,_ Loop in the Aloala neighborhood has been subject to minimal
.... apartment at 440 Hendrickson
The fourplex
exterior modification in terms of materials.
• additions, and new construction with the exception of roof
replacements. The jalousie windows and concrete bloc-k and wood board-and-batten siding appear to be
original. Interior modifications generally consist ofreplacement finishes. fixtures. and appliances. The
Aloala neighborhood has not
redesign,
new construction, or
~ demolition.
• undergone significant
' .
" H

•

.

..

·-

.

A •
Despite exterior
and interior modifications over time. Vietnam
War Era bujldings, associa1ed
•
outbuildings, and neighborhoods retain sufticient integrity of association.
feeling, location. and setting 10
•
'
A. Due to
convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion
modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree.. of integrity of design
•
and materials. Those units that retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently
distinctive or distinguishable in their design and construction relative' to the national inventory, and the
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

"

.

·--,

.,
Properties of Particular Importance

-

.

~

..

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines a Property
of Particular Importance as one that is an

•

,

..

Army Vietnam War Era housing or neig_hborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
,.,
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
•
11
Al' bui Iding
substantially distinctive
and unique in their design,
• method of construction, and
materials used. Additionally, properties of particular
importance
must
exhibit
a high
"
,.
degree or integrity
historic
•
• .j with enough significant design characteristics and original
building materials present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34).
~

.. .

-

The civilian housing sector influenced popular expectations for housing design. building
" types, interior
~
many houses constructed during the period were
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically,
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the
n
of the period included those that tinnly rejected historical
period. Award-wining residential designs
cprecedent in exterior
to
• design and interior plan. While the military sought
• adopt design principles
,.
A
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny. size
, ,, by.. Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
limitations and cost criteria established
" and interior design.
housing stock in terms ofarchitectural expression

•

.

~

Inventory conducted at USAG Hawaii confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector
• housing, trends
, substantially distinctive or unique housing. Dlle to continuous modification and
and did not-~construct
alteration, the units no longer retain a high •degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
• inventory of
retain integrity of design and materials are not isubstantially distinctive or unique within the
. ' USAG
.!.I housing and neighbo1·hoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at
civi Ii an-sector
Hawaii.

..-

·~

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Forms for Dwellings
Installation Name:

Schofield Barracks

Building Address:

961 Hendrickson
Loop
I"

Building Number:

Akolea

., Name:
Neighborhood

BUllDING EXTERIOR
Number of Stories:

Foundation Type:

Foundation Material:

Two

Slab-on-grade

Roof• Type:

Poured concrete

Side gable

Roof Material:

Exterior Cladding:

Window Type:

Window Materials:

Asphalt shingle

Other - describe

Other - describe

Aluminum

t ••
concrete
block/wood
board and batten
'\

Jalousie

..

Style:

.

..
Minimalist Modern
~

~

Ornamentation:

Dwelling Type:

Type of Unit:

No

Other - describe

"
Fourplex

..

..

Townhouse
k
·'
Townhouse:

yes

(tl

no

0
•

1'

Describe any exterior alterations:

.

I
«I'
....
The exterior
material
replacements of the root.
. features
•I•

, exterior here:
Provide additional notes on the building

Building description:

.•·

.. ...

..

..

, on
This fourplex dwelling was constructed ih 1973, rests on a concrete foundation, is clad in concrete block on the first level and wood board-and-batten
• terminates
I
•
the second, occupies a rectangular footprint, and
in an asphalt-shingle, side-gable roof. rhe building contains a two-story core With flanking
I·
I leaf. A .carport
single-story wings. The windows .generally are aluminum jalousie units. The doors are single
is present at the front of the building.

'

·'

••.

..

••

Ancillary Buildings:

Carport
Describe where ancillary buildings are located (i.e., to the front, side, or rear of the building) here:
A carport is located in front of the building.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Wall Materials:

Floor Materials:

Ornamentation:

Open Floor Plan:

Number of Bedrooms:

Number of Bathrooms:

Describe any interior alterations:
The interior was not accessible.

Provide additional notes on the building interior here:

Attach photos below:

•

,
•

Previous lnvestigations

• been previously surveyed.
TI,e buildings in the Aloala neighborhood
have not
•

., Time and Resource Integrity
Changes over

..

• subject to
The fourplex
townhouse at 961 Hendrickson Loop in the Aloala
"" has been
~
• ~ neighborhood
.
9i
minimal exterior
modification in terms of' materials. additions. and new construction with the exception of
...
roofreplacements. The jalousie windows and concrete block
siding appear• to
• and wood board-and-batten
be original. Interior
"' modifications generally consist of replacement finishes. fixtures. and appliances. The
Aloala neighborhood has not undergone significai1t redesign, new construction, or demolition.
~

.. •

'

.,

.

f
..«
Despite exterior and interior modifications
Vietnam War Era buildings, associated
• over time,
:,,
.,
outbuildings,
and
neighborhoods
retain
sufficient
integrit)'
of
association.
feeling,
location,
and setting to
.,
t, • •
e '
'
convey
their association
and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to
•• with the conflict in Vietnam
modifications
and
alterations.
the
housing
generally
no
longer retains a high degree of integrity of design
•
and materials.'t Those units that retain some degree of integrity of design and materials arer not sufficiently
•
\
I.
distinctive or distinguishable in their design
and the
and construction relative
~
• to the national inventory,
housing is therefore not considered eligible
• for the NRHP under Criterion C.

.

~

~

•

~

Properties of Particular Importance

•
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 2021 defines
a Proper!),I
>
of Particular lmpo11ance as one that is an

. '' War Era housing, or neighborhoods that are, ii1 the comext
• l
Army Vietnam
of the nation
,,,
,
wide inventory of civilian sector housing an neighborhoods from this period,
I
substantially
distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction, and building
~
t.
materials used. Additionally,
properties
of particular
importance must exhibit
a high
'I'
.- 1'
\.
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original• historic
• considered truly distinctive within the nation
building materials present and intact to be
,..,.
... :34).
wide inventory ( U.S. Department
of the Army 2021

.

I',

.

..

'

-

. ,.

,.
The civilian housing sector
for housing
types, interior
.. influenced popular expectations
41
"I
• design, building
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed tduring the period were
,
executed in the., Modem idiom; historical stylistic references
the
•" were absent on houses constructed-during
"
period. Award-wining residential designs ofthe period included
those
that
firmly
rejected
historical
•
., and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
precedent in exterior design
advanced by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny. -'•
size
limitations and cost criterfa established by Congress lbr military family housing influenced the resulting,
'
y
housing stock
" in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

••

..

..

~

~

~

.

~

.

f>
Inventory conducted at USAG Hawaii confinned
that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
and did not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification and
At,,
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design
and materials. Those
units that
.,
, I,
retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique
within the inventory of
• I
' and neighborhoods. No Prope11ies of Particular frnportance
housing
are present
at USAG
civilian-sector
r
•
•
Hawaii.

-

•

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

..

.

Installation Name:'

Fort Shafter

Neighborhood Name:

Hauloi Heights North/Parks
CIRCULATION
Grid: yes □
,.
no l!l

. .

Curvilinear streets: yes I!)
no □
...

L

.. □

Cul-du-sacs: yes I!)
no a

Sidewalks: yes I!!
no

Generally describe the street layout here:
t'! •
Parks neighborhood
Parks Place and Parks Drive.
• features the curvilinear Parks Road and dead-end/culs-de-sac

Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):
There are concrete sidewalks present,..on one side.. of the street.

PARKING
Garages: yes I!)
no □

Carports: yes I!)
no a

.

,
Parking
lots: yes □
no I!)

Parking pad: yes I!)
no □

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no l!l

Tree lawn: yes □
no I!)

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

I
Athletic Facilities: yes - describe-. □
no l!l

t •
Neighborhood
Park: yes - describe I!!
no □
The neighborhood is in a park-like setting and is
heavily wooded.

..

,
□
Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe
no I!)

..

□

Streetlights: yes �
no

Collective Mailboxes: yes
no�

□

□

Demolition: yes - describe
no�

Describe any other neighborhood amenity {i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:
n/a

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
The neighborhood is defined by split-level and one-story Capehart-Wherry era houses and a selection of 10
Vietnam War Era houses. Houses generally are situated in rolling terrain and are constructed on hills.
Residences generally are located 10-to-15 feet back from the curb.
Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe
no�

Legend

• Vietnam Era Housing - 10 Buildings
N
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Cherokee Vietnam-Era
Housing: Historic Context
Fort Shafter, HJ
Hauoli Heights Neighborhood

Pre"ious Investigations

..

..

.

..

The document
Ne11io11al Register Eligibility Assessments.for Three Neighborlwvds at Fnn Slw.fler &
•
Schofield Barracks provides assessments for two neighborhoods that contain Vietnam War Era housing:
.... Vietnam
t
4.
4
Ralston
and Hauoli
Heights/Parks.
In Ralston, two
War Era residences are present and
('
....
:
considered
non-contributing
to
a
potential
l1istoric
district
because
they were later infill to the Inter-War
•
""
"'
~,d
the ten Vietnam Era houses are considered contributing to
Era neighborhood. In the Parks neighborhood.
, concunence
'
the potential historic district (Fung
Associates, Inc.2018:20).
No formal SHPO
has been
;
' ...
•
'
received.

..

..

.

..

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity
•

The buildings in the Parks neighborhood have been subject to minimal exterior
modification in terms of
11
' .,
'
'
materials, additions, new construction with the exception of roof replacements that have occurred
'
L windows and concrete block and wood board-and-batten siding appear to be
extensively. The jalousie
"
including replacement offinishes. The neighborhoods
have not
original. Interiors have had modifications
..
undergone significant redesign. new ~-construction.
or
demolition.
•

..

.

~

...

~

..

..

.

,,

Despite exterior and interior modifications• over time, Vietnam
• • War Era buildings, associated
f
t
outbuildings.
and neighborhoods retain suficient integrity of association, feeling, location, and setting to
I
J
convey their association
with the
con1lict
in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to
41!
•
modifications
and
alterations.
the
housing
generally no longer retains a high degree ofintegrity of• design
#
'
' of of design and materials are not sufficiently
and materials. Those units that retain some degree of integrity
,..
.. to the national inventory,
.... ,. and the
distinctive
or distinguishable• in their design and construction relative
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP w1der• Criterion C.

.

..

.

..

..

~

'

..

Properties of Particular Importance
I
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War
Era Housing
issued in December 2021 defines
•• ,. a Property
•
....
of Particular Importance
as one
• that is an
•
(

War Era housing or neighborhoods
that are. in the context of the nation
;
Army Vietnam
'l'
~
wide inventory of civilian sector housing
an neighborhoods from this period.
•
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
...
materials used. Additionally.
a high
''. prope11ies of particular importance must exhibit
' historic
ii
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics and original
u, ••
building materials present and intact fo be considered truly distinctive within the nation
,r
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Anny 2021 :34 ).

..

l

~

.

..

.

~

~

~

..

influenced popular expectations for housing design, building types, interior
or
The civilian housing sector
spatial requirements. and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during
the period were
~
,.
executed in the Modern idiom; historical
' stylistic' references were absent on houses constructed during the
.,. tJ1at firmly rejected historical
Ii
those
Award-wining
residential
designs
of the period inclnded
period.
•
• the military sought to adopt design principles
precedent
in exterior design and interior plan. While
•
..... size
•
advanced• by the civilian architectural sector for Vietnam War Era housing
constructed by the Army.
•
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock
•• in terms of architectural expression and interior design.

-

..

~

..

..

...

,..

"
"
.. ... at USAG Hawaii confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
Inventory conducted
,

..

.

•

.r

I

·t
and did not construct••substantially distinctive or unique housing. Due to continuous modification
and
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree
-. of integrity of design and materials. Those units that
~

~

retain integrity of design and materials are not substantially distinctive or unique within the inventory of
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods. No Properties of Particular Importance are present at USAG
Hawaii.

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

Installation Name:

Schofield Barracks

Neighborhood
Name:
•

Akolea

CIRCULATION
Grid: yes □
no l!l

Curvilinear streets: yes I!]
no a

Cul-du-sacs: yes I!]
no a

Sidewalks: yes [!]
no a

Generally describe the street layout here:
;
... Drive off of which are 13 culs-de-sac.
Akolea is defined by the curvilinear Akolea

.

... etc.):
,,,
the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street,
Generally describe

.

....

There are concrete
sidewalks
"
• ' ' present on one side of
• the street with a grass strip bordering.. the street.
I

<

PARKING
Garages: yes □
• I!]l•
no

Carports: yes I!]
no a

Parking pad: yes I!]
no a

Parking lots: yes [!]
no a

Group Covered Parking: yes □
no I!]

Tree lawn: yes □
no l!l

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

Athletic Facilities: yes - •describe □
no I!]

.,.
Neighborhood Park: yes - describe
, -□
.. l!l
no

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe I!]
' '
no a
A small playground is present.

Streetlights: yes 00
no □
Demolition: yes - describe □
no 00

Collective Mailboxes: yes [!I
no □

To be demolished in 2028

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
The neighborhood is defined by concrete-block dwellings, including four-plex apartment buildings and
duplexes. Carports are present. Residences are set back between 10-to-15 feet from the street.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe
no 00

Ako/ea Neighborhood

� ISLAND PALH
;:,-_ C0'1MUNITIES

Schofield Barracks

[)
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Cherokee Vietnam-Era
Housing: Historic Context
US Army Garrison, I-11

Akolea Neighborhood
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F!<EDfR10<, MO 21701
BY: KRW

Previous Investigations

...

.

The Akolea neighborhood at Schofield Barracks has not been su�ject to previous investigation.
~

Changes Over Time and Resource Integrity

•
minimal exterior modification in terms of materials. additions, new
The buildings have been subject
, exception oftoroof
construction with the
replacements that have occurred extensively. Interior
generally
consist
of
replacement
finishes, fixtures. and appliances. The neighborhoods have
modifications
•
I
not undergone significant redesign. new construction. or demolition.

..

lj;

~

~

-

.~

..

Despite exter.ior and interior modifications
over time, Vietnam War Era buildings, associated
•
I
outbuildings. and neighborhoods retain sufficient
integrity of association. feeling,
location,
and setting. to
~
...
1!jl
") under Criterion A. Due to
with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance
convey their association
',.
modifications
and alterations. the housing generally no longer
~ retains a high degree of integrity of design
and materials. Those units that retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently
to
~
, and construction
'lo ' relative
in their design
to the national inventory. and the
distinctive or distinguishable
,.,.
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C.

-

..

..

..

L.

~

'

'

t ..,
Ptoperties
Importance
• of Particular

,,,.,.
2021 defines a Property
The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December
-<
of Particular Jmportance as one that is an
.... Vietnam War Era housing or neighborhoods that are. in the context of the nation
Army
•
wide inventory of civilian
secror housing an neighborhoods from this period,
substantially
distinctive
and unique in their design, method of construction. and building
•
•
-,
_,Ji> e
materiaJs used. AdditionaJly,
properties of particular importance
must exhibit a high
q
L
degree of
integrity with enough
significant
design
characteristics
historic
•
" and original
• >
I!:;
building materials
present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
''
wide inventory '(U.S. Depa11ment of the Army 2021 :34).
~

...

The civilian housing sector
influenced popular expectations
interior
...
,L,
" V for housing design, building types,
,,,
many houses constructed during the period were
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically,
•
;
:,
~
41 references
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic
were absent on houses
constructed during
the
r
....
that
y
Award-wining
residential
designs
of
the
period
included
those
fi
mly
rejected
historical
period.
i'
.....
<l
precedent in exterior
des�gn and interior plan. While the militaiy sought to adopt design principles
J
sector
advanced by the civilian architectural
• for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Anny. size
-'
limitations and cost criteria established
by Congress for military family housin,g influenced the resulting.,,
housing stock in tenns of architectural expression and interior design.
•
~

~

,A

.,.."

..

.

•

~
w.. civilian-sector housing trends
followed
Inventory conducted at USAG Hawaii confirmed that the military
and did
not
construct
substantially
distinctive
or
unique
housing.
Due
to
continuous
<'
•
• , modification and
alteration. the units no longer retain a high degree of integrity
"' -I of design and materials. Those units that
r
of
design
and
materials
are
not
substantially
distinctive lor unique within the inventory of
retain integity
•
...-, are present at USAG
civilian-sector
• housing" and neighborhoods. No Prope11ies of• Particular Importance
Hawaii.
~

~

..

Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic• Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

Installation Name:

Schofield Barracks

Neighborhood Name:

Aloala

CIRCULATION
,
Grid: yes □
no l!l

.

Curvilinear•·streets: yes I!)
no □

..

Cul-du-sacs: yes I!)
no a

~

;I!,,

ii describe the street layout here:
Generally
'

Sidewalks:
yes .,.00
'
no

il_

..

□

. ....

.,

.
,I of which are culs-de-sac and another
....
• off
Aloala
is defined
by the curvilinear Hendrickson
Loop
looping road,
'¥
f:' '
Mokihana Loop.

-·

I

Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):

., present on one side of the street.
There are concrete sidewalks

PARKING
Garages: yes[]
no 00

Carports: yes I!)
no a

Parking pad: yes[]
no I!)

Parking lots:
yes []
' t
no 00

Group Covered Parking: yes I!)
no[]

LANDSCAPING AND OTHER FEATURES

Tree lawn: yes □
no.. I!)

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe []
no 00

.

.
Athletic Facilities: yes - describe a
no [!I

Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe []
no I!)

Streetlights: yes I!)
no □
Demolition: yes - describe □
no l!l

Collective Mailboxes: yes I!)
no □

To be demolished in 2028

Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
The neighborhood is defined by concrete-block dwellings, including fourplex-apartment buildings and
duplexes. Group carports are present. Residences are set back between 10-to-15 feet from the street.

Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe
no I!)

*

Aloala Neighborhood
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Previous Investigations
The Aloala neighborhood
• has not been subject to previou� investigation.
Changes Over Time and Resource lntegrity

..

The buildings have been subject to minimal exterior modification in terms of materials. additions, new
construction with the exception of roof replacements that have occurred extensively. Interior
modifications generally consist• of replacement
finishes, fixtures. and appliances. The neighborhoods have
'
not undergone significant redesign,
new
construction,
or demolition.
•'
'
1
1
'
~

-

-

'

Despite exterior
and 'interior modifications
over time, Viet11am War Era buildings, associated
I
•
,,..
41
outbuildings.
and neighborhoods rerain sufficient integrity of association. feeling. location.
and setting to
'
• their
under
Criterion
A. Due to
convey
' association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance
I
modifications and alterations, the housing generally no longer retains a high degree of integrity of design
rf, integrity of design and materials are not sufficiently
• units lhat retain some degree of
and• materials. Those
...
distinctive or distinguishable in their design and construction relative to the national
• inventory, and the
housing is therefore not considered eligible for
the
NRHP
under
Criterion
C.
•
~

..

'

~

. ..

..

..

Properties of Particular Importance

The Program Comment Plan for Vietnam War Era Housing issued in December 202 J defines a Propert)
of Particular Importance as one that is an

•

..

.

....
AJmy Vietnam War
• Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the ,context of the nation
r
• civilian sector housing an neighborhoods f om this period,
wide inventory of
'I.
substantially distinctive and unique in their design, method of construction, and building
....
..
materials used. Additionally. properties of particular impo11ance must exhibit a high
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics
and original historic
• "
"
building
materials
present
and
intact
to
be
considered
truly
distinctive
within the nation
f
wide inventory (U.S. Department of the Army 2021 :34 ).

.

..

..

~

.

I
,,,
sector influenced popular expectations for
housing design, building types, interior
The civilian housing
spatial requirements, and amenities. Stylistically, many houses constructed during the period were
,
executed in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed during the

Award-wining residential designs of the period included those that firmly rejected historical
period.
#
.I:;
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While
the• military
sought to adopt design principles
advanced by the civilian atchitectural �ector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army, size
limitations and cost criteria established by Congress for military family housing influenced the resulting
housing stock in terms of architectural
expression and interior design.
'

.

J.

...

Inventory conducted at USAG Hawaii confirmed that the military followed civilian-sector housing trends
.. housing. Due to continuous modification and
and did nm construct substantially distinctive
or unique
"'
,I • no longer retain a high degree of integrity
• of design and materials. Those units that
alteration. the units
retain integrity of design and matel'ials are not substantially distinctive or unique within
.- the inventory of
'
'
I
00
civilian-sector housing and neighborhoods.
No Properties of Pa1ticular Importance
are
present at USAG
•
Hawaii.
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Army Vietnam War Era Housing Historic Context
Inventory Form for Neighborhoods

Installation Name:
f. I'

Schofield Barracks
·-

Neighborhood Name:

,.
Ralston

',. I

CIRCULATION

□

Grid: yes l!I
'.
no

Curvilinear streets: yes
no l!l

...

Cul-du-sacs: yes I!)
no

□

Generally describe the street layout here:

...

Sidewalks: yes [!l
no

□

,f •

.. □

'...

'.,&..,
.
•I
Ralston is an Inter-War Era •'neighborhood
containing
a grid with three culs-de-sac.
Three Vietnam War Era
dwellings were constructed in the neighborhood.

..

Generally describe the sidewalks here (i.e., materials, one or both sides of the street, etc.):

...

..,,., sidewalks
.. present on the street.
There are concrete
T

PARKING

□

Garages:
yes
,no [!l

Carports:
yes [!l
••
no

□

Parking pad: yes l!l
-·
no

□

□

Parking lots: yes
no l!I

..

□

Group Covered Parking: yes
no [!l

□

LANDSCAPING ANO OTHER FEATURES

Tree lawn: yes
no [!l

□

Neighborhood Park: yes - describe
no l!l

□

• Facilities: yes - describe
Athletic
no l!l

□

.....
Neighborhood Playground/Tot Lot: yes - describe
no [!l

Collective Mailboxes: yes □
no l!I

Streetlights: yes l!I
no a

□

Infill Construction: yes - describe l!I
no a

Demolition: yes - describe
no l!I

The three Vietnam War Era buildings are infill in an
Inter-War era neighborhood.
Describe any other neighborhood amenity (i.e., school, pool, clubhouse, etc.) here:

Describe the general character of the neighborhood here:
The neighborhood is defined by one-story stucco buildings from the Inter-war era. Three residences in the
northwest corner are from the Vietnam War Era and are constructed of concrete block. Dwellings are set
approximately 10 feet back from the street.
Describe any changes or modifications to the neighborhood here:

Attach photos below:

*

Ralstc,n Neighborhood
S�chofield Barracks
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Ralston Neighborhood
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Previous Investigations

'

...

. ,

..

The document National
" rer & Schqjleld
" Register Eligihiliry Assessmemsfor Three Neighborhoods al Fort Shqf
t that contain Vietnam War Era housing: Ralston and
Barracks
provides assessments for two neighborhoods
....
Hauoli Heights/Parks. ln Ralston. two Vietnam War Era residences are present and considered non
b.
;
contributing to a potential historic district because they
'\T were later infill to the Inter-War Era neighborhood. ln
•
the Parks neighborhood.
the ten Vietnam Era houses are considered contributing to the potential historic
"=
'"'
\
district
(Fung Associates, Inc.2018:20). No fonnal SHPO concurrence
has been received.
'II

..

.. "

- ..

..
"

Changes Over Time and Resource
• Integrity

•

.

,
The buildings have been su�ject
new
... in terms of materials, additions,
• to minimal exterior modification
'
replacements
that
have
occurred
extensively.
Interior
construction with the exception of roof
•
,.;.
modifications generally consist of replacement finishes, fixtures, and appliances.
The neighborhoods
have
""
not undergone significant redesign. new construction. or demolition.

..·"'

..

.

,, buildings, associated
De�pite ell.ierior and interior modifications over time, Vietnam War Era
,_
t
i..
outbuildings. and neighbo1110ods retain sufficient integrity of association,
location, and setting
to
"
• ,, "' feeling,
convey their association with the conflict in Vietnam and NRHP significance under Criterion A. Due to
I,
?
»
t
modifications
and alterations. tJ1e housing generally no -longer
retains a high degree of integrity
.. of design
and materials. Those units that retain some degree of integrity of design and materials are not
" 'sufficiently
\
relative to the national inventory, and the
distinctive or• distinguishable
• in their design and construction
#
,
housing is therefore not considered eligible for the NRHP under
Criterion
C.
I

..

..

..

~

'

...

'

..

..

Properties
of Particular Importance
~
"'

..

I
f_,r 2021 defines a Property
\
The Program Comment
Plan for Vietnam
War Era Housing
issued in December
1,
•
"
of Particular Importance as one
that
is
an
•

'

..

,. War Era housing or neighborhoods that are, in the context of the nation
.Army Vietnam
I'll"
, an neighborhoods
wide inventory
of civilian sector housing
from this period.
•
substantially distinctive and unique in their design. method of construction. and building
~
... a high
materials used. Additionally.
prope11ies of particular importance must exhibit
f,
'..
degree of integrity with enough significant design characteristics
and original historic
i.,
building
materiaJs
.: present and intact to be considered truly distinctive within the nation
"
wide inventory (U.S. Depa11ment of the Army 2021 :34).
~

....

-·

-

~

V

, sector influenced
The,. civilian housing
• popular expectations for housing design, building, types. interior
... requirements, and amenities.
-\
spatlal
houses constructed
during... the period were
• I Stylistically, many
,;'
I,
executed
the
during
• in the Modern idiom; historical stylistic references were absent on houses constructed
'
C!
included
those
that
firmly
rejected
historical
period. A ward-wining residential designs of the period
•
•
precedent in exterior design and interior plan. While the military sought to adopt design principles
• "i
.,
advanced• by the civilian architectural
sector for Vietnam War Era housing constructed by the Army. size
limitations and cost.. criteria established by Congress for milita,y family housing influenced
• ' the resulting
housing stock in !em1s of architectural expression and interior design.
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-

Iii civilian-sector
I
Inventory conducted at USAG Hawaii confirmed that the milita1y followed
housing
t trends and
•
'°'C
did
• Due to continuous modification and alteration, the
• not construct substantially distinctive or unique housing.
units no longer retain a high degree of integrity of design and materials. Those units that retain integrity of
design and materials are not substantially distinctive
II!
" or unique within the inventory of civilian-sector housing
of
Particular
Importance
are
present
at
USAG
Hawaii.
and neighborhoods, No Properties
•
~
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